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1 Introduction 

After a good look on the Mathematics Unlimited-2001 and Beyond [5], which 
addresses thE; question of the future of Mathematics in the new millennium, it 
is impossible not to get the deep impression that Computing will be an integral 
part of many branches of Mathematics. If it is true that ill the XXst century 
Mathematics has contributed, in a fundamental way, to technology, now, in the 
XXIst century, the converse seems to be also a possibility. For perspectives on 
the role of Computing in MathematIcs (and the other way around) see [2, 4, 9]. 

Many powerful and versatile Computer Algebra Systems are available nowa
days, putting at our disposal sophisticated environments of mathematical and 
scientific computing. They comprise both numerical and symbolic computation 
through high-level and expressive languages, close to the mathematical one. A 
large quantity of mathematical knowledge is already available in these scientific 
systems, providing efficient mathematical methods to perform the desired cal
culations. This has two important imI?lications: they spare one a protracted 
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process of programming and debugging, so common to the more conventional 
computer languages; they permit us to write few lines of code, and simpler pro
grams, r:r:tore declarative in nature. Our claim is that explorations with such 
tools can develop intuition, and better qualitative understanding of the 
nature of the problems. This can greatly assist the proof of mathematical results 
(see an example in Section § 2.1 below). 

It is our aim to show that computer-assisted algebra can provide insight and 
clues to some open questions related to special sequences in Number Theory. 
N umber Theory has the ad vantage of being easily amenable to computation 
and experimentation. Explorations with a Computer Algebra System will allow 
us to produce results and to formulate conjectures. We illustrate our approach 
with the mathematics Maple system (all the computational processing was car
ried with Maple version 8, on an AMD Athlon(TM) 1.66 GHz machine), and 
with some of the problems proposed by the Romanian mathematician Florentin 
Smarandache. 

Maple was originated more than two decades ago, as a project of the Sym
bolic Computation Group of the University of Waterloo, Ontario. It is now a 
registered trademark product of vVaterloo Maple Inc. We refer the reader to 
[19, 13] for a gentle introduction to, Maple. For a good account on the Smaran
dache collection of problems, and for a biography of F. Smarandache, see [10]. 

vVe invite and exhort 1'eOOe1'1:) to convert our mathematical exploration::; in 
the language of their favorite Computer Algebra System; to optimize the 
rithms (we have followed the didactic approach, without any attempt of code 
optimization); and to obtain the results for themselves. The source be with you. 

2 Smarandache Digital Subsequences 

\Ve begin by considering sequences of natural numbers satisfying some given 
property together with all their digits. 

2.1 Smarandache p-digital subsequences 

We are interested in the following Smarandache p-digital subsequences. Let 
p 2 2. Froill/the sequence {nP }, n E No, we select those terms whose digits 
are all perfect p-powers. For p 2 we obtain the Srnamndache square-digital 
subsequence: we select only those terms of the sequence {n2}:::0 whose digits 
belong to the set {a, 1,4, 9}. With the Maple definitions 

> POY := (n,p) -> seq(i-p,i=O .. n): 
> perfectPoy := (n,p)-> evalb(n :::; iroot(n.p)Ap): 
:> digit := (n,num) -> irem(iquo(num.l0~(length(num)-n)) ,10): 
> digits := n -> map(digit. [$1 .. length (n)] ,n): 
> digPerfectPoY ;= 

> (n,p) -:> evalb(select(perfectPoY,digits(n),p) = digits(n»): 

the Smarandache square-digital subsequence is easily obtained: 
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> ssds := n -> select (digPerfectPow, [pow(n,2)] ,2): 

We now a.."k for all the terms of the Smarandache square-digital subsequence 
which are letiti or equal than lO0002: 

> ssds(10000); 

[0,1,4,9,49,100,144,400,441,900,1444,4900,9409, 10000, 10404, 11449, 
14400,19044,40000,40401,44100,44944,90000,144400,419904,490000, 

491401,904401,940900,994009,1000000,1004004,1014049,1040400, 

1100401,1144900,1440000,1904400,1940449,4000000,4004001,4040100, 

4410000,4494400,9000000,9909904,9941409,11909401,14010049,14040009, 

14440000,19909444,40411449,41990400,49000000,49014001,49140100, 
49999041,90440100,94090000,94109401,99400900,99940009,100000000] 

In [3, 18] one finds the fa Hawing question: 

"Disregarding the square numbers of the form N x 102k , kEN, 
N also a perfect square number, how many other numbers belong 
to the Smarandache square-digital subsequence?" 

From the obtained 64 numbers of the Smarandache square-digital subsequence, 
one can see some interesting patterns from which one easily guess the answer. 

Theorem 1. There exist an infinite 'T'//umber of terrns on the Smarandache 
square-digital subsequence which are not of the form N x 102k, kEN, N a 
pe'rject SQ'uu1'e n'umber. 

Theorem 1 is a straightforward consequence of the following Lemma. 

Lemma 2. Any number o/the/orm (lOk +1 + 4) xlOk +1+4, kENo (144, 10404, 
1004004, 100040004, .. .), belong to the Smarandache square-digital subtjequence. 

P.roof Lemma 2 follows by direct calculation: 

(lOk+1 + 2) 2 = (lO k +1 + 4) X lOk+1 + 4. 

o 
We remark that from the analysis of the list of the first 64 terms of the 

Smarandache square-digital subsequence, one easily finds other possibilities to 
prove Theorem 1, using different but similar assertions than the one in Lemma 2. 
For example, any number ~:lf the form (101:+2 + ILl) X 101:+2 +49, kENo (11449, 
1014049,100140049, ... ), belong to the Smarandache square-digital subsequence: 

(10k+2 + 7) 2 = (1Ok+2 + 14) x 1Ok+2 + 49 . 

Other possibility, first discovered in [12J, is to use the pattern (4 x 1Ok +1 + 4) x 
1Ok +l +1, kENo (441,40401,4004001, ... ), which is the square of 2 x lOk+l +l. 

Choosing p = 3 we obtain the Smamndache cube-d'ig'ital s'ubsequence. 
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> scds := n -> select (digPerfectPow, [pow(n,3)] ,3): 

Looking [or all terms of the Srnarandache cube-digital subsequence which are 
less or equal than 100003 we only find the trivial ones: 

> scds(10000); 

[0,1,8,1000,8000,1000000,8000000,1000000000,8000000000,1000000000000J 

vVe offer the following conjecture: 

Conjecture 3. All terms of the Smarandache cube-digital subsequence are of 
the form D x 103k where D E {O, l,8} and kENo. 

Many more Smarandache digital have been introduced in the 
literature. One good ex.arnple is the Smarandache prime digital subsequence, 
defined as the sequence of numbers whose digits are all primes (see [18]). 

Terms of the Smaranda.che prime digital ~llbsequence are easily discovered 
with the help of the Maple system. Defining 

> primeDig :- n -> evalb(select(isprime,digits(n» = digits(n»: 
> spds := n -> select (primeDig, [seq(ithprime(i),i=l .. n)]): 

we find that 189 of the first 10000 prime numbers belong to the Smarandache 
prime digital subsequence: 

> nops(spds(10000»; 

189 

2.2 Smarandache p-partial digital subsequences 

The Smarandache p-partial digital subsequence is defined by scrolling through 
a given sequence {an}, n 2 0, defined by some property p, and selecting only 
those terms which can be partitioned iII groups of digits satisfying the same 
property p (see [3]). For example, let us consider {an} defined by the recurrence 
relation an = an-l + a'n-2. One gets the Lucas sequence by choosing the 
initial conditions ao = 2 and al = 1; the Pibonacc'i seq'uence by choosing aD = 
o and a1 = 1. The Smarandache Lucas-partial digital subsequence and the 
Smarandache Fibonacci-partial digital subsequence are then obtained selecting 
from the.respective Bequences only those terms n for which there exist a partition 
of the digits in three groups (n = 91g2g3) with the sum of the first two groups 
equal to the third one (91 + 92 = 93)' 

In [3, 17, 16J the following questions are formulated: 

"Is 123 (1+2 3) the only Lucas number that verifies a Smaran
dache type partition?" 
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"vVe were not able to find any Fibonacci number verifying a 
Smarandache type partition, but we could not large num-
bers; can you?" 

Using the following procedure, we can verify if a certain number n fulfills 
the necessary condition to belong to the Smarandache Ducas / Fibonacci-partial 
digital subsequence, i.e., if n can be divided in three digit group::>, glg2g3, with 
gl+g2=g3. 

> spds:=proc(n) 
> local nd1, nd2, nd3, nd, g1, g2. g3: 
> nd:=length(n); 
> for nd3 to nd-2 do 
> g3:=irem(n,10-nd3); 
> if length(g3)*2>nd then break; fi; 
> for nd1 from min(nd3,nd-nd3-1) by -1 to 1 do 
> nd2:=nd-nd3-ndl; 
> g1:=iquo(n,10-(nd2+nd3)); 
> g2:=irem(iquo(n.l0-nd3), 10-nd2); 
> if g2>=g3 then break;fi; 
> if gl+g2=g3 then printf("i'.d (%d+%d=%d)\n" ,n,gl,g2,g3) ;fi; 
> od; 
> od: 
> end proc: 

Now, we can compute the first n terms of the Lucas sequence, using the 
procedure below. 

> lucas:=proc(n) 
> local L, i: 
> L:=(2, 1J: 
> for i from 1 to n-2 do L:=[L[] ,L[i]+L[i+1JJ :od: 
> end proc: 

With n = 20 we get the first twenty Lucas numbers 

> lucas(20); 

[2,1,3,4,7,11,18,29,47,76,123,199,322,521,843,1364,2207, 3571, 5778, 9349J 

Let L be the li~t of the fixst 6000 term.::; of the Lucas sequence: 

> L:=lucas(6000): 

(elapsed time: 1.9 seconds) 1 

It is interesting to remark that the 6000th element has 1254 digits: 

most significant time calculations are showed, in order to give an idea about the 
involved computatioD effort. 
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> length(L[6000]); 

1254 

The following Maple command permit us to check which of the first 3000 
elements belong to a Smarandache Lucas-partial digital subsequence. 

> map (spds • L[l.. 3000] ) : 

123 (1+2=3) 
20633239 (206+33=239) 

(elapsed time: 7hSOm) 

As reported in [15], only two of the first 3000 elements of the Lucas sequence 
verify a Smarandache type partition: the 11 th and 36th elements. 

> L[l1J. L[36]; 

123,20633239 

We now address the following question: Which of the next 3000 elements of 
the Lucas sequence belong to a Smarandache L-ucas-partial digital subsequence? 

> map(spds, L[3001 .. 6000]): 

(elapsed time: 67h59m) 

The answer turns out to be none: no number, verifying a Smarandache type 
partition, was found between the 3001 th and the 6000 th term of the Lucas se
quence. 

The same kind of analysis is easily done for the Fibonacci sequence. We compute 
~he terms of the Fibonacci sequence using the pre-defmed function fibonacci: 

> vith(combinat, fibonacci): 
> [seq(fibonacci(i). i=l .. 20)J; 

(1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144,233,377,610,987,1597,2584,4181,67651 

Although the 6000th Fibonacci number is different from the 6000th Lucas 
number 

> evalb(fibonacci(6000) = L[6000J); 

fal.se 

they have the same Ilurnber of digits 



> length(fibonacc1(6000)); 

1254 

In order to identify which of the first 3000 Fibonacci nwnbers belong to the 
Smarandache Fibonacci-partial digital subsequence, we execute the following 
short piece of Maple code: 

> map(spds, [seq(f1bonacc1(i), 1=1 .. 3000)J): 

832040 (8+32=040) 

(elapsed time: 8h32m) 

This is in consonance with the result reported in [15J: only one number, 
among the first 3000 numbers of the Fibonacci sequence, verifies a Smarandache 
type partition - the 30th one. 

> fibonacci(30); 

832040 

A.:; before, with respect to the Lucao sequence, we now want to know which 
of the next 3000 numbers of the Fibonacci sequence belong to the Smarandache 
Pibonacci-partial digital subsequence. 

> map(spds, [seq(fibonacei(i), i=3001 .. 6000)]): 

(elapsed time: 39h57m) 

Similarly to the Lucas case, no number, verifying a Smarandache type par
tition, was found between the 3001 th and the 6000th term of the Fibonacci 
sequence. 

3 Smarandache Concatenation-Type Sequences 

Let {an}, n E N, be a sequence of numbers. The Smarandache concate
nation sequence associated to {an} is a new sequence {sn} where Sn is given 
by the concatenation of all the terms aI, ... , ~. The concatenation operation 
between two numbers a and b is defined as follows: 

> cone := (a,b) -> a*10~length(b)+b: 

In this sedion we consider four different Smarandache concatenation-type sub
tiequencel:i: the odd, the even, the prime, and the Fibonacci one. 
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> oddSeq := n -> select (type, [seq(i,i=l .. n)] ,odd): 
> evenSeq := n -> select (type, [seq(i,i=l .. n)] ,even): 
> primeSeq :~ n -> [seq(ithprime(i) ,i=l .. n)]: 
> with (combinat, fibonacci): 
> fibSeq := n -> [seq(fibonacci(i),i=l .. n)]: 
> # S8 = Smarandache Sequence 
> S8 := proc(F,n) 
> local L, R, i: 

> L:= F(n): 
> R:= array(l .. nops(L)): R[i] := L[l]: 
> for i from 2 while i <= nops(L) do 
> R[i] :=conc(R[i-l] ,L[i]): 
> end do: 
> evalm(R): 
> end proc: 

Just to illustrate the above definitions, we compute the first five terms of the 
Smarandache odd,even, prime, and Fibonacci t>equellces: 

> ss(oddSeq,10); 

[1, 13,135, 1357, 13579J 

> ss(evenSeq,10); 

[2,24,246,2468,246810] 

> ssCprimeSeq,5); 

[2,23,235,2357,235711] 

> ss(fibSeq,5); 

[1,11,112,1123,1123~ 

Many interesting questions appear when one try to find numbers among the 
terms of a Smarandache concatenation-type sequence with some given property. 
For example, it remains an open question to understand how many primes are 
there in the odd, prime, or Fibonacci sequences. Are they infinitely or finitely in 
nwnber? The following procedure permit us to find prime numbers ina certain 
Smarandache sequence. 

> ssPrimes := procCF,n) 
> local ar, i: 
> ar:= select(isprime,ss(F,n)): 
> convert(ar,list): 
> end proe: 
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There are five prime numbers in the first fifty terms of the Smarandache odd 
oequence; 

> nops(ssPrimes(oddSeq,100»; 

5 

five prime numbers in the first two hundred terms of the Smarandache prime 
sequence; 

> nops(ssPrimes(primeSeq,200»; 

5 

and two primes (11 and 1123) in the first one hundred and twenty terms of the 
Smarandache Fibonacci :sequence. 

> ssPrimes(fibSeq,120); 

[11, 1123J 

It is clear that only the first term of the Smarandache even sequence is prime. 
One interesting question, formulated in [1, Ch. 2], is the following: 

"How many elements of the Smaranda.che even sequence are twice 
a prime?" 

A simple search with Maple shows that 2468101214 is the only number twice a 
prime in the first four hundred terIDB of the Srnarandache even sequence (the 
term 400 of the Smarandache even sequence is a number with 1147 decimal 
digits). 

> ssTwicePrime := procen) 
> local ax, i: 
> ar:= seleet(i->isprime(i/2),ss(evenSeq,n»: 
> eonvert(ar,list): 
> end proe: , 
> ssTwicePrime(800); 

(2468101214] 

4 Smarandache Relationships 

We now consider the so called Smarandache junction. This function Sen) is 
important for many reasons [10 1 pp. 91-921). For exarnple l it gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a number to be prime: p > 4 is prime if, 
aud only if, S(p) = p. Smarandache numbers are the values of the Smarandache 
function. 
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4.1 Sequences of Smarandache numbers 

The Smamndache function is defined ill [16] as follows: S(n) is the smallest 
positive integer number such that S(n)! is divisible by n. This function can be 
defined in Maple by the following procedure: 

> S::::proc(n) 
> local i, fact: 
> fact :::::1: 
> for i from 2 while irem(fact, n)<>O do 
> fact:=fact*i: 
> od: 
> return i-1: 
> end proc: 

The first terms of the Smaranda.che sequence are eaBily obtained: 

> seq(S(n) ,n=1 .. 20); 

1,2,3,4,5,3,7,4,6,5,11,4,13,7,5,6,17,6,19,5 

A sequence of 2k Smarandache numbers satisfY a Smarandache k-k additive 
relatiuut)hip if 

S(n) +S(n+ 1) + ... +S(n+k~ 1) S(n+k) +S(n+k+ 1) + ... +S(n+2k-l) . 

In a similar way, a sequence of 2k Smarandache numbers satisfy a Smarandache 
k-k subtractive relationship if 

8(11,) -8(11,+1) _ .. ·-8(11,+k-1) S(n+k)-S(11,+k+1) - ... -S(n+2k-1). 

In [3, 17] one finds the following questions: 

"How many quadruplets verify a Smarandache 2-2 additive rela
tionship'?" 

I'How many quadruplets verify a Smarandache 2-2 subtractive 
relationshi p?" 

"How many sextuplets verify a Smarandache 3-3 additive rela
tionship?" 

To address these questions, we represent each of the relationships by a Maple 
function: 

> add2_2:= (V,n)->V Cn]+V [n+l] =V [n+2] +V[n+3] : 
> sub2_2:=(V.n)->V[n]-V[n+l]=V[n+2]-V[n+3]: 
> add3_3:=(V,n)->V[n]+V[n+1]+V[n+2]=V[n+3]+V[n+4]+V[n+5]: 
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We compute the first 10005 numbers of the Smarandache sequence: 

> SSN:=[seq(S(i),i=1 .. 1000S)J: 

(elapsed time: 59m29s) 

vVith the following procedure, we can identify all the positions in the se
quence V that verify the relationship F. 

> verifyRelation:=proc(F,V) 
> local i, VR: VR:=[]: 
> for i to nops(V)-S do 
> if FeV,i) then VR::[VR[J, i]: fi: 
> od: 
> return VR; 
> end proc: 

We can answer the above mentioned questions for the first 10000 numbers of 
the Srnarandache sequence. 

The positions verifying the Smarandache 2-2 additive relationship are: 

> V1::verifyRelation(add2_2,SSN); 

VI := [6, 7, 28, 114, 1720,3538,4313,8474] 

Similarly, we determine the positions verifying the Srnarandache 2-2 sub
tractive relationship, 

> V2;=verifyRelation(sub2_2,SSN); 

V2 := [1,2,40,49,107,2315,3913,4157,4170] 

and the positions verifying the Smarandache 3-3 additive relationship: 

> V3:=verifyRelation(add3_3,88N); 

V3 := (5,5182,9855] 

The quadr,uplets associated with the positions V1 (2-2 additive relationship) 
are given by 

> mapCi->printf("S(%d)+S(%d)=S(%d)+S(%d) [%d+%d=%d+%dJ\n", 
i,i+1.i+2.i+3,8(1),8(i+1).8(i+2),S(1+3)). Vi): 

8(6)+8(7)=S(8)+8(9) [3+7=4+6J 
8 (7) +S (8)=S (9) +8 (10) [7+4=6+5] 
S(28)+8(29)=8(30)+8(31) [7+29=5+31] 
8(114)+S(115)=S(116)+S(117) [19+23=29+13] 
8(1720)+S(1721)=8(1722)+8(1723) [43+1721=41+1723J 
5(3538)+S(3539)=8(3540)+S(3541) [61+3539=59+3541] 
8(4313)+8(4314)=8(4315)+8(4316) [227+719=863+83] 
S(8474)+8(8475);;S(8476)+8(8477) [223+113::::163+173J 



vVe remark that in M. Bencze's paper [3J only the first three quadruplets were 
found. The quadruplets associated with the positions V2 (2-2 subtractive rela
tionship) are: 

> map(i->printf("8(%d)-8(%d)=8C%d)-8(i'.d) [%d-%d=%d-%d]\n", 
i,i+1,i+2,i+3,S(i),8(i+1) ,S(i+2),S(i+3)) , V2): 

8(1)-8(2)=8(3)-8(4) [1-2=3-4] 
8(2)-8(3)=8(4)-8(5) [2-3=4-5J 
8(40)-8(41)=8(42)-8(43) [5-41=7-43J 
8(49)-8(50)=8(51)-8(52) [14-10=17-13J 
8 (107) -8 (108) =8 (109) -8 (110) [107-9=109-11] 
8(2315)-8(2316)=8(2317)-8(2318) [463-193=331-61J 
8(3913)-8(3914)=8(3915)-8(3916) [43-103=29-89] 
8(4157)-8(4158)=8(4159)-8(4160) [4157-11=4159-13] 
8(4170)-8(4171)=8(4172)-S(4173) [139-97=149-107J 

Only the first two and fourth quadruplets were found in [3]. The following three 
sextuplets verify a Smarandache 3-3 additive relationship: 

> map(i->printf("S(%d)+8C%d)+S(%d);8(%d)+8(%d)+8(%d) 
C%d+%d+%d=%d+%d+i'.dJ \nll ,i, i+1, i+2, i+3, i+4, i+5, 
S(i),S(i+l),S(i+2),8(i+3),S(i+4),S(i+5», V3): 

8(5)+8(6)+8(7)=8(8)+8(9)+8(10) [5+3+7=4+6+5] 
8(5182)+8(5183)+8(5184)=8(5185)+8(5186)+8(5187) [2591+73+9=61+2593+19] 
8(9855)+8 (9856)+S(9857)=8 (9858) +8 (9859)+8(9860) [73+11+9857=53+9859+29] 

Only the first sextuplet was found by M. Bencze's in [3J. For a deeper analysis 
of these type of relationships, see [6, 8J. 

4.2 An example of a Smarandache partial perfect additive 
sequence 

Let {an}, n ;:.:: 1, be a sequence constructed in the following way: 

a2p+l = ap+l - Ij 
a2p+2 = ap-rl 1. 

The following Maple procedure defines an. 

> a:=proc(n) 
> option remember: 
> if en=l) or (n=2) then return 1: 
> elif type(n, odd) then return a«(n-l)/2+1)-1: 
> else return a«n-2)/2+1)+i: 
> fi: 
> end proc: 
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In (3] the first 26 terms of the sequence are presented as being 

> A:=1,1,O,2,-i,l,1,3,-2,0,O,2,1,1,3,5,-4,-2,-1,l,-1,1,1,3,0,2: 

One easily concludes, as mentioned in [7], that starting from the thirteenth term 
the above values are erroneous. The correct vdlues are obtained with the help 
of our procedure: 

> seq(a(i) ,i=1 .. 26); 

1,1,0,2, -1,1,1,3, 0,0,2, 0, 2, 2,4, -3, 1, 1,1,3, 1 

We prove, for 1 S P S 5000, that {an} is a Smarandache partial perfect additive 
sequence, that is, it satisfies the relation 

al + a2 + ... + ap ap+l + ap+2 + ... + a2p. 

This is accomplished by the following Maple code: 

> sppasproperty:=proc(n) 
> local SPPAS. p; 
> SPPAS:=[seq(a(i),i=l .. n)]; 
> for p from 1 to iquo(n,2) do 
> if evalb(add(SPPAS [iJ, i=1. .p) <>add(SPPAS [iJ, i=p+1.. 2*p» 
> then return false; 
> fi; 
> od; 
> return true; 
> end proe: 

> sppasproperty(10000); 

(elapsed time: 11.4 seconds) 

true 

(1) 

We remark that the erroneous sequence A does not verify property (1). For 
example, with p 8 qne gets: 

> add(A[iJ ,i=1 .. 8)<>add(A[i],i=9 .. 16); 

. 5 Other Smarandache Definitions and Conjec
tures 

The Smarandache prime conjecture share resemblances (a kind of dual assertion) 
with the famous Goldbach's conjecture: "Every even integer greater than four 
can be expre::;st..'Cl a3 a sum of two primes" . 
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5.1 Smarandache Prime Conjecture 

In [3, 17, 16] the so called Smamndache Prime Conjecture is formulated: "Any 
odd number can be expressed as the sum of two primes minus a third prime 
(not including the trivial solution p p + q - q when the odd number is the 
prime itself)" . 

We formulate a strong variant of this conjecture, requiring the odd number 
and the third prime to be different (not including the situation p = k + q - p), 
that is, we exclude the situation add.ressed by Goldbach's conjectme (where the 
even integer 2p is expressed as the sum of two primes k and q). 

The number of times each odd number can be as the sum of two 
primes minus a third are called Smamndache prime conjecture n'U'mber-s. 
It seems that none of them are known (cf. [3]). Here we introduce the notion 
of strong Smarandache n-pr'ime conjecture numbers: the number of possibilities 
that each positive odd number can be expres::>cd as 11 sum of two primes mi
nus a third prime, excluding the trivial solution and imposing our requirement 
that the odd number and the third prime must be different, using all possible 
combination::> of the first n 

Given n, the next procedure determines such numbers for all positive odd 
integers less or equal than l-im. 

> spcn:=proc(lim, n) 
> 
> 
> 

local y, z, i, primos, num, mat: 
mat:::.:.array(1..lim, 1. .2,[seq(['?', 0], i:;:;;1. .lim)]): 
primos:=seq(ithprime(i), i=1 .. n); 

> for i from 1 to n do 
> for y in [primos[i .. n]] do 
> for z in [primos] do 
> num:=primos[i]+y-z; 
> if (num>=1 and num<=lim and type(num, odd) and 
> z<>primos[i] and z<>y and z<>num) then 
> if mat[num, 2]=0 then mat [num, 1] := [primos [i] , y, z]: 
> £i: 
> mat [num. 2J : =mat [num, 2J+1; 
> ff: 
> ad: 
> ad: 
> ad: 
> for i by 2 to lim do 
> if mat [i, 2] =0 then prIntf ("%d=? (0 possibilities) \n", i): 
> else printfC"%d=%d+%d-%d (%d possibilities)\n". i, 
> op (mat [i, 1J), mat [i, 2J): 
> £i: 
> ad: 
> evalm(mat) : 
> end proe: 



All positive odd numbers less or equal than 19 can be eX1JressE:d according to 
the conjecture, using only the first six primes. 2 

> spcnC19. 6) ; 

1=2+2-3 (6 possibilities) 
3~5+5-7 (3 possibilities) 
5=3+13-11 (2 possibilities) 
7=5+5-3 (2 possibilities) 
9=3+11-5 (7 possibilities) 
11=3+13-5 (3 possibilities) 
13=5+11-3 (2 possibilities) 
15=5+13-3 (5 possibilities) 
17=7+13-3 (3 possibilities) 
19=11+11-3 (3 possibilities) 

(elapsed time: 0.0 seconds) 

AI::i expected, if one U::>(:,'!:I the first 100 primes, the number of distinct ~V.~""J".J.UL"'.;J, 
for which each number can be expressed as in our conjecture, increases. 

> spcn(19,100): 

1=2+2-3 (1087 possibilities) 
3=5+5-7 (737 possibilities) 
5=3+13-11 (1015 possibilities) 
7=3+17-13 (1041 possibilities) 
9=3+11-5 (793 possibilities) 
11=3+13-5 (1083 possibilities) 
13=3+17-7 (1057 possibilities) 
15=3+17-5 (770 possibilities) 
17=3+19-5 (1116 possibilities) 
19=3+23-7 (1078 possibilities) 
(elapsed time: 1.8 seconds) 

How many odd numbers less or equal to 10000 verify the conjecture 73 

( 

> SPGN1:=spcn(10000,600): 

(elapsed time: 30mS9s) 

> n:=O: for i by 2 to 10000 do if SPCN1[i,2]>O then n:=n+l; fi; od: n; 

4406 

Using the first 600 primes, only 4406 of the 5000 odd numbers verify the con
jecture. And if one uses the first 700 primes? 

2For each number, only one of the possibilities is showed. 
3In the follow spcn procedure ca.lls, we removed from its definitiou the la5t for loop (spcn 

without screen output). 
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> SPCN2:=spcn(10000,700): 

(elapsed time: 49m34s) 

> n:=O: 
> for i by 2 to 10000 do if SPCN2[i.2]>O then n:=n+l; fi; od; 
> n; 

5000 

Using the first 700 primes, all the odd numbers up to 10000 verify the con
jecture. We refer the readers interested in the Smarandache prime conjecture 
to (14]. 

5.2 Smarandache Bad Numbers 

"There are infinitely many numbers that cannot be as the difference 
between a cube and a square (in absolute value). They are called Smarandache 
Bad Numbers(!)" ~ see (3J. 

The next procedure determines if a number n can be expressed in the form 
n = Ix3 

- y21 (Le., if it is a non Smarandache bad number), for any integer x 
less or equal than x max . The algorithm is based in the following equivalence 

v y = -Jx 3 +n. 

For each x between 1 and X max , we try to find an integer y satisfying y = 
or y = to conclude that n is a non Smarandache bad number. 

> nsbn:=proc(n.xmax) 
> local x, x3: 
> for x to xmax do 
> x3:=x-3; 
> if issqr(x3-n) and x3<>n then return next sqrt(x3-n)]; 
> elif issqr(x3+n) then return n[x, sqrt(x3+n)]; fi; 
> od: 
> return n [ , ? (, ( ? ( ] 

> end proc: 

F. Smarandache [16J conjectured that the numbers 5,6,7,10,13,14, ... are prob
ably bad numbers. We now ask for all the non Smarandache bad numbers which 
axe letiti or equal than 30, using only the x values between 1 and 19. vVe use 
the notation nX,y to mean that n = Ix 3 - y21. For example, 12,3 means that 
1 123 -321=18-91. 

> NSBN:=map(nsbn,[$1 .. 30] ,19); 
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NSBN := [12,3123,5,31,21 57,?, 6?,?, 72,1, 81,3, 93 ,61 1O?,?, 

113,411213,4711317,70114'(,7, 151,4, 16?,"?, 172,5,183 ,31 195,12, 206 ,141 

21?,? 1 223,71233,21241,51255,101263,11 27?,?) 282,61 297,7, 3019,83] 

As proved by Maohua Le in [1lJ, we have just shown that 7 and 13 are non 
Smarandache bad numbers: 7 = 123 - 121 and 13 = 1173 - 702 1. The possible 
Smarandache bad numbers are: 

> selec't (n->evalb(op(l ,n)::;o(? t); NSBN); 

[57,7, 67,7,l07,?, 14?,?, 16?,?, 21?,?, 277,71 297,7J 

Finally, we will determine if any of these eight numbers is a non Sma.randache 
bad number, if one uses all the x values up to 108 . 

> map(llsbn,[5,6,10,14,16,21,27,29J ,10~8); 

(elapsed t~e: 14h30m) 

From the obtained result, we conjecture that 5,6,10,14,16,21,27, and 29, are 
bad: numbers. \lVe look forward to reader::; exploration::; and di::;coverie::l. 
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Palindrome Studies 
(Part 1) 

The Palindrome Concept and Its Applications to Prime Numbers 

Hen ry Ibstedt 
Glimminge 2036 

28060 Broby 
Sweden 

Abstract: This article ongmates from a proposal by M. L. Perez of American 
Research Press to carry out a study on Smarandache generalized palindromes [1]. The 
prime numbers were chosen as a fIrst )set of numbers to apply the development of 
ideas and computer programs on. The study begins by exploring regular pritlle 
number palindromes. To continue the study it proved useful to introduce a new 
concept, that of extended palindromes with the property that the union of regular 
palindromes and extended palindromes form the set of Smarandache generalized 
palindromes. An interesting observation is proved in the article, namely that the only 
regular prime number palindrome with an even number of digits is 11. 

1. Regular Palindromes 

Definition: A positive integer is a palindrome if it reads the same way forwards and 
backwards. 

Using concatenation we can write the definition of a regular palindrome A in the form 

where Xk e {a, 1, 2, ... 9} for k=1, 2, 3, ... n, exce~t Xti:O 

Examples and Identification: The digits 1, 2, ... , 9 are trivially palindromes. The 
only 2-digit palindromes are 11,22,33, ... 99. 
Of course, palindromes are easy to identify by visual inspection. We see at once that 
5493945 is a palindrome. In this study we will also refer to this type of palindromes as 
regular palindromes since we will later defme another type ofpalhidromes. 

As we have seen, palindromes are easily identitied by visual inspection, something we 
will have difficulties to do with, say prime numbers. Nevertheless, we need an 
algorithm to identifY palindromes because we can not use our visual inspection 
method on integers that occur in computer analysis of various sets of numbers. The 
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following routine, written in Ubasic, is built into various computer programs in this 
study: 

10 'Palindrome identifier, Henry Ibstedt, 031021 
20 input" N";N 
30 s=n\10 :r=res 
40 while s>O 
50 s=s\10 :r=10*r+res 
60 wend 
70 print n,r 
80 end 

This technique of reversing a number is quite different from what will be needed later 
on in this study. Although very simple and useful it is worth thinking about other 
methods depending on the nature of the set of numbers to be examined. Let's look at 
prime number palindromes. 

2. Prime Number Palindromes 

We can immediately list the prime number palindromes which are less than 100, they 
are: 2,3,5,7 and 11. We realize that the last digit of any prime number except 2 must 
be 1, 3, 7 or 9. A three digit prime number palindrome must therefore be of the types: 
lxI, 3x3, 7x7 or 9x9 where xs{O, 1, "., 9}. Here, numbers have been expressed in 
concatenated form. V/hcn there is no risk of misunderstanding we will simply write 
2x2, otherwise concatenation will be expressed 2_x_2 while multiplication will be 
made explicit by 2 ·x·2. 

In explicit form we write the above types of palindromes: IOI+IOx, 303+IOx, 
707+10x and 909+1 Ox respectively, 

A 5-digit palindrot.1\e axyxa can be expressed in the form: 

a_OOO_a+x-lOlO+y·lOO where ac{l, 3, 7, 9}, Xe{O, 1, ,." 9} and ya{O, 1, ... , 9} 

This looks like complicating things. But not so. Implementing this in a Ubasic 
program will enable us to look for which palindromes are primes instead of looking 
for which primes are palindromes, Here is the corresponding computer code (C5): 

10 'Classical Prime Palindromes (C5) 
20 'October 2003, Henry Ibstedt 
30 dim V(4) ,U(4) 
40 for I~l to 4 : read V(I) :next 
50 data 1,3,7,9 
60 T=10001 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 

for to 4 
U=O: 'Counting prime 
A=V(1)*T 
for- J=O to 9 
B=A+I010*J 
for K=O to 9 
C=B+100*K 
if nxtprm(C-l)=C then 

150 next :next 
160 U(1)=U 
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170 next 
180 for I=l to 4 :print U(I) :next 
190 end 

Before implementing this code the following theorem will be useful. 

Theorem: A palindrome with an even number of digits is divisible by 11. 

Proof: We consider a palindrome with 2n digits which we denote Xl, X2, .,. Xu' Using 
concatenation we vm.te the palindrome 

We express A in terms of Xl, X2, ••• Xn hi the following way: 

or 
n 

A = L Xk(102n-k + 10k- I) 

k=! 

We will now use the following observation: 

and 
lOq-l=O (mod 11) forq=O (mod 2) 

IOCLrI;;:O (mod 11) forq;;:l (mod 2) 

We re-write (1) in the form: 

n 

(1) 

A;:;:; LXk(102n-k ±1 + lOk-l + 1) where the upper sign applies ifk=l (mod 2) and 
k=! 

the lower si~ if k;;:O (mod 2). 

From this we see that A;;:O (mod 11) for n;;:O (mod 2). 

Corollary: From this theorem we learn that the only prime number palindrome with 
an even number of digits is 11, 

This means that we only need to examine palindromes with an odd number of digits 
for prirnality. Changing a few lines in the computer code C5 we obtain computer 
codes (C3, C7 and C9) which "will allow us to identify all prime number palindromes 
less than 1010 in less than 5 minutes. The number of prime number palindromes in 
each interval was registered in a file. The result is displayed in table 1. 

Number 
of 

3 
5 
7 

Table 1. Number of prime number palindromes 

5 
26 
190 

Number of 
palindromes 

of type 

4 
24 
172 

25 

4 
24 
155 

2 
19 
151 

15 
93 
668 



Table 2. Three-digit prime number palindromes 
(Total 15) 

Interval Prime Number Palindromes 
100-199 101 131 151 181 191 
300-399 313 353 373 383 
700-799 727 757 787 797 
900-999 919 929 

Table 3. Five-digit prime number palindromes 
(Total 93) 

10301 10501 10601 11311 11411 12421 12721 12821 13331 
13831 13931 14341 14741 15451 15551 16061 16361 16561 
16661 17471 17971 18181 18481 19391 19891 19991 
30103 30203 30403 30703 30803 31013 31513 32323 32423 
33533 34543 34843 35053 35153 35353 35753 36263 36563 

70207 70507 70607 71317 71917 72227 72727 73037 73237 
73637 74047 74747 75557 76367 76667 77377 77477 77977 

90709 91019 93139 93239 93739 94049 94349 94649 94849 
94949 95959 96269 96469 96769 97379 97579 97879 98389 

Table 4. Seven-digit prim~ number palindromes 
(Total 668) 

1003001 1008001 1022201 1028201 1035301 1043401 1055501 1062601 
1065601 1074701 1082801 1085801 1092901 1093901 1114111 1117111 
1120211 1123211 1126211 1129211 1134311 1145411 1150511 1153511 , 
1160611 1163611 1175711 1177711 1178711 1180811 1183811 1186811 
1190911 1193911 1196911 1201021 1208021 1212121 1215121 1218121 
1221221 1235321 1242421 1243421 1245421 1250521 1253521 1257521 
1262621 1268621 1273721 1276721 1278721 1280821 1281821 1286821 
1287821 1300031 1303031 1311131 1317131 1327231 1328231 1333331 
1335;331 1338331 134343r 1360631 1362631 1363631 1371731 1374731 
1390931 1407041 1409041 1411141 1412141 1422241 1437341 1444441 
1447441 1452541 1456541 1461641 1463641 1464641 1469641 1486841 
1489841 1490941 1496941 1508051 1513151 1520251 1532351 1535351 
1542451 1548451 1550551 1551551 1556551 1557551 1565651 1572751 
1579751 1580851 1583851 1589851 1594951 1597951 1598951 1600061 
1609061 1611161 1616161 1628261 1630361 1633361 1640461 1643461 
1646461 1654561 1657561 1658561 1660661 1670761 1684861 1685861 
1688861 169!?961 1703071 1707071 1712171 1714171 1730371 1734371 
1737371 1748471 1755571 1761671 1764671 1777771 1793971 1802081 
1805081 1820281 1823281 1824281 1826281 1829281 1831381 1832381 
1842481 1851581 1853581· 1856581 1865681 1876781 1878781 1879781 
1880881 1881881 1883881 1884881 1895981 1903091 1908091 1909091 
1917191 1924291 1930391 1936391 1941491 1951591 1952591 1957591 
1958591 1963691 1968691 1969691 1970791 1976791 1981891 1982891 

3001003 3002003 3007003 3016103 3026203 3064603 3065603 3072703 
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3073703 3075703 3083803 3089803 3091903 3095903 3103013 3106013 
3127213 3135313 3140413 3155513 3158513 3160613 3166613 3181813 
3187813 3193913 3196913 3198913 3211123 3212123 3218123 3222223 
3223223 3228223 3233323 3236323 3241423 3245423 3252523 3256523 
3258523 3260623 3267623 3272723 3283823 3285823 3286823 3288823 
3291923 3293923 3304033 3305033 3307033 3310133 3315133 3319133 
3321233 3329233 3331333 3337333 3343433 3353533 3362633 3364633 
3365633 3368633 3380833 3391933 3392933 3400043 3411143 3417143 
3424243 3425243 3427243 3439343 3441443 3443443 3444443 3447443 
3449443 3452543 3460643 3466643 3470743 3479743 3485843 3487843 
3503053 3515153 3517153 3528253 3541453 3553553 3558553 3563653 
3569653 3586853 3589853 3590953 3591953 3594953 3601063 3607063 
3618163 3621263 3627263 3635363 3643463 3646463 3670763 3673763 
3680863 3689863 3698963 3708073 3709073 3716173 3717173 3721273 
3722273 3728273 3732373 3743473 3746473 3762673 3763673 3765673 
3768673 3769673 3773773 3774773 3781873 3784873 3792973 3793973 
3799973 3804083 3806083 3812183 3814183 3826283 3829283 3836383 
3842483 3853583 3858583 3863683 3864683 3867683 3869683 3871783 
3878783 3893983 3899983 3913193 3916193 3918193 3924293 3927293 
3931393 3938393 3942493 3946493 3948493 3964693 3970793 3983893 

7014107 7035307 7036307 7041407 7046407 7057507 7065607 7069607 
7073707 7079707 7082807 7084807 7087807 7093907 7096907 7100017 
7114117 7115117 7118117 7129217 7134317 7136317 7141417 7145417 
7155517 7156517 7158517 7159517 7177717 7190917 7194917 7215127 
7226227 7246427 7249427 7250527 7256527 7257527 7261627 7267627 
7276727 7278727 7291927 7300037 7302037 7310137 7314137 7324237 
7327237 7347437 7352537 7354537 7362637 7365637 7381837 7388837 
7392937 7401047 7403047 7409047 7415147 7434347 7436347 7439347 
7452547 7461647 7466647 7472747 7475747 7485847 7486847 7489847 
7493947 7507057 7508057 7518157 7519157 7521257 7527257 7540457 
7562657 7564657 7576757 7586857 7592957 7594957 7600067 7611167 
7619167 7622267, 7630367 7632367 7644467 7654567 7662667 7665667 
7666667 7668667 7669667 7674767 7681867 7690967 7693967 7696967 
7715177 7718177 7722277 7729277 7733377 7742477 7747477 7750577 
7758577 7764677 7772777 7774777 7778777 7782877 7783877 7791977 
7794977 7807087 7819187 7820287 7821287 7831387 7832387 7838387 
7843487 7850587 7856587 7865687 7867687 7868687 7873787 7884887 
7891987 7897987 7913197 7916197 7930397 7933397 7935397 7938397 
7941497 7943497 7949497 7957597 7958597 7960697 7977797 7984897 

9002009 9015109 9024209 9037309 9042409 9043409 9045409 9046409 
9049409 9067609 9073709 9076709 9078709 9091909 9095909 9103019 
9109019 9110119 9127219 9128219 9136319 9149419 9169619 9173719 
9174719 9179719 9185819 9196919 9199919 9200029 9209029 9212129 
9217129 9222229 9223229 9230329 9231329 9255529 9269629 9271729 
9277729 9280829 9286829 9289829 9318139 9320239 9324239 9329239 
9332339 9338339 9351539 9357539 9375739 9384839 9397939 9400049 
9414149 9419149 9433349 9439349 9440449 9446449 9451549 9470749 
9477749 9492949 9493949 9495949 9504059 9514159 9526259 9529259 
9547459 9556559 9558559 9561659 9577759 9583859 9585859 9586859 
9601069 9602069 9604069 9610169 9620269 9624269 9626269 9632369 
9634369 9645469 9650569 9657569 9670769 9686869 9700079 9709079 
9711179 9714179 9724279 9727279 9732379 9733379 9743479 9749479 
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9752579 9754579 9758579 9762679 9770779 9776779 9779779 9781879 
9782879 9787879 9788879 9795979 9801089 9807089 9809089 9817189 
9818189 9820289 9822289 9836389 9837389 9845489 9852589 9871789 
9888889 9889889 9896989 9902099 9907099 9908099 9916199 9918199 
9919199 9921299 9923299 9926299 9927299 9931399 9932399 9935399 

Of the 5172 nine-digit prime number palindromes only a few in the beginning and at the end 
of each type are shown in table 5. 

Table 50. Nine-digit prime palindromes of type 1_1 
(Total 1424) 

100030001 100050001 100060001 100111001 100131001 100161001 
100404001 100656001 100707001 100767001 100888001 100999001 
101030101 101060101 101141101 101171101 101282101 101292101 
101343101 101373101 101414101 .1 01424101 101474101 101595101 
101616101 101717101 101777101 101838101 101898101 101919101 
101949101 101999101 102040201 102070201 102202201 102232201 
102272201 102343201 102383201 102454201 102484201 102515201 
102676201 102686201 102707201 102808201 102838201 103000301 
103060301 103161301 103212301 103282301 103303301 103323301 
103333301 103363301 103464301 103515301 103575301 103696301 

195878591 195949591 195979591 196000691 196090691 196323691 
196333691 196363691 196696691 196797691 196828691 196878691 
197030791 197060791 197070791 197090791 197111791 197121791 
197202791 197292791 197343791 197454791 197525791 197606791 
197616791 197868791 197898791 197919791 198040891 198070891 
198080891 198131891 198292891 198343891 198353891 198383891 
198454891 198565891 198656891 198707891 198787891 198878891 
198919891 199030991 199080991 199141991 199171991 199212991 
199242991 199323991 199353991 199363991 199393991 199494991 
199515991 199545991 199656991 199767991 199909991 199999991 

Table 5b. Nine-digit prime palindromes of type 3_3 
(Total 1280) 

.300020003 300080003 300101003 300151003 300181003 300262003 
300313003 300565003 300656003 300808003 300818003 300848003 
300868003 300929003 300959003 301050103 301111103 301282103 
301434103 301494103 301555103 301626103 301686103 301818103 
301969103 302030203 302070203 302202203 302303203 302313203 
302333203 302343203 302444203 302454203 302525203 302535203 
392555203 302646203 302676203 302858203 302898203 302909203 
303050303 303121303 303161303 303272303 303292303 303373303 
303565303 303616303 303646303 303757303 303878303 303929303 
303979303 304050403 304090403 304131403 304171403 304191403 

394191493 394212493 394333493 394494493 394636493 394696493 
394767493 395202593 395303593 395363593 395565593 395616593 
395717593 395727593 395868593 395898593 396070693 396191693 
396202693 396343693 396454693 396505693 396757693 396808693 
396919693 396929693 397141793 397242793 397333793 397555793 
397666793 397909793 398040893 398111893 398151893 398232893 
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398252893 398363893 398414893 398474893 398616893 398666893 
398676893 398757893 398838893 398898893 399070993 399191993 
399262993 399323993 399464993 399484993 399575993 399595993 
399616993 399686993 399707993 399737993 399767993 399878993 

Table 5c. Nine-digit prime palindromes of type 7_7 
(Total 1243) 

700020007 700060007 700090007 700353007 700363007 700404007 
700444007 700585007 700656007 700666007 700717007 700737007 
700848007 700858007 700878007 700989007 701000107 701141107 
701151107 701222107 701282107 701343107 701373107 701393107 
701424107 701525107 701595107 701606107 701636107 701727107 
701747107 701838107 701919107 701979107. 701999107 702010207 
702070207 702080207 702242207 702343207 702434207 702515207 
702575207 702626207 702646207 702676207 702737207 702767207 
702838207 702919207 702929207 702989207 703000307 703060307 
703111307 703171307 703222307 703252307 703393307 703444307 

795848597 795878597 796060697 796080697 796222697 796252697 
796353697 796363697 796474697 796494697 796515697 796636697 
796666697 796707697 796717697 796747697 796848697 796939697 
797262797 797363797 797393797 797444797 797525797 797595797 
797676797 797828797 797898797 797939797 797949797 798040897 
798181897 798191897 798212897 798292897 798373897 798383897 
798454897 798535897 798545897 798646897 798676897 798737897 
798797897 798818897 798838897 798919897 798989897 799050997 
799111997 799131997 799323997 799363997 799383997 799555997 
799636997 799686997 799878997 799888997 799939997 799959997 

Table5 d. Nine-digit prime palindromes of type 
(Total 1225) 

900010009 900050009 900383009 900434009 900484009 900505009 
900515009 900565009 900757009 900808009 900838009 900878009 
900919009 900929009 901060109 901131109 901242109 901252109 
901272109 901353109 901494109 901585109 901606109 901626109 
901656109 901686109 901696109 901797109 901929109 901969109 

,902151209 902181209 902232209 902444209 902525209 902585209 
902757209 902828209 902888209 903020309 903131309 903181309 
903292309 903373309 903383309 903424309 903565309 903616309 
903646309 903727309 903767309 903787309 903797309 903878309 
903979309 904080409 904090409 904101409 904393409 904414409 

9?4969499 995070599 995090599 995111599 995181599 995303599 
995343599 995414599 995555599 995696599 995757599 995777599 
996020699 996101699 996121699 996181699 996242699 996464699 
996494699 996565699 996626699 996656699 996686699 996808699 
996818699 996878699 996929699 996949699 996989699 997030799 
997111799 997393799 997464799 997474799 997555799 997737799 
997818799 997909799 997969799 998111899 998121899 998171899 
998202899 998282899 998333899 998565899 998666899 998757899 
998898899 998939899 998979899 999070999 999212999 999272999 
999434999 999454999 999565999 999676999 999686999 999727999 
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An idea about the strange distribution of prime number palindromes is given in 
diagram 1. In fact the prime number palindromes are spread even thinner than the 
diagram makes believe because the horizontal scale is in interval numbers not in 
decimal numbers, i.e. (100-200) is given the same length as (1.1'109 -1.2'109

). 
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Distribution of Prime Palindromes 

n lit .. 
ill .. .. D H n 0 
147101316192225283134374043 

Intervals as defined 

Diagram 1 
Intervals 1-9: 3 -digit numbers divided into 9 equal intervals. 
Intervals 11-18: 4-digit numbers divided into 9 equal intervals 
Intervals 19-27: 5-digit numbers divided into 9 equal intervals 
Intervals 28-36: 6-digit numbers divided into 9 equal intervals 
Intervals 37-45: 7-digit numbers divided into 9 equal intervals 

3. Smarandache Generalized Palindromes 

Definition: A Smarandache Generalized Palindrome (SGP) is any h1.teger of the form 
XtX2X3·.·Xn" .X:3X2X[ or XIX2X3 ... XnXn ... X3X2Xl 

where Xl, X2, X], ... Xn are natUral numbers. In the first case we require n> 1 since 
othcrvvise every number would be a SGP. 

Briefly speaking Xk a {O,1,2, ... 9} has been replaced by Xk a N (where N is the set of 
natural numbers). 

Addition: To avoid that the same number is described as a SOP in more than one 
way this study will require the Xk to be maximum as a first priority and n to be 
maximum as a s'econd priority (cf examples below). 

Interpretations and examples: Any regular palindrome (RP) is a Smarandache 
Generalized Palindrome (SOP), i.e. {RP} c {SOP}. 
3 is a RP and also a SOP 
123789 is neither RP nor SGP 
123321 is RP as well as SGP 
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123231 is not a RP but it is a SGP 1_23_23_1 
The SGP 334733 can be written in three ways: 3_3_47_3_3, 3473_3 and 33_47_33. 
Preference will be given to 33_47_33, (in compliance with the addition to the 
definition). 
780978 is a sap 78_09_78, i.e. we will permit natural numbers with leading zeros 
when they occur inside a GSP. 

How do we identify a GSP generated by some sort of a computer application where 
we can not do it by visual inspection? We could design and hllplement an algorithm to 
identify GSPs directly. But it would of course be an advantage if methods applied in 
the early part of this study to identifY the RPs could be applied first followed by a 
method to identify the asps which are not RPs. Even better we could set this up in 
such a way that we leave the RPs out completely. This leads to us to defme in an 
operational way those GSPs which are not RPs, let us call them Extended 
Palindromes (EP). The set ofEPs must fill the condition 

{RP} u {EP}={GSP} 

4. Extended Palindromes 

Definition: An Extended Palindrome (EP) is any integer of the [onn 
XIX2X3 ••• Xn ... X3X2XI or XIX2X3 .•. XnXn·· .X3X2Xj 

where Xl, X2, X3, .•• Xn are natural numbers of which at least one is greater than or equal 
to 10 or has one or more leading zeros. Xl is not allowed to not have leading zeros. 
Again Xk should be maximum as a first priority and n maximum as a second priority. 

Computer Identification of EPs 

The number A to be examined is converted to a string S of length L (leading blanks 
are removed ftrst). The symbols composing the string are compared by creating 
substrings from left Ll and right R t • IfLl and Rl are found so that L\ Rl then A is 
confirmed to be an EP. However, the process must be continued to obtain a complete 
split of the string into substrings as illustrated in diagram 2. 

s 

L 

Diagram 2 
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Diagram 2 illustrates the identification of extended palindromes up to a maximum of 
4 elements. This is sufficient for our purposes since a 4 element extended palindrome 
must have a minimum of 8 digits. A program tor identifying extended palindromes 
corresponding to diagram 2 is given below. Sincc we have Lk;=Rk we will use the 
notation Zk for these in the program. The program will operate on strings and the 
deconcatenation into extended palindrome elements will be presented as strings, 
otherwise there would be no distinction between 690269 and 692269 which would 
both be presented as 69 _2 (only distinct elements will be recorded) instead of 69_02 
and 69_2 respectively. 

Comments on the program 
It is assumed that the programming in basic is well known. Therefore only the main 
structure and the flow of data will be commented on: 

Lines 20 - 80: Feeding the set of numbers to be examined into the program. In the 
actual program this is a sequence of prime numbers in the interval at<a<a2. 

Lines 90 - 270: On line 130 A is sent off to a subroutine which will exclude A if it 
happens to be a regular palindrome. The routine will search sub-strings from left and 
right. If no equal substrings are found it will return to the feeding loop otherwise it 
will print A and the first element Zl while the middle string Sl will be sent of to the 
next routine (lines 280 400). The flow of data is controlled by the status of the 
variable u and the length of the middle string. 

Lines 280 - 400: This is more or less a copy of the above routine. Sl will be analyzed 
in the same way as S in the previous routine. If no equal substrings are found it will 
print Sl otherwise it will print 22 and send S2 to the next routine (lines 410 - 520). 

Lines 410 - 520: This routine is similar to the previous one except that it is equipped 
to tenninate the analysis. It is seen that routines can be added one after the other to 
handle extended palindromes with as many elements as we like. The output from this 
routine consists in writing the tennina1 elements, Le. S2 if A is a 3-element extended 
palindrome and 23 and S3 if A is a 4-element extended palindrome. 

Lines 530 - 560: Regular pal~drome identifier described earlier. 

10 'EPPRSTR, 031028 
20 input "Search interval al to a2:";A1,A2 
30 A=Al 
40 while A<A2 
50 A=nxtprm(A) 
60 gosub 90 
70 , wend 

100 
110 if M=2 then goto 
120 (S,M-l) 
130 U=O:gosub 530 
140 if U=l then goto 
150 I1=int ( (M-1) /2) 
160 U=O 
170 for 1=1 to II 

270 

270 
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180 if left(S,I)=right(S,I) then 
190 :Zl=left(S,I) 
200 :Ml=M-1-2*I:Sl=mid(S,I+l,Ml) 
210 :U=l 
220 endif 
230 next 
240 if U=O then goto 270 
250 A;" ";Zl; 
260 if Ml>O then gosub 280 

310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 

(Ml/2) 
u=o 
for J=l to I2 
if left(Sl,J)=right(Sl,J) then 
:Z2=left(Sl,J) 
;M2=Ml-2*J:S2=mid(Sl,J+1,M2) 
:U=l 
endif 
next 
if u=o then print" ";Sl:goto 400 
print" n i Z2; 
if M2>0 then 
return 
13=int(M2/2) 
U=O 
for K=l to 13 

410 else print 

if left(S2,K)=right(S2,K) then 
:Z3=left(S2,K) 
:M3=M2-2*K:53=mid(S2,K+l,M3) 
:U=l 
endif 
next 
if U=O then If n;S2:goto 520 

510 print" ";Z3;" ";S3 
520 return 
530 T="" 
540 for I=M ,to 1 step -l:T=T+mid(S,I,l) :next 
550 if T=5 then U=l:'print "a=";a;"is a RP" 

5. Extended Prime Number Palindromes 

The computer program for identification of extended palindromes has been 
implemented to find extended prime number palindromes. The result is shown in 
tables 7 to 9 for prime numbers < 107

• In these tables the fIrst column identifies the 
interval'in the following way: 1 - 2 in the column headed x 10 means the interval 1·10 
to 2·10. EP sta~ds for the number of extended prime number palindromes, RP is the 
number regular prime number palindromes and P is the number of prime numbers. As 
we have already concluded the first extended prime palindromes occur for 4-digit 
numbers and we see that primes which begin and end with one of the digits 1, 3, 7 or 
9 are favored. In table 8 the pattern of behavior becomes more explicit. Primes with 
an even number of digits are not regular palindromes while extended prime 
palindromes occur for even as well as odd digit primes. It is easy to estimate from the 
tables that about 25% of the primes of types 1. .. 1,3 .. .3,7 ... 7 and 9 ... 9 are extended 
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prime palindromes. There are 5761451 primes less than 108
, of these 698882 are 

extended palindromes and only 604 are regular palindromes. 

x 10 EP RP 

1 - 2 0 1 
2-3 0 
3·4 0 
4-5 0 
5-6 0 
6-7 0 
7-8 0 
8-9 0 

9 - 10 0 

x10 EP 
1 - 2 242 
2-3 12 
3-4 230 
4-5 9 
5-6 10 
6-7 9 
7-8 216 
8-9 10 
9 -10 203 

x106 EP 
1 - 2 17968 
2 3 739 
3-4 16943 
4-5 687 
5-6 725 
6~7 688 
7-8 16133 
8-9 694 

9 - 10 15855 

Table 7. Extended and regular palindromes 
Intervals 10 -100, 100 -1000 and 1000 -10000 

P X 102 EP RP P X 10;) 

4 1 - 2 0 5 21 1-2 
2 2-3 0 16 2-3 
2 3-4 0 4 16 3 4 
3 4-5 0 17 4-5 
2 5-6 0 14 5-6 
2 6-7 0 16 6-7 
3 7-8 0 4 14 7-8 
2 8 9 0 15 8-9 
1 9 -10 0 2 14 9 -10 

Table 8. Extended and regular palindromes 
Intervals 104 _105 and 10 _106 

RP P X 10 EP 
26 1033 1 - 2 2116 

983 2-3 64 
24 958 3-4 2007 

930 4-5 70 
924 5-6 70 
878 6-7 69 

24 902 7-8 1876 
876 8-9 63 

19 879 9 -10 1828 

Table 9. Extended and regular palindromes 
Intervals 105 _106 and 10 _107 

RP P x107 EP 
"190 70435 1 - 2 156409 

67883 2-3 6416 
172 66330 3-4 148660 

65367 4-5 6253 
64336 5-6 6196 
63799 6~7 6099 

155 63129 7-8 142521 
62712 8 9 6057 

151 62090 9 -10 140617 

EP RP P 

33 135 
0 127 

28 120 
0 119 
0 114 
0 117 

30 107 
0 110 
27 112 

RP P 
8392 
8013 
7863 
7678 
7560 
7445 
7408 
7323 
7224 

RP P 
606028 
587252 
575795 
567480 
560981 
555949 
551318 
547572 
544501 

We recall that.the sets of regular palindromes and extended palindromes together 
form the set of Smarandache Generalized Palindromes. Diagram 3 illustrates this for 
5 -digit primes. 
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Extended and Regular 5-digit Prime Palindromes 
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(10000-99999) divided into 9 intervals 

9 

Diagram 3. Extended palindromes shown with blue color, regular with red. 

Part II of this study is planned to deal with palindrome analysis of other number 
sequences. 
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In this paper we have constructed two chains of semifields. All semifieids in the 
chains are Smarandache semifields. Every member of the chain is an extension 
semifield of Ordered equilateral Integral triangles with Zero triangle such that it is a 

semivector space over RI e .. 
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Smarandache scmiring, Smarandache semifield, Smarandachc sernivector space. 

1. Introd uctio n 

Recently there has been an increasing interest in the study of Smarandache semirings 
and associated structures. We propose to construct two chains of infinite Smarandache 
semifields by defining Equilateral triangles. 
An ordered integral triangle as defined in [1] is a triplet (a,b,c) where (a,b,c) are 

positive integers satisfying G ~ b ~ c,b +c > a. 

Let us consider a set R! ={(a,b,c)la,b,cEI+,G~b~c,b+c>a}u{O} where 

0= (0,0,0). We shall call 0 as a Zero triangle. 

We define the sum + and the product· of triangles as 

and 

where 
a = La1G2 - (b1c2 + c1b2 ) 

b = 2:a1GZ (aIc2 +C1Q2) 

c La1Q 2 (a tb2 + bta2 ) 

where 

(al'bpc1) + (a2 ,b2,c2 ) = (al + Q2,b1 +b2 , c1 + cz) 
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l.a1a2 a1a2 + b1b2 + C1Cz 
It is not difficult to see that; 

i) (R:, +) is a com.mutative semigroup with identity (0,0,0) . 
.. ) (RI ) . . (0 +: 'd\ II J." " IS a semlgroup \Ln Lact a monol J 

iii) Multiplication distributes over addition. 
IV) (1,1,1) is the multiplicative identity. 

v) Commutativity holds for multiplication. 

Thus, (R~, +,.) is a commutative semiring. 

Also, 

vi) (al'bl'c1)+(a2 ,b2 ,c2 ) (0,0,0)::::::> at =a2 bi =b2 =c1 =c2 =0 

Thus, (R~, +,.) is a strict commutative semiring with unity (1,1,1). See [2]. 

vii) Let x.y = 0 where x, y E R~ . Then x = 0 or y = 0 

We conclude that 

s Al (R~, +,.) is a semifield. 

A triplet (a,b,c) where (a,b,c) are positive rational numbers satisfying 

a ~ b ~ c,b + c > a is called an ordered rational triangle. 

Consider the fa llowing set 

R~ ={(a,b,c)/a,b,cEQ+,a~b~c,b+c>a}v{O} where ° is a zero triangle. Then, 

it can be verified that (R~, +,.) is a strict commutative semi ring with unity (1,1,1). 

Also, RQ is without zero divisors. 
'" 

Thus, 

s A2 (R~ ,+,.) is a semifield. 

A triplet (a,b,c) where (a,b,c) are positive real numbers satisfying 

a ~ b ~ c,b + c > a is called an ordered real triangle. 

Consider the set 

R: {(a,b,c)/a,b,cER+,a~b~c,b+c>a}u{O} where 0 is a zero triangle. Then, 

it can be verified that (R:, +,.) is a strict commutative semiring with unity (1,1,1). 

Also, RR is without zero divisors. 
" 

Thus, 

!It A3 (R:, +,.) is a semifield. 

Consider the set, 

R" ={(a,b,c)/a,b,cER+,a~b~c}u{O} where 0 is a zero triangle. Then, it can be 

verified that (R
A

, +,.) is a strict commutative, semiring with unity (1,1,1). 

Also, R" is vvithout zero divisors. 

Thus, 
It A4 (R

A
, +,.) is a semifield. 

Result: From AI, A2, A3 and A4 we obtain a chain of semifields as 

• (A) R" => R: => R~ => R: => R:" 

Where R:", is a real equilateral triangle defmed in (A7) 

Ordered equilateral triangles lead us to a new chain of scmifields. A triplet (a,a,a) 

where a E R+ is called an ordered equilateral real triangle. 
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Consider the following set 

R~ == {(a,a, a)/a E R+} u {OJ where 0= (0,0,0). 

Then, (R~,+,.) is a strict commutative semiring with unity (1,1,1) and is without zero 

divisors. 
Thus, 

!ill A5 (Re~'+") is a semifield. 

Similarly, triplet (a,a,a) where a E Q+ is caned an ordered equilateral rational 
triangle. 
Consider the following set 

R~ = {(a,a,a)/aE Q+}u{O} where ° (0,0,0). 

Then, (R~,+,.) is a strict commutative semiring with unity (1,1,1) and is without zero 

divisors. 
Thus, 

!ill A6 (R~, +,.) is a semifield. 

Similarly, a triplet (a,a,a) where a E /+ is called an ordered equilateral Integral 

triangle. 
Consider the following set 

RL = {(a, a, a)/a E 1+}u {OJ where ° (0,0,0). 

Then, (R: .. ,+,.) is a strict commutative semiring with unity (1,1,1) and is without zero 

divisors. 
Thus, 

!ill A7 (R; .. ,+,.) is a semifield. 

Result: From AI, A2, A5, A6 and A7 we obtain a chain of semi fields as 

• (B) RA::J R: ::J R: .. ::J Rr;: ::J R;A 

2. Some Observatipns 

1. Members of ordered equilateral triangles act as scalar multiples for every 
semifield in the chain. 

E.g. let (a, a,a) R:;' and (x,y,z) E R". Then 

(a, a, a)(x,y, z) = (ax,ay,az) = a(x,y,z). 

Thus, multiplication by (a,a,a) E Re~ amounts to component wise 

mUltiplication. Hence, we call (a,(I,a) a magnifier. 

2. There is a chain of magnifiers 
RR ::J RQ ::J RI 
. e.. 01... e .. 

3. Every semifield in the chains (A) and (B) is of characteristic ° . 
4. Every semiring except RL in chains (A) and (B) is a Smarandache semiring. 

5. Every semi field in the chains (A) and (B) is an extension semifield of R;" 
6. RL is a prime semifield as it has no proper subsernifield. 

7. All the members in the chains are semivector spaces over the semifie1d RL 
8. All the semifields in the chains (A) and (B) are Smarandache semi fields 

because they contain A as a proper subset where A is 
a. A = {(0,O, 0),(p,p,p),(2p,2p,2p), ... (rp,rp,rp)} which is isomorphic 
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with A' :::: {0,p,2p ... rp ... } which is a k-scmi algebra [2]. 
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On Numbers That Are Pseudo ... Smarandache And 
Smarandache Perfect 

Charles Ashbacher 
Charles Ashbacher Technologies 

Box 294 
Hiawatha, IA 52233 

In a paper that is scheduled to be published in volume 31 (3) of Journal of Recreational Mathematics, 
entitled "'On A Generalization of Perfect Nurnbers"[ll, Joseph L. Pe deflnes a generalization of the 
definition of perfect numbers. The standard definition is that a number n is pexfect if it is the sum of its j 
proper divisors. 

Pe expands this by applying a function to the divisors. Therefore, a number n is said to be f-perfect if 

k 

n = 1: f(di ) 
h=l 

for f an arithmetical function. 

The Pseudo-Smarandache function is defined in the following way: 

For any integer n 2: 1, the value of the Pseudo-Smarandache function Z(n) is the smallest integer m such 
that 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + m is evenly divisible by n. 

This function was examined in detail in [2). 

The purpose of this paper is to report on a search for numbers that are Pseudo-Smarandache and 
Srnarandache perfect. 

A computer program was written to search for numbers that are Pseudo-Srnarandache perfect It was run up 
through 1,000,000 and the following three Pseudo-Smarandache perfect numbers were found. 
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n=4 
n 6 

factors 1,2 
factors 1, 2, 3 

n ::::471544 factors 1,2,4,8,58943, 117886,235772 

This leads to several additional questions: 

a) Are there any other Pseudo-Smarandache perfect numbers? 
b) If the answer to part (a) is true, are there any that are cx.id? 
c) Is there any significance to the fact that the first three nontrivial factors of the only large number are 

powers of two? 

The Srnarandache function is defined in the following way: 

For any integer n > 0, the value of the Smarandache function S{n) is the smallest integer m such that n 
evenly divides m factorial. 

A program was also written to search for numbers that are Smarandache perfect. It was run up through 
1,000,000 and only one solution was found. 

n:::: 12 factors 1,2,3,4,6 

This also leads to some additional questions: 

d) Are there any other Smarandache perfect numbers? 
e) If the answer to part (a) is true, are there any that are odd? 
f) Is there any significance to the fact that n has the first three nontrivial integers as factors? 
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Abstract. 

The Pseudo Smarandache Functions Z ( n) are defmed by David 

Gorski [1]. 

This new paper defmes a new function K(n) where n E N, which is 

a slight modification of Z(n) by adding a smallest natural number 

k. Hence this function is "Near Pseudo Smarandache Function 

(NPSF) " . 

Some properties of K(n) are presented here, separately, according 

to as n is even or odd. A continuedfraction consisting NPSF is 

shown to be convergent [3]. Finally some properties of Kl (n) are 

also obtained. 
I 

MS Classification No: 11-XX 

Keywords: Smarandache Functions, Pseudo Smarandache Functions, 

Diphantine Equation, Continued Fractions, Co vergence. 

1.1 Definition 

1.2 

Near Pseudo Smarandache Function ( NPSF) K is defmed as 

follows. 

K : N -)- N defmed by K ( n) == m , where m == .E n + k and k 

is the smallest natural number such that n divides m . 

Following are values of K ( n ) Jor n .::: 15 
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n };n k K(n) 
1 1 1 2 
2 3 1 4 
3 6 3 9 
4 10 2 12 
5 15 5 20 
6 21 3 24 
7 28 7 35 
8 36 4 40 
9 45 9 54 
10 55 5 60 
11 66 11 77 
12 78 6 84 
13 91 13 104 
14 105 7 112 
15 120 15 135 

For more such values see appendix A 

2.1 Properties 

( i) k = n if n is odd and n /2 if n is even. 

(a) Let n be odd. 

Then (n + 1 ) is even and hence (n + 1 ) /2 is an integer. 

:. In = n (n + 1) /2 ,. being multiple ofn, is divisible by n. 

Bence n divides}; n + k iff n divides k i.e. iff k is a mUltiple 

of n. However, as k is smallest k = n. 

( b) Let n be even. 

Then In + k n (n + 1 ) / 2 + k = n 2/2 + n / 2 + k 

As n is even hence n /2 is an integer and n 2/2 is divisible by n. 

Hence n divides In + k iff n divides n / 2 + k 

i.e. iff n .:s. n / 2 + k or k > n / 2 . 

However , as k is smallest k = n / 2 . 
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( ii ) K ( n) = n ( n + 3 ) /2 if n is odd and K ( n) = n (n + 2) /2 

if n is even. 

K(n) =.En + k = n(n+l)/2 + k 

If n is odd then k = n and hence K ( n) = n (n + 3 ) / 2 

If n is even then k = n I 2 and hence K ( n) = n (n + 2) / 2 . 

( iii ) For all n EN,. n (n + 2) /2 E(n) < n(n+3)/2 

We know K ( n) is either n (n + 2) I 2 Or n (n + 3) / 2 

depending upon whether n is even or odd. 

Hence Jor all n EN; n (n + 2) / 2 K (n) n(n+3)/2 

( iv) For all n EN; K( n) > n. 

As K ( n) ::: n (n + 2) / 2 = n + n 2 / 2 > n 

Hence K(n) > n for all nE N. 

(v) K is strictly monotonic increasingfunction of n. 

Let m < n :. m + 1 n i.e. m + (3 2).:S n 

9r m + 3 .::s. n + 2. So m < nand m + 3 .:S n + 2 

m(m+3) <n( n+2) 

Or m ( m + 3 ) I 2 < n (n + 2) / 2 

:. K(m) <K (n) 

Hence K ( n) is strictly monotonic increasing function of n. 

(vi) K(m+n) ~ K(m) + K(n) 

and K ( m ~ n) ~ K ( m) . K ( n ) 

We know K (2) = 4, K (3) = 9 , K ( 5) = 2 0, & K (6) = 24 

So K ( 2) + K ( 3) = 4 + 9 = 13 & K (2 + 3) = K ( 5 ) = 20 

Hence K ( 2 + 3 ) i&: K (2) + K (3 ) 

Also K ( 2) . K (3) = 4. 9 3 6 & K ( 2 . 3) = K (6 ) = 24 

Hence K ( 2 . 3 ) i&: K ( 2 ) . K (3) 
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2.2 ( i) K (2 n + 1 ) - K (2 n) = 3 n + 2 

K(2n+l )=(2n+l)(2n+4)/2= 2n2+5n+2 

K(2n)= 2n(2n+2)/2 = 2n 2 + 2n 

Hence K ( 2 n + 1) K (2 n) = 3 n + 2 

(ii) K(2n) - K(2m) = 2(n-m)(n+m+l) 

K(2n) = 2n (2n +2)/2 = 2n2 + 2n 

:. K(2n) - K(2m) = 2(n 2 -m 2 )+2(n-m) 

Hence K ( 2 n) - K ( 2 m) == 2 (n - m) (n + m + 1 ) 

(iii) K(2n+l) - K(2n-l) 4n+3 

( iv) 

K(2n+l )=(2n+l)(2n+4)/2= 2n2+5n+2 

K(2n-l) (2n-l) (2n+2)/2= 2n2+ n - 1 

Hence K ( 2 n + 1 ) - K ( 2 n - 1) = 4 n + 3 

K(n)- K(m)::: 

m ,n are even and n > m. 

n-m 
n+m 

n m 
K(n)-K(m) ::::- (n+2) - - (m+2) 

2 2 

1 ::::_(n1 +2n-m2 -2m) 
2 

K (n + m ) where 

1 
:::: {(nl-m2)+2(n-m)} 

2 

(
n-m) :::: -2- (n+m+2) 

:::: (n-m) 
1 n+m 

n+m 2 
(n+m+2) 

:::: 
n - m 
---K (n + m ) 
n + m 
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(v) LetK (n) == m and 

(a) Let n be even then n.m is a perfect square iff (1l + 2) / 2 is a 

perfect square. 

(b) Let n be odd then n. m is a perfect square iff (n + 3) /2 is a 

perfect square. 

(c) n. m is a perfect cube iffn = 2 or 3. 

(a) If n is even then K ( n) = m = n (n + 2) / 2 

.". n . m = n 2 (n + 2) / 2 Hence if n is even then n. m is a 

per/ect square iff (n + 2) / 2 is a perfect square. 

(b) If n is odd then K (n) = m n ( n + 3 ) / 2 

.'. n . m n 2 (n + 3 ) / 2 Hence if n is odd then n. m is a 

perfect square iff (n + 3) / 2 is a perfect square. 

(c) Let n be even and let n = 2p 

Then m = K ( n) = K ( 2p ) = 2p /2 ( 2 p + 2 ) 

.: n. m =(2p). p.2(p+1) (2p).(2p).(p+l) 

.'. n . m is a perfect cube iff p + 1 = 2 P 

i.e. iff p = 1 i.e. iffn = 2 

Let n be odd and let n = 2 P - 1 

Then m K ( n) = K ( 2 P - 1 ) = (2 P - 1 ) (2 p - 1 + 3 ) / 2 

= (2p-1)(p +1) 

.: n. m (2p-1). (2p 1). (p + 1) 

.". n . m is a peryect cube iff p + 1 = 2 P - 1 

i.e. iff p = 2 Le. iffn = 3 

.". n = 2 and n = 3 are the only two cases where n . m is a 

perfect cube. 

Verification :- K ( 2) = 4 & 2. 4 = 8 = 2 3 

K ( 3 ) = 9 & 3. 9 = 27 = 3 3 
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2.3 Ratios 

( i) 

(ii) 

( iii) 

K(n) n 
=:; ifn is odd. 

K(n+l) n+l 

As n is odd .'. n + 1 is even. Hence K ( n) = n (n + 3 ) / 2 

and K (n+ 1) ( n+ 1 ) (n + 1 + 2) / 2 

(n+ 1 ) (n + 3) /2 

Hence K(n) n of ° -1'd ---=-- 1 nlSOul. 
K(n+l) n+l 

K(n) n(n+2) 
--- = if n is even. 
K(n+l) (n+l)(n+4) 

As n is even .'. n + 1 is odd ° Also K ( n ) = n (n + 2 ) / 2 and 

K ( n+ 1 ) = (n+ 1 ) (n + 1 + 3) 12 = (n+ 1 ) (n + 4) 12 

H 
K(n) n(n+2) 

ence =:;----- ifn is even. 
K(n+l) (n+l)(n+4) 

K(2n) n 
----=--
K(2n+2) n+2 

K(2n) 2n(2n+2) /2=2n(n+l) 

K(2n+2) =(2n+2)(2 n+4) 12 = 2(n+l)(n+2) 

Hence K(2n) == _n_ 
K(2n+2) n+2 

2.4 Equations 

( i) Equation K (n) = n has no solution. 

WeknowK(n) =n (n +2)12 OR n (n +3)12 

:. K(n) =n iff n(n+2)/2 n OR n (n + 3 ) / 2 = n 

i.e. iff n = 0 OR n 1 which is not possible as n E N. 

Hence Equation K (n ) n has no solution. 

( ii) Equation K (n) = K ( n + 1) has no solution. 

If n is even (or odd) then n+ 1 is odd (or even) 

Hence K ( n) = K ( n + 1 ) 

iffn(n+2)12 = (n+l)(n+4)12 
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OR n (n + 3 ) / 2 = (n + 1 ) (n + 3 ) / 2 

i.e. iff n (n + 2) (n + 1 ) (n + 4 ) 

OR n (n + 3) = (n + 1 ) (n + 3 ) 
i.e. iff n 2 + 2 n = n 2 + 5 n + 4 OR n 2 + 3 n n 2 + 4 n + 3 
i.e iff 3 n + 4 = 0 OR n + 3 = 0 

i.e iff n - 4/3 OR n = - 3 which is not possible as n E N. 
Hence Equation K (n ) K ( n + 1) has no solution. 

( iii) Equation K (n) = K ( n + 2) has no solution. 

(iv) 

(a) 

If n is even (or odd) then n+ 2 is even (or odd) 

Hence K ( n) = K ( n + 2 ) 

ifjn(n+2)/2 (n+2)(n+4)/2 

OR n (n + 3) /2 = (n + 2) (n + 5) /2 
Le. iff n (n + 2) = (n + 2) (n + 4 ) 

OR n (n + 3 ) (n + 2) (n + 5 ) 
i.e. iff n 2 + 2 n n 2 + 6 n + 8 OR n 2 + 3 n = n 2 + 7 n + 10 
i.e iff 4 n + 8 = a OR 4 n + 10 = a 
i.e iff n = 2 OR n = - 5/2 which is not possible as n EN. 
Hence Equation K ( n ) K ( n + 2) has no solution. 

To find n for which K (n) = n 2 
( 

Let n be even. 

Then K ( n) = n2 iff n (n + 2 ) / 2 = n 2 

i.e. iff n 2 + 2 n = 2 n 2 Or n (n - 2) = a· 
i.e. iffn= a·or n = 2. Hence n = 2 is the only 

even value of n for which K ( n) = n 2 

(b) Let n be odd. 

Then K ( n) = n1 iff n (n + 3 ) / 2 n 2 

i.e. iff n 2 + 3 n = 2 n 2 Or n (n - 3) 0 

i.e. iff n= 0 or n = 3 . Hence n 3 is the only 

odd value of n for which K (n) = n 2 

So 2 and 3 are the only solutions of K ( n) = n 2 
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2.5 Summation and product 

(i) For n odd .L; K (2 n) - 1: K (2 n -1) = K (n) 

1:K(2n) = In(2n+2)= 21:n(n+1) 21:(n 2 + n) 

I K(2n 1) I(2n-l) (2n+2)/2n 

=1: (2n 1) (n+1) =1: (2n2 +n -1) 

:.1:K(2n) .EK(2n-1) =I(n+l) n(n+1)/2 + n 

=n(n+3)/2=K(n) 

Hence for n odd I K ( 2 n) - I K ( 2 n 1) K ( n) 

m=n 

( ii ) L K ( am) ~ K ( a) + K ( a 2 ) + K ( a J) +. . . + K ( an) 
m::::} 

= a(a" 1) (a"+ 1 +3a+2) if a is even 
2(a 2 -1) 

= a(a
n 

-1) (a"+1 +4a+3) if a is odd 
2(a 1 -1) 

( a) Let a is even. Then 

m=n 

L K(a
m

) K(a)+K(a 2)+ K(a 3
) + ... + K(a n

) 
m=} 

=a(a+2)/2 + a 2 (a 2 +2)/2+ a 3 (a 3 +2)/2 

+ ... + a n (a n +2)/2 

= (a2 
/ 2 + a) + ( a 4/2 + «) + 

( a6/ 2 + a3) + . . . + ( a2n / 2 + an) 

= (1 /2) {a 2 + a 4 + a 6 +. . . + a 2n } 

+ {a + a 2 + a 3 + ... + an} 

=(1/2){a 2 + (a l
)2 + (a 2

)3 + ... + (a 2)n) 

+ {a + a l + a 3 + ... + an} 

1 (a ln -1) a (an 1 ) 
= a l + 

2 a 2 1 a 1 

_ a l (an -1)(an +1) a (an -1) 
-- + 

2 (a-1)(a+1) a-1 

a(an 1) } 
= + 2 

2(a-1) 

= a(a
n 

1) 
2(a-l) 
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2 3 n Hence K ( a) + K (a ) + K (a ) +. . . + K (a ) 

a( an -1) (a n+J + 3a + 2) if a is even 
2( a 2 -1) 

( b) Let a is odd. Then 

m=n 

L K(a
m

) K(a)+K(a 2 )+K(a 3
) + ... + K(a n

) 
m=] 

=a(a+3)12 + a 2 (a 2 +3)12+ a 3 (a 3 +3)12 

+ ... + a n (a n +3)12 

(112) (a2 + 3 a + a4 + 3 a2 + a6 

+ 3a3 + ... + a2n + 3an
) 

= ( 1 12) (a 2 + a 4 + a 6 +. . . + a 2n ) 

+ (a + a 2 + a 3 + ... + an ) 

=(112) {[ a 2 + (a 2
)2 + ... + (a 2)n 1 

+ 3 {( a + a 2 + a 3 + ... + all) } 

_ 1 { 2 (a
ln 

-1) 3a ( d ' -1)} 
-- a + 

2 a2 -1 a-I 

= a(an -1) {a (an +1) + 3} 
2(a-1) (a+1) 

a( an -1) {an
+

1 + a + 3a + 3 } 
2(a-l) (a+1) 

= 
a(an -1) 

(a n
+

I + 4a + 3) 
2( a 2 1) 

Hence K ( a) + K ( a 2) + K ( a 3) +. . . + K ( an) 

a( an -1) (a n+1 + 4a + 3) if a is odd 
2( a 2 -1) 

(iii) l1K(2n) 2 n. n!. ( n +1) ! 

IIK(2n)=II 2n(2n+2) 12 n 2n(n +1) 

=II2. IIn. II(n+1) 

2 n . n!.. ( n+ 1) ! 

Hence II K ( 2 n) = 2 n. n!. ( ·n + 1 ) ! 
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( iv ) II K (2 n - 1) = (1 / 2 n) . 2 n ! . n ! ( n +1) 

TIK(2n-1) IT (2n-1 )(2n+2) 12 

= IT (2 n ~ 1) (n + 1) 

2.6 Inegualites 

= IT (2 n 1) (n + 1 ) 

= II (2 n 1) II (n + 1 ) 

= (2 n 1)! (n + 1 ) ! 

=(112n). 2n!. n! . (n+l) 

(i) (a) For even numbers a and b > 4,. K (a. b ) > K (a). K (b) 

Assume that K ( a . b ) < K ( a) . K ( b ) 

i. e a b ( a b + 2) 1 2 < a ( a + 2) 1 2 . b (b + 2 ) 12 

wO. ab+2 < (a+2). (b+2) 12 

i. e. ab S 2 ( a + b) . • • • • (A) 

Now as a and b > 4 so let a = 4 + h , b = 4 + k for some 

h, kEN :. (A) => ( 4 + h) ( 4 + k).::; ( 8 + 2 h) + (8 + 2 k) 

i.e. 16 + 4h + 4k + hk .::; 16 + 2h + 2k 

i.e 2h + 2k + hk ::: 0 

But as h, kEN, hence 2h + 2k + hk > 0 

This contradicts (I) Hence ifboth a and b are even and 

a , b > 4 then K ( a . b ) > K ( a) . K ( b ) 

(I) 

(b) For odd numbers a, b?::. 7; K (a. b) > K (a) . K (b) 

Let K ( a . b) < K ( a) . K ( b ) 

i.e ab(ab+3)12 a(a+3)12. b(b+3)12 

0·' ab+3:5. (a+3) . (b+3) 12 

i.e. 2 a b + 6 .:s ab + 3 a + 3 b + 9 

or a b .:s 3 a + 3 b + 3 (B) 

Now as a, b > 7 so let a 7 + h, b = 7 + k for some h, k E W 

:. (B) => (7 + h) (7 + k) .:s 3 (7 + h) + 3 (7 + k) + 3 

i.e. 49 + 7 h + 7 k + h k < 45 + 3 h + 3 k 

i.e 4 + 4 h + 4 k + h k 
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But h, k E Whence 4 + 4 h + 4 k + h k > 0 

This contradicts ( II) Hence K ( a . b) > K ( a) . K ( b ) 

( c) For a odd, b even and a, b > 5,. K ( a . b ) > K ( a) . K ( b ) 

Let K ( a . b) < K ( a) . K ( b ) 

i. e a b (a b + 2 ) 1 2 a(a+3)12 b(b+2)12 

.'. ab+2 < (a+3) . (b+2) 12 

i. e. a b :.S. 2 a + 3 b + 2 

Now alb> 5 so let a = 6 + h and b = 6 + k 

for some h , k E W 

(C) 

:. (C)::;)(6+h)(6+k) < 2(6+h) + 3(6+k) + 2 

i.e. 36 + 6 h + 6 k + h k:.S. 12 + 2 h + 18 + 3 k + 2 

i. e 4 h + 3 k + h k + 4 .::::. 0 (III ) 

But h, k E W .: 4 h + 3 k + h k + 4 > 0 

This contradicts ( III) Hence K ( a . b) > K ( a) . K ( b ) 

Note :- It follows from ( xii) (a), (b) and (c) that in general if 

a ,b > 5 then K ( a . b ) > K ( a) . K ( b ) 

( ii) If (a> 5 then for all n EN,. K (a n) > nK (a) 

As a > 5 .: K ( an) K ( a.a.a . .. n times) 

> K ( a) . K ( a) . K ( a) up to n times 

>{K(a)}n ~ n K(a) 

Hence if a > 5 then for all n EN; K ( an) > n K ( a) 

2.7 Summation of reciprocals. 

n=<1J 1 
( i) '" . t n~l K ( 2 n) IS convergen . 

K ( 2 n) = 2 n ( 2 n+ 2 ) 1 2 = 2 n (n + 1 ) 

111 
----= 

K (2 n) 2 n( n + 1 ) 2 n2 (1 + ) 

So series is dominated by convergent series and hence it is 

convergent. 
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(ii) 

( iii) 

( iv) 

n~cu 1 
£... ----- is convergent. 
n~l K ( 2 n - 1 ) 

K ( 2 n 1) (2 n - 1) (2 n+ 2 ) / 2 = (2 n - 1) (n+ 1 ) 

1 

K(2n-l) (2n 

= 

< 1/ n 2 

1 

J)(n + 1) 

1 

Hence by comparison test series is convergent. 

n=oo 1 
2: 
n=l ) 

is convergent. 
K (n 

K ( n) ~ n ( n+ 2) / 2 

1 
< 

2 

K(n) - n 2 (1+ 21n) 

Hence series is convergent. 

n=oo K (n ) .. 2: ---- IS dIvergent. 
n = 1 n 

K(n) n+2 n 
---~ ~ 

n 2 2 

Hence series is divergent. 

2.8 ~iunits. 

( i) lim 
K ( 2 n ) 

2: 2 n 
= 2 

K ( 2 n) = 2 n ( 2 n+ 2) / 2 2 n (n + 1) 

I2n = 2I:n=n (n+l) 

K ( 2 n ) 

2: 2 n 

lim 
n -4 <Xl 

= 
2n 
------ = 2 

n ( n + 1 ) 

K ( ? n ) 

2: 2 n 
= 
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( ii ) 

( iii) 

(iv) 

lim 
2 n - 1 

2 
( 2 n - 1 ) 

K(2n-J)= (2n-J)(2n-l+3)/2 

(2n-l)(2n+2)/2 (2n-l)(n+l) 

I2n-l = 2n(n+l)/2 n n 2 

K ( 2 n - 1) = (2 n - 1 )( n + 1) := ( 2 _ ~)( 1 + ~) 
I(2n-l) n 2 n n 

.. lim 
K ( 2 n - 1 ) 

L (2 n 

lim K ( 2 n + 1 ) = 1 
n~<Xl K(2n -1) 

1 ) 

K(2n+l)= (2n+J)(2n+l+3)/2 

= (2n+l)( n+2) 

K(2n-l)= (2n 1)(2n-l+3)/2 

::: 2 

= (2n-l)(2n+2)/2= (2n-l)(n+l) 

K(2n+l) (2n+l)(n+2) . :::: 

K(2n-l) (2n-J)(n+l) 

(2 + 
1 ~) 

K ( 2 n + 1 ) 
-) ( 1 + 

OR :;;: 

K ( 2 n - 1 ) ( 2 - -) ( 1 + ) 
n n 

lim 
K ( 2 n + 1 ) 

1 .. :::: 
n ~ <Xl K ( 2 n 1 ) 

lim 
K 2 n + 2 

1 :::::: 
n -'J> ao K ( 2 n ) 

K(2n+2)= (2n+2)(2n+2+2)/2 

= 2( n+l)( n+2) 

K ( 2 n) = 2 n (2 n + 2) / 2 = 2 n ( n+ 1 ) 

K(2n + 2) 2(n + J)(n + 2) .. -...:..----;......... :::: 

K(2n) 2n(n+J) 

K(2n+2) 2 
OR K ( 2 n ) :::: (1 + -;;) 

K (2n + 2) 
. lim :::: 1 

K ( 2 n ) 
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2.9 Additional Properties. 

( i) Let C be the continued fraction of the sequence (K(Il)} 

K(2) 
C = K( 1) + ---------..:-K.:.-.(-4-) --

K(3)+----~--

K(5)+----
K(7)+ 

= K(1)+ K(2) K(4) K(6) 
K(3)+ K(5)+ K(7)+ 

K(2n) 2n 2 + 2n The n th term T :;:: :;:: 
n K(2n+1) 2n2+5n+2 

Hence Tn < 1 for all n and .0. with respect to [3], C is 

convergent and 2 < C < 3. 

(ii) K (2 n 1) + 1 is a triangular number. 

Letx 2 n then 

K(2n 1)+1= K(x'--l)+l 

{(x -1 )(x+2)/2) + 1 

= {x 2 + x}/ 2 

= x ( x + 1 ) / 2 which is a triangu lar number. 

( iii) Fibonacci sequence does not exist in the sequence (K(n)} 

(a) Ifpossiblethenlet K(n) + K(n+l) K(n+2) forsome 

n where n is even . 

. : n (n + 2 ) /2 + (n + 1 ) (n + 4 ) /2 = (n + 2) (n + 4 ) / 2 

... (n 2 +2n)+(n 2 +5n+4)=n 2 +6n+8 

-1±~ a OR n:;:: which is not 
2 

possible as n EN 

(b) Let K ( n) + K (n + 1 ) = K (n + 2) for some n where n is odd . 

. n(n+3)/2+(n+l)(n+3)/2=(n+2)(n+5)/2 

. ( n + 3) (2 n + 1 ) = n 2+ 7 n + 10 

n 2 = 7 OR n:;:: ~ which is not possible as n E N 

Hence there is no Fibonacci sequence in (K(n)} 

Similarly there is no Lucas sequence in { K ( n) } 
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( iv) K (n) > max (K (d) : Where d is a proper divisor Din and n 

is composite }. 

As d is aproper divisor ofn .'. d < nand asfunction K is 

strictly monotonic increasing hence K ( d) < K ( n) . 

So for each proper divisor d we have K ( 11) > K( d) 

and hence K (n) > max {K (n)} 

( v) Palindromes in ( K(n) } 

K (11) = 77, 

K (43) = 989, 

K(21) 252, 

K (64) =212 

K (29) = 464, 

are only Palindromes for n ~ 100. 

( vi ) Pythagorean Triplet 

We know that ( 5, 12, 13) is a Pythagorean Triplet. 

Similarly ( K ( 5 ), K ( 12) , K ( 13 ) ) is a Linear Triplet because 

K (5) + K ( 12) = K ( 13). 

( vii ) K ( 2 n) = 2 n ( 2 n + 2 ) / 2 = 2 2 n -1 + 2 n 

.: K (2 3
) = 2 s + 2 3 = 32 + 8 = 40 and 40 + 1 41 is prime. 

Similarly K ( 2 4) = 2 7 + 2 4 = 128 + 16 144 and 140 -1 = 

139 is prime. 

Hence it is conjectured that K ( 2 n) -1 or K ( 2 n ) + 1 is 

prime. 

3.1 To find K -1 when n is odd 

" K ( n ) n (n + 3) / 2 = t (say) 

. n = K - 1 (t) Also as n ( n + 3) / 2 t 

.". n = -3+.J 9+8t OR K- 1 (t) n = 
2 2 

-,3 + .J 9 + 8 t r 

2 
OR K-'(tr) nr 
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3.2 

3.3 

( I) In the above expression plus sign is taken to ensure that 

j 
K (t r ) EN 

( IT ) Also K - 1 ( t r) E N iff .J 9 + 8 t r is an odd integer. 

and for this 9 + 8 t t should be a perfect square. 

From above two observations we get possible values of t r 

as 2, 9, 20, 35 etc . . . 

Following are some examples of K-1 
( t r) 

r tr Kl (t r) = n, q,= t, / n r 

1 2 1 2 

2 9 3 3 

3 20 5 4 

4 35 7 5 

5 54 9 6 

6 77 11 7 

7 104 13 8 

, 
Following results are obvious. 

(i) Kl (t r) = nr = 2 r - 1 

(ii) tr tr-1 + (4r-J) 

(iii) t r = n r q r = (2 r - J ) q r 

(iv) n r = q r + (r - 2) 

(v) L: t r = I: t r-/ + r. n r 

(vi) Every t r + 1 is a triangular number. 

(vii) As t r - tr-1 = 4r-J 

.: Second diffterence Ii (t r) = 4r-J- [4 (r-J) J J = 4 
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3.4 To find K~l when n is even 

. K(n) n(n+2) 12 = 1 (say) 

. n = K - 1 (I) Also as n ( n + 2) 1 2 = 1 

-2+ 
.: n = ---'---- OR K- 1 (t) = n = -1 +~ 1 +21 

+ 
OR K- i 

( 1 r) 

( I ) In the above expression plus sign is taken to ensure that 

K- 1 (l r ) EN. 

(n) Also K 1 ( t r) E N iff .J 1 + 2 t r is an odd integer. 

and for this fIrst of all 1 + 2 t I' should be a perfect square. 

of some odd integer. 

From above two observations we get possible values of 1 r 

~s 4, 12, 24, 40 etc. . . 

3.5 Following are some exam pIes of K~l (t r) 

3.6 

r t r Kl (t r) = n r q,.= t r / n r 

1 4 2 2 

2 12 4 " .:> 

3 24 6 4 
4 40 8 5 

5 60 10 6 

6 84 12 7 

7 112 14 8 

Following results are obvious. 

( i) Kl (t r) = n r 2 r 

(ii) tr = tr-l + 4r 

( iii ) t r = n r q, = 2 r. q r 

( iv ) n r = q, + (r 1) 

(v) 'i.t r = 'i.tr-l + (r+1). n, 

( vi ) t r n r [n I' - r + 1 J 
( vi ) Every t r is a multiple of 4 

(vii) t I' = 4 P where p is a triangular number. 

(viii) For r = 8, II' = 144, nr = 16 and qr = 9. So for r = 8; II', nr, and qr 
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are all perfect square. 

(ix) As t r - t r-1 = 4 r 

.: Second diffterence D 2 (t r) = 4r - [ 4 (r - 1 ) ] = 4 

3.7 Monoid 

Let M ( Kl (2), KI ( 4 ), K ~1 (9 ), K -1 ( 12) ... } be the 

collection of images of Kl including both even and odd n. 

Let • stands for mUltiplication. Then ( M, .) is a Monoid 

F or it satisfies ( I ) Closure (II) Associativity (III) Identity 

Here identity is K ~l (2) . 

In tact (M, .) is a Commutative Monoid. 

As inverse of an element does not exist in M hence it is not a group. 

Coincidently, Nfhappens to be a cyclic monoid with operation + . 

Because K1 (9) = [Kl (2) ] 3 
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Appendix - [A] 

Values of K ( n ) for n = 1 To 100 

n Ln k K(n) n Ln k K(n) 

1 1 1 2 26 351 13 364 

2 3 1 4 27 378 27 405 

3 6 3 9 28 406 14 420 

4 10 2 12 29 435 29 464 

5 15 5 20 30 465 15 480 

6 21 3 24 31 496 31 527 

7 28 7 35 32 528 16 544 

8 36 4 40 33 561 33 594 

9 45 9 54 34 595 17 612 

10 55 5 60 35 630 35 665 

11 66 11 77 36 666 18 684 

12 78 6 84 37 703 37 740 

13 91 13 104 38 741 19 760 

14 105 7 112 39 780 39 819 

15 120 I 15 135 40 820 20 840 

16 136 8 144 41 861 41 902 

17 153 17 170 42 903 21 924 

18 171 9 180 43 946 43 989 

19 190 19 209 44 990 22 1012 

20 210 10 220 45 1035 45 1080 

21 231 21 252 46 1081 23 1104 

22 253 11 264 47 1128 47 1175 

23 276 23 299 48 1176 24 1200 

24 300 12 312 49 1225 49 1274 

25 325 25 350 50 1275 25 1300 
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n 2:n k K(n) n 2:n k K(n) 

51 1326 51 1377 76 2926 38 2964 

52 1378 26 1404 77 3003 77 3080 

53 1431 53 1484 78 3081 39 3120 

54 1485 27 1512 79 3160 79 3239 

55 1540 55 1595 80 3240 40 3280 

56 1596 28 1624 81 3321 81 3402 

57 1653 57 1710 82 3403 41 3444 

58 1711 29 1740 83 3486 83 3569 

59 1770 59 1829 84 3570 42 3612 

60 1830 30 1860 85 3655 85 3740 

61 1891 61 1952 86 3741 43 3784 

62 1953 31 1984 87 3828 87 3915 

63 2016 63 2079 88 3916 44 3960 

64 2080 32 2112 89 4005 89 4094 

65 2145 65 2210 90 4095 45 4140 

66 2211 ( 33 2244 91 4186 91 4277 

67 2278 67 2345 92 4278 46 4324 

68 2346 34 2380 93 4371 93 4464 

69 2415 69 2484 94 4465 47 4512 

70 2485 35 2520 95 4560 95 4655 

71 2556 71 2627 96 4656 48 4704 

72 ,2628 36 2664 97 4753 97 4850 

73 2701 ' 73 2774 98 4851 49 4900 

74 2775 37 2812 99 4950 99 5049 

75 2850 75 2925 100 5050 50 5100 
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ON THE k-POWER FREE NUMBER SEQUENCE 

ZHANG TIANPING 

Department of Mathematics, Northwest University 
Xi'an, Shaanxi, P.R.China 

ABSTRAOT. The 'main purpose of this paper is to study the distribution properties 
of k-power free numbers, and give an interesting asymptotic formula. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

A natural number. n is called a k-power free number if it can not be divided by 
any pk, where p is a prime number. One can obtain all k-power free number by the 
following method: From the set of natural numbers (except 0 and 1) 

-take off all multiples of 2k (i.e. 2k, 2k+1, 2k+2 ... ). 

-take off all multiples of 3k . 

-take off all multiples of 5k . 

... and so on (take 'off all multiples of all k-power primes). 
Now the k-power free number sequence is 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,17, .... 

In reference [1 J, Professor F. Smarandache asked us to study the properties of the 
k-power free number sequence. About this problem, it seems that none had stud
ied it before. In this paper, we, use the analytic method to study the distribution 
properties of this sequence, and obtain an interesting' asymptotic formula. For Gon-

. veniEmce, we define w(n) as following: w(n) = r, if n = prlp~2 " . p~r. Then we 
. have the following: 

Theorem. Let A denotes the set of all k-power free numbeT8. Then we have the 
asymptotic formula. 

"2 x(lnlnx)2 
f::::x w (n) = ((k) + 0 (xlnlnx) , 

nEA 

where ((k) is the Riemann zeta-function. 

Key words and phrases. k-power free numbers; Mean Value; Asymptotic formula. 
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2, SEVERAL LEMMAS 

Lemma 1. For any real number x 2: 2 J we have the asymptotic formula 

2: w(n) = xlnlnx + Ax + 0 (l:x) , 
n~x 

2: w2(n) = x(ln In x)2 + 0 (x In In x) , 

where A = r + ;;= (In ( 1 - ~) + ~) , 

Proof. (See reference [2]), 

Lemma 2. Let J.l(n) is Mobius function, then for any real number x :2: 2, we have 
the following identity 

~ f.l(n)w(n) = __ 1_ '" _1_ 
L.,; nS . ((8) L.,; pS - I' 
n=l p 

Proof, From the definition of w(n) and J.l(n), we have 

~ f.l(n)w(n) ~ f.l(n) 2:p1 n 1 = '" ~ f.l(np) = _ ""' ~ ~ JL(n) 
L.,; nS L.,; n S L.,; L..t nsps 0 ps 0 n S 

n=l n=2 p n=l p n=l 

= - ~ p~ (; ~r~7») (1 

This proves Lemma 2. 

(n,p)=l (n,p)=l 

1 1 --"'((s)7 pS I' 

Lemma 3. Let k 2: 2 is a fixed integer, then for any real number x 2: 2, we have 
the asymptotic fOrID'Ula 

'" x(ln In x)2 
L.,; w

2
(m)J.l(d) = ((k) + 0 (xlnlnx). 

dkm~x 

Proof. From Lemma 1, we have 

2: w2 (m)f.l(d) 
dkm'$;x 

This proves Lemma 3, 63 



Lemma 4. For any real number x ?: 2, we have the estimate 

L w 2 (d)J.L(d) = O(x). 
d k m'5:x 

Proof. From Lemma 1, we have 

L w2(d)J-l(d) = L w
2(d)p,(d) 1 = L w2(d)J.L(d) [;k] 

d k m'5:x mS:.x/dk 

= x L~ w2(~:(d) + 0 ( Ll W 2 (d)P,(d)) = O(x). 

dS:.x k dS:.x"k 

This proves Lemma 4. 

Lemma 5. For any. real number x ?: 2, we have the estimate 

L w
2 ((d, m))J-l(d) = O(x). 

d k m'5:x 

Proof. Assume that (u, v) is the greatest common divisor of u and v, then we have 

L w
2((d, m))fL(d) = L p,(d) L L w2(u) . L /J(d) LW2(u) [u~k] 

d k m'5:x d$x! uld m$x/dk d'5:x! uld 
ulm 

00 p,(d) L w

2

Ju) ( ) 
= xL u~~ + 0 L J-l(d) Lw2(u) = 0 (x). 

d=l d'5:xt uld 

This proves Lemma 5. 

Lemma 6. For any. real number x ?: 2, we have the as'ymptotic formula 

L w(d)w(m)fL(d) = Cx Inlnx + O(x), 

where C - (}k) L 
p 

Proof. ,From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we have 

L w(d)w(m)p,(d) = L w(d)fL(d) L w(m) 
dkm'5:x d$xt m$x/dk 

= LJ. w(d)JL(d) (~ In:: 1< + ; + 0 (dk I:;l'<-)) 
d'5:xk ' 

X L, w(d~~Cd) (Inlnx + In In (1- ~~nxd)) + Ax L 
dS:.x'k 

w(d)p,(d) + 0 (~) 
dk lnx 

= (xlnlnx + Ax) ~ w(d~~(d) + 0 (x d~t d~n~X) + 0 c:x) 

= Cxlnlnx + O(x). 

This proves Lemma 6. 64 



ZHANG TIANPING 

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorem. For convenience we 
define the characteristic function of k-power free numbers as follows: 

u(n) = {
I, 

0, 

if n is a k-power free number; 

otherwise. 

From Lemma 3, Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, we have 

nS;x 
nEA 

= L (w(d) + w(m) - w((d, m)))2 J.L(d) 
dkmS;x 

+ 2 C~x W(d)W(m)Jj(d)) + 0 C~xW(d)W(m)) 
(

X(lnlnx)2 ) . 
= «(k) .. +O(xlnlnx) +2(Cxlnlnx+O(x))+O(xlnlnx) 

x(lnln x)2 
= ((k) +O(xlnlnx). 

This completes the proof of the Theorem . 
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ON THE k-POWER COMPLEMENT AND 

k-POWER FREE NUMBER SEQUENCE 

ZHU WEIYI 

College of Mathematics and Physics Science, Zhejiang Normal University 
Jinhua, Zhejiang, P.R. China 

ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to study the distribution 
properties of k~power free numbers and k~power complement numbers, and 
give an interesting asymptotic formula. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

Let k ;?: 2 is a positive integer, a natural number n is called a k-power 
free number if it can not be clivided by any pk, where p is a prime number. 
One can obtain all k-power free number by the following method: From 
the set of natural numbers (except 0 and 1) 

-take off all multiples of 2k (i.e. 2k, 2k+l, 2k+2 ... ). 

-take off all multiples of 3A:. 
-take off all multiples of 5k 

. 

... and so on (take off all multiples of all k-power primes). 
For instance, the k-power free number sequence is called cube free sieve 

if k = 3, this sequence is the following 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9) 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15,17" .. 

Let 11 2:: 2 is any integer, a(n) is called a 'k-power complement about n 
if a(n) is the smallest integer such that n x a(n) is a perfect k-power, for 
example a(2) = 2k - 1, a(3) = 3k - 1 , a(2k) = 1, .... 

In reference [1], Professor F. Smarandache asked us to study the prop
erties of the k-power free number sequence and k-power complement num
ber sequence. About these problems, it seems that none had studied them 
before. In this paper, we use the elementary method to study the dis
tribution properties of these sequences, and obtain an interesting asynlp-
totic formula. For convenience, we define 0 ( n) and w (n) as following: 
O(n) = al + a2 + ... + a~, w(n) = r, if n = prlp~2 .. . p~T' be the factor
ization of n into prime powers. Then we have the following Theorem. 

Key words and phrasfUj. k-power free numbers; k-power complement numbers, Mean 
Value; Asymptotic formula. 
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Theorem. Let.A denoteB the Bet of all k-power free numbers. Then for 
any real number x ~ 2, we have the asymptotic formula 

'" (k - l)x lnInx ( x ) 
L....... O(a(n)) = ((k) + u(k)x + 0 lnx ' 
n~x . 
nEA 

where ((8) is the Riemann zeta-function, u(k) is a constant depending only 
on k . 

2. SEVERAL LEMMAS 

Lemma 1. For any real number x ~ 2, we have the asymptotic formula 

L wen) = xlnlnx + Ax + 0 (l:x) , 
n~x 

L O(n) = xlnlnx + Ex + 0 CnXx) . 
n:Sx 

where A =7+ ~ (In (1-~) + ~), B = A + ~ __ 1_ 

Proof. (See reference [2]). 

Lemma 2. For any real number x ~ 2, we have the asymptotic formula 

L wen) ::;: (-l(k)xlnlnx + Ax(-l(k) + ex + 0 (:x)· 
n:5x 
nEA 

Proof. Let (u, v) denotes the greatest common divisor of u and v. Then 
from Lemma 1 we have 

= L jJ.(d) [ L (w(n) + wed) - ween, d)))] 
d:5xt n~xldk 

= L ~(d) L wen) + L jJ.(d)w(d) [;k] - L jJ.(d) L L w(U) 
d<xt n'5,xldh d<xt d<x! uld n'5,x/dk. 

- - - uln 

= dlit"(d) [:k lnln; + ~: + 0 (min (1, dk ~;Pc) )] 

+x L jJ.(d~~(d) +0 (xtlnx) - L tL(d) LW(u) [u~k] 
d~x k d'5,x t uld 
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= InI ~ f.L(d) A ~ M(d) ~ f.L(d)w(d) _ ~ J.l(d) Luld ~ + 0 (~) 
x n X ~ dk + X ~ dk + X L dk X ~ dk In x 

d==l d=l d==l d=l 

= (-l(k)x lnInx + AX(-l(k) + Cx + 0 (l:x) . 
where 

C = ~ f.L(d)w(d) _ ~ f.L(d) Luld ~ 
~ dk ~ dk • 
d=l d=l 

This proves Lemma 2. 

Lemma 3. For any real number x '2:: 2, we have the asymptotic formula 

L O(n) ,-l(k)xlnlnx + BX(-l(k) +Dx + 0 (l:x)' 
n:$x 
nEA 

Proof. From Lemma 1, we have 

L O(n) = L O(n) L j.t(d) = L O(ndk)J-t(d) = L j.t(d) L O(ndk
) 

n:$x 
nEA 

= d"ft p,(d) [nEd. (n(n) + kn(d))] 

= L f.L(d) L D(n) + L J-t(d)kO(d) [;] 
d:$xt n".5:.x jdlc d:5xt 

= L P,(dl[;lnln; +Bx +o(min(l'dk~;f.-))l 

+ kx L M(d~?(d) + 0 (xt lnx) 
1 

d:5xk 

= xlnlnx ~ M(d) + Ex ~ J.l(d) + kx ~ J.l(d)O(d) 
~ dk L dk ~ dk 
a=l d=l d==l 

== C- 1 (k)x lnlnx + BxC-1(k) + Dx + 0 (l:x) , 
where 

D = k f= J.I(d~~(d) , 
d:::::l 

This proves Lemma 3. 

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorem. According 
to the definition of k-power complement number and k-power free number, 
and applying Lemma 2,3, we have 

L O(n x a(n)) = k L w(n) = L O(n) + L O(a(n)). 
n:5x 
nEA 

n:5x 
nEA 

n:5x 
nEA 
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or 

-ivhere 

L O(a(n)) = k L w(n) L f2(n) 

= k [(-1(k)xlnlnx + AX(-l(k) + Cx + 0 (:X)] 

- [ (-1 (k)x In In x + BX(-l (k) + Dx + 0 (l:x)] 
(k-l)xlnlnx ( x ) 

= ((k) + u(k)x + 0 lnx . 

kA B 
u(k) = ((k) + kG - D 

This completes the proof of the Theorem . 
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On the 80th Problem of F.Smarandache(I) 
He Xiaolin Guo .Jinbao 

College of Mathematics and Computer Science,Yanan Univel'sity,Shaanxi China 716000. 

Abstract Using analytic met hold ,this paper studies the first power mean 
of a(n) and its generation, and gives a mean value formula, where a(n) is the 
sequence in problem 80 of" only problems not solutions" which was presented 
by professor F.Smarandache. 
Keywords number-theoretic function; mean-value; asymptotic formula 

In 1993,number-theoretic expert F .Smarandache presented 100 unsolved problems in 

[1] ,it arose great interests for sc..holars.Among them, the 80th problem is: 

Square root: 0,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,6,6,6,6,6, 

6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,8,8", . 

Study this sequences. 

We donote the sequence in problem 80 as a(n),it is not difficult to show that a(n) = 

[viii ],where [x] is the maximal that is no more than x. 

1. Mean-value about a(n) 

Theorem 1 Let n be a positive integer, and a(n) = [fo ],then 

Proof For an arbitray positive NUMBER x,there must existS positive integer 

N,such that N 2 :s x < (N + 1)2,so we have 

I: a(n) = I: [yTi] 
n:<:;x n:Sx 

L [Ji]+ L [v'i]+ ... + 

= 3 . 1 + 5 . 1 + ... + [( N + 1) 2 N 2]. N + O( N) 

= I: (2j + l)j + O(N) 
j:SN 

= 2 L l + L j + O(N) 
j:SN j:SN 

1 1 
= 2· "6N(N + 1)(2N + 1) + 2N(N + 1) + O(N) 

= ~N3 + ~N2 + O(N) 

2 3 3 1 

= 3"X2 + 2x + O(X2) 
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2. Generalized mean-value about a(n) 

Theorem 2 Let n be a positive integer, and a(n) 

Proof a(n) = L [n~] 
n$x n$x 

= L [i~] + L [i~] + ... + [d] + O(N) 

= 7 . 1 + 19 . 2 + ... + [( N + 1)3 - N 3] • N + 0 (N) 

L [(j + 1)3 j3] + O(N) 
j$N 

3 L j3 + 3 L j2 + L j + O(N) 
j$N j~N j~N 

= 3(~N(N + 1)]2 + 3 . ~N(N + 1)(2N + 1) + ~N(N + 1) + O(N) 
2 6 2 

3 5 11 
_N4 + _N3 + _N2 + O(N) 
4 2 4 
345112 1 

= '4 X3 + "2X + 4 X3 + O(X3) 

Genaxally,we have the following 

Theorem 3 Let n be a positive integer,and a(n) [nt],then 

'" 1 k.!:±l , L.- a(n) = L[n I ] = k + 1 x J.: + O(x) 
n~x n'S.x 

Proof L a(n) = L[ni] 
n~,x n::;,x 

1 
(ik) + O(N) 

= L [(j + l)k -lJ + O(N) 

:;. ( : ) Uk + E ( : ) ji-k 
+ ... + i~ ( : ) j + O(N) 
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= L t ( k 1 jk-l+l +O(N) 
j:$N l=l I 

N k +1 

k . -;u- + O(Nk
) + O(N) 

lv + 1 
k ~ 

= k + 1 x k + O(x) 

If we generaliz it from other view ,we can also have 

Theorem 4 Let n be a positive integer,and b(n) = (a(n))2 = [fo f,then 

1 2 4 4 
-x + -X3 + O(x) 
2 3 

Proof L b(n) = :L[fo f 
n::;x n:$x 

3· 1 + 5 ·4+ ... + [(N + 1)2 - N 2 ]N2 + O(N2) 

= L [(j + 1)2 - j2]j2 + O(N2) 
j:$N 

2 L j3 + L j2 + O(N2) 
j:$N i'5:;N 

= 2· [~N(N + l)f + ~(N(N + 1)(2N + 1)] + O(N2) 

= ~N4 + ~N3 + O(N2) 
2 3 
1 4' 3 
_x2 + -X2 + O(x) 
2 3 

Theorem 5 Let n be a positive integer ,and b(n) (a(n))3 [y'n ]3,then 

" " 32552 3 ~ b(n) = ~[vn] = S"X2 + 4X + O(X2) 
n'5:;x n''5:;x 

Proof L b(n) = L [.In]3 
n'5:;x n'5:;x 

, 3·1 + 5·8 + ... + [(N + 1)2 - N 2JN3 + O(N3 ) 

= I:: [(j + 1)2 -lli + O(N3) 
j'5:;N 

= 2 L j4 + I: j3 + 0 (N3
) 

j'5:;N i'5:;N 
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= 2 . 310N(N + 1)(2N + 1)(3N2 + 3N 1) + [~[N(N + 1)]2 + O(N3) 

2 5 
= _N5 + _N4 + O(N3 ) 

5 4 
2 5 5 3 

= -X2 + + O(x2') 
5 

Theorem 6 Let n be a positive integer,a.nd ben) = (a(n))k [Fn Jk,then 

2: b(n) = 2:[fo]k 
n$x n$x 

2 1.:+2 O( 10+1) 
-~X 2 + X 2 
k+2 

Proof I: b(n) = L [vn lk 
nS;x nS;x 

= 3 . 1 Ie + 5 . 2k + ... + [(N + 1)2 N 2 ]Nk + O(Nk ) 

I: [U + 1)2 j2]/i: + G(NIc) 
j~N 

2 I: jk+l + L jk + O(Nk) 
j$N j$N 

Nk+2 
= 2 . + O(Nk+1

) 
+ 

2 

+ 
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On the 80th Problem of F.Smarandache(II) 
He Xiaolin Guo Jinbao 

College of Mathematics and Computer Science,Yanan University,Shaanxi China 716000 

Abstract The main purpose of this paper is to study the first power mean 
of d(a(n)); rp(a(n)) and their generations,and a sery of result is ob
tained,where <p(n) is Euler totient funstion,d(n) is divisor function and a(n) 
is the sequence in problem 80 of "only problems not solutions" which wa.') 
presented by professor F .Smarandache. 
Keywords number-theoretic function; mean-value; asymptotic formula 

In 1993,professor F.Smarandache presented 100 unsolved problems in [l],it arose great 

interests for scholars. Among them, the 80th problem is: 

Square root: 0,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,6,6,6,6,6, 

6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,8,8" ., 

Study this sequences. 

We donate the sequence in problem 80 as a(n),it is not difficult to show that a(n) 

[y1i ]'where(x] is the maximal integer that is no more than x. 

1. Mean-value of d(a(n))and it's generalization 

Theorem 1 Let n be a positive integer,and a(n) = [Fn ], d(n) be divisor func-

tion,then 

L d{a{n)) = L d([vn]) = ~xlOgX + (2C -~) x + O(xi) 
n:S;x n:S;x 

Where c is Euler's constant. 

Proof L d(a(n)) L d([v'n]) 
n:S;x n:S;x 

= L d([Ji ]) + L d((.Ji]) + .,' + L d([vi ]) + O(Ni!) 
12:S;i<22 22:S;i<32 N2$i:S;x«N+l)2 

, = 3 . d(l) + 5· d(2) + ... + [(N + 1)2 - N2]d(N) + O(Ni!) 

L (2j + l)d(j) + O(Ni!) 
j:S;N 

Let A(N) = I: d(j) := NlogN + (2c - l)N + O(Nt)[2) ,j(j) = 2j + 1,by Abel's 
, j'5:N 

identi ty(2], we have 

L (2j + l)dU) ~ A(N)f(N) - A(l)f(l) - J,N A(t)f'(t)dt 
j$N 1 

= [Nlog N + (2c - l)N + O(N!)](21V + 1) A(l)f(l) -IN 
(tlogt 

1 
(2c - l)t + O(N'2)] . 2dt 
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= 2N2 1og N + 2(2c 1 )N2 + O(N!) - 2lN t log tdt 2lN (2c 1 )tdt 2lN O(d )dt 

= 2N2 logN 2(2c _1)N2 + O(N~) - N 2 }ogN2 + ~N2 - 2(2c -1)N2 + O(N~) 
2 

= N 210gN + (2C - ~).N2 + O(N~) 
So 

:L d(a(n)) = I: (2j + l)d(j) + O(NI?:) 
j$;N j$;N 

= N 2 log N + (2C -~) N 2 + O(N~) + O(NI':) 

= ~ x log x + (2C - ~) x + 0 (x i) 

Similarly, we have 

Theorem 2 Let n be a positive integer,and a(n) == [nil, d{n) be divisor function,then 

L d(a(n)) = L d([nk]) = ~XIOgx + (2C - ~) x + O(x~) 
n:;x n:;x 

Where c is Euler's c.-onstant. 

Proof :L d(a{n)) == L d([n~]) 
n$;x n<x 

L d([d]) + L d([d]) + ... + L d([i!]) + O(NI?:) 
N39:S;x«N +1)3 

= 7 . d(l) + 19· d(2) + .,. + [(N + 1)3 N 3]d(N) + O(Ne) 

= L (3i ~ 3j + l)d(j) + O(NI?:) 
jsN 

LetA(N) = 2".: d(j)=NlogN+(2c 1)N+O(N~)[217f(j) 3j2+3j+1, simi-
j'5:.N 

larly, we have 

L (3j2 + 3j + l)d(j) A(N)f(N) - A(l)f(l) - hN A(t)!,(t)dt 
j$;N 

= [Nlog N + (2c - l)N + O(N~)J(3N2 + 3N + 1) IN [tlogt (2c l)t + O(t!)](6t + 3)dt 

= 3N3 1ogN + 3(2c -1)N3 + O(N~) + 3N2 IogN + 3(2c - 1)N2 + NlogN + (2c -l)N 

-7(2c - l)N -l'l 6t2 1ogtdt - IN 6(2c 1)t2dt + 0 (IN 6tidt) - IN 3t logtdt IN 3(2c - l)tdt 

Because 

j,N. 2 3 
1 6t2 Iogtdt = 2N3 log N :iN + ell 
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So 

l: (3j2 + 3j + l)d(j) 3N3 10g N + 3(2c - 1)N3 2N3 10g N + ~ N3 
- 2(2c - 1)N3 + O(Nfr) 

j'5. N 

= N 310gN + (2C -~) N 3 + O(N~) 

As a result,we have 

l:: d(a(n)) = 
1 

d([n 3 ]) 

j~N j~N 

L (3l + 3j + l)d(j) + O(N5) 
j~N 

= N 3logN + (2C -~) N 3 + O{N~) + O(N5) 

1 (1) 5 =3xlogx+ 2c-3" x+O(xii) 

Theorem 3 Let n be a positive integer, and a(n) = [ni], d(n) be divisor func-

tion,then 
1 1 2: d(a{n)) = L d([nkJ) = "kx log x + O(x) 

n~X' n'5.X' 

Proof I: d{a(n)) = L d([ntJ) 
n$x n~X' 

= (2k l)d(l) + (3k - 2~)d(2) + ... + [(N + l)k - Nk]d(N) + O(Nc) 

L [(j + l)k - .ik]d(j) + O(Nt::) 
j$N 

Let A(N) L d(j) = NlogN + (2c -l)N + O(N!/2
1
,f(j) = [(j + l)k -/],then 

j'5.N 

L [(j.,+ l)k -lJd(j) = A(N)f(N) - A(l)f(l) -iN A(t)f'(t)dt 
j~N 1 

= [Nlog N + (2c - l)N + O(N~)]((N + l)k - N k
] - A(l)f(l) 
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So 

IN [t log t + {2c - l}t + O(tt)](k(t + 1)k-1 - ktk-1)dt 

= [N log N + (2c - l)N + O(Nt)](I= ( k 1 iVk
-

l
) 

l=l l 

-k !,N [tlog t - 2(2c - l)t + O( t~)]( '£ (k 1 1 tk- l - 1 )dt 
1 1=1 I 

( : 1 NklogN (k 1 1 1 t ktk-1logkdtf O(N
k

) 

( : 1 Nklog N - ( k ~ 1 1 N
k 

logN + O(N
k

) 

Nk log N + O(Nk ) 

L d(a(n») = L d([nt]) 

jS,N 

= N k log N + O(Nk
) + O(NE) 

1 = kX log x + O(x) 

2. Mean-value of cp(a(n» and it's generalization 

Theorem 4 Let n be a positive integer,and a(n) = [fo ], cp(n) be Euler totient 

function, then 

L cp(a(n» = L cp([vn]) = 42X~ + O(x log x) 
nS:.$ ns,$ ~ 

Proof L ~(a(n» = L cp([fo]) 
nS;x ns,$ 

L <p((v'i]) + L ~([-Ji ]) + ... + L ~([Vi ]) + O(N) 
22Si<32 N2S,iS,$«N+l)2 

= 3cp(1) + 5<p(2) + ... + [(N + 1)2 - N2Jcp(N) + O(N) 

= L (2j + l)cp(j) + O(N) 
is,N 
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Let ACN) = L cpU) := ';N2 + O(NlogN)[2l, f(j) := 2j + 1,then 
j"5:N 71" 

Then 

L (2j + l)cp(j) = A(N)j(N) - A(l)f(l) -iN A(t)J'(t)dt 
j'SN 1 

= [:2N2 + O(NIogN)] (2N + 1) -1N 
[:2t2 + O(tlogt)] 2dt 

6 ,+ O(N2}ogN) - :2 N3 + O(N2 1og N) 

4 = 2 N3 + O(N21ogN) 
7r 

L cp([Fn]) = L (2j + l)cp(j) + O(N) 
n"5: x j"5.N 

= ~ N 3 + O(N21ogN) + O(N) 
IT 

4 3 ( = 2X2 + 0 x log x) 
IT 

Si:rnilarly, we ha.ve 
1 

Theorem 5 Let n be a positive integer,and a(n) = [n 3 ]' cp(n) be Euler totient 

function, then 

L <p(a(n) 
1 9 4 L c.p([n 3 ]) = 21r2X3 + O(xlogx) 

n'Sx 

Proof L <p{a(n») = L cp([ni]) 
n"5.x n:Sx 

= L <p({d]) + L c.p([i~]) + ... + L cp([dJ) + O(N) 
13 "5: i <'C'3 2'1:::;i<33 N3:::;i:::;x«N+l)3 

7c.p(l) + 9c.p(2) + ... + [(N + 1)3 - N3Jc.p(N) + O(N) 

= L (3j2 + 3j + l)cp(j) +' O(N) 
j"5:N 

Let A(N) I:: <p(N) = 32N2 + O(NlogN)[2l ,j(j) = 3l + 3j + 1,then 
j:::;N 1r 

L (3j2 + 3j + l)cp(j) = A(N)f{N) - A(l)f(l) _ j,N A(t)f'(t)dt 
i"5:. N 1 

= [:2N2+O(NIogN)] (3N2+3N+l) lN [:2t2+O(tlogt)] (6t+3)dt 

~N4 - ~N4 + O(N3 1ogN) 
71"2 21r2 
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So 

L v;([d]) L (3j2 + 3j + l)<p(j) + O(N) 

~2N4 + O(N3 1ogN) + O(N) 
21f 

9 4 
= -2 "x 3 + O(xlogx) 

1f-

Theorem 6 Let n be a positive integer,and a(n) [nt], <p(n) be Euler totient 

function, then 

L <p(a(n)) = L <p([n~J) 6k til 
(k + 1)1r2 x k + O(x log x) 

Proof 2.: <p(a(n)) = L <p([n~]) 
n5:x n5:x 

= L <p([it]) + L <p([it]) + .. , + L <p([it]) + O(N) 
lk:Si<2k 2k:Si<3k Nk:Si:Sx«N+l)k 

Let A(N) = L 1p(j) 
j5:N 

L [(j + l)k - jk]<p(j) = A(N)f(N) - A(l)f(l) _ jN A(t)f'(t)dt 
j:SN 1 

= [:2 N2 + O(N log N)] [(N + l)k - N k] ~k [:2 P + O(tlogi)] k[(t + l)k-l - tk-1Jdi 

3k N k +1 + O(Nk log N) k(k - 1) 3 Nk+1 
~ k+l ~ 

6k ___ N k +1 + O(Nk 10gN) 
(k + 1)1f2 

So 
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Smarandache Concatenated Magic Squares 

Muneer Jebreel Karama 
ssmathhe bron@yahoo.coln 

SS-Math-Hebron / UNRWA / Field Education Officer / 
Box 19149 / Jerusalem / Israel. 

Abstract: 

In this article, I present the results of investigation of 
Smarandache Concatenate Magic Squares formed from the 
magic squares, and report some conjectures. 

Key words: 

Magic Square, Smarandache Concatenate Magic 
Squares, Smarandache Prime - Concatenate Magic Squares. 

1) Introduction: 

A magic square consists of the distinct positive integers, 1 ,2 
"'" n , such that the sum of the n numbers in any horizontal , 
vertical , or main diagonal line is always the same constant, for 
more details see [1],[2],and [3]. 

2) Smarandache Concatenated Magic Squares 
(SCMS): 

SCMS is formed from concatenation of numbers in magic 
squares such that the sum of the n numbers in any horizontal, 
vertical, line is always the same constant, but not necessary main 
diagonal the same constant. 

3) Examples: 

Consider the following magic square (4x4), figure .1 

14 
19 
15 
26 

24 25 
17 16 
21 20 
12 13 

Figure .1 
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Then we can formed many Smarandache Concatenated Magic 
Squares, 

such as in figure.2 (concatenation the numbers in magic squares 
horizontally) 

1424 2425 2511 1114 
1917 1716 1622 2219 
1521 2120 2018 1815 
2612 1213 1323 2326 

Figure .2 

Or as in figure.3 (concatenation the numbers in magic squares 
vertically) 

1419 2417 2516 1122 
1915 1721 1620 2218 
1526 2112 2013 1823 
2614 1224 1325 2311 

Figure .3 

or many concatenation digits such as in figure .4,5 and 6 . 

142425 242511 251114 111424 
191716 171622 162219 221917 
152120 212018 201815 181521 
261213 121323 132326 232612 , 

Figure .4 

14242511 24251114 25111424 11142425 
19171622 17162219 16221917 22191716 
15212018 21201815 20181521 18152120 
26121323 12132326 13232612 23261213 

Figure .5 

1424251114 2425111424 2511142425 1114242511 -
1917162219 1716221917 1622191716 2219171622 
1521201815 2120181521 2018152120 1815212018 
2612132326 1213232612 1323261213 2326121323 

Figure .6 
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4) Conjectures: 

1) There are infinitely many Smarandache Concatenated Magic 
Squares formed from one magic square. 

2) The sum of the n numbers in any horizontaJ, vertical, line is 
always the same constant I and follow concatenated pattern, 

for example the concatenate pattern in figures 1,2,3,4,5and 6 , 
follow concatenate pattern which is 74, 7474,747474 
,74747474,7474747474 ... / and so on . 

5) Smarandache Prime Concatenate Magic 
Squares: is formed from concatenation of only primes numbers in 
magic squares [ see, JRM,30: l,p297] such that the sum of the n 
numbers in any horizontal, vertical, line is always the same 
constant, but not necessary main diagonal the same constant. 

Example: this example found in [JRM,30: 1,p297] 

101 029 083 
053 071 089 
059 113 041 

Figure .7 

Then we can form the following Smarandache Prime - Concatenate 
Magic Squares I Figure.8 and 9 . 

101029 029083 083101 
053071 071089 089053 
059113 113041 041059 

Figure .8 

101029083 ,029083101 083101029 
053071089 071089053 089053071 
059113041 113041059 041059113 

Figure .9 

The sum of the n numbers in any horizontal, vertical, line is 
always the same constant, and follow concatenated pattern, 
for example the concatenate pattern in figures 7,8, and 9 I follow 
concatenate pattern which is : 213, 213213,213213213 ... , and so 
on . 



6) Conjectures: 

There are infinitely many Smarandache Prime - Concatenated 
Magic Squares formed from only prime's magic squares. 

7) Open Question: 
1) Are there Smarandache Prime - Back Concatenated Magic 

Squares? 
2) Are there Smarandache Back Concatenated Magic Squares? 

References: 
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3) http://www.mathforum.org 
4) Ashbacher.C, Smarandache Magic (problem number 
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PROOF OF FUNCTIONAL SMARANDACHE ITERATIONS 

ZHENG JIANFENG 
Shaanxi Financi & Economics Professional College 

Xianyang,Shaanxi, P.R.China 

ABSTRACT: The paper makes use of method of Mathematics Analytic to prove Functional 
Smarandache Iterations of three kinds. 

1. Proving Functional Smarandache Iterations of First Kind. 
Kind 1. 

Let f: A ~ A be a function, such that f(x):s; x for all x, and min { f(x), x E A} ;::: mO) 

different from negative infinity. 
Let f have p ~ 1 fix points: mo:S; Xl < X2 < ... < x p' [The point x is called fix, if 

f(x) == x. J. 
Then: 

SIlex) = the smallest number of iterations k such that 
f 

f(f(··· f(x)·· .» == constant. 
\. v J 

iterted k times 

Proof: 1. When Q or AkR, conclusion is false. 
Counterexample: 

Let A=[O, 1J with f(x):::; x2
, then f(x):s; x, and Xl:::; 0, X2 1 are fix points. 

Denote: An (x) == f(f(·· ·f(x) .. . » , Al (x) == f(x) , (n=l, 2, ... ) . 
\. y .I 

n times 

then An (x) = {2n (iF1, 2, ... · ). 

For any fixed x =;t: 0, x =;t: 1, assumed that the smallest posi ti ve integ.er k exist, such that 

An (x) a (constant), hence, Ak+l (x):::; f(Ak(x» == f(a) == a} that is to say a be fix point. 
k~ . 

So x2 =0 or 1, => x=O or 1, th-is appear contradiction. If Z, let A be set of all 

rational number on [0, 1J with f(x) == X2, using the same methods we can also deduce 

contradictory result. 
This shows the conclusion is false where AkQ or AsR. 

II. when A Z, the conclusion is true. 

(1). If x Xi' (Xi is fix point, i=l, ... p ). Then f(x) = f(x) Xi = Al (x). So for any 

posi ti ve integer n, An (x) = Xi (j:;:l, ... p ), => SIl(x) =l. 
f 
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(2). Let x ~ Xi (X is fixed, i=l, .•. P ), if f(x) == Xi (i=l, "'p ), then SIlex) =1, if 

f(x) ~ Xi but f(f(x)) = A2(x) = Xi ( i=l, H.p ), then SIlex) 
f 

f 
In general, for fixed 

posi ti ve integer k, if Al (x) :t:. Xi' A2 (x) ~ Xi ••• Ak 1 (x) ~ Xi' but Ak (x) = Xi then 

SIlex) =k. 
f 

(3). Let x ~ Xi (x is fixed), and for V n E N An (x) ~ Xi (i=l, "'P ), this case is 

no exist. 
Because x is fix point, mo<···<An(x)<···<Az(x)<Al(X)<X. So sequence {An(x)} is 

descending and exist boundary, this makes know that {An (x)} is convergent. But, each item 

of {An(x)} is integer, it is not convergent, this appear contradiction. This shows that 

the case is no exist. 
(4). Let x -:;t:. Xi (X is fixed, i=l, ,-. P ), if exist the smallest posi ti ve integer k such 

that Ak(x) = a (a:t:. Xi ), it is yet unable. Because Ak+l (x) = Ak(x) = a , 

Ak+1(x)==fCAk(x))=f(a)=a, this shows that a is fix point, namely, a=Xi' this also 

appear contradiction. 
Combining (1), (2), (3) and (4) we have 

SIlex) = the smallest number of iterations k such that 
f 

f(f(··· f(x) ... )) = x· C.Xi is fix point, j=l, "'p ). 
'- V J I 

iterted k times 

This proves Kind l. 

We easily give a simple deduction. 
Let f: A ~ A be a function, such that f(x) s x' for all x, and min {f(x),x E A} ~ rno, 

different from negative infinity. 
Let fCmo) == rno, namely, rna is fix point, and only one. 

Then: SIlex) = the smallest number of iterations k such that 
f 

f(/('" /(x)·· .)) = rna' 
\. v J 

ilerled k times 

2. Proving Functional Smarandache Iterations of Second Kind. 
Kind 2. 

Let g: A ~ A' be a function, such that g(x) > x for all x, and let b > x. 

Then: 

SI2(x,b) = the smallest number of iterations k such that 
g 

g(g( ... g(x)·· .)) ~ b . 
\ v I 

iterted k times 
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Proof: Firstly, denote: Bn(x)= ?(g(- .. g(x)·")~, (n=1,2, ... ). 
v 

n times 

1. Let A c Z, for '\I x < b, x E Z, assumed that there are not the smallest posi ti ve 

integer k such that Bk(x);:::: b, then for V n EN have Bn(x) < b, so 

x < Bl (x) < B2(X) < ... < Bn(x) < ... < b. 

This makes know that {Bn(x)} is convergent, but it is not convergent. This appear 

contradiction, then, there are the smallest k such that Bn(x);;::: b. 

II. Let A Q or AeR. 

(1). For fixed x<b. If g(x) '?:. g(b) > b, then Bn(x);;::: g(x) > b ( n EN), SI2(x,b )=1, 
g 

if g(x) < g(b) but B 2 (x);;::: g(b) > b ,then Bn(x) '? g(b) > b (n '?:. 2 ), SI2(x,b) =2. In 
g 

general, if Bl(X) <g(b) , B 2 (x) <g(b) , .. ' Bk 1 (x) < g(b) , but Bk(x)'?:.g(b»b, then 

SI2(x,b) =k. 
g 

(2). For fixed x<b, Bn(x)<g(b), ( nEN) then 

x < Bl(X) < B2 (x) < ... < Bn(x) < ... < g(b) , 

so {Bn(x)} is convergent. Let limBn(x)=b* ": Bn(x)<g(b) (nEN),:. b*-:;;g(b). 
-,»00 

1). b* = g(b). ": limBn(x) b'" :. for e g(b) - b > 0,:3 posi ti ve integer k, when n>k such 
n~<X) 

that IBn (x) g(b)1 < E. SO Bn(x) > g(b) E = g(b) (g(b) b) = b. That to say there are the' 

smallest k such that Bn(x) > b. 2). b* < g(b). "." g(b*) > b*,:· {Bn(x)} does not converge 

at g(b*). So :3 Eo> 0 , for 'liN, :3 nl' when nl > N, such that IBn! (x) - g(b*)1 '?:. Eo' then, 

Bn,(x)c.g(b"')+e o :. Bn\(X»b"'+EO, On the other hand, Bn(x)5:.b'" (nEN),:. 

Bn! (x):::; b· then hOI +eo < Bn, (x):::; b*, but this is unable. This makes know that there is not 

the case. 
By (1) and (2) we can deduce the conclusion is true in the case of A belong to Q or 

R. 
Combining 1. and II., we have: for any fixed x >b there is 

SI2(x,b) = the smallest number of iterations k such that 
g 

g(g( ... g(x)·· -)) ~ b . 
\ V '" .J 

iterted k times 

This proves Kind 2. 
3. Proving Functional Smarandache Iterations of Second Kind. 

Kind 3. 
Let h: A -+ A be a function, such that h(x) < x for all x, and let b < x. 

Then: 
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SI3(x,b) = the smallest number of iterations k such that 
h 

h(h(···h{x)···») ~ b. 
, V J 

iterted k times 

Using similar methods of proving Kind 2 we also can prove Kind 3, we well not prove 
again in the place. 

We complete the proofs of Functional Smarandache Iterations of all kinds in the place. 
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ON THE INFERIOR AND SUPERIOR k-TH POWER PART 

OF A POSITIVE INTEGER AND DIVISOR FUNCTION 

ZHENG JIANFENG 
Shaanxi Financial & Economics Professional College, 

Xianyang, Shaanxi, P.R.China 

ABSTRACT: For any positive integer n, let a{n) and b{n) denote the inferior and superior k-th power 

part of n respectively. That is, a(n) denotes the largest k-th power less than or equal to n, and b(n) 

denotes the smallest k-th power greater than or equal to n. In this paper, we study the properties of 

the sequences {a(n)} and {b{n)}, and give two interesting asymptotic formulas. 

Xey words and phrases: Inferior and superior k-th power part; Mean value; Asymptotic formula. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a fixed positive integer k>1, and any positive integer n, let a(n) and b(n) denote the inferior 

and superior k-th power part of n respectively .That is, a(n) denotes the largest k-th power less than 

or equal to n, b(n) denotes the smallest k-th power greater than or equal to n.For example, let k=2 

then a(l)=a(2)=a(3)=l,a(4)=a(5)= "'=a(7)=4, ···,b(l)=l, b(2) =b(3) =b(4) =4, b(5)=b(6)= ... 

:::;:b(8)=8"'; let k=3 then a(1)=a(2)= "'=a(7)=1, a(8)=a(9)= ···=a(26)=8,···,b(1)=1, b(2)=b(3)= •.. 

=b(8)=8, b(9)=b(lO)=···=b(27)=27···. In problem 40 and 41 of [1], Professor F. Smarandache asks 

us to study the properties of the sequences {a(n)} and {b{n)}. About these problems, Professor 

Zhang Wenpeng [4] gave two interesting asymptotic formuhis of the cure part of a positive integer. 

In this paper, we give asymptotic formulas of the k~th power part of a positive integer. That is, we 

shall prove the following: 

Theorem 1. For any real number x> 1 , we have the asymptotic formula 

wnere Ao. A j • • •• Ak are constants, especially when k equals to 2, Ao=l; d(n) denotes the 

Dirichlet divisor function, e is any flxed positive number. 

For the sequence {b(n)} • we can also get similar result. 

Theorem 2. For any real number x> 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

1 
16k k k 1--+& 

Id(b(n))=-(-z) -IAoxln x+Alxln -1 x+ ... +Ak_Ixlnx+AkX+O(x 2k ) 

n~x kk! k1r 

2. A SIMPLE LEMMA 

To complete the proof of the theorems, we need following 

Lemma 1. For any real number x> 1, we have the asymptotic formula 
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where Bo, B 1, ••• Bk are constants, especially when Ao=-l; e is any fixed positive number. 

<Xl d(nk) 
Proof. Let s = a + it be a complex number and f(s) =: I ~-s - . 

n=! n 

Note that d (nK
) < < nt: , So it is clear that I(s) is a Dirichlet series absolutely convergent in 

Re(s» 1, by the Euler Product formula [2] and the definition of d(n) we have 

IT ( d k + d (p 2k) + .,. + d (p kn) + ... J /(s)= 1+ s 
p p P 2s pM 

=: rr(l + k + 1 + 2k + 1 + ... + len + 1 + ... J 
p p' pm 

= ;2(8)1] (1 + (k -1) ;, 

=:(2(s)n((l+~s)k-l -Cf-l 1
2s

' 1 J ... p(k-l)s 
p P P 

(1) 

where ((s) is Riem~n zeta-function and IT denotes the product over all primes. 
p 

From (1) and Perron's formula [3] we have 

(2) 

where g(s) is absolutely convergent in Re(s) > .!. + 8. We move the integration in (2) to 
2 

Re(s) = 1 + 8. The pole at s 1 contributes to 
2 

16 k 1 k k-l 

k
' (-2) -, Eoxln x + E1x In X + ... + Bk_1X In X + Bkx , (3) 
.1t 

where Eo, Bl " .. Bk are constants, especially when k = 2, Bo = 1. 

1 ~ 
For :::;; a < 1, note that t;(s) = S(a + it) :s; Itl2+e . Thus, the horizontal integral contributes to 

2 

as 



(4) 

and the vertical integral contributes to 

(5) 

On the line Re(s) = ! + 8 , taking parameter T x~ , then combining (2), (3), (4) and (5) we 
2 

have 

This proves Lemma 1. 

3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 

Now we complete the proof of the Theorems. First we prove Theorem 1. 

For any real number x> 1, Let Mbe a frxed positive integer such that 

then, from the defmition of a (n), we have 

M 
I d(a(n)) = I .L d(a(n) + .L d(a(n») 
n'5..x: m=2 (m_l)k sn<mk Mit !,ns,x 

M-I 

= I Id(mk)+ Id(Mk) 
m""l m k :S:n«m+l)k Mit SnSx 

M 

= k 'Lmk-Id(mk) + O(Mk-1+j, 
m=l 

where we have used the estimate d(n)« nt: .. 

Let B(y) ~ Ld(nk
) , then byAbel's identity and Lemma 1, we have 

nsy 

M 
"Lmk-Id(mk) = Mk-tB(M) -(k -1) r yk-2B(y)dy+ 0(1) 
m=l 

=M>-t~!(:,)'-IBoMlnk M +B,Mlnk-1 M +···+B,M J 
90 

(6) 

(7) 



(8) 

Applying (7) and (8) we obtain the asymptotic formula 

'Ld(a(n)) = if -;)k-lBoMk Ink M + C1Mk ln k
- I M + ... + CIe_1Mk + j Mk-i+£J, (9) 

n~x k!l1C \/l 
where BO,C1,"',Ck_I are constants. 

From (6) we have the estimates 

1 I Ie-I 
=Mk - 1(k+C2 _+ ... + __ )«x Ie 

k M M k- I ' 
(10) 

and 

tok X 
J lnk

-
1 x) . -!..+c 

k'lnkM+~l.) =k'In'M+O(x k ). (11) 

Combining (9), (l0) and (11) we have 
, 

1 
16k 1 k k 1 1--+& 

Ld(a(n))=~'(-2) - Aoxln x+AlxIn - x+ .. ·+Ak_lxlnx+Akx+O(x 2k ), 
n<;;x kk. k1C 

where Ao equals to Bo . 

This proves Theorem 1. 

Using the methods of proving Theorem 1 we can also prove Theorem 2. This completes the proof of 

the Theorems. 
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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we study some properties of ten recurrence type Smarandache 
sequences, namely, the Smarandache odd, even, prime product, square product, higher-power 
product, permutation, consecutive, reverse, symmetric, and pierced chain sequences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper considers the following ten recurrence type Smarandache sequences. 
(l) Smarandache Odd Sequence : The Smarandache odd sequence, denoted by {OS(n)} <Xl n=l, 

is defined by (Ashbacher [1]) 

OS(n)=135 ... (2n-l), n?J. (1.1) 
A first few terms of the sequence are 

1,13 135,1357,13579,1357911,135791113,13579111315, .... 
(2) Smarandache Even Sequence: The Smarandache even sequence, denoted by {ES(n)} 00 n""\' 

is defined by (Ashbacher [1]) 

ES(n)=24 ... (2n), n2:: 1. 
A first few terms of the sequence are 

2,24,246,2468,246810,24681012,2468101214, ... , 
of which only the first is a prime number. 

(1.2) 

(3) Smarandache Prime Product Sequence: Let {Pn}<Xln=l be the (infinite) sequence of primes 
in their natural order, so that Pl=2, P2=3, Pi=5, P4=7, P5=11, P6=13, .... 
The Smarandache prime product sequence, denoted by {PPS(n)} <Xln",,\, is defined by 
(Smarandache [2]) 

, PPS(n)=PIP2 ... Pn+1, U2::1. (1.3) 
(4) Smarandache Square Product Sequences: The Smarandache square product sequence of 

the first kind, denoted by {SPSl(n)} oon=l, and the Smarandache square product sequence of 
the second kind, denoted by {SPS2(n)} oon'" I, are defined by (Russo [3]) 

SPS 1(n)=(12)(22) ... (n2)+ 1 =(n!)2+ 1, n~l, 
SPS2(n)=(J2) (22) ... (n2)-1=(n!)2-1, n2::1. 

A first few terms of the sequence {SSPI(n)}oon=1 are 
SPSl(1)=2, SPSI(2)=5, SPS\(3)=37, SPSl(4)=577, SPSl(5)=14401, 
SPSl(6)=518401 =13x39877, SPSl(7)=25401601 01 x251501, 
SPSl(8)=1625702401 =17x95629553, SPSl(9)=131681894401, 

of which the first five terms are each prime. 

A first few terms of the sequence {SPS2(n)}oon=1 are 
SPS2(l)=O, SPS2(2)=3, SPS2(3)=35, SPS2(4)=575, SPS2(5)=14399, 

(l.4a) 
(l.4b) 

SPS2(6)=518399, SPS2(7)=25401599, SPS2(8)=1625702399, SPS2(9)=131681894399, 
of which, disregarding the first term, the second term is prime, and the remaining terms of 
the sequence are all composite numbers (see Theorem 6.3). 
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(5) Smarandache Higher Power Product Sequences : Let m (>3) be a fixed integer. The 
Smarandache higher power product sequence of the first kind, denoted by, 
{HPPS l(n)} co n=\. and the Smarandache higher power product sequence of the second kind, 
denoted by, HPPS2(n)} 00 n=1. are defined by 

HPPS I (n)=(1 m)(2m) ... (nm)+ 1 =(n!)m+ 1, n2:1, (l.5a) 
HPPS2(n)=(1 m)(2m) ... (nm)-1 :::::(n!)m-l, n2::1. (l.5b) 

(6) Smarandache Permutation Sequence: The S marandache permutation sequence, denoted 
by {PS(n)}COn=I' is defined by (Dumitrescu and Seleacu [4]) 

PS(n)=135 ... (2n-l)(2n)(2n-2) ... 42, n:2:1. (1.6) 
A first few terms of the sequence are 

12, 1342, 135642, 13578642, 13579108642, .. ,. 
(7) Smarandache Consecutive Sequence: The Smarandache consecutive sequence, denoted 

by {CS(n)}COn=l, is defined by (Dumitrescu and Seleacu [4]) 

CS(n)=123 ... (n-l)n, n;?:1. (1.7) 
A first few terms of the sequence are 

1,12,123,1234,12345,123456, .... 
(8) Smarandache Reverse Sequence : The Smarandache reverse sequence, denoted by, 

{RS(n)} con=l, is defined by (Ashbacher [1]) 

RS(n)=n(n-l) ... 21, n~1. (1.8) 
A first few terms of the sequence are 

1,21,321,4321,54321,654321, .... 
(9) Smarandache Symmetric Sequence: The Smarandache symmetric sequence, denoted by 

{SS(n)}COn=l' is defined by (Ashbacher [1]) 
1,11,121,12321,1234321,123454321,12345654321, .... 

Thus, 
SS(n)=12 ... (n-2)(n-l)(n-2) ... 21, n~3; SS(1)=I, SS(2)=11. (1.9) 

(10) Smarandache Pi~rced Chain Sequence : The Smarandache pierced chain sequence, 
denoted by {PCS(n)}n~lCO, is defined by (Ashbacher [1]) \ 

101,1010101,10101010101,101010101010101, ... , (1.10) 
which is obtained by successively concatenating the string 0101 to the right of the 
preceding terms of the sequence, starting with PCS( 1)= 1 0 1. 
As has been pointed out by Ashbacher, all the terms of the sequence {PCS(n) }n=l co is 
divisible by 101. We thus get from the sequence {PCS(n)}n=loo, on dividing by 101, the 
sequence {PCS(n)/l 01 }n~l co. The elements of the sequence {PCS(n)/l 01 }n~l 00 are 

1, 10001, 100010001, 1000100010001, .... 
Smarandache [5] raised the question How 
sequence{PCS(n)/lOI}n=loo are prime? 

many terms 
(1.11) 

of the 

In this paper, we consider some of the properties satisfied by these ten Smarandache 
sequences in the next ten sections where we derive the recurrence relations as well. 

For the Smarandache odd, even, consecutive and symmetric sequences, Ashbacher [1] 
raised the question: Are there any Fibonacci or Lucas numbers in these sequences? 

We recall that the sequence of Fibonacci numbers, {F(n)} n=1 00, and the sequence of 
Lucas numbers {L(n)}n=IC(), are defined by (Ashbacher [1]) 

F(O)=O, F(1)=I; F(n+2)=F(n+ l)+F(n), n;?:O, 
L(0)=2, L(1)=I; L(n+2)=L(n+ l)+L(n), n2::0, 
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Based on computer search for Fibonacci and Lucas numbers, Ashbacher conjectures 
that there are no Fibonacci or Lucas numbers in any of the Smarandache odd, even, 
consecutive and symmetric sequences (except for the trivial cases). This paper confirms the 
conjectures of Ashbacher. We prove further that none of the Smarandache prime product and 
reverse sequences contain Fibonacci or Lucas numbers (except for the trivial cases). 

For the Smarandache even, prime product, permutation and square product sequences, 
the question is : Are there any perfect powers in each of these sequences? We have a partial 
answer for the first of these sequences, while for each of the remaining sequences, we prove 
that no number can be expressed as a perfect power. We also prove that no number of the 
Smarandache higher power product sequences is square of a natural number. 

For the Smarandache odd, prime product, consecutive, reverse and symmetric 
sequences, the question is : How many primes are there in each of these sequences? For the 
Smarandache even sequence, the question is : How many elements of the sequence are twice 
a prime? These questions still remain open. 

In the subsequent analysis, we would need the following result. 
Lemma 1.1 : 31(10m+lOn+l) for all integers m,n~O. 
Proof: We consider the following three possible cases separately: 
(1) m=n=O. In this case, the result is clearly true. 
(2) m=O, n~ 1. Here, 

1 Om+ 1 On+ 1 =1 On+2=(1 On -1 )+3, 
and so the result is true, since 311 On-l =9(1 + 10+ 102+ ... + lOn-I). 
(3) m~ 1, n~ 1. In this case, writing 

1 Om+ 1 On+ 1 =(1 Om-1)+(1 On -1)+3, 

we see the validity of the result. 0 

2. SMARANDACHE ODD SEQUENCE {OS(n)} (X) no: I 

The Smarandache odd sequence is the sequence of numbers fanned by repeatedly 
concatenating the odd positive integers, and the n-th term of the sequence is given by (1.1). 

For any n~l, OS(n+l) can be expressed in terms ofOS(n) as follows: Forn~l, 

OS(n+1)=135 ... (2n-1)(2n+l) 
OSOS(n)+(2n+ 1) for some integer s~ 1. (2.1) 

More precisely, 
s=number of digits in (2n+ 1). 

Thus, for example, OS( 5)=( 1 O)OS( 4)+7, while, OS( 6)=( 1 02)OS( 5)+ 11. 
By repeated application of (2.1), we get 

OS(n+3)=10s OS(n+2)+(2n+5) for some integer s~l 
1 Os[ 1 ot OS(n+ 1 )+(2n+ 3)]+(2n+5) for some integer t21 (2.2a) 

=10s+t[10U OS(n)+(2n+ 1)]+(2n+3)10s+(2n+5) for some integer u~l, (2.2b) 
so that 

OS(n+ 3)=1 Os+t+uOS(n)+(2n+ 1) 1 Os+t+(2n+ 3) lOs +(2n+5), 

where s~t2u21. 
Lemma 2.1 : 31 OS(n) if and only if31 OS(n+3). 
Proof: For any s, t with s~t21, by Lemma 1.1, 

31 [(2n+ 1) 1 Os+t+(2n+ 3) 1 OS +(2n+5)]=(2n+ 1)( 1 Os+t+ 1 Os+ 1)+(1 OS+2). 

The result is now evident from (2.3). 0 
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From the expression ofOS(n+3) given in (2.2), we see that, for all n2::1, 

OS(n+3)=10s+t OS(n+l)+ (2n+3)(2n+5) 

=10s
+

t
+

u OS(n)+ (2n+l)(2n+3)(2n+5). 
The following result has been proved by Ashbacher [1]. 

Lemma 2.2: 31 OS(n) if and only if 31 n. In particular, 3 I OS(3n) for all n2::1. 
In fact, it can be proved that 9jOS(3n) for all n:2::1. 

We now prove the following result. 
Lemma 2.3: 5 I OS( 5 n+ 3) for all n2::0. 
Proof: From (2.1), for any arbitrary but fixed n2::0, 

OS(Sn+3)=10s OS(5n+2)+(lOn+5) for some integer s2::1. 
The r.h.s. is clearly divisible by 5, and hence 51 OS(5n+3). 
Since n is arbitrary, the lemma is established. 0 

Ashbacher [1] devised a. computer program which was then run for all numbers from 
135 up through OS(2999)=135 ... 29972999, and based on the findings, he conjectures that 
(except for the trivial case ofn=l, for which OS(l)=l=F(l)=L(1» there are no numbers in the 
Smarandache odd sequence that are also Fibonacci (or, Lucas) numbers. In Theorem 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.2, we prove the conjectures of Ashbacher in the affirmative. The proof of the 
theorems relies on the following results. 
Lemma 2.4: For any n2::1, OS(n +1»10 OS(n). 
Proof: From (2.1), for any n2:: 1, 

OS(n+ 1)= 1 OS OS( n)+(2n+ 1» 1 OS OS(n» 1 0 OS(n), 
where 52::1 is an integer. We thus get the desired inequality. 0 
CoroLLary 2.1 : For any n2::1, OS(n+2)-OS(n»9[OS(n+ l)+OS(n)]. 
Proof: From Lemma 2.4, 

OS(n+ 1)-OS(n»9 OS(n) for all n2::1. (2.4) 
Now, using the inequality (2.4), we get 

OS(n+2)-;OS(n)=[OS(n+2)-OS(n+ l)]+[OS(n+ 1)-OS(n)]>9[OS(n+ l)+OS(n)], 
which establishes the lemma. 0 
Theorem 2.1 : (Except for n=1,2 for which OS(1)=1=F(1)=F(2), OS(2)=13=F(7» there are 
no numbers in the Smarandache odd sequence that are also Fibonacci numbers. 
Proof: Using Corollary 2.1, we see that, for all n~1, 

OS(n+2)-OS(n»9[OS(n+ l)+OS(n)]>OS(n+ 1). (2.5) 
Thus, no numbers of the Smarandache odd sequence satisfy the recurrence relation (2.10) 
satisfied by the Fibonacci numbers. 0 

By similar reasoning, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.2 : (Except for n=l for which OS(1)=1 =L(2» there are no numbers in the 
Smarandache odd sequence that are Lucas numbers. 

Searching, for primes in the Smarandache odd sequence (using UBASIC program), 
Ashbacher [1] found that among the first 21 elements of the sequence, only OS(2), OS(lO) 
and OS(16) are primes. Marimutha [6] conjectures that there are infinitely many primes in the 
Smarandache odd sequence, but the conjecture still remains to be resolved. 

In order to search for primes in the Smarandache odd sequence, by virtue of 
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, it is sufficient to check the terms of the forms OS(3n±1), n~l, 
where neither 3n+ 1 nor 3n-1 is of the form Sk+ 3 for some integer k2::1, 
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3. SMARANDACHE EVEN SEQUENCE {ES(n)}ctJn~1 

The Smarandache even sequence, whose n-th term is given by (1.2), is the sequence of 
numbers formed by repeatedly concatenating the even positive integers. 

We note that, for any n;;::: 1, 

ES(n+ 1 )=24 ... (2n)(2n+2) 

OS ES(n)+(2n+2) for some integer s~l. (3.1) 
More precisely, 

s=number of digits in (2n+2). 
Thus, for example, ES(4)=2468=10 ES(3)+8, while, ES(5)=246810=102 ES(4)+10. 

From (3.1), the following result follows readily. 
Lemma 3.1: For any n~l, ES(n+1»10 ES(n). 

U sing Lemma 3.1, we can prove that 
ES(n+2)-ES(n»9[ES(n+ l)+ES(n)] for all n2:1. (3.2) 

The po of is similar to that given in establishing the inequality (2.1) and is omitted here. 

so that 

By repeated application of (3.1), we see that, for any n~ 1, 
ES(n+2)=10t ES(n+l)+(2n+4) for some integer t21 

=1 ot[ IOu ES(n)+(2n+2)]+(2n+4) for some integer u2:1 
Ou+t ES(n)+(2n+2) 1 d+(2n+4), 

ES(n+ 3)=1 OS ES(n+2)+(2n+6) for some integer s~l 
=10$[1 ot ES(n+ 1)+(2n+4)]+(2n+6) 

=1 Os+t+uES(n)+(2n+2)1 Os+t+(2n+2) 1 OS+(2n+6), 

for some integers s, t and u with s~t~u21. 
From (3.3), we see that 

ES( n+ 3)= 1 05+t ES(n+ 1 )+(2n+4 )(2ri+6) 

=1 Os+t+u ES(n)+(2n+2)(2n+4)(2n+6). 
Using (3.3), we can prove the following result. 

Lemma 3.2: If31 ES(n) for some n2:1, then 31 ES(n+3), and conversely. 
Lemma 3.3 : For all rEI, 31 ES(3n). 

(3.3) 

Proof: The proof is by inductiori on n. Since ES(3)=246 is divisible by 3, the lemma is true 
for n= 1. We now assume that the result is true for some n, that is, 3 1 ES(3n) for some n. 

Now, by Lemma 3.2, together with the induction hypothesis, we see that 
ES(3n+3)=ES(3(n+I» is divisible by 3. Thus the result is true for n+l. 0 
Corollary 3.1 : For all n21, 31 ES(3n-l). 
Proof: Let t;l (2:1) be any arbitrary but fixed integer. From (3.1), 

ES(3n)=10s ES(3n-l)+(6n) for some integer S21. 
Now, by Lemma 3.2, 3\ ES(3n). Therefore, 3 must also divide ES(3n-1). 

Since n is arbitrary, the lemma is proved. 0 
Corollary 3.2 : For any n;;:::l, 31 ES(3n + 1). 
Proof: Let n (2:1) be any arbitrary but fixed integer. From (3.1), 

ES(3n+1)=10sES(3n)+(6n+2) for some integer 82:1. 
Since 31 ES(3n), but 3 does not divide (6n+2), the result follows. 0 
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Lemma 3.4: 41 ES(2n) for all n~l. 
Proof: Since 41 ES(2)==24 and 41 ES(4)=2468, we see that the result is true for n=I,2. Now, 
from (3.1), for n~l, 

ES(2n)= lOs ES(2n-1 )+(4 n), 
where s is the number of digits in (4n). Clearly, s~2 for all n~3. Thus, 4110s ifn~3, and we get 
the desired result. 0 

Corollary 3.3 : For any n~O, 41 ES(2n+ 1). 
Proof: Clearly the result is true for n=O, since ES(l is not divisible by 4. For n~l, from (3.1 ), 

ES(2n+ 1)= 1 OS ES(2n)+( 4n+ 2) for some integer s?:: 1. 
By Lemma 3.4, 41 ES(2n). Since 41 (4n+2), the result follows. 0 
Lemma 3.5: For all n~l, 10 I ES(Sn). 
Proof: For any arbitrary but fixed n?::l, from (3.1), 

ES(Sn)=10s ES(Sn-1)+(10n) for some integer s~l. 
The result is now evident from the above expression ofES(Sn). 0 
Corollary 3.4 : 20IES(lOn) for all n~ 1. 
Proof: follows by virtue of Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5.0 

Based on the computer findings with numbers up through ES(1499)=2468 ... 29962998, Ashbacher [1] conjectures that (except for the case of ES(1 )=2=F(3)=L(0» there are no nun1bers in the Smarandache even sequence that are also Fibonacci (or, Lucas) numbers. The following two theorems establish the validity of Ashbacher's conjectures. The proofs of the theorems make use of the inequality (3.2) and are similar to those used in proving Theorem 2.1. We thus omit the proof here. 
Theorem 3.1 : (Except for ES(1)=2=F(3» there are no numbers in the Smarandache even sequence that are Fibonacci numbers. 
Theorem 3.2 : (Except for ES(1)=2=L(O» there are no numbers in the Smarandache even sequence that are Lucas numbers. 

Ashbacher [1] raised the question: Are there any perfect powers in ES(n)? The following theorem gives a partial answer to the question. 
Theorem 3.3 : None of the terms of the subsequence {ES(2n-l)}oon=1 is a perfect square or 
higher power of an integer (> 1). 
Proof: Let, for some n~ 1, 

, ES(n)=24 ... (2n) for some integer x> 1. 
Now, since ES(n) is even for all n~l, x must be even. Let x==2y for some integer y~l. Then, 

ES(n)=(2y)2=4y2, 
which shows that 41 ES(n). 

Now, ifn is odd of the form 2k-l, ~l, by Corollary 3.3, ES(2k-l) is not divisible by 
4, and hence numbers of the form ES(2k-I), k?::l, can not be perfect squares. By same 
reasoning, none of t~e tenus ES(2n-l), n~ 1, can be expressed as a cube or higher powers of 
an integer. 0 
Remark 3.1 : It can be seen that, if n is of the form kx 10s+4 or kx 10s+6, where k (l~k:::;9) 
and s (;?:1) are integers, then ES(n) cannot be a perfect square (and hence, cannot be any even power of a natural number). The proof is as follows: If 

ES(n)=x2 for some integer x> 1, (*) then x must be an even integer. The following table gives the possible trailing digits of x and the corresponding trailing digits of x2 
: . 
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Trailing digit ofx Trailing digit of x2 

2 
4 
6 
8 

4 
6 
6 
4 

Since the trailing digit of ES(kx 105+4) is 8 for all admissible values of k and s, it follows that the representation of ES(kx 105+4) in the fonn (*) is not possible. By similar reasoning, if n is of the form n=kx 105+6, then ES(n)=ES(kx 105+6) with the trailing digit of 2, cannot be expressed as a perfect square (and hence, any even power of a natural number). Thus, it remains to consider the cases when n is one of the forms (1) n=kxlOs
, (2) n=kx10s+2, 

(3) n=kxlOs+8 (where, in all the three cases, k (1:s;k:S;9) and s (~1) are integers). Smith [7] 
conjectures that none of the terms of the sequence {ES(n)} oon;1 is a perfect power. 

4. SMARANDACHE PRlME PRODUCT SEQUENCE {PPS(n)}OOn=l 

The n-th term, PPS(n), of the Smarandache prime product sequence is given by (1.3). 
The following lemma gives a recurrence relation in connection with the sequence. 
Lemma 4.1: PPS(n+l)=Pn+1 PPS(n)-(Pn+!-l) for all n~1. 
Proof: By definition, 

PPS(n+ 1)=PIP2 ., 'PnPn+l+ 1 =(PIP2. ··Pn+ l)Pn+I-Pn+l+ 1, 
which now gives the desired relationship. 0 

From Lemma 4.1, we get 
Corollary 4.1: PPS(n+ l)-PPS(n)=[PPS(n)-l](Pn+l-l) for all n~1. 
Lemma 4.2 : (1) PPS(n)«Pnt-1 for all n24, (2) PPS(n)<(Pn)"-2 for all n~7, 

(3) PPS(n)<(Pn)"-3 for all n~l 0, (4) PPS(n)<(Pn+l)n-1 for all n~3, 
(5) PPS(n)<(Pn+I)"-2 for all n~6, (6) PPS(n)<(Pn+lt-3 for all n~9. 

Proof: We prove parts (3) and (6) only, the proof ofllie other parts is similar. 
To prove part (3) of the lemma, we note that the result is true for n=lO, since 

PPS(lO)=646969323 1 «PI07=29 7=17249876309. 
Now, assuming the validity of the result for some integer k (~lO), and using Lemma 4.1, we see that, 

PPS(k+l)=Pk+1 PPS(k}-(Pk+l- l ) <Pk+I PPS(k) 
<Pk+l(Pk)n-3 (by the induction hypothesis) 
«Pk+ I )(Pk+ ! )"-3 =(Pk+ I )"-2, 

where the last inequality follows from the fact that the sequence of primes, {Pn} con=t, is 
strictly increasing in n (21). Thus, the result is true for k+ 1 as well. 

To prove part (6) of the lemma, we note that the result is true for n=9, since 
PPS(9)=223092871 <(P1O)6=296=594823321. 

Now to appeal to the ,principle of induction, we assume that the result is true for some integer 
k (~9). Then using Lemma 4.1, together with the induction hypothesis, we get 

PPS(k+ l)=Pk+1 PPS(k)-(Pk+l-l)<Pk+l PPS(k)<Pk+J(Pk+l)k-3=(Pk+l)k-2. 
Thus the result is true for k+ 1. 

All these complete the proof by induction. 0 
Lemma 4.3 : Each of PPS(1), PPS(2), PPS(3), PPS(4) and PPS(5) is prime, and for n~6, 
PPS(n) has at most n-4 prime factors, counting mUltiplicities. 
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Proof: Clearly PPS(l)=3, PPS(2)=7, PPS(3)=31, PPS(4)=211, PPS(S)=231 1 are all primes. Also, since 
PPS(6)=30031 =S9x509, PPS(7)=Sl 051 9x97x277, PPS(8)=9699691 =34 7x27953, 

we see that the lemma is true for 6.$n.$8. 
Now, if p is a prime factor of PPS(n), then p2Pn+l. Therefore, if for some n2::9, PPS(n) 

has n-3 (or more) prime factors (counted with multiplicity), then PPS(n)~(pn+lt-3, contradicting part (6) of Lemma 4.2. 
Hence the lemma is established. 0 
Lemma 4.3 above improves the earlier results (Prakash [8], and Majumdar [9]). 
The following lemma improves a previous result (Majumdar [10]). 

Lemma 4.4 : For any n~l and k21, PPS(n) and PPS(n+k) can have at most k-l number of prime factors (counting multiplicities) in common. 
Proof: For any n~l and k~l, 

PPS (n+k )-P P S( n)=p IP2· .. Pn(Pn+ I Pn+2 ... Pn+k-1). ( 4.1 ) 
If P is a common prime factor of PPS(n) and PPS(n+k), since p2Pn+k, it follows from (4.1) 
that pI (Pn+IPn+2···Pn+k-l). Now ifPPS(n) and PPS(n+k) have k(or more) prime factors in common, then the product of these common prime factors is greater than (Pn+k)k, which can 
not divide Pn+lPn+2.·· Pn+k-I «Pn+k)k. 

This contradiction proves the lemma. 0 
Corollary 4.2 : For any integers n (21) and k (21), if all the prime factors ofpn+lPn+2"'Pn+k-I are less than pn+k, then PPS(n) and PPS(n+k) are relatively prime. 
Proof: If p is any common prime factor of PPS(n) and PPS(n+k), then pl( pn+lPn+2·. 'Pn+k-l). Also, such P>Pn+k, contradicting the hypothesis of the corollary. Thus, if all the common 
prime factors ofPPS(n) and PPS(n+k) are less than pn+k, then (PPS(n),PPS(n+k)=l. 0 

The following result has been proved by others (Prakash [8] and Majumdar [10]). Here we give a simpler proof. 
Theorem 4.1: For any n2I, PPS(n) is never a square or higher power of an integer (> 1). Proof: Clearly, none of PPS(1), PPS(2), PPS(3), PPS( 4) and PPS(S) can be expressed as 
powers of integers (by Lemma 4.3). 

Now, if possibl~, let for some n26, 
PPS(n)=x E for some integers x (>3), i (22). (*) Without loss of generality, we may assume that e is a prime (if ,£ is a composite number, 

lettinge=pr where p is prime, we have PPS(n)=(xrl=NP, where N=xr). By Lemma 4.3, t~n-4 
and soe cannot be greater than Pn-5 (i2Pn-4 => i>n-4, since Pn>n for all n2:::1). Hence,e must 
be one of the primes PI, P2, ... , Pn-5.A1so, since PPS(n) is odd, x must be odd. Let x=2y+lfor 
some integer y>O. Then, from (*), 

PIP2'''Pn=(2y+ l)c-I 
i i 

=(2y)E+( )(2y)t-I+ ... +( ) (2y). (**) 
1 ,e-l 

If i=2, we see from (**), 41 PIP2 ... Pn, which is absurd. On the other hand, for f2:::3, since 
f 1 PIP2"'Pn, it follows from (**) that fly, and consequently, f 2

1 PIP2"'Pn, which is impossible. 
Hence, the representation of PPS(n) in the form (*) is not possible. 0 
Using Corollary 4.1 and the fact that PPS(n+ l)-PPS(n»O, we get 

PPS( n+2)-PPS(n)=[PPS(n+ 2)-PPS(n+ 1 )]+[PPS(n+ 1 )-PPS(n)] 
>[PPS(n+ 1)-1 ](Pn+2-I) 
>2[PPS(n+ I)-I] for all n21. 
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Hence, 

PPS(n+2)-PPS(n»PPS(n+ 1) for all n~1. (4.2) 
The inequality (4.2) shows that no elements of the Smarandache prime product 

sequence satisfy the recurrence relation for Fibonacci (or, Lucas) numbers. This leads to the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 : There are no numbers in the Smarandache prime product sequence that are 
Fibonacci (or Lucas) numbers (except for the trivial cases of PPS(l)=3=F(4)=L(2), 
PPS(2)=7=L( 4 )). 

5. SMARANDACHE SQUARE PRODUCT SEQUENCES {SPSI(n)}COn=t, {SPS2(n)f"n;1 

The n-th terms, SPS, (n) and SPSz(n), are given in (1.4a) and (lAb) respectively. 
In Theorem 5.1, we prove that, for any n2:I, neither OfSPSl(n) and SPS2(n) is a square of an 
integer (> 1). To prove the theorem, we need the following results. 
Lemma 5.1: The only non-negative integer solution of the Diophantine equation x2-y2=1 is 
x=l, y=0. 
Proof: The given Diophantine equation is equivalent to (x-y)(x+Y)=I' where both x-y and 
x+y are integers. Therefore, the only two possibilities are 
(1) x-Y=I=x+y, (2) -l=x+y, 
the first of which gives the desired non-negative solution. 0 
Corollary 5.1: Let N (> 1) be a fixed number. Then, 
(1) The Diphantine equation x2-N=1 has no (positive) integer solution x, 
(2) The Diophantine equation N-y2=1 has no (positive) integer solution y. 
Theorem 5.1: For any n~I, none of SPS I(n) and SPS2(n) is a square of an integer (> I). 
Proof: If possible, let 

SPS I (n )=( n !)2+ 1 =x2 for some integers n~ 1, x> 1. 
But, by Corollary 5.1(1), this Diophantine equation has no integer solution x. 

Again, if 
SPS2(n)=(n !)2-1=y2 for some integers n~l, y>l, 

then, by Corollary 5.1 (2), this Diophantine equation has no integer solution y. 
All these complete the proof of the theorem. 0 
In Theorem 5.2, we prove a stronger result, for which we need the results below. 

Lemma 5.2 : Let m (~2) be a fixed integer. Then, the only non-negative integer solution of 
the Diophantine equation x2+ 1 =ym is x=O, y=l. 
Proof: For m=2, the result follows from Lemma 5.1. So, it is sufficient to consider the case 
when m>2. However, we note that it is sufficient to consider the case when m is odd; if m is 
even, say, m=2q for some integer q> I, then rewriting the given Diophantine equation as 

(yQ)2_x2=1, we see that, by Lemma 5.1, the only non-negative integer solution is yq:::::l, x=O, 
that is x=O, :y=l, as required. 

So, let m be odd, say, m=2q+ 1 for some integer q~ 1. Then, the given Diophantine 
equation can be written as 

x2==y2Q+I_l =(y_l)(y2Q+y2Q-'+ ... + 1). (***) 

From (***), we see that x=O if and only ify=l, since y2q+y2
q-I+ ... + 1>0. 

Now, ifx:;t:O, from (***), the only two possibilities are 
(1) y-l=x, y2q+y2q-l+ ... + 1=x. 

But then y=x+l, and we are led to the equation (x+l/Q+(x+liQ
-

I+ ... +(x+li+2=O, which is 
impossible. 
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(2) y-1 =1, y2Q+y2q-I+ ... + 1 

Then, y=2 together "vith the equation 
x 2=2 2q+ 1-1. ( 5 .1 ) 

But the equation (5.1) has no integer solution x (> 1). To prove this, we first note that any 
integer x satisfying (5.1) must be odd. Now rewriting (5.1) in the following equivalent form 

(x-1 )(x+ 1 )=2(2q-1 )(2q+ 1), 
we see that the l.h.s. is divisible by 4, while the r.h.s. is not divisible by 4 since both 2q:-1 and 
2

q
+ 1 are odd. 

Thus, if x:;t:O, then we reach to a contradiction in either of the above cases. This 
contradiction establishes the lemma. 0 
Corollary 5.2 : Let m (~2) and N (>0) be two fixed integers. Then, the Diophantine equation 
N2+ 1 =ym has no integer solution y. 

Corollary 5.3 : Let m (;:::2) and N (> 1) be two fixed integers. Then, the Diophantine equation 
x2+ I =Nm has no (positive) integer solution x. . 

Lemma 5.3 : Let m (~2) be a fixed integer. Then, the only non-negative integer solutions of 
the Diophantine equation x2_ym=1 are ( 1) x=l, y=0; (2) x=3, y=2, m=3. 
Proof: For m=2, the lemma reduces to Lemma 5.1. So we consider the case when m~3. 

From the given Diophantine equation, we see that, y=O if and only if x=±l, giving the 
only non-negative integer solution x=l, y=O. To see if the given Diophantine equation has 
any non-zero integer solution, we assume that x:;t:l. 

If m is even, say, m=2q for some integer q?!l, then x2_ym=;x2_(yQ)2=1, which has no 
integer solution y for any x> 1 (by Corollary 5.1(2». 

Next, let m be odd, say, m=2q+ 1 for some integer q~l. Then, x2_y2Q+I=1, that is, 
(x-1)(x+ 1)=y2Q+l. 

We now consider the following cases that may arise : 
( 1) x-1=1, x+l=y2Q+1. 
Here, x=2 together with the equation y2q+l=3, which has no integer solution y. 
(2) x-I =y, x+ 1 =y2q. 
Rewriting the second ~quation in the equivalent form (yq-l )(yQ+ 1 )=x, we see that (yq+ 1) Ix. 

But this contradicts the first equation x=y+ 1 if q> 1, since for q> 1, yq+ l>y+ 1 =x. 
If q=l, then 

(y-l )(y+ 1 )=x => y-l = 1, y+ 1 =x, 
so that y=2, x=3, m=3, which is a solution of the given Diophantine equation. 
(3) x-I =yt for some integer t with 2::::;t:S;q, q?!2 (so that x+ 1 =y2q-t+l). 
In this case, we have 

2x=yt[ 1 +y2(Q-t)+ 1]. 

Since x does not divide y, it follqws that 
1 +y2(Q-t)+ I =Cx for some integer C;?: 1. 

Thus, 

2x=y\Cx) => C/=2. 
If C=2, then y= 1, and the resulting equation x2=2 has no integer solution. On the other hand, 
if C:;t::2, the equation Cyt=2 has no integer solution. Thus, case (3) cannot occur. 

All these complete the proof of the lemma. 0 
Corollary 5.4 : The only non-negative integer solution of the Diophantine equation x2

_ y3=1 
is x=3, y=2. -
Corollary 5.5 : Let m (>3) be a fixed integer. Then, the Diophantine equation x2_ym=1 has 
x= 1, y=0 as its only non-negative integer solution. 
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Corollary 5.6 : Let ill (>3) and N (>0) be two fixed integers. Then, the Diophantine equation 
x2-Nm=1 has no integer solution x. 
Corollary 5.7: Let m (~3) and N (> 1) be two fixed integers withN:;t:3. Then, the Diophantine 
equation N2_ym=1 has no integer solution. 

We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2 : For any n~I, none of the SPSt(n) and SPS2(n) is a cube or higher power of an 
integer (> 1). 
Proof: is by contradiction. Let, for some integer n21 , 

SPS 1(n):=;(n!)2+1=ym for some integers y>I, m2:3. 
By Corollary 5.2, the above equation has no integer solution y. 

Again, if for some integer n21 , 
SPS2(n)==(n!)2 -1 =zs for some integer z21, s23, 

we have contradiction to Corollary 5.7. D 
The following result gives the recurrence relations satisfied by SPSI(n) and SPS2(n). 

Lemma 5.4 : For all n;;:::l, 
(1) SPSt(n+ l)=(n+ 1iSPS1(n)-n(n+2), 
(2) SPS2(n+ 1 )=(n+ 1 /SPS2(n)+n(n+ 2). 
Proof: The proof is for part (1) only. Since 

SPS1(n+ 1 )=[(n+ 1 )!]2+ 1 =(n+ li[(n!)2+ I]-(n+ 1 )2+ 1, 
the result follows. D 
Lemma 5.5 : For all n21, 
(1) SPS 1(n+2)-SPSI(n» SPS t(n+ 1), 
(2) SPS2(n+2)-SPS2(n»SPS2(n+ 1). 
Proof: Using Lemma 5.4, it is straightforward to prove that 

SPS 1 (n+2)-SPS 1 (n)=SPS2(n+2)-SPS2(n)=(n!)2 [(n+ 1 )\n+2/-1]. 
Some algebraic manipulations give the desired inequalities. D 

Lemma 5.5 can be used to prove the following results. 
Theorem 5.3 : (Except for the trivial cases, SPSl(l)=2=F(3)=L(0), SPSJ(2)=5=F(5» there are 
no numbers of the Smarandache square product sequence of the first kind that are Fibonacci 
(or Lucas) numbers. 
Theorem 5.4 : (Except for the trivial cases, SPS2(l)=0=F(0), SPS2(2)=3=F(4)=L(2» there are 
no numbers of the Smarandache square product sequence of the . second kind that are 
Fibonacci ( or Lucas) numbers. 

The question raised by )acobescu [11] is : How many terms of the sequence 
{SPS1(n)}oon=1 are prime? 

The following theorem, due to Le [12], gives a partial answer to the above question. 
Theorem 5.5 : If n (>2) is an even integer such that 2n+ 1 is prime, then SPSI(n) is not a 
prime. 

Russo [3] gives tables of values of SPSJ(n) and SPS2(n) for 1:$;n:$;20. Based on 
computer results, Russo [3] conjectures that each of the sequences {SPSI(n)} oon=l and 
{SPS2(n)} 00 n"'-l cont~ins only a finite number of primes. 

6. SMARANDACHE HIGHER POWER PRODUCT SEQUENCES 
{HPPS I(n)} 00 n=l, {HPPS2(n)} oon=1 

The n-th terms of the Smarandache higher power product sequences are given in (1.5). The 
following lemma gives the recurrence relation satisfied by HPPS I (n) and HPPS2(n). 
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Lemma 6.1 : For all n;?:l, 
(1) HPPS I(n+ l)=(n+ 1 )mHPPS \ (n)-[(n+ l)m+ 1], 
(2) HPPS2(n+ l)=(n+ 1)mHPPS2(n)+[(n+ l)m+ 1]. 
Theorem 6.1: For any integer n;?:l, none ofHPPPS1(n) and HPPS2(n) is a square of an integer 
(> 1). 
Proof: If possible, let 

HPPS [Cn):=Cn!)m+ 1 =x2 for some integer x> 1. 
This leads to the Diophantine equation x2-Cn!)m=1, which has no integer solution x, by virtue 
of Corollary 5.6 (for m>3). Thus, if m>3, HPPS1(n) cannot be a square of a natural number 
(> 1) for any n;?: 1. 

Next, let, for some integer n;?:2 (HPPS2(1)=O) 
HPPS2(n)=(n!)m -1 =y2 for some integer y;?:l. 

Then, we have the Diophantine equation y2+ 1 =(n!)m, and by Corollary 5.3, it has no integer 
solution y. Thus, HPPS2(n) cannot be a square of an integer (> 1) for any n;?:l. 0 
The following two theorems are due to Le [13,14]. 
Theorem 6.2: If m is not a number of the fonn 2c for some f;;:::l, then the sequence 
{HPPS1(n)}COn=1 contains only one prime, namely, HPPPS 1(1)=2. 
Theorem 6.3: If both m and 2m -1 are primes, then the sequence {HPPS2(n)} co n~l contains 
only one prime, HPPS2(2)= 2m ; otherwise, the sequence does not contain any prime. 
Remark 6.1 : We have defined the Smarandache higher power product sequences under the 
restriction that m> 3, and under such restriction, as has been proved in Theorem 6.1, none of 
HPPS1(n) and HPPS2(n) is a square of an integer (>1) for any n;?:l. However, ifm=3, the 
situation is a little bit different : For any n;?:l, HPPS2(n)=(n!)3 -1 still cannot be a perfect 
square of an integer (?1), by virtue of Corollary 5.3, but since HPPS,(n)=(n!i+1, we see that 
HPPSl(2)=(2!)3+1=3 ,that is, HPPS 1(2) is a perfect square. However, this is the only term of 
the sequence {SPPS1(n)}COn=1 that can be express'ed as a perfect square. 

7. SMARANDACHE PERMUTATION SEQUENCE {PS(n)}COn=1 

For the Smarandache permutation sequence, given in (1.6), the question raised (Dumitrescu 
and Seleacu [4]) is : Is there any perfect power among these numbers? 

Smarandache conjectures that there are none. In Theorem 7.1, we prove the 
conjecture in the affirmative. To prove the theorem, we need the follqwing results. 
Lemma 7.1 : For n;?:2, PS(n) is of the form 2(2k+ 1) for some integer k> 1. 
Proof: Since for n;?:2, 

PS(n)= 135 ... (2n-1 )(2n)(2n-2) ... 42, (7.1) 
we see that PS(n) is even and after division by 2, the last digit of the quotient is 1. 0 

An immediate consequence of the above lemma is the following. 
Corollary 7~1 : For n~2, 2c I PS(n) if and only if f=1. 
Theorem 7.1: For ~;?:1, PS(n) is not a perfect power. 
Proof: The result is clearly true for n=l, since PS(1)=3x22 is not a perfect power. The proof 
for the case n;?:2 is by contradiction. 

Let, for some integer n~2, 
PS(n)=xc fOLsome integers x> 1, i;?:2. 

Since PS(n) is even, so is x. Let x=2y for some integer y> 1. Then, 
PS(n)=(2y)=2c yE, 

which shows that 2c I PS(n), contradicting Corollary 7.1. 0 
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To get more insight into the numbers of the Smaradache permutation sequence, we 
define a new sequence, called the reverse even sequence, and denoted by {RES(n)} oon=l, as 
follows: 

RES(n)=(2n)(2n-2) .. .42, n;;:: 1. (7.2) 
A first few terms of the sequence are 

2, 42, 642, 8642, 108642, 12108642, .... 
We note that, for all n;;:: 1 , 

RES(n+ 1)=(2n+2)(2n)(2n-2) ... 42 

=(2n+2)10
s
+RES(n) for some integer s;;::n, (7.3) 

where, more precisely, 
s=number of digits in RES(n). 

Thus, for example, 
RES( 4)=8x 103+RES(3), RES(5)=1 Ox 104+RES(4), RES(6)=12x 106+RES(5). 

Lemma 7.2 : For all n;;::l, 41 [RES(n+1)-RES(n)]. 
Proof: Since from (7.3), 

RES(n+l}-RES(n)=(2n+2)lOs for some integer s (~n;;::l), 
. the result follows. 0 
Lemma 7.3 : The numbers of the reverse even sequence are of the fonn 2(2k+ 1) for some 
integer k2:0. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. The result is true for . So, we assume that the 
result is true for some n, that is, 

RES(n)=2(2k+ 1) for some integer k;;::O. 
But, by virtue of Lemma 7.2, 

RES(n+ 1}-RES(n)=4k' for some integer k'>O, 
which, together with the induction hypothesis, gives, 

RES(n+ 1)=4k'+RES(n)=4(k+k')+2. 
Thus, the result is true for n+ 1 as well,· completing the proof. 0 

Lemma 7.4: 31 RES(3n) if and only if31 RES(3n-1). 
Proof: Since, 

RES(3n)=(6n)1 OS+RES(3n-l) for some integer s;;:::n, 
the result, follows. 0 

By repeated application of (7.3), we get successively 

RES(n+3)=(2n+6)lOs+RES(n+2) for some integer s;;::n+2 

=(2n+6)10s+(2n+4)10t+RES(n+l) for some integer t;;:::n+l 

=(2n+6) 1 OS+(2n+4) 1 Ot+(2n+2) 1 OU+RES(n) for some integer u~, (7.4) 
so that, 

RES( ri+ 3 }-RES( n)=(2n+6) 1 OS +(2n+4) 1 Ot+(2n+ 2) IOu, 

where s>t>~n;;:: 1. 

Lemma 7.5: 3 1 [RES(n+ 3}--RES(n)] for all n2:: 1. 
Proof: is evident from (7.5), since 

31 (2n+6) 1 OS+(2n+4) 1 Ot+(2n+2) 1 OU 
OU[(2n+6)( 1 Os~u+ 1 ot~u+ 1 )-2( 1 Os~u+2)]. 0 
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Corollary 7.2 : 3 1 RES(3n) for all n21. 
Proof: The result is true for n==1, since RES(3)=642 is divisible by 3. Now, assuming the 
validity of the result for n, so that 31 RES(3n), we get, from Lemma 7.5, 
31 RES(3n+3)=RES(3(n+1», so that the result is true for n+1 as well. 

This completes the proof by induction. D 
Corollary 7.3 : 31 RES(3n-l) for all n21. 
Proof: follows from Lemma 7.4, together with Corollary 7.2.0 

Corollary 7.4: For any n2::0, 31 RES(3n+l). 
Proof: Clearly, the result is true for n=O. For n21, from (7.3), 

RES(3n+ 1 )=( 6n+ 2) 1 as +RES(3n) for some integer s23n. 

Now, 31 RES(3n) (by Corollary 7.2) but 31 (6n+2). Hence the result. D 
Using (7.4), we that, for all n2::1, 

RES (n+2)-RES(n) 
=[RES (n+2)-RES (n+ 1 )]+[RES(n+ 1 )-RES(n)] 

=[(2n+4)1 Ot-1JRES(n+ 1)+[(2n+2)1 OU -1]RES(n), (7.6) 

where t and u are integers with t>U2o+ 1. 
From (7.6), we get the following result. 

Lemma 7.6 : RES (n+2)-RES (n»RES(n+ 1) for all n2::1. 
PS(n), given by (7.1), can now be expressed in terms of OS(n) and RES(n) as 

follows: For any n21, 

PS(n)=10
s 

OS(n)+RES(n) for some integer (7.7) 
where, more precisely, 

s=number of digits in RES(n). 

From (7.7), we observe that, for n22, (since 41 10s for s2n2::2), PS(n) is of the form 
4k+2 for some integer k>l, since by Lemma 7.3, RES(n) is of the same form. This provides 
an alternative proof of Lemma 7.1. 
Lemma 7.7: 31 PS(3n) for all n21. 
Proof: follows by virt)le of Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 7.2, since 

PS(3n)=10
s 

OS(3n)+RES(3n) for some integer s23n. D 

Lemma 7.8: 31 PS(n) if and only if 31 PS(n+3). 
Proof: follows by virtue of Lemma 1 and Lemma 7.5. 0 
Lemma 7.9 : 31 PS(3n-2) for all n2::1. ' 
Proof: Since 31 PS(l)=12, the result is true for n=1. To prove by induction, we assume that 
the result is true for some n, that is, 31 PS(3n-2). But, then, by Lemma 7.8, 31 PS(3n-l), 
showing that the result is true for n+ 1 as well. 
Lemma 7.10: For all n21, PS(n+2)-PS(n»PS(n+l). 
Proof: Since 

,PS(n+2)=10
s 

OS(n+2)+RES(n+2) for some integer 820+2, 

PS(n+ 1)=10
t 

OS(n+ l)+RES(n+ 1) for some integer t2::n+ 1, 

PS(n)='10
u 

OS(n)+RES(n) for some integer u2n, 
where s>t>u, we see that 

PS(n+2)-PS(n)=[ 1 OS OS(n+2)-10
u 

OS(n)]+[RES(n+2)-RES(n)] 

> 1 OS[OS(n+ 2 )-OS( n)]+ [RES (n+ 2)-RES( n)] 

> 1 ot OS(n+ 1 )+RES(n+ 1 )=PS(n+ 1), 

where the last inequality follows by virtue of (2.4), Lemma 7.6 and the fact that 10s>10
t
. 0 
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Lemma 7.10 can be used to prove the following result. 
Theorem 7.1 : There are no numbers in the Smarandache permutation sequence that are 
Fibonacci (or, Lucas) numbers. 
Remark 7.1 : The result given in Theorem 7.l has also been proved by Le [15]. Note that 

PS(2)=1342=11x122, PS(3)=135642=111x1222, PS(4)=1357S642=1111x12222, 
as has been pointed out by Zhang [16]. However, such a representation of PS(n) is not valid 
for n~5. Thus, the theorem of Zhang [16] holds true only for 1::::;n~4 (and not for 1:::;n:::;9). 

S. SMARANDACHE CONSECUTIVE SEQUENCE {CS(n)}UJn=! 

The Smarandache consecutive sequence is obtained by repeatedly concatenating the positive 
integers, and the n-th tern of the sequence is given by (1.7). 
Since 

CS(n+1)=123 ... (n-1)n(n+l), n~l, 
we see that, for all n21, 

CS(n+ 1 lOs CS(n)+(n+ 1) for some integer s~l, CS(l)=l. 
More precisely, 

s==number of digits in (n+ 1). 
Thus, for example, CS(9)=10 CS(S)+9, CS(l0)=102 CS(9)+10. 

From (S.l), we get the following result : 
Lemma 8.1 : For all n~l, CS(n+ 1)-CS(n»9 CS(n). 

Thus, 

Using Lemma 8.l, we get, following the proof of (2.1), 
CS(n+2)-CS(n»9[CS(n+ l)+CS(n)] for all n2:1. 

CS(n+2)-CS(n»CS(n+ 1), n~l. 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

Based on computer search for Fibonacci (and Lucas) numbers from 12 up through 
CS(2999)=123 ... 29982999, Asbacher [1] conjectures that (except for the trivial case, 
CS(1)=l=F(l)=L(l» there are no Fibonacci (and Lucas) numbers in the Smarandache 
consecutive sequence. The following theorem confirms the conjectures of Ashbacher. 
Theorem 8.1 : There are no Fibonacci (and Lucas) numbers in the Smarandache consecutive 
sequence (except for the trivial cases ofCS(l)=1=F(1)=F(2)=L(l), CS(3)=123=L(lO». 
Proof: is evident from (8.3). 0 
Remark 8.1 : As has been pointed out by Ashbacher [1], CS(3) is a Lucas number. However, 
CS(3 ):;t:CS(2)+CS( 1). 
Lemma 8.2: Let 31 n. Then, 31 CS(n) if and only if31 CS(n-I). 
Proof: follows readily from (8.1). 0 

By repeated application of (S.I), we get, 

'CS(n+3)=10s CS(n+2)+(n+3) for some integer s~I 
'=10s[IOt CS(n+1)+(n+2)]+(n+3) for some integer t2:1 

=1 Os+t[ 1 Ou CS(n)+(n+ 1 )]+(n+ 2) 1 OS +(n+ 3) for some integer u~l 
Os+t+u CS(n)+(n+ 1)1 Os+t+(n+2) 1 OS+(n+3), (S.4) 

where s:?:t:?:u2: 1. 
Lemma 8.3 : 31 CS(n) if and only if 31 CS(n+ 3) . 

. Proof: follows from (S.4), since 
31[(n+ 1) 1 Os+t+(n+2)1 OS+(n+ 3)]=[(n+ 1)(1 Os+t+ 1 Os+ 1 )+(1 OS+2)]. 0 
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Lemma 8.4: 31 CS(3n) for all n;;:::l. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. The result is clearly true for n=l, since 31 CS(3)=123. 
So, we assume that the result is true for some n, that is, we assume that 3 1 CS(3n) for some n. 
But then, by Lemma 8.4, 31 CS(3n+ 3)=CS(3(n+ 1»), showing that the result is true for n+ 1 as 
well, completing induction. 0 
Corollary 8.1 : 3 I CS(3n-l) for all n;;::: 1. 
Proof: From (8.1), for n2::1, 

CS(3n)=10s CS(3n-1)+(3n) for some integer s;;:::l. 
Since, by Lemma 8.4, 3ICS(3n), the result follows. 0 
Corollary 8.2 : 31 CS(3n+ 1) for all n;;:::O. 
Proof: For n=O, CS(l)=I is not divisible by 3. For n2::1, from (8.1), 

CS(3n+ 1)=1 OS CS(3n)+(3n+ 1), 

where, by Lemma 8.4, 31 CS(3n). Since 31 (3n+ 1), we get desired the result. 0 
Lemma 8.5: For any n;;:::I, 51 CS(5n). 
Proof: Forn2::I, from (8.1), 

CS(5n)=10
s 

CS(5n-1)+(5n) for some integer 
Clearly, the r.h.s. is divisible by 5. Hence, 51 CS(5n). 0 

F or the Smarandache consecutive sequence, the question is : How many tenns of the 
sequence are prime? Fleuren [17J gives a table of prime factors of CS(n) for n=I(1)200, 
which shows that none of these numbers is prime. In the Editorial Note following the paper 
of Stephan [18], it is mentioned that, using a supercomputer, no prime has been found in the 
first 3,072 terms of the Smarandache consecutive sequence. This gives rise to the conjecture 
that there is no prime in the Smarandache consecutive sequence. This conjecture still remains 
to be resolved. We note that, in order to check for prime numbers in the Smarandache 
consecutive sequence, it is sufficient to check the terms of the form CS(3n+ 1), n2::1, where 
3n+ 1 is odd and is not divisible by 5. 

9. SMARANDACHE REVERSE SEQUENCE {RS(n)}CXln=l 

The Smarandache reverse sequence is the sequence of numbers fanned by concatenating the 
increasing integers on the left side, starting with RS( 1)= 1. The n-th term of the sequence is 
given by-(1.8). 
Since, 

RS(n+ 1 )=(n+ l)n(n-l) ... 21, n2::1, 
we see that, for all, n;;::: 1, 

RS(n+I)=(n+1)10s+RS(n) for some integer sm (with RS(1)=l) (9.1) 
More precisely, 

s=number of digits in RS(n). 
Thus, for example, 

RS(9)=9x 10
8 + RS(8), RS( 1 0)= lOx 10

9
+ RS(9), RS( 11)= 11 x 10

11 
+ RS( 10). 

Lemma 9.1 : For all n2::1, 41 [RS(n+l)-RS(n)], 10 I [RS(n+l)-RS(n)]. 
Proof: For all n;;:::l, from (9.1), 

RS(n+I)-RS(n)=(n+l)lOs (with s2::n), 

where the r.h.s. is divisible by both 4 and 10.0 
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Corollary 9.1 : For all n2:2, the terms of {RS(n)} C() n=l are of the fonn 4k+ l. 
Proof: The proof is by induction of n. For n=2, the result is clearly true (RS(2)=21 =4x5+ 1). 
So, we assume the validity of the result for n, that is, we assume that 

RS(n)=4k+ 1 for integer k2:l. 
Now, by Lemma 9.1 and the induction hypothesis, 

RS(n+ 1)=RS(n)+4k'=4(k+k')+ 1 for some integer k'2:1 , 
showing that the result is true for n+ 1 as well. 0 
Lemma 9.2 : Let 3 1 n for some n (2:2). Then, 31 RS(n) if and only if 31 RS(n-l). 
Proof: follows immediately from (9.1). 0 

By repeated application of (9.1), we get, for all n2:1, 
RS(n+3)=(n+3)10s+RS(n+2) for some integer s2:n+2 

=:(n+3)1 OS+(n+2)1 Ot+RS(n+ 1) for some integer tzn+ 1 

=(n+3)10s+(n+2)10t+(n+1)10u+RS(n) for some integer u2:n, (9.2) 
where s>t>u. Thus, 

RS(n+3)=1 OU[(n+3)10S
-
u+(n+2)1 Ot-u+(n+ l)]+RS(n). (9.3) 

Lemma 9.3: 31 [RS(n+3)-RS(n)] for all n2:l. 
Proof: is immediate from (9.3). 0 

A consequence of Lemma 9.3 is the following. 
Corollary 9.2 : 3 I RS(3n) if and only if 3 1 RS(n+ 3). 

Using Corollary 9.2, the following result can be established by.induction on n. 
Corollary 9.3 : 3 / RS(3n) for all n2:1. 
Corollary 9.4 : 31 RS(3n-l) for all n2: 1. 
Proof: follows from Corollary 9.3, together with Lemma 9.2.0 
Lemma 9.4: 31 RS(3n+ 1) for all n2:0. 
Proof: The result is true for n=O. For 021, by (9.1), 

RS(3n+ 1)=(3n+ 1)10s+RS(3n). 
This gives the desired result, since 3/ RS(3n) but 31 (3n+ 1). 0 

The following ,result, due to Alexander [19], gives an explicit expression for RS(n) : 
i-I 
L (l +tlog jJ) 

n j=l 
Lemma 9.5: For all n2:1, RS(n)=1+I i*10 

In Theorem 9.1, we prove that (except for the trivial cases of 
RS(1)=1=F(1)=F(2)=L(l), RS(2)=21=F(8», the Smarandache reverse sequence contains no 
Fibonacci and Lucas numbers. For the proof of the theorem, we need the following results. 
Lemma 9.6 : For all n2:1, RS(n+ 1»2RS(n). 
Proof: Using (9.1), we see that 

, RS(n+l)=(n+l)10s+RS(n»2RS(n) if and only if RS(n)«n+l) 1 Os, 
which is true since,RS(n) is an s-digit number while lOS is an (s+l)-digit number. 0 
Corollary 9.5 : For all n2:1, RS(n+2)-RS(n»RS(n+ 1). 
Proof: Using (9.2), we have 

RS(n+2)-RS(n)=[RS(n+2)-RS(n+ 1)]+[RS(n+ l)-RS(n)] 
=[(n+2)1 ot_(n+ 1)10u]+2[RS(n+ I)-RS(n)] 
>2[RS(n+ 1)-RS(n)] 
>RS(n+ 1), by Lemma 9.6. 

This gives the desired inequality. 0 
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Theorem 9.1: There are no numbers in the Smarandache reverse sequence that are Fibonacci 
or Lucas numbers (except for the cases of n= 1,2). 
Proof: follows from Corollary 9.5. D 
For the Smarandache reverse sequence, the question is : How many terms of the sequence are 
prime? By Corollary 9.2 and Corollary 9.3, in searching for primes, it is sufficient to consider 
the terms of the sequence of the fonn RS(3n+ 1), where n> 1. In the Editorial Note following 
the paper of Stephan [18], it is mentioned that searching for prime in the first 2,739 terms of 
the Smarandache reverse sequence revealed that only RS(82) is prime. This led to the 
conjecture that RS(82) is the only prime in the Smarandache reverse sequence. However, the 
conjecture still remains to be resolved. Fleuren [17] presents a table giving prime factors of 
RS(n) for n=I(1)200, except for the cases n=82,136, 139,169. 

10. SMARANDACHE SYMMETRIC SEQUENCE {SS(n)}aJn=l 

The n-th term, SS(n), of the Smarandache symmetric sequence is given by (1.9). 
The numbers in the Smarandache symmetric sequence can be expressed in tenns of the 
numbers of the Smarandache consecutive sequence and the Smarandache reverse sequence as 
follows: For all n~3, 

SS(n)=10s CS(n-l)+RS(n-2) for some integer s~l, (10.1) 
with SS(1)=l, SS(2)=11, where more precisely, 

s=number of digits in RS(n-2). 
Thus, for example, SS(3)=10 CS(2)+RS(1), SS(4)=102 CS(3)+RS(2). 

Lemma 10.1 : 31 SS(3n+ 1) for all n~1. 
Proof: Let n (~1) be any arbitrary but fixed number. Then, from (l0.1), 

SS(3n+1)=10s CS(3n)+RS(3n-1). 
Now, by Lemma 8.4,31 CS(3n), and by Corollary 9.4, 31 RS(3n-1). Therefore, 31 SS(3n+1). 

Since n is arbi~rary, the lemma is proved. D 

Lemma 10.2: For any n~l, (1) 3 {SS(3n), (2) 3 {SS(3n+2). 
Proof : Using (10.1), we see that 

SS(3n)= l Os CS(3n-l)+RS(3n-2), n~1. 
By Corollary 8.1, 31 CS(3n-1), and by Lemma 9.4, 3 {RS(3n-2). Hence, CS(3n) cannot be 
divisible. by 3. 

Again, since 
SS(3n+2)=10s CS(3n+ 1 )+RS(3n), n~ 1, 

and since 3 {CS(3n+ 1) (by Corollary 8.2) and 31 RS(3n) (by Corollary 9.3), it follows that 
SS(3n+2) is not divisible by 3. D 

Using (8.3) and Corollary 9.5, we can prove the following lemma. The proof is 
similar to that used in proving Lemma 7.10, and is omitted here. 
Lemma 10.3 : For all n~l, SS(n+2)-SS(n»SS(n+l). 

By virtue of the inequality in Lemma 10.3 1 we have the following. 
Theoreltl10.1 : (Except for the trivial cases, SS(1)=l=F(I)=L(l), SS(2)=II=L(5», there are 
no members of the Smarandache symmetric sequence that are Fibonacci (or, Lucas) numbers. 

The following lemma gives the expressionofSS(n+l)-SS(n) in terms ofCS(n)-CS(n-1). 
Lemma 10.4: SS(n+1)-SS(n)=10s+t[CS(n)-CS(n-2)] for all n;::::3, where 

s=number of digits in RS(n-2), s+t=number of digits in RS(n-I). 
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Proof: By (10.1), for n~3, 

so that 

But, 

SS(n)=10s CS(n-l)+RS(n-2), SS(n+ 1)=1 Os+t CS(n)+RS(n-I), 

SS(n+ 1)-SS(n)=lOS[l ot CS(n)-CS(n-1)J+[RS(n-1)-RS(n-2)] 
OS[ 1 OtCS(n)-CS(n-1 )+(n-l)] (by(9.1 ). (****) 

{

I, if2:::;n-1~9 

t= =number of digits in (n-1). 
m+l, if 10m:::;n-l~10m+l-1 (for all m~l) 

Therefore, by (8.1) 
CS(n-1)=10t CS(n-2)+(n-1), 

and finally, plugging this expression in (****), we get the desired result. 0 
We observe that SS(2)= 11 is prime; the next eight terms of the Smarandache 

symmetric sequence are composite numbers and squares : 
SS(3)=121 =112, SSe 4)=12321 =(3x37i=111 2

, 

SS(5)=1234321=(llxlO1)2=1111 2, SS(6)=123454321=(41 x271/=11111 2
, 

SS(7)=12345654321 =(3x7x 11 x 13x37/=111111 2, 
SS(8)=1234567654321=(239x4649/=1111111 2

, 

SS(9)=123456787654321=(11xl010101i=11111111 2
, 

SS(1 0)=12345678987654321 =(9x37x333667)2=(l11 x 1001001/=111111111 2
. 

For the Smarandache symmetric sequence, the question is : How many terms of the 
sequence are prime? The question still remains to be answered. 

11. SMARANDACHE PIERCED CHAIN SEQUENCE {PCS(n)} n=1 co 

In this section, we give answer to the question posed by Smarandache [5] by showing that, 
starting from the second term, all the successive terms of the sequence {PCS(n)/1 01 }n=lco, 
given by (1.11), are composite numbers. This is done in Theorem 11.1 below. 

We first observe that the elements of the Smarandache pierced chain sequence, {PCS(n)}n=loo, 
satisfy the following recurrence relation : 

PCS(n+l)=104 PCS(n)+101, n~2; PCS(l)=101. (11.1) 
Lemma 11.1 : The elements of the seguence {PCS(n)}n=loo are 

101,101(104+1),101(108+104+1),101(1012+108+104+1), ... , 
and in general, 

PCS(n)=101[104(n-l)+104(n-2)+ ... +104+1], n~l. (11.2) 
Proof: The proof of (11.2) is by induction on n. The result is clearly true for n=l. So, we 
assume that the result is true for some n. 

Now, from (11.1) together with the induction hypothesis, we see that 
PCS(ri+l)=104 PCS(n)+101 

= 1 04[ 1 0 1 (1 04(n-1)+ 1 04(n-2)+ ... + 104+ 1 )]+ 101 
01 (1 04°+ 1 04(n-I)+ ... + 104+ 1), 

which shows that the result is true for n+ 1. 0 
It has been mentioned in Ashbacher [1] that PCS(n) is divisible by 101 for all n~l, and 

Lemma 11.1 shows that this is indeed the case. Another consequence of Lemma 11.1 is the 
following corollary. 
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Corollary 11.1 : The elements of the sequence {PCS(n)/lOl }n=lco are 
1, x+l, x2+x+l, x3+x2+x+l, "', 

and in general, 
PCS(n)1101=xn

-
1+xn

-
2+ ... +I, n~l, (11.3) 

where X= 104
. . 

Theorem 11.1 : For all n~2, PCS(n)1101 is a composite number. 
Proof: The result is true for n=2. In fact, the result is true if n is even as shown below: If n 
(~4) is even, let n=2m for some integer m (~2). Then, from (11.3), 

PCS(2m)/l 01 =x2m-l+x2m-2+ ... +x+ 1 

=x2m-\x+ 1)+ ... +(x+ 1) 
=(x+ 1 )(x2m-2+x2m-4+ ... + 1) 

that is, PCS(2m)/l 0 1 =(1 04+ 1)[ 1 08(m-I)+ 1 08(m-2)+ ... + 1], (11.4) 

which shows that PCS(2m)/1 0 1 is a composite number for alLm (~2). 
Next, we consider the case when n is prime, say n=p, where p (~3) is a prime. In this case, 

from (11.3), 
PCS(p)/1 0 1 =xp

-
1+xp

-
2+ ... + 1 =(xP -1 )!(x-l). 

Let y=I02 (so that X=y2). Then, 

PCS(p) xP -1 y2p -1 (yP -1 )(yP+ 1) 

101 x-I (y+ l)(y-l) 

{(y_l)(yP-'+yP-2+ ... + I)} {(y+ 1 )(yp-l_yp-2+ ... + I)} 

=----------------------------------
(y+ 1 )(y-l) 

=(yP-l_yP-2+yp-3_ ... + 1)(yp-l+yP-2+yp-3+ ... + 1) 
that is, PCS(p)/1 0 1 =[ 1 02(p-1)_1 02(p-2)+ 1 02(p-3)+ ... + 1][ 1 02(p-l)+ 1 02(p - 2) + ... + 1], (11.5) 

so that SPC(p)/1 0 1 is 'l composite number for each prime p (23). 
Finally, we consider the case when n is odd but composite. Then, letting n=pr where p is 

the largest prime factor of nand r (22) is an integer, we see that 
PCS(n)!IOl =PCS(pr)11 01 

=xpr-l+xpr-2+ ... + 1 
=xp(r-I)(xp-l+xp-2+ ... + I)+xp(r-2\xp-l+xp-2+ ... + 1)+ ... 

+(xp- 1+Xp-2+ ... + 1) 
=(xP- 1+Xp- 2+ ... + 1 )[xP(r-I)+xp(r-2)+ ... + I) 

that is, PCS(n)110I=[I04(P-I)+104(P-2)+ ... +I][I04p(r-J)+10 p(r-2)+ ... +1], (11.6) 

and hence, PCS(n)/l01=PCS(pr)/l01 is also a composite number. 
All these complete the proof of the theorem. 0 

Remark 1i.1 : The Smarandache pierced chain sequence has been studied by Le [20] and 
Kashihara [21] as-well. Following different approaches, they have proved by contradiction 
that for n~2, PCS(n)!I 0 1 is not prime. In Theorem 11.1, we have proved the same result by 
actually finding out the factors of PCS(n)11 0 1 for all n22. Kashihara [21] raises the question: 
Is the sequence PCS(n)1l01 square-free for n~2? From (11.4), (11.5) and (11.6), we see that 
the answer to the question of Kashihara is yes. 
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ABSTRACT. The fulfilled euclidean plane is the real projective plane IT completed 

with the infinite point of its infinite line denoted new incidence structure 

is a structure with neighbouring elements, in which the unicity of the line through 

two distinct points is not assured. This new Geometry is a Smarandacheian struc

ture introduced in [10] and [11], which generalizes and unites in the same time: 

Euclid, Bolyai Lobacewski Gauss and Riemann Geometries. 

Key words: Non-euclidean Geometries. Hjelmslev-Barbilian Geometry, Smaran

dache Geometries, the fulfilled Euclidean plane. 

1. HJELM,SLEV-BARBILIAN INCIDENCE STRUCTURES 

When the first Non-euclidean Geometry was introduced by Bolyai and 

Lobacewski even the great Gauss said that people were not prepared to receive 

a new Geometry. Now we know and accept many kinds of new Geometries. In 1969 

Florentin Smarandache had put the problem to study a new Geometry in which the 

parallel from a point to a line to be unique only for some points of points and lines 

and for the others: none or more. More general: An a.-'dom is said Smarandachely 

denied if the axiom behaves in at least two different ways within the same space (i.e., 

validated and invalided, or only invalidated but in multiple distinct ways). Thus, a 
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Smarandache Geometry is a geometry which has at least one Smarandachely denied 

axiom. 

Are nowadays people surprise for such new ideas and new Geometries? Certaintly 

not. After the formalized theories were introduced in Mathematics, a lot of new 

Geometries could be accepted and semantically to be proved to be non-contradictory 

by the models created for them as in (1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [8], [9], [12]. 

Definition 1.1. We consider P, D, I the sets which verify: 

(1) Px D=0 

(2) ICPxV 

The elements ofP are called points, the elements ofD are called lines and I defines 

an incidence relation on the set P x V. (P, 'D,I) is called an incidence structure. 

If (P, d) E I we say that the point PEP and the line d E V are incident. 

In the incidence structures introduced by D. Hilbert were accepted the axiom: 

Axiom 1.1. Pi E P, dj E V, (Pi) dj ) E I, i,j 1,2 imply PI = P2 or dl d2• 

In [3J J. Hjelmslev generalized these incidence structures considering (P, V, 1) in 

which this axiom i; denied, and the uniqueness of a line incident with two different 

points is not assured. 

Definition 1.2. Two distinct points PI, P2 E P of a (p) V, I) are said to be 

neighbouring, denoted PI 0 P2, if there are at least d11 d2 E V, d1 f:. d2 such that: 

(3) (Pi, dj ) E I, i,j = 1,2. 

An incidence structure (p) V, I) with a neighbouring relation is denoted 

(P,1J,I,o). 
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D. Barbilian proved that such incidence structures are consistent, considering in 

[I} a Projective Geometry over a ring. Later such structures were studied in [2], (4], 
[5], [6], [8L [9], [12J. 

2. THE FULFILLED EUCLIDEAN PLANE 

The mathematical model for the real projective plane IT is: 

(4) pI : = {(pX, P Y, pZ) I X, Y, Z, P E JR., p 1= o} \ {( 0, 0, o)} 

where (X, Y, Z) are homogeneous coordinates for a point 

(5) V' = {[qa,qb,qcll a,b,c,q E JR., q 1= o} \ {[O,O,O}} 

is the set of the lines of the IT plane. 

The incidence between a point MCX:, Y, Z) and a line [a, b, c] is defined through 

the condition 

(6) aX +bY +cZ= ° 
The infinite line denoted through [ooJ has the equations [0,0, IJ or: 

(7) z=o. 

The infinite points of the II plane have homogeneous coordinates of the type: 

(8) 

Let we observe that in IT any line has its infinite point - except the infinite line 

[ooJ. In this note we introduce it. 

Definition 2.1. The infinite point of the infinite line [00] is U(O, 0, 0) (the unique 

point which were not considered in pI in (4»). 

From (6) and (8) we can see that U(O, 0, 0) an infinite point incident with any line 

from V'. 
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Definition 2.2. The real projective plane IT completed with the point U(O, 0,0) 

is called the completed real projective plane or the fulfilled euclidean plane, 

denoted It. 

Definition 2.3. We denote pI! := P'U{(O, 0, On or P"- := P'U{U}. The incidence 

relation f C pI x 1)' now we prolonge it at 1', l' C pll X V' such that: 

(9) f'!plx'D' 1 

and 

(10) UI'a, Va E 1)' 

3. THE INCIDENCE STRUCTURE WITH NEIGHBOURING OF ORDER k 

Definition 3.1. In an incidence structure (P, V, I, 0) with neighbouring ele

ments we define an order of neighbouring of two lines di E TJ, i 1,2. The lines 
d1 and d2 are called neighbouring of order k if there are exactly k distinct points 

incident with them, that is: 

(11) (di,?j) E I, i = 1,2,.i l,k 

Definition 3.2. An incidence structure (P, D, I, 0) in which any two lines are 

neighbouring elements of order k is called a Hjelmslev Barbilian plane of order k. 
Theorem 3.1. The fulfilled euclidean plane fIe is an incidence structure with 

neighbouring lines l/felmslev Barbiliab oj order two. 

Proof. Any two lines from IT are incident with exactly one point, IT being a 
projective plane. In ne 

any two lines are incident also with the point U(O, 0, 0) 

which was not considered in fI. 

If two lines a and b from IT are incident with the P point, that is: 

(12) Pla,b 
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then in r( the lines a and b are incident with the two points P and U. Such we have: 

(13) PoU 

that is - after definition 1.2 - P and U are neighbouring points. 

The lines a and b of VI are neighbouring lines of order two: 

(14) 

because we have: 

(15) P, U I'a, b, a f. b, 

for any two distinct lines from It. 

If a or b is the infinite line [ooJ then P from (12) is an infinite point. If a and b 

are different of the line [ooJ then P is a propre point of P', 

In any case a and b are always incident with exactly two points from rt. Such we 

proved that rrc 
is a Hjelmslev-Barbilian plane of order two. 

If IT is the real projective plane of a TI-euclidean plane we can see that: 

(16) TIeTIc 

Definition 3.3: In the real space we consider a sphere S tangent in P to a IT 

. euclidean plane and let be N the diametral opposite point of P on the S. We define 

the stereographyc proJection of the pole N ftom S to nC: 

(11) f:s~nc 

f(M) := Nt' where {M'} = N NI n IT 

and 

f(N) U. 
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Such through f we obtain a bijection between the all points of S and the points 

of rrc. 

Some others applications of 

after the notions given in [7]. 

we gave in [14J as a transdisciplinary study given 
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Resumo 

Dando jus a matematica experimental, mostrarnos como 0 Maple pode 
ser usado na investigagao matematica de alg-wnas quest5es actualmente sern 
resposta na Teoria dos Nlimeros. A tese defendida e que os alunos de urn 
curso de Matematica podem facilrnente usar a computador como urn lugar 
ende Be excita e exercita. a ima.gina;:;ao. 

1 Introduc;ao 

Albert Einstein e conhecido por ter elito que "a imagin~ao e mais importante 
que 0 conhecimento". Se assim e, porque esperar pelo mestrado ou doutoramento 
para comec;ar a enfrentar problemas em aberto? Nao e a criatividade prerrogativa 
dos mais novos? Em [3] mostrei como com muito pouco conhecimento e passivel 
debru<;ar-mo-nos sobre algumas quest6es actualmente sern resposta na Teoria de 
Computagao. Aqui, e a propOsito do ana 2003 ter sido escolhldo pela APM como 
o ana da },1atemdtica e Tecnologia, vou procurar mostrar como 0 computador e tun 
ambiente mode~no de computa<;ao algebrica, como seja 0 Maple, podem sel exce
lentes auxiliares na abordagem a "quebra-cabegas" que a matematica dos numerus 
actualmente nos colo ca. A minha escolha do sistema Maple prende-se com 0 facto 
de ser este 0 programa informatico actualmente usado na cadeira de Computadore.'J 
no Ensino da ]Vlatematica, no Departamento de Matematica da Universidade de 
Aveiro. Desta maneira as meus alunos serao pro'va viva de que basta urn semes
tre de "tecnologias na educat;i.io matematica", para nos podermos aventurar por 

. "mares ainda nao navegados". 0 leit~r que queira aprender sobre 0 Maple podeni 
corne;;;ar por consultar 0 nosso site de Computadores no Ensino da Ai atematica: 
http://webct.ua.pt/public/compensmat/index.html. 

2 N umeros felizes 

Seja n E N urn· nlimero natural com representa<;ao decimal n = dk ... do, 0 :S; di :S; 9 
(i = 0, ... , k), e denotemos por o-(n) a soma dos quadrados dos digitos decimais de 
n: CT( n) =L:::::::Q (dt) 2 . Dizemos que n e urn mJ.mero feliz 5e existir urn r ENtal 
que (0- 0 ••• 0 O')(n) = 1. Por exemplo, 7 e urn numero feliz (1' = 5), 

'"'-----" 
r vexes 

0-(7) = 49, 0'(49) = 97,0'(97) = 130, 0-(130) = 10, 0'(10) = 1; 
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enquanto 2 nao: 

0"(2) = 4,0"(4) = 16, 0"(16) = 37,0"(37) 58,0"(58) = 89, 

0"(89) = 145, 0"(145) = 42, 0"(42) = 20, 0"(20) = 4 ... 

Vamos definir em Ma pie a fun<,;i'io caracteristica Booleana dos numeros felizes. Come~amos 
por definir a func;ao digit os que nos devolve a sequencia de dfgitos de uma dado 
numero n 

> digitos := n -> seq(iquo(irem(n.l0~i),10~(i-l».i=1 .. length(n»: 
> digitos(12345); 

5,4,3,2,1 

A fum;a.o (F e agora facilmente construida 

> sigma := n -> add(i-2,i=digitos(n»: 
> sigma(24); 

20 

o processo de composi<;ao da func;ao (7 e obtido usando 0 operador @ do Maple: 

> s := (n,r) -> seq«sigma@@i)(n),i=1 .. r): 
> 5(7,5); 

49, 97, 130, 10, 1 

> 5(2,9); 

4,16,37,58,89,145,42,20,4 

Para automatizarmos 0 processo de decisao se urn nlimero e feliz ou nao, recorremos 
a alguma programafjao. 0 seguinte procedimento deve ser claro. 

> feliz := proc(n) 
> local L. v: 
> L:= {}: 
> v:= si@ma(n): 
> while (not (member (v,L) or v=1)) do 
> L := L union {v}: 
> v := 5igma(v): 
> end do: 
> if (v = 1) then true else false end if: 
> end proc: 

Podemos agora questionar 0 sistema Maple acerca da felicidade de urn determinado 
numero. 

> feliz(7); 

true 

> feliz(2); 

false 

A lista de todos os nUmer()3 felizes ate 100 e dada por 

> select (feliz, [$1 .. 100]); 
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[1,7,10,13,19,23,28,31,32,44,49,68, 70,79,82,86,91,94,97,100J 

Conduimos entao que eXlstem 20 ntimeros felizes de entre os primeiros 100 naturais 

> nops(select(feliz, [$1 .. 100]»; 

20 

Existem 143 ntimeros felizes nao superiores a 1000; 1442 nao superiores a 10000; e 
3038 nao superiores a 20000: 

> nops(select(feliz,[$l .. 1000]»; 

143 

> nops(select(feliz,[$l .. 10000J»; 

1442 

> nops(select(feliz,[$1 .. 20000]»; 

3038 

Estas ultimas experif~ncias com 0 Maple permitem-nos formular a seguinte conjec
tura. 

Conjectura 1. Ce.rca de. 'Urn setimo de todos os numeros sao Jdizes. 

Vma questao interessante e estudar numeros felizes consecutivos. De entre os 
primeiros 1442 mimeros felizes podemos encontrar 238 pares de numeros felizes 
consecutivos (0 mais pequeno e 0 (31,32)); 

> felizDezMil :; select(feliz,[$1 .. 10000J): 
> nops(select(i->member(i.felizDezMil) and 

member(i+l.felizDezMil),felizDezMil»; 

238 

onze ternos de nUmeros felizes consecutivos, 0 mais pequeno dos quais e 0 (1880, 1881, 1882); 

> select(i->member(i,felizDezMil) and 
member(i+l,felizDezMil) and 
member(i+2,felizDezMil),felizDezMil); 

[1880,4780,4870,7480, 7839,7840,8180,8470,8739,8740,8810] 

dois quaternos de numeros "felizes consecutivos, 0 mais pequeno dos quais e 0 

. (7839,7840,7841,7842); 

> select(i->member(i,felizDezMil) and 
member(i+l,felizDezMil) and 
member(i+2,felizDezMil) and 
member(i+3.felizDezMil).felizDezMil); 

[7839,8739] 

e nenhuma sequencia de cinco mimeros felizes consecutivos. 

> select(i->member(i.felizDezMil) and 
member(i+l,felizDezMil) and 
memberCi+2,felizDezMil) and 
member(i+3,felizDezMil) and 
member(i+4,felizDezMil),felizDezMil); 
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[ ] 

Sabe-se que a primeira sequencia de cinco nUmeros felizes consecutivos come<;a com 
044488. 

feliz(44488) and feliz(44489) and feliz(44490) and 
feliz(44491) and feliz(44492); 

true 

E tambem conhecida uma sequencia de 7 numeros felizes consecutivos, que come<;a 
com 0 numero 7899999999999959999999996 (vide [4]). 

3 Sucess6es de Smarandache 

Dada uma sucessao de inteiros {Un}, a correspondente sucessao de Smarandache 
{sn} e definida POI concatena<;ao de inteiros como se segue: 

Estamos interessados na sucessao de Smarandache associ ada aos nfuneros felizffi. 
Os primeiros elementos desta sucessao sao; 

1,17,1710,171013,17101319,1710131923,171013192328,17101319232831, ... 

Comec;amos por implementar a concatenac;ao de inteiros em Maple. 

> cone := (a,b) -> a*10~length(b)+b: 
> eoncC12 .345) ; 

12345 

Formando a list a dos mimeros felizes ate um certo n, e usando a func;ao cone acima 
definida, a correspondente sucessao de Smarandache e facilmente obtida. 

> sh :"" proc(n) 
> local L. R, i: 
> L:= seleet(feliz.[$l .. n]): 
> R:= array(l .. nops(L),L): 
> for i from 2 by 1 vhile i <= nops(L) do 
> R[i] :=conc(R[i-l] ,L[i]): 
> end do: 
> returneR): 
> end proe: 

'Como 

> select (feliz, [$1 .. 31]); 

[1,7, 10, 13, 19,23,28,31J 

os primeiros 8 valores da sucessao de Smarandache sao entao 

> print(sh(31»; 

[1,17,1710,171013,17101319,1710131923,171013192328,17101319232831J 

Existem mUitas quest5es em aberto associadas a. sucessao de Smarandache dos 
numeros felizes (vide [2]). Umas dizem respeito a existencia de numeros primos 
na sucffiSao; outras a. existencia de nlimeroo felizes. Fagamos agora alguma inves
tiga<;ao a este respeito. Usando 0 Maple e facil conduir que de entre os primeiros 
143 termos da sucessao de Smarandache dos nlimeros feUzffi, apenas 3 sao primos. 
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> primos := select(isprime,sh(1000): 
> nops([seq(primos[i] .i=1 .. 143)J); 

3 

Se fizermos print (primos) vemos que os tres primos sao 82 = 17, $5 = 17101319 e 
843 (843 e urn primo com 108 digitos decimais). 

> primos [2] , primos [5] ; 

17, 17101319 

> langth(primos[43]); 

108 

Apenas sao conhecidos estes nllineros primos na sucessao de Smarandache dos 
numeros felizes. Permanece por esclarecer se eles serao ou nao em nlimero finito 
(vide [1]). 

Existem 31 numeros felizes de entre os primeiros 143 termoo da SUCe:)8a.o de 
Smarandache dos ntimeros felizes: 

> shFelizes := select(feliz,sh(1000»: 
> nops([seq(shFelizes[i] .i=l .. 143)]); 

31 

Recorrendo ao comando print (sbFelizes) vemos que esses ntimeros sao 0 81, 811, 

814,830,831,835,848,852,858,862,867,869,871,8761 8771 878, S82, S83, S85, 898, 8104, 

S108, S110, 8114, S115, 8117, 8118,8119, 8122, S139 e 8140. A titulo de curiooidade, 8140 

tern 399 digitos: 

> length(shFelizes[140]); 

399 

Muito existe por esclarecer relativamente a. exlsH'mcia de ntimeros felizes consecu
tivos na sucessao de Smarandache dos ntimeros felizes. Olhando para os resulta
dos anteriores v;emos que 0 par mais pequeno de mlmeros felizes consecutivos e 0 

(830,831); enquanto 0 terno mais pequeno e 0 (8761877,878)' Quantos termos con
secutivos sao possiveis? E capaz de encontrar exemplos, digamos, de seis mimeros 
felizes cODsecutivos? Estas e outras questoes estao em aberto (vide [11). Ferramen
tas como 0 Maple sao boas auxiliares neste tipo de investigag5es. Fico a espera de 
algumas respostas da sua parte. 
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Abstract 

Calculating the Smarandache Numbers 

Jon Perry 
51 High Street 
Belbroughton 
West Midlands 

DY99ST 
England 

The Smarandache Numbers are: 
1,2,3,4,5,3,7,4,6,5,11,4,13,7,5,6,17,6,19,5,7, 11 ,23,4,1 0, 13,9,7,29,5,31,8,11,17,7,6,37, 
19,13,5,41,7,43,11,6,23,47,6,14,10,17,13,53,9,11 ,7, 19,29,59,5,61,31,7,8,13,11,67,17, 
23,7,71,6,73,37,10,19,11,13,79,6,9,41,83,7, ... 
and defined as the smallest integer m such that n divides mt Finding the exact value of 
a(n) is an open problem, and this paper presents an effective algorithm for 
detenninin~ the value of a(n). 

Keywords 
Smarandache functions, factorial, prime numbers 

Introduction 
The process involved is fairly simple, and we need to know the factorisation ofn. 
From this factorisation, it is possible to exactly calculate by which m each prime is 
satisfied, i.e. the correct number of exponents appears for the first time. The largest of 
these values gives a(n). 

Satis(ving l!.;.k 
To satisfY p , we fmd the lowest m such that pk divides m!. 

For example, if we look at 34=81, then m=9 suffices and is also the lowest possible 
value of m we can achieve. 

We can see that m=9 suffices, as 9!=1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9, of which 3,6 and 9 are 
mUltiples of3, and 9 happens to be 32

• As 3, 6 and 9 are the first mUltiples of3, this 
implies m=9 is minimal. 

The key to fmding m lies in the value of~ and with the distribution of 3' s over the 
integers. 

The pattern of divisibility by 3, beginning with 1, is; 

0010010020010010020010010030 .... 

For the purpose of the Smarandache numbers, we can remove the O's from this, as we 
are only concerned with accumulating enough 3' s. 

(AJ 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 .... 
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The pattern present here can be generalized at a basic level to allow us to calculate the 
values of the sums whenever a number appears for the flrst time. 

This gives us the sub-sequences 1, 112, 112112113, etc,." and we are interested in 
the sums of these, i.e,: 

(B) 1, 4, 13, 40 .. , 

This is the partial sums of 1 +3+9+27+. __ , and this is result of evaluating (3n-1)/2. 

Now we can deduce the value ofm from k, where does k appear in B? Our k in the 
example was 4, and this appears as B(2). This means that to reach 34 we need 3 terms 
from A (=3(2.1»), and mUltiplying by 3 gives the answer we require of9, 

But how about 3333 ? To calculate m for this, we reduce in by as many possible of the 
terms of A. 

A fuller list of A is: 

(pari/gp code) 
three(n) = (3"'n-l )/2 
jor (n=1,8,print1 (three(n)", '')) 

1,4,13,40,121,364,1093,3280, 

364 is too large, but 121 is Ok. 333-121=212, and again 212-121=91. 

121 is A(5), so the data collected so far is [2*5] 

Continuing, 91-2*40=11, and 11-2*4=3, and 3=1 *3, thus we have the data [2*5, 2*4, 
2*2,3*1], I 

To interpret this data, we just fe-apply it to the distribution of3's,2*5 means that we 
need 2*3 4 consecutive mUltiples of3 - by this stage we have satisfied 3242 .2 *4 means 
that we add a further 2*33 multiples of3, 2*2 means that we add a further 2*3 1 

multiples of 3, and [mally we add 3 * 1 multiples of 3. 

The whole sum is therefore 2*81 +2*27+2*3+3*1=162+54+6+3=225, and this gives 
us the answer directly: (22S*3)! = 675! is the smallest factorial that 333

3- divides. 

This can be proven with a small Pari program: 

? jor(i=1,2000,ij(i!%3 A333==O,print1 (i);break)) 
675 

Calculating a(n) 
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Then we need to calculate the m value for each prime and exponent, and a(n) is the 
largest. 

This ParilGP code performs the necessary calculations 

{ 
fmdm(x,y)=local(m,n,xl); 
m=O;n=l ;xl =x-I; 
while ((x"n-l)/xl)<=y,n++);n--; 
while (y>O, 
while (((x"n-l )hd )<=y,y-=((x"n-l )/xl );m+=(x"(n-l )));n--); 
x*m 
} 

This is the fmdmQ function. n is boosted until larger than necessary, and then 
trimmed down one so that is must be less than or equal to y. Then y is decreased by 
the largest possible value of (x"n-l )/(x-l) possible until y=0. m is continually 
incremented throughout this process as appropriate, and the returned value is x*m. 

{ 
smarandache(n)=local(f,fl,ms); 
if(n=l,l, 
f=factor(n);fl=length(fT, 1 ]); 
ms=vector(fl,i,O); 
for (i= l,fl,ms[i}=findm(fIi, 1],fIi,2J)); 
vecmax(ms)) 
} 

The smarandacheQ function returns 1 ifn is 1, otherwise it creates the IDS vector of 
lowest possible m values, and returns the largest value. 

( 

The program results in this data: 

?for (i=I,1 OO,printl (smarandache(i)",n)) 
1 ,2,3,4,5,3,7,4,6,5,11,4,13,7,5,6,17,6,19,5,7,11,23,4,1 0, 13,9,7,29,5,31,8,11,17, 
7,6,37,19,13,5,41,7,43,11,6,23,47,6,14, 1 0,17,13,53,9,11,7,19,29,59,5,61,31,7,8,1 
3,11,67,17,23,7,71,6,73,37,10,19,11,13,79,6,9,41,83, 7,17,43,29,11,89,6,13,23,31, 
47,19,8,97,14,11,10, 

which give a 100% correlation with the sequence given in the abstract. 

At 100Mhz, it takes about 1 minute to generate the sequence to n=1 0000. 

Reference: 
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011 Additive Analogues of ,Certain Arithmetic 

Functions 

J ozsef Sandor 

Department of lVIathematics, 

Babe§-Bolyai University, 3400 Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

1. The Smarandache, Pseudo-Smarandache, resp. Smarandache-simple functions 

are defined as ([7], [6]) 

S(n) = min{m EN: nl'm!}, 

Z(n) min {m EN: nl
m

(m
2
+ 1)}, 

Sp(n) = minfm EN: pnlm!} for fixed primes p. 

The duals of Sand Z have been studied e.g. in [2], [5], [6]: 

S*(n) = max{m EN: m!ln}, 

(n) max { mEN: m(m/ l)ln}. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

We note here that the dual of the Smarandache simple function can be defined 

in a sirnilar manner, namely by 

(6) 

This dual will' be studied in a separate paper (in preparation). 
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2. The additive analogues of the functions Sand S* are real variable functions, 

and have been defined and studied in paper [3]. (See also our book [6], pp. 171-174). 

These functions have been recently further extended, by the llse of Euler's gamrna 

function, in place of the factorial (see [1]). vVe note that in what follows, we could 

define also the additive analogues functions by the use of Euler's gamrna function. 

However, we shall apply the more transparent notation of a factorial of a positive 

integer. 

The additive analogues of Sand S* from (1) and (4) have been introduced in [3J 

as follows: 

S (x) min {m EN: x::; m!}, S: (1, co) IR, (7) 

resp. 

S * ( x) = max {Tn EN: m!::; x}, S * : [1, co) IR (8) 

Besides of properties relating to continuity, differentiability, or Riemann integra-

bility of these functions, we have proved the following results: 

Theorem 1. 
x 

S (x) rv (x -+ co) 
* log log x 

(9) 

(the same for S(x)). ' 

Theorem 2. The series 
00 1 

~ n(S.(n))a 
(10) 

is convergent for a > 1 and divergent for a $ 1 (the same for S*(n) replaced by 

S(n)). 

3. The additive analogues of Z and Z* from (2), resp. (4) will be defined as 

. { mCm + I)} Z (x) = mIn 'm EN: x::; 2 ' (11 ) 

Z.(x) = max {m EN: (12) 
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In (11) we will assume x E (0, +(0), while in (12) x E [1, +(0). 

The two additive variants of Sp(n) of (3) will be defined as 

P(x) = Sp(x) = min{'m EN: pX::; m!}; 

(where in this case p > 1 is an arbitrary real number) 

From the definitions follow at once that 

For x 2:: 1 it is irnrnediate that 

Therefore, it is sufficient to study the function Z*(x). 

The following theorems are easy consequences of the given definitions: 

Theorem 3. 

Theorem 4. 
00 1 
~ (Z.(n))a is convergent for Q > 2 

00 1 
and divergent for Q :::; 2. The series ~ n(Z.(n))a is convergent for all Q > O. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Proof. By (16) one can write + < x < (k + l)(k + 2) so k2 + k - 2x < 0 
2 - 2' -

and k2 + 3k + 2 - 2x > O. Since the solutions of these quadratic equations are k1,2 = 

-1 ± v'8x + 1 . -3 ± V8x + 1 . J8x + 1 - 3 
2 ' resp. k3,4 = 2 1 and remarklng that 2 > 
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1 {::> x ~ 3, we obtain that the solution of the above systern of inequalities is: 

kE [1,---- if x E [1,3); 

(20) 

kE 
- 3 VI + 8x -----

2 
if x E [3, + 00 ) 

So, for x ::::: 3 

- 3 Z () VI + 8x - 1 ----- < * x < -----2 - 2 
(21) 

implying relation (18). 

Theorern 4 now follows by (18) and the known fact that the generalized harmonic 
00 1 

series L 8 is convergent only for e > l. 
n 

11=1 
The things are slightly more complicated in the case of functions P and P .... Here 

it is sufficient to consider P*, too. 

First remark that 

P*(x) = m ¢;> x E --, . [
lOgm! log(m + I)!) 
logp logp 

(22) 

The following asyrnptotic results have been proved in [3J (Lemma 2) (see also 

[6], p. 172) 

log m! ,....., m log 'TYL, , 
mloglog7n! 
----,.....,.,1 

logm! ' 
log logm! 

----- ,....., 1 (m -?- 00) 
log 10gCm + I)! 

(23) 

By (22) one can write 

m! 'TY~. 11m log x m log logCm + I)! 
--~- - -- og ogp < < ------

log m! .- log m! - log 'Tn! 
m m 

(loglogp)-l -" ogm. 

giving 7 x -?- 1 Cm -?- 00), and by (23) one gets log x '" logm,. This means that: 
og 

Theorem 5. 

log P* (x) ,.....,., log x (x -?- 00) (24) 

The following. theorem is a consequence of (24), and a convergence theorem 

established in [3J: 
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2:00 1 (log logn ) a: 
Theorem 6. The ser'ies P () is convergent jor a > 1 and diver-

n log * n 
n=l 

gent jor a ~ 1. 

2:00 1 (lOg log n) a: (nrhere Indeed, by (24) it is sufficient to study the series YV 

n logn 
n?::no 

no E N is a fixed positive integer). This series has been proved to be convergent for 

a > 1 and divergent for a ~ 1 (see [6], p, 174). 
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Recursive Prime Numbers 

Sabin Tabirca* Kieran Reynolds* 
·Computer Science Department, University College Cork, Ireland 

email: {s.tabirca.k.reynolds}@cs.ucc.ie. 

Many researchers study prime numbers for the curiosities that they possess rather than 
the position they occupy at the foundations of Number Theory. This study may be in 
any numbers of areas from applications to multimedia to searching for special or 
unusual primes. It is truly awe inspiring to see how much time can be expended on 
prime numbers without a realistic application. 

In this article, a sequence of prime numbers, called Recursive Prime Numbers, is 
identified before a complete search is undertaken to verifY that the sequence is [mite 
by fmding all existing prime numbers of the specified form. This could be done with 
considerable effort by hand, but here a simple computer program has been used to 
speed the calculations. So now the question must be answered; what are recursive 
prime numbers. The easiest way to answer that is to say that a prime number is 
recursively prime if the number is prime can be constructed by adding a digit to an 
already recursive prime number. 

1. Recursive Prime Numbers 

The idea of Recursive Prime Numbers arose when asked if it were possible to create 
infmite sequences of prime numbers by adding digits to the end ofan existing prime. 

I 

Definition 1. A number is said to be a recursive prime number if it and all of the 
. initial segments of the decimal expansion are prime. We can recursively define those 
numbers as follows: 

a) 2, 3, 5, 7 are recursive prime numbers 

b) if aOal ... an is a recursive prime number and aOal .. .llnan+ 1 is a prime number 

then aOal' . .llnan+ 1 is a recursive prime number as well. 

Example 1. 23333 is a recursive prime number since 2, 23, 2333 and 23333 are all 
prime. 

Although, with only a little examination it becomes clear that it is very unlikely that 
such an infinite sequence could be found, still the concept is one that is quite 
interesting and demanded some attention. It is not a difficult task to systematically 
fmd all prime numbers of this form. Let us consider the foHowing sets of prime 
numbers 

L\a) {a}, '1/ a E {2,3,5,7} 

Ln+ 1 (a) = ~ 0 . x + y : x E Ln (a), y E {1,3, 7,9}, 10· x + y is prime} '1/ n ;:::: 1 
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L(a) = U LnCa), V a E {2,3,5,7}, 
n;;::l 

(3) 

where Ln(a) represents the set of the recursive prime numbers which start with the 

digit a and have n digits. 

We used Java computation to generate the set LCa) of all the recursive prime numbers 
that start from the digit a (see Figure 1). The program chooses to use Java's long type 
as opposed to the reference type, BigInteger. This choice was made to simplify the 
code in the expectation that there would be no need for the increased size provided for 
BigInteger. Similarly, a simple trial division primality test has been used in lieu of a 
more efficient test since the numbers are expected to remain relatively small in all 
cases (see Figure 1). There are many references available for those interested in 
primality testing, [Knuth, ***], [ShalIit, 1996], [Romero, 1998]. 

The code creates two queues queueOld and queueNew for the sets LnCa) and Ln
+

1 (a) 
respectively. Initially, the queue queueOld contains the digit Q. The loop for simulates 
Equation (2) by generating the elements of queueNew from the elements of queueOld 
and the set of last digits. An element prime of queueOld is removed from the queue, 
which is concatenated with the last digits {I, 3, 7, 9}. If a prime number is obtained, 
we insert it in the queue queueNew.When all those numbers are composite, we fmd 
that queueNew is empty, therefore the computation finishes. 

public Vector listRecurs(long a){ 
LinkedList queueOld = new LinkedList(); 
LinkedList queueNew = new LinkedList(); 
Vector primes new Vector(); 

queueOld.addLast(new Long(a)); // digit is added to queue 
long [ ] = {I, 3 I 7 I 9}; 

for (int ;! queueOld.isEmptY()i n++) 

1/ generate queueNew for the set L~l(a) 

while (! queueOld.isEmpty()){ 
// get an elem~nt from queueOld 
long prime = ((Long)queueOld.removeFirst()) .1ongValue()i 
primes.addElement(new Long(temp)); 

/1 generate all the recursive numbers from prime 
for (int i 0; i < lastDigit.length()i i++) { 

long primeNext * 10 + lastDigi[i]i 
if(this.testPrimality(primeNext)) 

queueNew.addLast(primeNext) ; 

while (! queueNew.isEmpty()){ 
nr = ((Long)queueNew.removeFirst()) .1ongValue(); 

queueOld.addLast(nr); 

return primes; 
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public Boolean testPrimal (long num) { 
if (this.getLong()==2 I I this.getLong()==3)return iSPrime; 
if (this.getLong()%2==O I I this.getLong() %3==0) return isComposite; 

for (int i=5; i«long) ath.floor(Math.sqrt(this.getLong()))i i+=4) 
{ if (this.getLong() % i 0) return isCompositei 

i+= 2; 
if (this.getLong() % i == 0) return iSComposite; 

return iSPrime; 

Figure 1. Java program to list all recursive prime numbers. 

The following theorem establishes the correctness of our computation. 

Theorem 1. The contents bf queueOld before the n-th iteration of the loop for is 
Ln(a), therefore the contents of the vector primes is L(a). 
Proof. Induction is used for this proof. 
Since the queue queueOld initially contains only a, we tilld that the property holds for 
n=i. Suppose that before the n-th iteration the contents of queueOld is LnCa). In the 
loop for we generate queueNew as fo Hows: 

for any element prime of queueOld= L"Ca) and for any lastDigit(i] 
ifprime* lO+lastDigit[i] is prime then add it to queueNew 

Therefore, the contents of queueNew will be identical as L,,+1 (a). At the end of this 
iteration the elements of queueNew are transferred to queueOld therefore before the 
iteration (n+ l)-th the contents of queueOld is L1I+l(a) . 

• 
The computation relieved that the sets Ln(a) are empty for values n>8. Therefore, each 
digit 3, 5, 7 generates only a finite number of recursive primes. This is detailed in 
the next section. 

2 

23 29 

~ I 
233 239 293 

~ ~ I 
2333 2339 2393 2399 2939 

~ I I I 
23333 23339 23399 23993 29399 

I I I 
233993 239933 293999 

I I I 
2339933 2399333 2939999 

I I 
23399339 29399999 

Figure 2. Recursively constructed prime numbers with starting digit 2. 
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2. Series of Recursive Primes 

In order to gain a better understanding of recursive prime numbers it is necessary to 
view the results for each starting digit separately, beginning with 2. With 2 as a 
starting digit there are only two possible extensions for each number; 3 or 9. Tills is 
due to the fact that concatenating a 1 or 7 at any stage causes the number to become 
divisible by 3. The results can be visualised as a tree as in Figure 2. 

Since at any stage there are only two possible digits to add, this case results in a 
binary tree. It is interesting to note that the right child of each of the nodes 29, 239 
and 233 result in long "slender" branches. It is these branches that result in the longest 
se"quences for this case, two of which are eight digits long. In total there are 24 primes 
in this tree. As it will be seen later this is the joint largest tree in terms of nodes, and 
shares the same longest sequences with each of the other trees. It is interesting that 
this case, despite its limitation of potential digits, is not limited in size at alL In fact, 
this is the only tree that has two sequences of length 8. 

Unlike the previous case, when the number begins with 3 there are 4 potential digits 
to concatenate to the number at some stages. There are still some limitations. For 
example 3 and 9 result in composite numbers at the first stage but otherwise are 
options at subsequent step. Meanwhile, at the first concatenation 1 and 7 result in new 
primes but following that any sequence can only have one more of these numbers 
before they become divisible by 3. This tree is not a binary tree, but it very nearly is. 
Only one node, 31, has three children. As can be seen in the following image. 

3 

31 37 

~ ---------------311 313 317 373 379 
I ' I ~ ~ 

3119 3137 3733 3739 3793 3799 

I I ~ I 
31193 31379 37337 37339 37397 

I I 
373379 37339 

I 
3733799 

I 
37337999 

Figure '3. Recursively constructed prime numbers with starting digit 3. 

This case results in 23 prime numbers, one less than the previous case and also shares 
the eight digit longest sequence. One element that is found in this sequence that is 
absent from the previous example is twin primes. In fact, there are two pairs ofprirnes 
found in this tree; (311, 313) and (37337, 37339). 
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5 

A 
53 59 

/""-. 
593 599 

I 
5939 

~ 
59393 59399 

I I 
593933 593993 

I 
5939333 

I 
59393339 

Figure 4. Recursively constructed prime numbers with starting digit 5. 

The case with 5 as the first digit produces the most unusual trees. While the other 
cases result in reasonably broad trees, this case results in a slender tree. Also, the 
other cases result in 23 or 24 primes, but this case results in just 12 primes. As well as 
this, it shares the limitation of potential digits with the first case examined, again 
allowing only 3 and 9 to be concatenated to the number at each stage. Yet 
surprisingly, the longest sequence found is 8, equal to that of all the previous cases. 

7 

71 73 79 

I ~I 
719 733 739 797 

I ~ I 
7193 7331 7333 7393 

I I I 
71933 73331 73939 

I 
719333 739391 739393 739397 739399 

I ~ 
7393913 7393931 7393933 

I 
73939133 

Figure 5. Recursively constructed prime numbers with starting digit 7. 

The final case to be examined is the tree rooted at 7. Again there are limitations on the 
use of 1 and 7 for these numbers. In this case, since the numbers begin with a 7, every 
sequence can contain just one of either 1 or 7 at any subsequent stage. As with each of 
the trees seen previously, this also shows some interesting characteristics. 

Firstly, it is not a binary tree with two nodes having too many children. The node 7 
has three children while interestingly 73939 has four children, one for each possible 
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digit. This is a unique occurrence in this search. This tree has 24 primes, making it as 
large as the flrst example and also has a longest sequence of 8 digits. However, 
possibly the most interesting feature of this tree is that it contains five pairs of twin primes; (71, 73), (7331, 7333), (739391,739393), (739397, 739399), and (7393931, 
7393933). 

Conclusions 
This article has proposed a new class of prime numbers called '(recursive primes". 
Using Java computation all the recursive prime numbers have been generated. It has 
been identified only 83 numbers that are recursive primes. Among them 5 pairs of twin primes have been found. 
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Smarandache Sequence of Happy Cube Numbers 

Muneer lebreel, SS-Math-Hebron, UNRWA 
Field Education Officer, Box 19149 

Jerusalem, Israel 

Abstract: I have studied the Smarandache Happy Cube Numbers and I have got 
some interesting results and facts . I have discovered some open problems a bout the 
Happy Cube and Smarandache Happy Cube Numbers. 

Keywords: Fixed Happy Cube Number (FHCN) ,Cyclic Happy Cube Number 
(CHCN), Consecutive fixed happy cube numbers, General Happy Cube 
Numbers(GHCN), Happy numbers, Fibonacci numbers, Lucas numbers, Pell 
numbers, Smarandache Fixed Happy Cube Numbers (SFHCN), Reversed 
Smarandache Fixed Happy Cube Numbers(RSFHCN), Smarandache Cyclic Happy 
Cube Numbers (SCHCN), Reversed Smarandache Cyclic Happy Cube 
Numbers(RSCHCN), Smarandache General Smarandache Happy Cube 
Numbers(SGHCN), ), Reversed Smarandache General Smarandache Happy Cube 
Numbers(RSGHCN) 

Detinition1 : A positive integer is called Fixed _Happy Cube Numbers (FHCN) in 
case, if you are cubing its digits and adding them together one time you got the same 
number. 

For example, 370 = 33 + i + 03
, and, 371 = 33 + 73 + 13 ,it follows that 370 

and 371 are both considered as Fixed Happy Cube Numbers (FHCN). 

While it's worth notably that any permutation of the digits of the(FHCN) doesn't 
end with the same .integer e.g. 730 f. 33 + i + 03 

. In this case, the integer called 
unhappy cube . 

So the proposed sequence of the FHCN, is FHCN= { 1,153,370, 37l,407 , .. , }. 

Open Problems needing answers 

1. Is the sequence of the proposed FHCN finite or intinite ? 

2. If it is infinite, what is the next number of 407 ? 

3. Wh,:t.t is the density of FHCN ? 

4. Is there any ,sequence of FHCN following a definite mathematical patterns? 

5. How many primes are there in FHCN? 

6. Is there FHCN and Happy Number at the same time? 
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7. Is there relations between FHCN and the following numbers :Happy Numbers, 
Fibonacci Numbers J Lucas Numbers J and Pell Numbers? 

8. What about other bases or higher powers of FHCN? 

9. We have 370 , and 371 consecutive FHCN, are there other consecutive 
FHCN? 

Smarandache Fixed Happy Cube Number ( SFHCN ) 

Definition2 : Smarandache Fixed Happy Cube Number ( SFHCN ) is the number 
formed from FHCN , as a result: 

SFHCN = { I, 1153 , 1153370, 1153370371 , 1153370371407 , ... }. 

Note the following observations: 

1. 1153 is a prime number. 

2. 1153370 is happy number (Because 12 +12 +52 +32 +32 +72+02 -> 92 +42 

_> 92 +72 _> 12 +3 2 +02 _> 12 +02 -> 1 . 
3. 1153370371407 . if we are squaring the digits and adding them together we 

get the number 153 i.e. FHCN. 

Open Problems needing answers 

I) How many prime numbers are there in SFHCN ? 

2) How many SFHCN and Happy Numbers are there at the same time? 

3) Is there a relationship between SFHCN and FHCN numbers? 

4) Are there consecutive SFHCN? 

Reversed Smarandache Fixed Happy Cube Number (RSFHCN) 

Definition3 : Reversed Smarandache Fixed Happy Cube Number ( RSFHCN ) is the 
number formed from SFHCN , as a result: 
RSFHCN = { 1,1531 ,3701531 ,3713701531 ,4073713701531, ... }. 

Note the following observations: 
1. 1531" and 3713701531 are bothe prime- RSFHCN . 

2. 3701531 is happy - RSFHCN . 

Open Problems needing answers 

1) How many prime numbers are there in RSFHCN ? 

2) How many RSFHCN and Happy Number are there at the same time? 
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3) Is there a relationship between RSFHCN and SFHCN ? 

4) Are there consecutive RSFHCN? 

Definition4 : A positive integer is called Cyclic Happy Cube Numbers (CHCN), in 
case, if you are cubing its digits and adding them together many times you got the same number. 

For example , 160 -> 13 +63 +03 ->217->23 + 13 +i -> 
352 _>33 + 53 +23 -> 160 . So 160 is cyclic happy cube numbers. 

Consequently the proposed CHCN,is CHCN= { 55, 133 , 136 ,160,217 ,244, 250,352,919,1459, ... }. 
Note that the numbers 919, and 1459 are prime numbers ,and the number 55 is 
Fibonacci number. 

Open Problems needing answers 

1) Is the sequence of the proposed CHCN finite or infinite? 

2) What is the next number of 1459 ? If exist! 

3) What is the density of CHCN ? 

4) Are there any sequence of CHCN following a definite mathematical patterns? 

5) How many primes are there in CHCN? 

6) Is there CHCN and Happy Number at the same time? 
, 

7) Is there a relations between CHCN and the following numbers: Happy 
Numbers J Fibonacci Numbers, Lucas Numbers, and Pel! Numbers? 

8) What about other bases or higher powers of CHCN? 

9) Are there CHeN, 2, 3,4,5 , ... etc, consecutive CHCN? 
Smarandache Cyclic Happy Cube Number ( SCHCN) 

Definition5 : Smarandache Cyclic Happy Cube Number ( SCHCN ) is the number 
formed from CHCN , 
hence SCHCN = {55, 55133,55133136,55133136160, ... }. 

Open Problems needing answers 

1. How many prime numbers are there in SCHCN ? 

2. How many SCHCN and Happy Number are there at the same time? 

3. Is there a relation between SCHCN and CHCN? 
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4. Are there consecutive SCHCN? 

5. What is the density of SCHCN ? 

6. Is there any sequence of SCHCN following a definite mathematical patterns? 

7. How many prime numbers are there in SCHCN? 

8. Is there SCHCN and Happy Number at the same time? 

9. Is there a relation between SCHCN and the following numbers: Happy 
Numbers J Fibonacci Numbers J Lucas Numbers J and Pell Numbers? 

10. What about other bases or higher powers of SCHCN? 

11. Are there SCHCN, 2, 3,4,5 , ... etc, consecutive SCHCN? 

Reversed Smarandache Cyclic Happy Cube Number ( RSCHCN ) 

Definition6 : Reversed Smarandache Cyclic Happy Cube Number ( RSCHCN ) is the 
number formed from SCHCN , 
Consequently, RSCHCN == { 55,13355,13613355 ,16013613355, .. , }. 

Open Problems needing answers 

1. How many prime numbers are there in RSCHCN ? 

2. How many RSCHCN and Happy Number are there at the same time? 

3. Is there a relation between RSCHCN and CHCN ? 

4. Are there consecutive RSCHCN? 

5. What is the density ofRSCHCN ? 

6. Is there any sequence of RSCHCN following a definite mathematical 
patterns? 

7. How many prime numbers are there in RSCHCN? 

8. Are,there RSCHCN and Happy Number at the same time? 

9. Is there a relation between RSCHCN and the following numbers: Happy 
Numbers J Fibonacci Numbers, Lucas Numbers, and Pell Numbers? 

10. What about other bases or higher powers ofRSCHCN? 

11. Are there RSCHCN, 2, 3,4,5 , ... etc, consecutive RSCHCN? 
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Definition 7: If there are union between the set of the (FHCN) and (CHCN) , We 
will get the Genera/ Happy Cube Numbers (GHCN), namely; 
GHCN={ 1, 55,133,136,153,160,217,244,250,352,370,371 ,407,919, 1459, ... }. 
Definition 8 :Smarandache Genera/ Happy Cube Numbers ,formed from GHCN i.e. 
SOH CN = { 1 , 1 55, 155 133, 1 55133 136, 155 1 136153, ... } . 
Definition 9 : Reversed Smarandache General Happy Cube Numbers, which formed 
from SGHCN , i.e. 
RS G H CN = { 1,55 1 , 1 1 , 136133551 ,16 ° 1531361 1 , ... } . 
All the above opened questions need answers. 
Curious notes: 

1) The digit 8 doesn't appear. So is there happy cube number has in its digits the 
digit 87, or as I think it is impossible! 

2) The sum of the digits of any General Happy Cube Number follows the 
pattern { 1, 10,7,10,9,7,10,10,7,10,10,11,9,19,19, ... }. 

Acknowledgment: The author is grateful for Mr. Akram lawabreh. 
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ON THE DIVISOR PRODUCT SEQUENCES 

ZHU WEIYI 

College of Mathematics, Physics and Information 
Science, Zhejiang Normal University 

Jinhua, Zhejiang, P.R.China 

ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic property of 
the divisor product sequences, and obtain two interesting asymptotic formulas. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

A natural number a is called a divisor product of n if it is the product of all 

positive divisors of n. vVe write it as Pd(n), it is easily to prove that Pd(n) = n 
where d(n) is the divisor function. We can also define the proper divisor product 
of n as the product of all positive divisors of n but n, we denote it by Pd(n), and 

() 
d.( 1'1.) 1 ( ) Pd n = n-:z-- , It is clear that the Pd n sequences is 

1,2,3,8,5,36,7,64,27,100,11,1728,13,196,225"" ; 

The Pd( n) sequences is 

1,1,1,2,1,6, 1,8,3, 10,1,144,1,14,15,64,1,324,1,1,400,21,···. 

In reference [1], Professor F, Smarandache asked us to study the properties 
of these two sequences. About these problems, it seems that none had studied 
them before. In this paper, we use the analytic methods to study the asymptotic 
properties of these sequences, and obtain two interesting asymptotic formulas. That 
is, we shall prove the following two Theorems. 

Theorem 1. For' any real number x ;::: 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

1 1 
2:p-( ) =lnlnx+C1+O(-ln ) 
< d n x 

n_x 

where C1 is a constant. 

Theorem 2. For any real number x ;::: 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

, 1 Inlnx 2: 7r(x) + (lnlnx)2 + B lnlnx + C2 + 0(-1-)' 
Pd(n) nx 

n:S;x· 

where 7r( x) is the number of all primes ::s; x , Band C2 are constants. 

Key words and phmses. Divisor products of ni Proper divisor products of n i Asymptotic 
formula .. 
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2. SOME LEMMAS 

To complete the proof of the theorems, we need following several lemmas. 

Lemma 1. For any real number x ~ 2, there is a constant A such that 

1 1 
2:-=lnlnx+A+O(-). 
< 

p lnx 
P x 

Proof. See Theorem 4.12 of reference [2]. 

Lemma 2. Let x ~ 2, then we have 

"" lnp 1 6- =lnx+C+O(-). 
Psx 

p lnx 

where C is constant. 

Proof. See reference [4]. 

Lemma 3. Let x ;::: 4, p and q are primes. Then we have the asymptotic formula 

"" 1 2 mInx L = (Inmx) +AInlnx + C3 + 0(--), 
pq~x pq mx 

where A and C3 are constants. 

Proof. From Lemma' 1 and Lemma 2 we have 

( 

2 

1 1 1 1 2: =22:-2:-- 2:-
pg P '" g P pq$x p$v'X q$. P$v'X) 

= 2 2: ~ (InInX + InCl ln p ) + A + 0(_1_)) mx lnx 

_ (Inlnx + A -In 2 + 0(_1_)) 2 
lux 

~ 2 '" ~ (In In x _ (In p + 1 (In p ) 2 + ~ ( In p ) 3 + .. . 1 (In p y~ + . ,. ) ) 
6 p In x 2 In x 3 In x n In x 

psfi' 

+ 2A ~ ~ + O(lnInx) (lnlnx + A -ln2 + 0(_1_))2 
6 p lnx Inx 
psfi 

2 In In x = (lnInx) + 2Alnlnx + C3 + O( 
lnx 

This proves Lemma 3. 145 



3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorems. First we prove 
Theorem 2. Note that the definition of Pd(n), we can separate n into four parts 
according to d(n) = 2,3,4 or d(n) 2: 5. 

1 
2 , 
3, 

d(n) =, 4, 

2: 5, 

if n = p, Pd(n) 1; 

if n p2, Pd ( n) = P; 

ifn=PiPj or n p3; Pd(n) 
den) 

others, Pd(n) = n~-1. 

Then by Lemma 1) 2 and 3 we have 

1 1 1 1 
"-="1+" -+"'-+"'-+ 6 Pd(n) L G PiP' ~ P ~ p3 
n::Sx p::Sx PiPj::SX J p 2 ::Sx pJ $x n::Sx,d(n)~5 

1 
-1 

Inlnx 
= 7r(X) + (lnlnx)2 + 2Alnln~c + C3 + 0(--) + lnlnx + A~ 

, lnx 

In2+0(~11 )+C4+0(~)+C5+0( ~) 
nx X3 yX 

2 In In x 
= 7r(x) + (lnlnx) + B lnlnx + C2 + O( 

X 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Similarly, we can also prove Theorem L Note that the definition of Pd(n), we 

have 

1 

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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ON THE CUBIC RESIDUES NUMBERS 

AND k~POWER COMPLEMENT NUMBERS 

ZHANG TIANPING 

Department of Mathematics, Northwest University 
Xi'an,Shaanxi, P.R. China 

ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic property of 
the the cubic residues and k-power complement numbers (where k 2: 2 is a fixed 
integer), and obtain some interesting asymptotic formulas. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

Let a natural number n = p~l . p~2 .... p~ r , then a3 (n) := pft . pg2 .... pit is called 
a cubic-power residues number, where f3i := min(2, C¥i), 1 ::; i ::; T; Also let k ~ 2 is 
a fixed integer, if bkCn) is the smallest integer that makes nbk(n) a perfect k-power, 
we call bk(n) as a k-power complement number. In problem 54 and 29 of reference 
[1], Professor F. Srnarandache asked us to study the properties of the cubic residues 
numbers and k-power complement numbers sequences. By theln we can define a 
new number sequences a3(n)bk (n). In this paper, we use the analytic method to 
study the asymptotic properties of this new sequences, and obtain some interesting 
asymptotic formulas., That is, we shall prove the following four Theorems. 

Theorem 1. For any real number x 2: I, we have the asymptotic formula 

5x
k+1 

( 1 ) L a3(n)bk (n) = (k + 1)7[2 R(k + 1) + 0 xk+:r+
e 

, 

n:5x 

where E: denotes any fixed positive number, and 

R(k + 1) = II. (1 + 7 p36 + p ) 
p +p p-1 

p 

if k = 2 and 

( 

k k-j+3 k k-j+3 ) 

R(k + 1) = ~r 1 + ~ (P: l)p(Hl)i + t; (P + 1) (P(k!') (Hi) _ p(k+l)j) 

if k 2.:: 3. 

Key words and phrases. cubic residues numbers; k~power complement numbers; Asymptotic 
formula; Arithmetic function. 
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Theorem 2. Let r.p( n) is the Euler function. Then for any real number x ?:: 1, we 
have the asymptotic formula 

6Xk +1 
1 ) 

LCP(a3(n)bk (n)) = (k+1)7r 2R*(k+1) +0 (X
k
+2 +e 

n::;x 

where 

R* k + 1 = 1 + P - --( 
2+1 1 ) ( ) IT p6 + 2p5 + 2p4 + 2p3 + 2p2 + 2p + 1 p2 + p 

p 

if k = 2, and 

R*(k+l) = 1] (1 -

if k ;;::: 3. 

P -p p-p 1 k k-J'+3 k-J" +2 k k-J" +3 k-J'+2 ) 

+ p + ~ (p + l)pCk+l)j + ~ (p + l)(pCk+l)Ck+j ) _ pCk+1)j) 

Theorem 3. Let ex> 0, O"a(n) = L da . Then for any real number:;;?:: 1, we have 
din 

the asymptotic formula 

6x
ka

+
1 (1 ) I: O"a(a3(n)bk(n)) = (ka + 1)7r2R(ka + 1) + 0 Xka+:i+

e 
, 

n~x 

where 

( 
p (pa + 1 (p3a _1)p2a+l + p4a - 1 )) 

R(ka + 1) = IT 1 + p + 1 p2a+l + (p3(2a+l) _ p2a+l) (pa _ 1) 
p 

if k = 2, and 

( 

pka+l _ p k p(k-j+3)a+1 p 

R(ket + 1) = 1], 1 + (p + 1) (pa _ l)pka+1 + ~ (p + l)(pa _ l)pCka+l)j 

k p(k-i+3 )a+l _ P ) 

+ ~ (p +- l)(pa - l)(pCk+j)(ka+l) p(ka+1)j) 

if k ?:: 3. 

Theorem 4. Let d( n) denotes Dirichlet divisor function. Then for any real number 
x ?:: 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

L d(a3(n)bk(n)) = :~R(l)' f(logx) + 0 (xt+e) J 

n::;x 

where fry) is a polynomial of y with degree k. and 

R(l) - IT (1 p3 (3P + 4 3 1 )) 
- + (p + 1) 3 p3 + p - p2 - p3 

p 

if k = 2, and 

( 

k (k - J" + 3 (k~l)) pk-i+1 k. ) R 3 k-J+3 1 
(1) = IT 1 + ?= (p + l)k+l + ?= (p + l)k+l(pi-l _ pi-k-l) - (p + l)k+l 

p )=2 3=1 

if k ?: 3. 148 



2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorems. Let 

From the Euler product formula [2] and the definition of a3(n) and bk(n) we have 

f(8) = IT (1 + aa(p)bk(p) + a3(p2)bk(p2)) + ... ) 
p::1 p2s 

P 

= IT (1+ pS~2 +p\;s + P (1- ~-2S)) 
p 

(( S - k) IT ( pS + p ) 
= ((2(8 - k)) 1 + (ps-2 + 1) (p2s - 1) 

p 

if k 2:: 3. 
Obviously, we have inequality 

where a > k + 1 is the real part of s. So by Perron formula [3J 

L am(n)bk(n) = ~ rb
+

iT 
f(s + so) x

8 

ds + 0 (xb B(b + (To)) 
n SO 21,'ff ) b-iT 8 T 

n:$x '. 

+ 0 (x1
-

UO H(2x) min(l, lO~X)) + 0 (x- uo H(N) min(l, 11:11)) , 

where N is the nearest integer to X, Ilxll = Ix - NI. Taking So = 0, b k + 2, 
T = x~, H(x) x 2

, B(a) = a-k-ll we have 



where 

if k = 2; 

R(8) = 

(

Ie s-j+2 k s-j+2 ) IJ 1 + f; (p'~k + 1)p-i' + j; (p,-k + ~(p(k+j)S - pi') 
if k ;::: 3. 

To estinlate the main term 

1 l k+
2
+

iT ((8 - k) x S 

-2' ((2( k)) R(8)-d8 + O(xk+~+e)) 
Hr k+2-iT 8 - 8 

we move the integral line from s k + 2 ± iT to 8 = k + ~ ± iT. This time, the 
function 

((s k)x S 

1(8) = ((2(8 _ k))8 R (S) 

have a simple pole point at s = k + 1 with residue (k~:;;(2) R(k + 1). So we have 

1 (l k +2+iT lk+~+iT l k+!-iT j"k+2-iT) ((8 - k)x.'i 
-.- + + + R(8)ds 
2'l7r k+2-iT k+2+iT k+~+iT k+~-iT ((2(s - k))s 

x k +1 

= (k + 1)((2) R(k + 1). 

We can easy get the estimate 

1 (J.k+~+iT l k+
2

-
iT

) ((8 - k)xS 

-. + R(8)ds 
27r'l k+2+iT k+~-iT ((2(s - k))s 

l
k+2 1 ((cr - k + iT) x21 xk+2 1 

~ k+~ ((2(a k + iT)) R(s)T dO'« -r = Xk+2; 

and 

1 lk+~-iT ((8 - k)xS iT ((1/2 + it) xk+! ----R(s)ds « dt« xk+~+g, 
27ri k+!+iT ((2(s - k))s 0 ((1 + 2it) t 

2 

Note that ((2) = ~ , from the above we have 

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let 

12(S) = ~ O'a(a3(n)bk (n)) , 
6 nS 
n=l 
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From the Euler product formula [2) and the definition of rp(n), O"o:(n) and d(n), we 
also have 

p8~') ) 
if k = 2, and 

( 

11k pk- j +2 _ k k-j+2 k-j+l) his) = 1] 1 + - ps-k+l + ~ + ~ P p(k+j)s ~ ~s 
((8 - k) ( 1 k ps-j+2 _ ps-j+l k ps-j+2 ps-j+l ) = ((2(8 - k)) 1] 1 - p'-k+l + P + f; (ps-k + l)~s + f;, (p,-k + l)(p(k+j)s - ~s) 

if k ? 3. 

((8 - 2a) IT ( ___ (po: + 1 (p3o: - l)pS + p4o: - 1)) 12(8) = ((2(8 _ 2a)) 1 + + 1 ps- + (p3s p8)(pO: - 1) p 

if k = 2, and 

((8 - ka) ( ps _ ps-ko: k p(3- j )o:+s _ ps-ko: 
his) = ((2(s - ka)) 1] 1 + (ps-k" + l)(P" -l)p' + ~ (p,-k" + 1)(P" - l)~' 

k - p(3- j )o:+s _ ps-ko: ) 

+ ~ (ps-k" + l)(p" _ 1)(P(k+i)8 _ ~s) 
if k ? 3. 

if k = 2, and 



if k 2:: 3. 
By Perron formula [3] and the method of proving Theorem I} we can obtain 

the other results. Generally we can use the same method to study the asymptotic 
properties of the number sequences am (n) b Ie (n) (where m, k 2:: 2 are fixe.d integers), 
and obtain some interesting asymptotic formulas. 
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A CONJECTURE CONCEI{NING THE 
SMARANDACHE DUAL FUNCl'ION 

Maohua Le 
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Abstract: In this paper we verity a cof0ecture concernIng the 
SInarandache dual function. 

Key \vords: Slnarandache dual function; factorial; gap of prin1es 

For any positive integers n, let S*(n) denote the greatest positive 
integer m such that n = 0 (lnod In!). Then S*(n) is called the 
Slnarandache dual function. In [2J, Sandos conjectured that 

. ,. 
S ((2k-l )!(2k+ 1 )!)=q-l, (1) 

Where k is a positive integer, q is the first prin1e follovving 2k+ 1. In this 
paper we prove the following result. 

Theorem. (1) holds for any positive integer k. 
Proof. Since q is a prilne vvith q 2k+ 1, we have 

(2k - 1 )! (2 k + I)! ¢ U (In od q). (2) 
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(No.O 11781) and the Natural Science Foundation of the Education 
Departlnent of Guangdong Province (No.O 161). 
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It ilnplies that S· ((2k 1) (2k + 1)1) S; q -1. Further, since q is the least 
prilne vvith q >2k+ 1, by Belirand Postulate (see [1, TheorelTI 418]), we . 
have 

q 2(2k+ 1). 

Hence, by (3), any prilne divisor p of q-1 satisfies 

p S; 2k-1. 

(3) 

(4) 
For any positive integer a and any prilne p, let ordp a denote the 

order of p in Q. It is a well known fact that 

ordpn!= ~[~J, (5) 
r=l P 

where [x] is the Gauss function of x. We now suppose that 
S· ((2k --1)1 (2k + 1 )!)<q -1 . Then there exists a prilne p suen that 

ordp(2k-l ) 1 +ordp (2k+ I)! ordp( q-l)!. (6) 
Hence, by (5) and (6), we get 

[ 2:~ 1 J + [ 2:~ 1 J<[ qp~ 1 J 
for a suitable positive integer r. From (7), \ve get 

,[2k~ll+12k~lJ+l ~[Lf 1 
.PJLP pJ 

(8) 

whence we obtain 

4k<q-1. (8) 
It follows that q 2 4k + 2, a contradiction with (3). Thus, we get 
s* ((2k -1) (2k + 1)1) = q -1 . The theoreln is proved. 
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A NOTE ON THE 29-TH SMARANDACHE'S PROBLEM* 

LIU HONGYAN1 AND Lou YUANBING2 

1 Department of Mathematics, Xi'an University of Technology 
Xi'an, Shaanxi, P.R.China 

2 Department of Mathematics and Physics, Tibet University 
Lasa, Tibet, P.R. China 

ABSTRACT. Let n be a positive integer, ak( n) be the k-th complement number of n. 
In this paper, we study the mean value properties of the k-th complement number 
sequences, and give an interesting asymptotic formula. 

Cla.s.sification Number: llB3711B39 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For any positive integer n to find the smallest integer ak{n) such that nak(n) is 
a perfect k-power(k 2:: 2), we define that ak(n) is the k-th complement number of 
n. Let n = pfl p~2 ... pc:nm , then ak (n) pfl pg2 ... rm711 1 where Qi + f3i == O( modk) 
and f3i < k, i = 1,2" .. ,m. In problem 29 of [1], Professor F.Smarandach asked us 
to study the properties of the k-th complement number sequences. In this paper, 
we use the analytic methods to study the mean value properties of this sequences, 
and give an interesting asymptotic formula. That is, we shall prove the following: 

Theorem. For any positive n7J,mber x > I, we have the asymptotic formula , 

"""" d ( ak ( n) ) 1 ( 1 + ) ~ kXk g(k) + 0 xTk E: , 
nSx ¢(ak(n» 

where g(k) ~---- + ... + k 1 , d(n) k 1 . 2 ] 
~C T."'-U(p _ 1) P-k (p - 1) 

is the Dirichlet divisor junction, ¢(n) is Euler junction, e is any fixed positive 
number. 

Especially taking k = 2, we have 

Corollary. For any positive number x > 1, we have the asymptot-ic formula 

'" d(a2(n» _ t II ( 2) ( t+E:) ~ ¢( a2 (n») - 2x p 1 + v'P(p _ 1) + 0 x . 

Key words and phrases. complement number; mean value properties; asymptotic formula.. 
* This work is supported by the N.S.F. and the P.S.F. of P.R. China.. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorem. Let 

From the Euler product formula [2J and the definition of ak(n) we have 

where «(a) is Riemann-zeta function. Taking b = t + lO;X' T = 
formula [31 we have 

, then by Perron 

L d(a/;;(n)) = ~ rb+iT 
f(a)x

s 
da + 0 (xb) + 0 (xtl09X) 

¢(ak(n» 27f2 Jb-iT a T T 
n$x 

1 lb
+

iT 
X

S 

=: f(a)-ds + 0 (xfi;+e) . 
27ft b-iT a 

Taking a = lk + lo~x' we have 

~ ( [b+iT + ra
+

iT 
+ la-iT + l b

-
iT

) = Res [1(a) x
s

, ~l 
27f2 Jb:iT Jb+iT . a+iT a-iT S k 

= kxt IT [1 + k + k 1 + " . + 2 ] 
p p1;+k-2(p 1) (p - 1) P "''k 1 (p - 1) . 

Note that the estimate 
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1 lb
-

iT 
X

S 

-. 1(8)- ~ 
21n a-iT 8 

and 
1 I b+iT 

X
S x1;+C: 

. 1(8)« -T « 
27f~ a+iT 8 

we have 

Tills completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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ON THE k-FULL NUMBER SEQUENCES 

Xu ZHEFENG 

Department of Mathematics, Northwest University 
Xi'an, Shaanxi, P.R.China 

ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper.is to study the asymptotic property 
of the k-full numbers (where k ~ 2 is a fixed integer), and obtain some interesting 
asymptotic formulas. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

Let k 2 2 is a fixed integer, a natural number n is called a k-power free number 
if pk f n for any prime p. If pin implies pk I n, we call n as a k-full number. 
In problem 31 of reference [1], Professor F. Smarandache asked us to study the 
properties of the k-power free number sequences. It is clear that there are some 
close relations between k-power free number sequences and k-full number sequences. 
In this paper, we use the analytic method to study the asymptotic properties of 
k-full number sequences, and obtain some interesting asymptotic formulas. That 
is, we shall prove the following six Theorems. 

Theorem 1. For any real number x 2:: 1) we have the asymptotic formula 

6k ·x1+t ( 1 
""' n - II 1 + ------,--
~ - (k + 1)7T2 (p+ 1) 
nEA P 
n:S;x 

( where E denotes any fixed positive number. 

Theorem 2. Let tp(n) is the Euler Junction. Then Jor any real number x 2:: 1, we 
have the ~symptotic JorrmLla 

Key words and phrases. k-full number; Asymptotic formula; Arithmetic function. This 
work is supported by the N.S.F.(10271093) and P.N.S.F of P.R.China. 
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Theorem 3. Let ex > 0) (J" a (n) L dO. Then jor any real number x ~ 1, we have 
din 

the asymptotic jO'ffiwla 

Theorem 4. Let d( n) denotes Dirichlet divisor function. Then for any real number 
x ~ 1) we have the asymptotic jormula 

~ d(n) = IT 1 + ~ 2 ~ . f (log x) 
6k . xt ( (2pfc - 1) L:~~l (k~l)pk+l-i - kpk+i) 

L-.t 7r2 , ( + l)k+l( t 1)2 nEA p p p 

where f (y) is a polynomial of y with degree k. 

Theorem 5. For any real number x ;;::: I} we have the asymptotic formula 

nEA 
n:S;x 

where m is any fixed integer, (m, n) denotes greatest common divisor of m and n. 

Theorem 6. For any real number x 2 I, we have the asymptotic formula 

L (J"a((m, n)) = 6k· xt IT (1 + 1 1 ) IT (1 + (Jf3 - ~-1) pt) 
nEA pfm (p + 1) (pi< - 1) ptlilm p(pi< 1) 
n:S;x ~~k 

x IT (1+ I:p-t (pi - pi-i) + (pIlr-
i

) pt) IT (-p-) + 0 (x..ft;:+e) . 
, p(pk - 1) P + 1 pf3llm, 1.=k plm. 

~>k 

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we shall cornplete the proof of the Theorems. For conveniently 
we define a new number theory function a(n) as follows: 

{

I, 

a(n) = n, 

0, 

ifn = 1; 

if n is a k-full number 

if n is not a k-full number 
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It is clear that 
Ln= La(n). 
nEA n:Sx 
n:Sx 

Let 

From the Euler product formula [2] and the definition of a(n) we have 

( 
a(pk) a(pk+l) ) 

l(s) = IT 1 + T- + p(k+l)s + ... 
p 

( 
1 1 

= 1] 1 + pk(s-l) 1 -

= IT (1 + pk(;-l») IT (1 + (Pk(,-l) + :)(PS-l - 1)) 
p p 

((k(s-l)) ( 1 ) 
= ((2k(s - 1)) IT 1 + (ph(S-l) + l)(ps-l - 1) , 

p 

where ((s) is Riemann zeta function. Obviously, we have inequality 

la(n)1 ~ n, L~ a(n) 1 
~- <--~ 
n a a 1-

n=l 

where a > 1 - te is t~e real part of s. So by Perron formula [3] 

'" a(n) 1 l b
+

iT 
f( ) X

S 

d .0 (xb B(b + a o)) L.; -- = . s + So - S + 
nBQ 2~7r b-iT S T 

n:Sx 

( 
. log x ) ( . x) + 0 Xl-ao H(2x) IDln(l, T) + 0 X-aD H(N) mln(l, n;TI) , 

where N is the nearest integer to x, Ilxll = Ix - NI. Taking So = 0, b = 2 + te, 
T = xl+:h- 1 H(x) X, B(a) a-{_l' we have 

k 

1 12+i +iT ((k(s - 1)) X
S 

t 'L a(n) = -,- R(s)-ds + O(x1+n +e
), 

2~1T 2+.!.-iT ((2k(s - 1)) s 
n:Sx, k 

where 

( 1 ) R s = 1 + . () IT (ph (s -1) + 1) (ps -1 - 1) 
p 

To estimate the main term 

1 12+t +iT ((k(s - l))x S 

- R(s)ds, 
2i7r 2+t-iT ((2k(s - 1))s 
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we move the integral line frorn 8 = 2 + ~ ± iT to s 1 + A ± iT. This time, the 
function 

l(s) = ((k(s - l))x.'1 R(s) 
((2k(s - l))s 

have a simple pole point at s = 1 + ~ with residue (k~~;(~2) R(l + ~). So we have 

- + + + R(s)ds 
1 (12+t +iT 11+2\+iT /,1+2\ -iT /,2+t-iT) ((k(s - l))x.'1 

2i7f 2+i-iT 2+t+iT l+;h-+iT l+dk-iT ((2k(s - 1))8 

k· x
1
+i ( 1) 

1 + 1 • 

+ IJ (p + l)(pli -1) 

'rVe can easy get the estinlate 

1 (11+21k+iT /,2+~-iT) ((k(s - l))x" 
- + R(s)ds 
27fi 2+t+iT l+if-iT ((2k(s - 1))8 

r2+f. ((k(O' - 1 + iT)) X2+t 
«)1+-1- ((2k(0' - 1 + iT))R(s)---;y- dO'« ---;y- = x

1
+

dk 
2k 

and 

1 1,1+ h -iT ((k(8 l))x.'1 j'T ((1/2 + ikt) x 1+ik 1 
-. R(s)ds « dt« X 1+2k +e:. 
27ft, l+A +iT ((2k(s - 2))s 0 ((1 + 2ikt) t 

Note that ((2) = , from the above we have 

I: 11, - 6k . II (1 + 1 ) + 0 (x1+ 2
1
k +e:) 

nEA - (k + 1)7f2 
p (p + l)(pt - 1) . 

n:::;x 

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let 

11(8) = ~ VJ(n) , 
~ 11,.'1 
n=l 
nEA 

14(8) = ~ 0"0: ((m, 11,)), 
~ 11,.'1 
n=l 
nEA 

15(8) = ~ cp((m, 11,)). 
~ 11," 
n=l 
nEA 

From the Euler product formula [2] and the definition of cp(n), 0"0;(11,) and d(n), we 
also have 

1 (s) = II (1 + cp(pk) + cp(pk+l) + ... ) = II (1 + r.p(pk) ( 1 )) 
1 pk.'1 p(k+l)s pks 1 - --1::--

p p pS 1 

((k(8 - 1)) II ( p - p.'1-1 ) 
- 1 + . 
- ((2k(8 - 1)) (pk(s-l) + l)(ps - p) , 
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and 

(( k 8 ) (pkS) ( 1 ) 
15(8) = ((2ks) II pks + 1 II 1 + (pk~ + l)(ps - 1) 

plm pfm 

( 
_B _B-1) (,8-1 i i-I ,8 _B-1) 

X 1+ V -V 1+ P -p + p V II pks (1 _ ~) II ?= pis pks (1 _ ~) . 
p.8llm P p!3llm ~=k P 

,8Sk .B>k 

By Perron formula [3] and the method of proving Theorem 1, we can obtain the 
other results. 
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A NOTE ON THE 57-TH SMARANDACHE'S PROBLETvI 

1. 

2. 

LIU HONGYAN AND ZHANG WENPENG 
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Xi'an, Shaan.xi, P.R.China 

of Nlathematics, Xi'an University of Technology 
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ABSTRACT. For any integer n, let TI be the positive such that: the 
set {I, 2,· " rl} can be partitioned into n classes such that no class contains HW·~F.'-' '"' 
X, y, z with ;L·Y = z, let r2 be the positive such that: the set {I, 2" " , 
can be partitioned into n classes such that no class contains integers x, y, z with 
x + y z. In this paper, we use the methods to give two sharp lower 
bound estimates for rl and T2. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For any positive integer n, rl be a positive such that: set 
{I, 2,'" ,rl} can be partitioned into n classes such that no class contains integers 
x, y, z with xY z. In (1], Schur asks us to find the maxilnum TI, and there is the 
same question when no can be the sum of another of its About 
these problems, it appears that no one had studied them , at least, we have not 
seen such a paper before. These problems are interesting because it can help us 
to study SOlne ilnportant partition problem. In this paper, we use the elernentary 
methods to study Schur'p problenl and give two sharp lower bound estirnates for rl 
and r2. That is, we shall prove the following: 

Theorem 1. For s'lljJicientiy large n, let 11 be a positive 'integer s'uch that: 
the set {I; 2" .. ,rl} can be partit'ioned into n classes such that no class contains 
integers x, y, z with x Y = z. For any 'lnteger m with rn :s; n + I, we ha:ue the estimate . 

Theorem 2. For svificiently larye integer n wi.th n 2:: 3, let r2 be a positive integer 
such that: the set {I, 2, ... ,r2} can be partitioned into n classes such that no class 
contains integers x! y} z with x + y = z. We ha've the estimate 

Key words and phrases. Smarandache's problem; Partition; Lower bound .. * This work is supported by N.S.F.(10271093) and P.N.S.F. of P.R.China 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we cOlnplete the of the 
First let T1 n m +1 and partition the set {I, 2"" ,T1} 

Class 1: 1, n + 1, 71 + 2, 

Class 2: 2, u m + 1, 71m +2, 
Class 3: 3, 2nm + 1, 2nm + 2, 

Class k: k, (lc l)71m + 1, (k l)nm + 2, 

Class n: n, (n l)71m + I, ( 1) m 1 'J n - n 1-, 

271m . 

3 'm n . 

k71m. 

It is clear k contains no integers x, y, z "vith x Y = z for k = 2,3,4, ... ,n. 
x, y, z E Class k, k = 2,3,4" .. ,n, we have 

or 
x Y 2: k(k-1)nm.+1 > knm 2: z. 

Onthe other hand, when n 2: m 1, we have (71 + 2)(71,+1) > 71m and (n + 1)Cn+2) > 
71m. So Class 1 contains no x, y, z vvith xY = z, if n .2: 7n - l. 

the proof of the Theorem 1. 
T2 = 271,+1 and partition set {I, 2, ... ,T2} into 71 classes as follows: 

Class 1: 1, 

Class 2: 

2, 2n + 2n
-

1 + ... + 2 + 1. 

Class 3: 

Class 4: 

Class k: 

Class' n: 

22 + 2 + I, 23 , 

23 +22 +2+1, 

,)Ic-l I ,)1\;-2 + ... + ') + 1 
~ T'"' ...: 

271,-1 + 2n - 2 + .,. + 2 + 1, 

+ 1, 

24 +1, 

23 + 22 + 2. 

+ 23 + 22 + 2. 

+ ... + 

271,-1 + ... + 22 + 2. 

It is clear that Class k contains no x, y, z vvith x+y = z for k = 3,4" .. ,n. 
In fact for any integers Xl y, Z E Class k, k = 3,4" .. ,71, \ve have 

(2k~1 + 2 k - 2 + ... + 2 + 1) + 2k > 2lc + + .. + +2. 

On the other hand, when n 2: 3, we have (22 + 1) + (i~ + 2) < 271,+1 and 1 + 2 < 
271, + + ... + 2 + 1. Class 1 and Class 2 contain no integers X, y, z with 
x + y = z, if n 2: 3: 

This cOInpletes the proof of the Theorem 2. 
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Diverse Algorithms To Obtain Prime numbers Based 
on the Prime Function of Smarandache 

Sebastian Martin Ru iz 
Avda. de RegIa 43, Chipiona 11550 

Spain 

Abstract: In this article one gives seven formulas, six of the author S. M. 
Ruiz, and one of Azmy Ariff. One also gives their corresponding algorithms 
programmed in MATHEMATICA. 

In the first four formulas all the divisions are integer divisions. 

FORMULA 1: Formula to obtain the nth prime [1], [3]: 

2 (LnlognlH) [ [It [( Ji ) /]] I.] pen) -1+ tt 1- ~ 1+ 2+ 2.~ (0-1)/ s- j/ s) jj In 

ALGORITHM 1: (G is the SmarandachePrimeFunction in all Algorithms) 

DD[iJ:=Sum[QuotientO,k]-Quotient[(i-1 ),k],{k, 1 ,Floor[Sqrt(i]]}] 

G[nj:=Sum(1 +Quotient[(2-2*DDU]),j],~,2,n}] 

P[nj:=1+Sum[1-Quotient[G[k],n],{k,1 ,2*(Floor[n*Log[n]]+1)}] 

Do[Print[P[n]," ",Prime[n]],{n, 1 ,50}] 

FORMULA 2: Formula to obtain the next prime [2], [3]. 

ALGORITHM 2: 

p=lnput["fnput a positive integer number:'1 

OO[iJ:=Sum[Quo~ient[i,j]-Quotient((i-1 ),j), {j,1 ,Floor[Sqrt[i]]}] 

G[ij:=-Quotient[(2-2*OD[i]),i] 

F[mJ:=Product[G[i],{i,p+1,m}] 

S[nJ:=Sum[F[m],{m,n+1,2"'n}] 

Print["nxt(",p,")=",p+ 1+S[p]] 
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FORMULA 3: Formula to obtain the next prime in an arithmetic progression a+dn [4]: 

ALGORITHM 3: Example for the arithmetic progression 5+4n 

a==5 
5 
dd==4 
4 
M==20 
20 
p=5 
5 
DD[i_]:==Sum[Quotient[(a+i*dd) ,j]-Quotient[a+i*dd-l,j], 
{j,l,Sqrt[a+i*dd]}] 
G[i ] :=-Quotient[(2-2*DD[i]), (a+i*dd)] 
F[m-] :==Product[G[i],{i, {p-a)/dd+l,m}] 
S[n_l :=Sum.[F(m], {m, (p-a) /dd+l,M}] 
While [p<a+ (M-l) *dd+l , Print [ "nxt (" I P, ") =" , p+dd+dd*S [p] ] ; 
p==p+dd+dd*S [p] ] 

nxt(5)=13 
nxt(13)=17 
nxt(17)=29 
nxt(29)=37 
nxt(37)=41 
nxt(41)=53 
nxt(53)=61 
nxt(61)=73 
nxt(73)=89 

FORMULA 4: Formula to obtain the next prime in all positive increasing integer 

sequeI?-ce {an L;;;\ :::: {fen) t2:1 . .' 

(G is the same of the previous algorithm 2) 
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ALGORITHM 4: 

Example 1: For an = n 3 + 4 

M=40 
40 
f{ n ~ :=nA 3+4 
f l(p~:=(p-4Y(1I3) 
G[x~:=..Quotient[(2+2*Sum[Quotient[(x-l) ,sj-Quotient{x ,s), {s, 1, Sqrt(x]}]), xl 
NXT[p~:=f[f 1 [p]+l+Swn[Prod uct[G[f[JII,{j , f l[p]+l ,k}], {k, f 1 [p}+l,M}JI 
p=f[l] 
5 
While[p < f{M), (Print[ NXT[p]," ", PrimeQ[NXT(p]]]; P = NXT[p])] 

31 True 
347 True 
733 True 
6863 True 
15629 True 
19687 True 

(It is necessary that f(M) > NXT(p) so that the result is correct.) 

Example 2: For an n 2 + 1 

M=125 
125 
f[n~:=nA2+1 

f l[p~:=Sqrt[p·l] 
G[x~:=-Quotient[(2+2*Sum[Quotient[(x-l) ,s)-Quotient[x ,s], {s, 1, Sqrt(x]}D, xl 
NXTlp~:=f[f 1 [p1+1+Sum[Product[G(fU]],{j ,f l[p)+l ,k}], {k, f 1(p1+1,M}J1 
p=f[IJ : 
2 
While[p < fIM], (print[ NXT[p)," ", PrimeQ[NXT[pIJl; p = NXT[pJ)] 
5 True 
17 True 
37 True 
101 True 
197 True 
257 True 
401 True 
577 True 
677 True 
1297 True 
1601 True 

FORMULA 5: Algorithm to obtain the prime numbers based on Newton's method 
applied to the 'function gamma [3]. 
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(*NEWTONS METIIOD APPLIED TO THE CALCULATION OF PRIME 
NUMBERS *) 

ndiez[s~:=N[s,lO] 
$Post=ndiez 
ndiez 
P={} 
{} 
er-lO."( -5) 
0.00001 
B[ x -,i -,LJ:=(x-l. )/P[[i]]"'j 
EB[x-,i-,LJ:=Floor[B[x,i,j]+er] 
LL[ x _,i~:=Log[P[[i]],x-l.] 
EE[x_,i~:='Floor[LLLx,i]+er] 
S[ x -,i~:=Sum[EB[x,i;j], {j, 1,EE[x,i]}] 
F[x-,n~:=Gd.mma[xJ-Product[(P[[i]])"S[x,i], {i, l,n-l}] 
xx=O. 
O. 
Do[ {xx=xx+25., 
Do(xx=xx-F[xx,i]/ (Gamma[xx]*PolyGamma[O.,xxD 
,{ 175} ],P=Join[p,{xx} ],Print[xx," ",Prime[i]]},{i, 1 ,50}] 

FORMULA 6: Formula to obtain twin primes: 

For odd n > 7, the pair (n, n+2) ofintegers are twin primes if and only if 

where the summation is over odd values of i through} = Lr J. 

AGORITHM 6: Algorithm to check if a given number is part of a 
couple of twin primes (Ruiz-Arift): 

In [1] ;= n = 2000081; If [Sum [Floor [ (n+2) Ii] - Floor [(n+1) Ii] 
+ Floor [p.li] - Floor [ (n-1) Ii] , {i ,1, Floor [n/3] ,2}] 
== 2, "True", "False"] 

Out (1J= True 

FORMULA 7: (Azmy ArifT): If a ?:.O, eo 0 and {e}, e2, ... , ek} is an admissible set of 
positive integers in the open interval (0, n-2), then (n, n+ej, n+e2,'" , n+ek) is a sequence of 
primes if and only if 
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ALGORITHM 7: 

The following example is a non-optimum implementation with a :;: 3 to search for prime 
quadruplets (n, n+2, n+6, n+8) below 10000. 

In[2j:= a=3; n=10000; e={O, 2,6, 8}; 

REFERENCES: 

Do[If[Sum[i"'a Floor [ (j + e[ [k]]) /i], {k, Length[e]}, ti, 
j } ] 

== Length [e] + j '" a + Sum [i '" a Floor [ (j + e [ [k]] - 1) / i J , 
{k, Length[e]},{i, j}], Print[Table[j+e[[k]], 
{ k I Length [ e] }] ] ] , { j ,n} ] 

{5,7,11,13} 

{ll, 13, 17, 19} 

{101, 103, 107, 109} 

{191, 193, 197, 199} 

{821, 823, 827, 829} 

{1481, 1483, 1487, 1489} 

{1871, 1873, 1877, 1879} 

{2081, 2083, 2087, 2089} 

{3251, 3253, 3257, 3259} 

{3461, 3463,3467, 3469} 

{5651, 5653, 5657, 5659} 

{9431, 9433, 9437, 9439} 

[1] S M Ruiz. The General Term of the Prime Number Sequence and the 
Smarandache prime function. SMARANDACHE NOTIONS JOURNAL vol 11 nO 
1-2-3 Spring 2000 
page 59 

[2] S M Ruiz. A functional recurrence to obtain the prime numbers using the 
Smarandache pri~e function. SMARANDACHE NOTIONS JOURNAL vol 11 nO 
1 ~2-3 Spring 2000 
page 56 

[3] Carlos Rivera. The Prime Puzzles & Problems Connection. Problem 38 and 39. 

[4] SM Ruiz. Fonnula to obtain the next prime in an arithmetic progression. 
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ABSTRACT. A number n is called simple number if the product of its proper divisors 
is less than or equal to n. In this paper, we study the mean value properties of the 
sequence of the simple numbers, and give several interesting asymptotic formulae. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A number n is called simple number if the product of its proper divisors is less 
than or equal to n. For example: 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,14,15,17,19,21,···. 
In problem 23 of [1], Professor F.Smarandach asked us to study the properties 
of the sequence of the simple numbers. Let A is a set of simple numbers, that 
is, A == {2, 3, 4, 5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,14,15,17,19,21,·.·}. In this paper, we use 
the elementary methods to study the properties of this sequence, and give several 
interesting asymptotic formulae. That is, we shall prove the following: 

Theorem 1. For any positive number x > 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

L .!. = (lnlnx)2 + B1lnlnx + B2 + 0 (l~lnX) , 
A

n nx 
nE . 
n~x 

where B 1 ,B2 are the constants. 

Theorenf2. Fo'r any positive number x > 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

L <p~) = (In In X)2 + C1lnlnx + C2 + 0 C~:x) ,. 
nEA 
n~x 

where 0 1 , O2 are the constants, ¢( n) is Euler function. 

Key words and phrases. The simple numbers i Mean va.lue properties; Asymptotic formula. 
* This work is supported by the N.S.F. and the P.B.F. of P.R.China. 
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Theorem 3. For any pos'itive nurnber x > 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

~ 1 2 L = (lnInx) 
0" 

nEA 
(

In lnx) 
D1 In In x + D2 + 0 In x ' 

n<x 

where D 1 , D2 are the constants, O"(n) is d'ivisor function. 

2. SOME LEMMAS 

To complete the proof of the Theorems, we need the following two Lemmas: 
First Let n be a positive integer, pd(n) is the product of all positive divisors of n, 
that is, Pd (n) = II d. qd (n) is the product of all positive divisors of n but n, that 

din 

is, qd(n) = II d. Then we have 
dln,d<n 

Lemma 1. Let n E A, then we have n = p, or n == p2, or n = p3, or n == pq fO'l.tr 
cases. 

Proof. From the definition of pd(n) we know that 

Pd(n) = II d = II~· 
din din 

So from this formula we have 

(1) p~(n) = II d x II ~ = II n = nd(n). 

din din din 

~ f •• d(n) 
where d(n) = L 1. From (1) we ImmedIately get Pd(n) = n-2- and 

din 

(2) II 
dln,d<n 

IId 
d= ~ =nd~n)-l. 

n 

By the definition of the simple numbers and (2), we get n d~n) -1 ~ n. Therefor we 
have 

d(n) ~ 4. 

This inequality holds only for n = p, orn = p2, or n = p3, or n = pq four cases. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 

Lemma 2. For any positive number x > 1, we have the asymptotic formula 

o (lnlnx) , 
lnx 



whe-re B l , B2 are the constants. 

P-rooj. It is clear that 

I: ~ In In ~ == I: ~ In(lnx -lnp) 
p~Vx p P p~v'x P 

= L ~ (lnlnx +In (1- ~:~)) 
p'5;v'x 

(3) ""' 1 '" 1 ( In p ) == lnlnx ~ - + ~ -In 1 - - . 
p p lnx 

p~Vx p~v'x 

Applying 

(4) 

we obtain 

(5) (
lnlnx) == (In In x) 2 + B l'In In x + 0 In x . 

If m > 2, note that 7r(x) == x + In~ x + 0 Cn~ x), then we have 

= (v'x In m y d7r(Y) 
J2 Y 

(6) 

00 1 
From (6) and note that I: m2m is convergent, we have 

m=l 

- I: ~ In (1 _ In p ) 
;;;: p In x 173 

p":5v x 



2 ' ="- + + ... + + ... 1 (In p In p In m p ) 
L.,; p In x 2 x 'm x 

p~,,;x 

1 "In p + 1 "" In 
2 

p 1 In m p 
lnx L.,; p 2 x ~ p ... + -------.-x L p + ... 

p~ v'x v'x 

_1_ (~lnx + 0(1)) + ... + _1_ (_l_lnm x + 0 (_ln~m_-_2 x_, _)) + ... lnx 2 m x m2m 

(7) 

where we have used the asymptotic formula L lnp = llnx + 0(1) and the 
p 2 

p~v'x 

power series expansion In(l - x) -(x + + .,. + m + ... ). From (3), (5) and 
(7) we immediately get 

"" ~ In In x = (In In x) 2 
~ P P (

In lnx) B 1 lnlnx+B2 +0 ~ . 

This proves Lemma 2. 

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorenls. From Lenlma 1 we 
have 

(8) 

Applying (4) and Lernma 2 we get 

L p~ = 2 L ~ L ~ - ( L ~) (L ~) 
pq~x p~,,;x q~x/p p~-IX q$vx 

=2 L ~(lnln;+CdoC:x))-(lnlnVx+Cl+oc:x)r 
p~ ,,;x 

=2 L ~Inln~+2Cl L ~+O (1 ""~) 
p p p lnx ~ p 

ps. -IX p~,,;x 

- ((lnlnx)2 + C21nlnx + + 0 C~:x) ) 
(9) = (lnlnx)2 C4 1nlnx + C5 + 0 C~~:x) . 
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1 
Coulbining (4), (8) and (9) and note that ~ is convergent, we imulediately 

obtain 
1 

~ - = (lnlnx)2 + B1ln 
n 

nEA 
n'5.x 

B 0 (
lnlnx) x+ 2+ ---. 

x 

This completes the proof of Theorem 1, 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. From the definitions 

and the properties of Euler function and divisor function, and applying Lemma 1 
we have 

and 

Note that and ~ (1 ) is convergent, then using the 
pp±l 

p 

1 1 
- - =F ----

p 

1 

p±l 

ulethods of proving Theorem 1 we can easily deduce that 

and 

~_l 
nEA ¢(n) 
n$.x 

2 (lnln x) (lnlnx) + C1lnln:x: + C2 + 0 --
lnx 

nEA 
n$.x 

1 '= (lnlnx)2 + D1lnlnx + D2 + 0 (lnlnx) . 
lnx 

This completes the proof of the Theorems. 
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TI-IE DIVISlBILTTY OF THE SMAI{;\NDACHE 
COIVIBINATORIAL SEQUENCE OF DEGREE TV/O 

Maohua Le 

Departn1ent of Mathen1atics 

Zhanj iang Non11al Col1ege 

29 Cunjin Road, Chikan 

Zhanj iang, Guangdong 

P.R.China 

Abstract: In this paper \ve prove that there has only the consecutive 

tenns of the Sn1arandache cOinbinatorial sequence of degree two are 
" . palrWlse coprune. 

!(ey words: Sinarandache cOlnbinatorial sequences; consecutive 

tenns; divisibility 

Let r bea positive integer with r> 1. Let SCS(r)= {a( r; n) };::::l be 

the Sn1arandache cOlnbinatorial sequence of degree r. Then we h~ve 

a(r,n)=n(n= 1 ,2~'" ,r) and a(r,n)(n r) is the sum of all the products of 

the previous teqTIs of the sequence taking r tenns at a time. In [2J, 

Murthy asked that how tnany of the consecutive terms of SeS(r) are 
" . paIrWIse coprllne. 

In this papeI' vve sol 'It this prolJlenl for r-2. " r YVe prove 
.1 
LIte 

Sl!Pported by the National "Natural Science foundation of China 
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Theoren1. For any positive integer t7, 'vve have a(2, n+ 1 )=0 (lTIod 

a (2,n)). 

By the above tnentioned theoren1, 'vve obtain the following 

corollary in11nediately. 

Corollary. There has only the consecutive tenns 1,2 of SCS(2) are 

.. . 
pairWlse coprllne. 

Proof of Theorem. Let 6(n)=a(2,/1) for any n. Then we have 

b( 1 1 and 6(2)=2. It ilnplies that the theoretn holds for n=1. 

By the define of SCS(2), if n 1, then we have 

b (n ) = b (1 )b (2) + ... + 6 (n - 2 )b (n - 1) 

~ ((b(1)+ooo+b(n-l))2 -(b2(1)+ooo+b2(n-l))} 
( 1 ) 

and 

using the basic properties of congruence (see [1, Chapter yTJ), vve get 

from (1) and (2) that , 

b(1l + 1):= l((b(l)+ ... + b(n-l))2 - (b 2 (1)+.·. + b2 (11-1))) 
2 

== b(n) == O(mod b( 11)). 

Thus, the theorem is proved. 
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tv1aohua 
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Abstract: In this paper we cOlnpletely detennine the Smarandache 
rp -sequence. 

Key \vords: Slnarandache rp -sequence; Euler totient function; 
diophantine equation 

For any positive integer n, let rp(n) be the Euler totient function of 
n. Further, let the set 

A={nln=krp (n), vvhere k is a positive integer}. (1) 
Then, all elelnerits n of A fonn the SlTlarandache rp -sequence (see [2]). 
In this paper we completely deten11ine this sequence as follows. 

Theorem. Let {a (x )};=I be the Sluarandache rp -sequence. Then 
we have 

1, 

2, 
a(x) == 2(x+ 1)12 

...... x / 2.,.. i ." 

, 

L. . .J, 

ifx==l, 

if x = 2, 

if x>l and x is odd, 

if x 1 and x is even. 

Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China 
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Proof. We first consider the elelnents of A. We see frorn (1) that 

these elelTIents are solutions of the equation 

n=kcp (n). (3) 

Clearly, (n,k)=( 1,1) is a positive integer of (3). If n 1, let 

n pFI (4) 

be the factorization of n. By [1, TheorelTI 62J, we have 

cp(n) = pFI -I p~2 -I ... P.~\ -I (PI - 1)(P2 - 1)··· (Ps 

S ubsti tute (4) and (5) into (3), we 

P[P2 ... Ps = k(pI -1)(P2 1)··· (P2 -1). 

1). (5) 

(6) 

If n is even, then PI and P2,'" ,Ps are odd prilTIes. Since Pi- 1 

(i=2~"',s) are even integer, we find fi·on (6) that eithers=l and or 

, P2=3 and k=3. It follo'vvs that (3) has positive integer solutions 

(n,k)=(2r,2) and (2".3,3), where r is a positive integer. 

If n is odd, then (6) is ilnpossible, since p/j= 1,2;" ,s) are odd 

prin1es and Pr 1 (j= 1,2, ... ,s) are even integers. 

Thus, by the above analysis, we obtain (2) inllnediately. 
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TWO FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
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Abstract: In this paper we solve two problelTIS COnCe1111ng the 

pseqdo Srnarandache function. 

Key 'words: pseudo Srnarandache function, sun1 of distinct 

di visors; divisors function 

For any positive integer n, let Z(n), b(n) and d(n) denote the 

pseudo Sn1arandache function, the StllTl of distinct divisors and the 

divisors function of n respectively. In [1], Ashbacher proposed the 

following two problems. 

Problenl 1,. Is there infinite ITlany positive integers n of the 

equation 

Z(n):::o(n) ( 1 ) 

'vvith,n 2", where r is a nonnegative integer. 

Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China 
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Problem 2. I-low Inany positive integer solutions n are there to the 

equation 

Z(n)=d(n). (2) 

In this paper we cOlnpletely solve these problerns as follows. 

Theorem 1. The equation (1) has only the positive integer 

solutions , 'where r is a nonnegative integer. 

Theorem 2. The equation (2) has only the positive integer 

solutions n=l, 3 and 10. 

Proof of Theorenl 1. It is a well kown fact that is a solution 

of (1). Let n be a positive integer solution of (1) with n 2", Then, by 

[3J, we have 

Z(n)<n, (3 ) 

Since 5(n) 2 n + 1 ) (1) is impossible by (3). The theorelTI is proved. 

Proof of Theorem 2. By [lJ, a cOlnputer search up through 

}1= 10000 yielded (2) only the solutions n= 1, 3 and 10, Let n be a 

positive integer solution with n 10000, and let 
a l a, a, 

n==PI P2" '''Pk' 

be the factorization of n. By [2, Theorem 273J, we have 

d ( n) == (a I + 1)( a I + 1) ... (a k + 1). 

On the other hand, let t=Z(n). Since 

It(t+l)=O (mod n), 
2 

we have t(t + 1) ~ 2n , It ilnplies that 

Zen) == t ~ l(J8n + 1 »1.414~, 
2 

SInce n 10000. For any prilne p and any positive integer a, let 
/7 

J"(pcx)= - , 
a + 1 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 



Then, by (2),(4),( 5),(7) and (8), we get 

1.414 f(pFI )f'(p~2 ). .. f'(pfk Yl . 
Since 

f(pa» r;: 

1
1, if P 2 and a>6 or p 3 and a>l. 

- :!.2, if p>3, 
2 

(9) 

(lO) 

we find froin (4) that (9) is iinpossible if n 10000. Thus, the theoreln 

is proved. 
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SEQUENCES 
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Abstract: In this paper we two reduction fonnulas for 

Slnarandache LCM ratio sequences SLRS(3) and SLRS( 4). 

Key words: Stnarandache LCM ratio sequence; reduction fonnula 

For any t(t>l) positive integers XI,X2,"',X" let (XI,.,"'C2"··,Xt ) and 

[XI,X2, .•• ,.,"'C,] denote the greatest COlnn10n divisor and the least COlnmon 

lTIultiple of XI ,X2:" ,X, respectively. Let r be a positive integer with r 

F or any positi ve integer 17, let 

( ) 
[n,n+l,···,n+r-l] 

T r n = ~--------=. 
, [1,2,.·,r] 

1. 

(1) 

Then the sequence SLRS(r) = {T(r,n)};:=1 is called the Smarandache 

LCM ratio sequence of degree r. It is easy to see that 

1 
T(2,n) = ::n(n + 1) 

L 
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for any positive integer n. In [2J, Murthy '-"'-W L'L'-' '-, that find reduction 

fonnulas for T(r,n). In this paper we solve this open problen1 for r=3 or 

4. We prove the following result. 

and 

TheorelTI. For any posItive' n, we have 

l n(n + l)(n + 2), if n is odd, 
T(3,n)= 6 

1 n(n + l)(n + 2), if n is even 
12 

T(4,n)= 

1 n (n + 1) (n + 2) (n + 3), if n 't 0 (111 0 d 3 ), 
24 

_1 n(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3), if n == 0 (1110d 3). 
72 

(2) 

(3) 

The proof of our theoren1 depends on the following lemlnas. 
Lemma 1 ([ 1, Theoreln 1.6.4]). For any positive integers a and b, 

we have (a,b )[a,b ]=ab. 

Lemma 2 ([ 1, Theorem 1.6.5]). For any positive integers sand s 
t, we have 

( y x .. , V' ) - (( y, .,. V' ) (x . .. x \) ow l' 2, , .,,, t - Jw r , ,~\. x' s+ I' ,J!!, 

and 

[;'(1' ,···,x,]= [[xr,··,xs],[xs+1,···,x,]]. 
Proof of theorem. By Lernillas 1 and 2, we get 

[ n, n + 1, n + 2 ] = [n, [n + 1, n + 2 ]] = [n, (n + 1)( n + 2)] . ( 4 ) 
(n+l,n+2) 

S inee' (n+ 1, 1, we get frol11 (4) that 

[n,n+ 1 ,n+2]=[n,(n+ 1 )(n+2)]. (5) 
Further, since (n,n+ 1 )=1, we have 

{

I, if n is odd, 
, (n (n+.1)(n+2))=(n,n+2)= 2 'f~ . (6) , ,1 n 1S even. 

Hence, by Len11na 1, we obtain froln (5) and (6) that 

[n,n + 1,n +2] = [n, ~~:y~ ;~n 
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fn(n+l)(n+2), if n is odd, 

l~ n(n + l)(n + 2), if n is even. 

Since [1 ,2,3J=6, we get (2) by (7) itnlnediately. 

Silnilarly, we have 

[n, n + 1, n + n + 3 ] = [[ n, n + 1 ], [n + n + 3 JJ 

= [n(n + 1) , (n+_~_l(n + 3)J = [n(n + l),(n + 2)(n + 3)]. 
(n,n+l) (n+ n+3) 

Since [1,2,3,4]= 12 and 

( ( ) ( 
,.." )( )\ {2' if n =1= 0 (In 0 d 3 ), 

n n + 1 , n +. L n -:- 3 ) = 
6, if n == 0 (lnod 3), 

we obtain (3) by (8) ilnmediateiy. The theorelTI is proved. 
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LCM FUNCTION 
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Abstract: In this paper we cornpletely solve an open problelTI 

concerning the Slnarandache LCM function. 

Key \vords: Slnarandache function; Slnarandache LMC function; 

diophantine equation 

For any positive integer n, let Sen) be the Slnarandache function. 

For any positive integer k, let L(k) be the least COlnlTIOn mUltiple of 

1,2;'· ,k. Further, let SL(n) denote the least positive integer k such that 

L(k)=O (ITIod n). Then SL(n) is called the Smarandache LCM function. 

In [2], Murthy t showed that if 11 is a prilne, the SL(n)=S(n)=n. 

SilTIultaneously, he proposed the following problelTI. 

SL(n)=S(n), Sen) n? (1) 
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In this paper we cOlnpletely solve the above lnentioned problelTI as 
follows: 

Theorem. Every positive integer n satisfying (1) can be expressed as 

n=12 or a n = PI I (2) 
where P[,P2"··,P", P are distinct prin1es and a 1,a2,",ar are positive 
integers satisfying P 1,2,'" ,r). 

The above theoren1 111eanS that (1) has infinitely many positive 
integer solutions n. The proof of our theoreln depends on the following 
lelTIlTIas. 

Lemma 1 ([1]). Let 
a l a, a . n = PI P2"" p, I (3) 

be the factorization of n. Then 'vve have 

S( n) ~ lnax (S(p~l ; S(p~l ; ... , S(p~1 ) .. 
Lemma 2 ([ 1 D. If pQ is a power of prin1e, then S(pa) == 0 (mop p). 
Lemma 3 ([ 1 D. If pa is a power· of pril11e such that a> 1 and 

pa *4, then S(pa }<pa . 

Lemrna 4 ([2]). If (3) is the factorization of n, then SL(n)=max 
(p~1 ,p~2 ," .,p~1 ). 

Proof of Theorem. Let n be a positive integer solution of (1). 
Further, let (3) be the factorization of n, and let 

pa = Inax (p~1 ,p~2 ,. . " p~1 ). (4) 
By Lel11111as 1 and 4, we get frol11 (1), (3) and (4) that 

pa == SL(n) Sen) == S(p;'), 1 ~ j ~ t. (5) 
By Leml11a 2, we have S(p.~i) == 0 (luod Pj)' I-Ience, by (5), we get 
P=PJ and 

pa = s(pa). (6) 
If pa =:' 4, then fro111 (4) we get n=4 or 12. 

Since S(4)=S(12)=4 and Sen) n, we obtin n=12. 

If a=l, then frol11 (4) we getj=t. Since Sen) n, \ve see frOITI (3) 
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that t 1. Let r=t-l. Then, by (3), we obtain (2). Thus, the theorelTI is 

proved. 
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ON THE 45-TH SMARANDACHE'S PROBLEM* 

GAO .lING AND LIU HUANING 

Department of Mathematics, Northwest University 
Xi'an, Shaanxi, P.R.China 

ABSTRACT. For any positive integer n, let ken) be the smallest such that 
nk(n) 1S a factorial number. In this paper, we study the hybrid mean value of k(n) 
and the Mangoldt function, and a sharp asymptotic formula. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

For any positive integer n, let k(n) be the smallest integer such that nk(n) is a 
factorial number. For example, k(l) 1, k(2) :-: 1, k(3) 2, k( 4) = 6, k(5) :-: 24, 
k(6) :-: 1, k(7) 720,···. Professor F. Smarandache [lJ asks us to study 
sequence. About this problern, we know very little. The problem is interesting 
u\..'"<.,,,-,-uc; it can help us to calculate the Smarandache function. 

For any prime nUIIlber p and positive integer 71, let Sp(n) be the smallest integer 
such that Sp (n)! is divisible by pn. Professor F. Smarandache [1] also asks us to 
study this sequence. It seems that k(71) relates to Sp(71). In fact, let n :-: pCY., 
then we have k(pCY.) :-: Sp (Ci) !/pCY.. Let n :-: p~l p~2 ... p~r, where Pl, P2, ... ,Pr are 
distinct prirne nUlnbers. It is not hard to show that 

In this paper, we study the hybrid mean value of k(n) and the lVIangoldt function, 
and give a sharp asymptotic formula. That is, we shall prove the following theorenls. 

Theorern 1. If x :2: 27 we have 

1 '2: Al(n) logk(n) :-: 2"x2 Iogx+O(x 2
), 

where 

n<x 

( ) _ { logp, Al 71 .. 
0, 

if 71 i8 a prime p ; 

otherwise. 

Key words and phrases. Factorial quotients; Hybrid mean; Asymptotic formula; Smarandache. 
*This work is supported by the N.S.F.(10271093) and P.N.S.F of P.R-China. 
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Theorem 2. If x >: 2 J we have 

1 L A(n) log k(n) ~ ') log x + 0(x 2
), 

n<x ~ 

wher'e A(n) is the Nlangoldt function. 

It is an unsolved problem whether there exists an asyrnptotic formula for .L: log k(n). 
n<x 

We con~ ecture that 

L log k(n) ~ ~ 
n~x 

( 
x2 ) +0 -logx . 

2. SOME LEMMAS 

To complete the proofs of the tnE~Ort:.'!Ins, we need the following lemmas. 

Lernma 1. If x >: 2 we have 

log[x]! ~ xlogx x + O(logx), 

where [y] denotes the largest integer not exceeding y. 

Proof. This is TheoreIIl 3.15 of [2]. 

Lemllla 2. For any prime numberp and positive integern, let Sp(n) be the smallest 
'integer such that Sp (Tt)! 'is d'lv'is'ible by pn. Then we have 

Proof. It is obvious that Sp (n) ::; np. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 3.14 of [2] we have 

where IT denotes the product over prime numbers not exceeding x. Note that 
Pl <x 

pn I Sp(r0, we get 

This proves Lemma 2. 
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:3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we complete the proofs of the theorems. From Lelnn1a 1 and the 
definition of k(n) we have 

I::A 1 (n)logk(n):-: I::logplog(p-1)! 

I:: logp [(p - 1) log(p - 1) - (p - 1) + O(log(p- 1))] :-: I:: [plog2 p + 0 (plogp)] . 

Let 

then 

a(n) {
I, 

0, 

if n is prime; 

otherwise, 

L a(n) :-: 7f(x) :-: r- + 0 (+) . 
n:Sx og x log x 

By Abel's identity we have 

p<x 

I::p log2 P ~ I:: a( n)n log2 n ~ 7f(x) . X log2 X - 1" 7f(t) (log2 t + 2 t) dt 
p~x n<x 2 

~ x2logx + 0(x2
) 1" (tlogt + ott)) dt 

We can easily get 

tlogtdt:-: -x2 1ogx + O(X2
), 1

x 1 

2 2 

Therefore 

Similarly we can get, 

So we have 

This proves Theorem 1. 
From Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and the definition of k(n) we have 

I:: A(n) log k(n) :-: logp log (Sp(a)!/pCt) 

I:: [ap log2 p + 0 (ap log p log a) ] = I:: I:: [aplog2 p + O(aplogploga)] . 
P(~<X 
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Note that 

L ap 10g2 p - L P 10g2 P 
p<x 

« 

and 

L ap logp log a :-: L aplogp log a 

« 

so we have 

L A(n) log k(n) 
nS;x 

This cornpletes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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ON THE MEAN VALUE OF SMARANDACHE 

DOUBLE FACTORIAL FUNCTION* 

GAO .JING AND LIU HUANING 

Department of Mathematics, Northwest University 
Xi'an, P.R.China 

ABSTRACT. For any positive integer n, the Smarandache double factorial function 
df(n) is defined to be the smallest integer such that df(n)!! is a multiple ofn. In this 
paper, we study the hybrid mean value of the Smarandache double factorial function 
and the Mangoldt functIon, and gIve a sharp asymptotic formula. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

For any positive integer n, the double factorial function df(n) is 
defined to be the integer such that d f (n)!~ is a factorial For 
exarnple, df (1) 1, df (2) 2, df (3) = :3, df (4) :-c 4, df (5) :-: 5, df (6) 6, 
df (7) 7, df (8) :-: 4, .... Professor F. Snlarandache [1] asks us to study the 
sequence. About this problem, we know very little. There are many papers on the 
Smarandache double factorial function. For example, some arithrnetic properties 
of this sequence are studied by C.Dulnitrescu, V. Seleacu [2] and Felice Russo [3], 
[4]. The problem is interesting it can us to calculate the Snlarandache 
function. 

In this paper, we study the hybrid nlean value of the Srnarandache double fac-
torial function and Mangoldt function, and give a sharp asymptotic formula. 
That is, we shall prove the following theorems. , 

Theorem 1. If x ~ 2) then for any positive integer k we have 

where 

( ) 
_ { logp, Al n .. 

0, 

if n is a prime p ; 

otherwise, 

and am ("!1 :-: 1, 2, ... ,k - 1) are computable constants. 

Key words and Ph1·o.ses. Double factorial numbers; Hybrid mean value; Asymptotic formula. 
*This work is supported by the N.S.F.(10271093) and P.N.S.F of P.R.China. 
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Theorem 2. If x >. 2, then faT' any pos'it'ive 'integer k we ha'ue 

L A(n)c1f (n) 
( 

k-l ) 
,2 ~ ""'.~ x + L 'Tn 2 log' X 

nS:;x m,:-l 

wheTe A( n) is the }vI angoldt function. 

2. SOME LEMMAS 

the proofs of the theorems, we need the following lemma. 

Lernma 1. For any pos'itive 'intege'r OJ if p ~ (2a 1) we have 

Proof. This is Theorem 5 of [4 J. 

3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we complete the proofs of the theorems. Let 

a(n) :-: {
I, 

0, 

if n is prime; 

otherwise, 

then for any positive integer k we have 

L a(n) 7r(x) 
nS:;x 

( 

k-1 ) ( ) x m! 0 x 
logx 1 + fl logm x + logk+l x . 

By Abel's identity we have 

L a( n)n log n ~ 7r(x) . x log x - j~X 7r(t) (log t + 1) dt 
nS:;x 

:-: x 2 1 + L 1 rr:;. + O( -;-) ( 

k-l ) 2 

m:-:l og X log x 

- t+--+t"'--+--~ -"-l
x 

( t k-l m! t k-l m! I 0 (t (logt + 1))) dt 
2 log t ' ;;:1 logm t log t :;;;:1 t I logk+l t 

:-: X
2 (~ + y: ~) + 0 (~) 

2 m=l logm x logk X ' 

where am(m :-: 1,2,' ., ,k 1) are computable constants. Therefore 
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So we have 

+0(-). 109'~ X 

proves Theorem 1. 
It is obvious df(JP) ::; (2a - l)p. FroIn Lernma 1 we have 

n<x 

Note that 

p"<x 
p«2a-l) 

'L (2a - l)plogp - 'L plogp 'L P logp(2o: 1) 'L plogp 
p"'<x 

and 

so we have 

p"'<x 
p«2a-l) 

'Lp - 1) « 'L ax2/cr.log xl/a « X log3 x 

2:(.cr.::; 

'L aplogp 
p«2a-l) 

( 
x2 ) +0 --k- . 

log x 

Tllls completes the proof of Theorern 2. 
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The Density of Generalized Smarandache Palindromes 

Charles Ashbacher 
Charles Ashbacher Technologies 

Hiawatha, IA 52233 USA 

Lori N eirynck 
Mount Mercy College 
1330 Elmhurst Drive 

Cedar Rapids, IA 52402 USA 

An is said to be a palindrome if it reads the same forwards and backwards. For example, 
12321 is a palindromic number. It is easy to prove that the density of the palindromes is zero in 
the set of positive integers. 

A Generczlized 5'marandache Palindrolne (OSP) is any integer of the fonn 

where all al, az, a3, ... anare integers having one or more digits [1], [2]. For example, 

10101010 and 101010 

are GSPs because they can be split into the fonns 

(10)( 1 0)(1 0)( 1 0) and (l 0)(1 0)( 10) 

and the segments are pairwise identical across the middle of the number. 

As a point of clarification, we remove the possibility of the trivial case of enclosing the entire 
number 

12345 written as (12345) 

which would make every number a GSP. This possibility is eliminated by requiring that each 
number be split into at least two segments if it is not a regular palindrome. 

Also, the number 100610 

is considered to be a GSP, as the splitting 

(10)(06)(10) 

leads to an interior string that is a separate segment, which is a palindrome by detault. 
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Obviously, since each regular palindrome is also a GSP and there are GSPs that are not regular 
palindromes, there are more GSPs than there are regular palindromes. Therefore, the density of 
GSPs is greater than or equal to zero and we consider the following question. 

What is the density of GSPs in the positive integers? 

The first step in the process is very easy to prove. 

Theorem: The density of GSPs in the positive integers is r< ... c",l-c~ ... than 0.1. 

Proof: Consider a positive integer having an arbitrary number of digits. 

and all numbers of the form 

(k)an_1 ... al (k) 

are GSPs, and there are nine different choices for k. For each of these choices, one tenth of the 
values of the trailing digit would match it. Therefore, the density GSPs is at least one tenth. 

The simple proof of the previous theorem illustrates the basic idea that if the initial and terminal 
';>"'h,~U,",.'lC'" of the number are equal, then the number is a palindrome and the values of 
the interior digits are irrelevant. This leads us to our theorem. 

Theorem: The density of GSPs in the positive integers is approximately 0.11. 

Proof: Consider a positive integer having an arbitrary number of digits. 

, 
If the first and last digits are equal and nonzero, then the number is a generalized palindrome. As 
was demonstrated in the previous theorem, the likelihood of this is 0.10. 

If an = at and an-l ao, then the number is a GSP. Since the GSPs where an ao have already been 
counted in the previous step, the coIlditions are 

The situation is equivalent to choosing a nonzero digit for an, and decimal digits for an-I and ao 
that satisfy these conditions. This probability of this is easy to compute and is 0.009. 

If an = a2, an:j = aj and an-2 == ao, then the number is a GSP. To detennine the probability here, we 
need to choose six digits, where an is nonzero and the digits do not also satisfy the conditions of 
the two previous cases. This is also easily computed, and the value is 0.0009. 

The case where an = a3, an-l = el2, an-2 = aj and an-3 = ao is the next one, and the probability of 
satisfying this case after failing in the three previous cases is 0.0000891. 

The sum of these probabilities is 0.10 + 0.009 + 0.0009 + 0.0000891, which is 0.1099891. 
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This process could be continued for initial and terminal "'-',:':',lUvlH-:> longer and longer, but the 
probabilities would not be enough to make the sum 0.11. 
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ON THE CUBE FREE NUMBER SEQUENCES 

ZHU WEIYI 

College of Mathelnatics, Physics and Information 
Science, Zhejiang Normal University 

Jinhua, Zhejiang, P.R. China 

ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic property of 
the cube free numbers, and obtain some interesting asymptotic formulas. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

A natural number a is called a cube free number if it can not be divided by any 
b3 , where b 2 2 is an integer. One can obtain all cube free numbers by the following 
method: From the set of natural numbers (except a and 1) 

-take off all multiples of 23 (i.e. 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, ... ). 
-take off all multiples of 33 . 

-take off all multiples of 53 . 
... and so on (take off all mUltiples of all cube primes). 
Now the cube free number sequences is 2, 3,4,5,6, 7, 9, la, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, .. '. 

In reference [1], Professor F. Smarandache asked us to study the properties of the 
"cube free number sequences. About this problem, it seems that none had studied 
it before. In this paper, we use the analytic method to study the aSYlnptotic prop
erties of this sequences, and obtain some interesting asymptotic formulas. That is, 
we shall prove the following three Theorems. 

Theorem 1. Let A denotes the set of all cube free numbers. Then we have the 
asymptotic formula 

2 
" x 0 ( ;}.+e:) L.; a = 2((3) + x 2 , 

aEA 
as; x 

where c denotes any fixed positive number, ((s) is the Riemann zeta-function. 
Theorem' 2. Let A denotes the set of all cube free numbers, <p(n) is the Euler 
function. Then we have the a8ymptotic formula 

"'"" () _ x
2 IT ( p + 1) ( *+e:) L....; cp a - 2( (3) 1 - p3 + p2 + l' + 0 x - . 

aEA p 
, a:S;x 

Key words and phrases. Cube free numbers; Asymptotic formula; Function of number theory. 
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Theorem 3. Let A denotes the set of all cube free numbers, d(n) is the Dirichlet 
divisor function. Then we have the asymptotic formula 

36x IT p2 + 2p + 3 ( 24('(2) 
-4 ( )2 In x + (2, - 1) 2 
7r l+p 7r 

p 

4 ~ p lnp ) 0 ( l+e:) 
- ~ (p2 + 2p + 3) (1 + p) + X 2 , 

~lnn 
where ('(2) = - ~ ~2 ' 

n=2 n p 

denotes the summation over all primes. 

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorems. For conveniently 
we define a new nurnber theory function a(n) as follows: 

{ 

0, 

a(n) = n, 
0, 

if n 1; 

if k3 f n, n > 1, k 2: 2 

if k 3 I n, n > 1, k 2: 2 

It is clear that 

Let 

aEA n:Sx 

f(s) = 1 + ~ a(n) . 
~ n8 
n=l 

From the Euler product formula [2] and the definition of a(n) we have 

IT ( a(p) a(p2)) IT ( 1 1) 
f(s) = 1 + ~s + p28 = 1 + ps-l + p2(s-1) = 

p p 

By Perron formula [3] we have 

~ rb
+

iT 
f(s + so) X

S 

ds + 0 (Xb B(b + 0-0 )) 

2't7r J b-iT S T 

Taking, So = 0, b = 3, T = xi, H(x) = x, B(o-) = cr~21 in the above formula I 

then we have 
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To estimate the main term 

1 13+iT ((8 - l)xS 
2i7r 3-iT ((3(8 - 1))8 d8, 

we rnove the integral line from 8 = 3 + it to 8 ~ + it. This time, the function 

l(s) 
((8 - l)xS 

((3(8 - l))s 

have a simple pole point at 8 = 2, so we have 

-.- + + + ~ 
1 (13

+
iT 

l!+iT h~-iT h3
-

iT 
((s - l)xS ) 

21,7r 3-iT 3+iT ~+iT ~-iT ((3(8 - 1))8 

We can easy get the estimate 

and 

1 h~+iT ((s - l)xS 

- ds « 
2i7r l-iT ((3(8 - 1))8 

2 

+e. , 

1 r3+iT ((8 - l)xS x 3+e 

2i7r J ~-iT ((3(8 1))8 ds« T 
2 

1 J3+iT ((s - l)xS x 3+e: 
- ds «--. 
2i1r ~+iT ((3(s 1))8 T 

Taking T = , we have 

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

Let h(8) = 1 + ~ cp(a(n)) and 12(8) 1 + ~ d(a(n)). 
~ n S ~ nS 

. n=l n=l 

From the Euler product formula [2] and the definition of a(n), we also have 

( 
1 1 1 1) - 1+-+ ------ II ps-l p2(s-1) pS p2s-1 

P 

= (( 8 - 1) II (1 _ p8 -1 + 1 ). 
((3(8 - 1)) p2s-1 + p8 + P , 

p 
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12(8) = IT (1 + d(a(p)) + d(a(p2))) = IT (1 + ~ + ~) 
p-9 p23 p8 p28 

P P 

= IT (( 1 + ;. 2 + p~S ) = IT (1 + ;. ) 2 (1 + -( 1----"+--::----
p p 

- _(2(_8) IT (1 + 2 ) 
- (2(28) (p8 + 1)2 . 

P 

By Perron formula [3] and the method of proving Theorem 1 we can easy obtain 

'"'" () _ X
2 IT ( p + 1) (il. +e) . L..t (jJ a - 2( (3) 1 - p3 + p2 + P + 0 X 2 , 

aEA p 
as;x 

~ d( a) = IT p2 + 2p + 3 X 

L..tA (1 + p)2 
aE p 

x (1 ( ) ('(2) 4" pinp )) 0 ( l+e) 
(;Z(2) nx+ 2--y-l -4((2) . ~(p2+2p+3)(1+P) + X

2 
• 

This proves the Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. 
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ON THE 49-TH SMARANDACHE'S PROBLEM* 

GAO JING 

Department of Mathernatics, Northwest University 
Xi'an, Shaanxi, P.R. China 

ABSTRACT. For any prime number p and positive integer n, let Sp(n) be the smallest 
integer such that Sp(n)! is divisible by pn. In this paper, we study the mean value of 
the Dirichlet series with coefficients Sp(n). We also show that Sp(n) closely relates 
to Riemann Zeta function, and give a few asymptotic formulae involving Sp(n) and 
other arithmetic functions. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

For any prime number p and positive integer n, let 8p (n) be the smallest integer 
such that 8p (n)! is divisible by pn. For example, 8 3 (1) = 3, 8 3 (2) = 6, 8 3 (3) = 9, 
8 3 (4) 9,83 (5) = 12,83 (6) = 15, 8 3 (7) = 18, .... It is obvious that pi 8p (n) and 
Sp(n) .:; np. Professor F. Smarandache [1] asks us to study the sequence. About 
this problem, we know very little. The problem is interesting because it can help 
us to calculate the Smarandache function. 

It seems that 8p (n) closely relates to Riemann Zeta function. In fact, for real s > 
I, we consider the Dirichlet series with coefficients Sp(n). The series L Sp(n)n- S 

converges absolutely as s > 2 since Sp(n) :::; np. In this paper, we study the nlean 
value of the Dirichlet series with coefficients Sp(n), and give a few asymptotic 
formulae involving Sp (n) and other arithmetic functions. 

Theorem 1. For any given s 1 we have 

~ 8~(n) = (p l)((s - 1) + R 1(s,p), s > 2; 
6 n8 
n=l 

(p- l)((s - 2) R ( ) 
((s-l) + 2 S ,P, s> 3, 

where' 

( ) 
p - 1 Loo 

logn + logp 
Rl S P <--, - ~ 2 n 8 ' 

g n=l 

R (s ) < p - 1 ~ ¢(n)(1ogn + logp). 
2 , p - log 2 6 n S 

n=l 

From our theorem we know that Sp(n) closely relates to Riemann Zeta function. 
Using our formulae we can calculate the mean value of Sp(n). 

Key words and phr·ases. Primitive numbers; Dirichlet series; Mean value; Asymptotic formula. 
*The author expresses his gratitude to Professor Zhang Wenpeng for his very helpful and detailed 
instructions. This work is supported by the N.S.F.(10271093) and P.N.S.F of P.R.China. 
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2. SOME LEMMAS 

To complete the proof of the theorem, we need the following lernma. 

Lemma 1. For any prime number p and positive integer 17,) let Sp (17,) be the smallest 
integer such that Sp (n)! is divisible by pTl. Then we have 

109(np)) (p 1). 
log2 

Proof. By Theorem 3.14 of [2] we have 

II P
O(Pl) 
1 , a(Pl) = f= [Sp~)] , 

m=I PI 

where IT denotes the product over prime numbers not exceeding x. Note that 
PI <x 

pn I Sp(n), we get 

n ~ a(p) = f, [S;~)] < f, = Sp(n) 
p 1 

On the other hand, pnt (Sp(n) - I)! since p I Sp(n). Therefore 

L
oo 

[Sp(n) - 1] Lcc 
Sp(n) - 1 17,-1> > 

- m - m 
m=l p m=I P 

Sp(n) - 1 log(np) 
1> - . 

- p - 1 10g2 

So we have 

Sp(n) ~ (n - 1 + IOl!~n;)) (P - 1) + 1 ~ (n + lOI!~n;)) (P 1). 

This proves Lemma 1. 

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 1 we have 
; 

Sp(n) n(p - 1) + 0 ((P - l)(logn + logp)) . 

From Theorem 3.2 of [2] we immediately get 

f= S~~n) = (p - 1)(8 1) + R,(s,p), 8 > 2, 
n=l 

where 
R (s ) < - 1 .~ log 17, + log p . 

1 ,p - 10 2 L-,; 17, 8 

g n=l 

Sinlilarly we can deduce other formula. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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PAPER 1\10DELS OF SURFACES WITH CURVATURE 
CREATIVE VlSUALIZATION LABS 

BALTI1V10RE JOINTMATHEJ\lIATICS lVIEETINGS 

HOWARD lSERI 

DEl"ARt'MENT OF MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER INFORMATION SCIENCE 

MANSFIELO UNlVERSITY 

MANSFIELD, PA 16933 

ABSTRACT. A model of a cone can be constructed from a piece of paper by removing a. wedge 
and taping the edges together. The paper .models d.i.scussed here expa.nd on thil'i idea (one or more 
vredges are added a.nd/or remoVEd). These models aTe flat everywhere, except at the "cone points," 
so the g~d~ic:s am locally :otraight lin'2l'l in a natural SOlllle. Non-Euclidean "effects" are easily 
quantifiable using basic ge::.metry, the Gauss-£)onnet theorem is a na.turally intuitive concept, and 
the connection betwoon hypGrooHc and Glliptic goometry <lond curY!'l.ture is dearly 5EIml. 

1. OBJECTIVES AND NOTES 

The notion that a. geometric space can be manipulated i~ an idea that I would like to instill 
in students. A number of behaviors of lines/geodesics can be found by constructing a variety of 
surfaces. I believe that this can 00 of value, as it is in topology where metric spaces with marginally 
intuitive propertieJ are roadily available. All of the models described in the la.bs are e5selltially 
2-manifolds, so the notion tha.t there are many accessible ma.nifolds will hopefully be carried by the 
student into a study of differential geometry or topology. 

The local geometry of these paper models corresponds directly to the geometry of smoothly curved 
surfaces, SQ they can be u:sed as an introduction to a study of Riemannian geometry. Geodesics 
on these surfaces are easy to find, since they are straight lines when the paper is flattened, and 
a protractor ca.n measure the angle defect, which is e8!'lentially equivalent to a. measure of total 
curvature. Since the Gauss curvature is an infinitesimal version of the angle defect, the definition 
of Ga.uss curvature tan." be motivated in tero:lS of these models. Furthermore, there is a. polyhedral 
venllon of the Ga.uss-Bonnet theorem that is easy to cSee, and this can be used to make sense of the 
smooth version. 

These labs come from a series of projects 1 gave to three students doing an independent study 
course in geometry. The three worked together on these projects with very little help from me, and 
while these students were stronger than average, I think the labs are appropriate for outside-of-class 
assignments that arc independent of the main course of study. I would assign one lab a. week in the 
month prior to starting nun~Eucliden.n geometry. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

The geometry of a sphere is fundamentally different from that of the plane. The essence of this 
difference is captured in the Gauss curvature, where the sphere has constant positive curvature and 
the plane has ;rero curvature everywhere. This different,>e in curvature and geometry manifests itself 
in the mability to build paper models of the sphere out of flat pieces of pa.per. A cylinder, on the 
other hand, is easi~y constructed from paper, and correspondingly has the same (Gauss) curvature 
and local geometry as the plane. In [8.(,.1;, the geodesics on the cylinder correspond to straight lines 
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on the paper when fiat, and a cylindrical paper model qUickly leads to the realization that the 
cylindrica.l gt.'Ode..'5ics axe he1i.xe..'i (degenera.te and non-degenerate). 

A cone can also be cOIl5tructeci from pa.per. The geodesics) while not a5 easily described 85 for 
the cylinder, can be seen the same way. One cllliracteri.<;tic that the cone and sphere share 1.'5 that 
no region containing the vertex can be flattened (without tearing the paper). The cone and sphere 
also share a notion of positive curvature and an elliptic geometry. 

The cone formed by removing a wedge meBsllring f) radians is defined to have an angle defect equal 
to e. I prefer the term imp~j,lse Gurvat7J,re, since the angle defect corresponds to a Gauss curvature 
singularity at the cone point with a finite In fact, if you were to smoothly round off the 
verte-x of the cone and integrate the Gauss curvature, you would get a. tota.l curvature of precisely B. 
As a result, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem e.:dend.s nicely to angle defects. Actually, the Gauss--Bonnet 
th€..'Orern on a cone is obvious once you know what to look for, and perhaps we should say that the 
Gauss-Bonnet theorem is an extension of a polyhedral version due to Descartes. All of this applies 
equally well to hyperbolic g-eomettyl SinL"e adding a wedge introduces a. negative angle def(x::t and a 
nega.tive total curvature. 

FIGURE 1. A pair of geodesics with three points of interS€ction 

3. A SAMPLE PROBLeM FROM LAB 2 

One of the problems in Lab 2 asks the students to construct a 1iUrface that ha..<; a pa.ir of ge<)d.€lSl(;S 

with three points of intersection. If the are to be configured as in Figure 1, they will form 
two regions bounded by 2-gons. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem requires that the total curvature in 
each region must equal the angle l'iUffi of its bounding 2~gon. If we want the angle at the middle 
intesection point to be tJ radians, therefore, then we need to introduce total curvature greater than 
f) inside each region. In terms of cone points, we need to introduce two cone points by removing 
wedges that mea ... 'mre more than B radians. 

FIGURE 2. vVe can remove wedges mea..'iuring more than B radians. 

We can construct the surfa,c.'e M follows. Start with two lines intersecting at a single point as in 
Figure 2. 'Ne can make the pair of lines intersect twice more by removing two wedges) and clearly 
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'Ij; mu .. "t be greater than e (without using the Gauss-Bormet theorem at all). The result is two cone 
points each with total curvature 1/; . 
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FIGURE 3. The continua.tions of the geodesics on the surface will look like this. 

i 
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FIGURE 4. The paper model corresponding to Figure 3 looks like this. 

The particular values for () and 1/J can vary greatly, but e = 45° and 1j; = 90° is convenient to draw, 
and a paper model can be constructed from the diagram in Figure 3. I have drawn one geodesic solid 
and one broken to distinguish them. Note that the continuations of each geodesic must intersect' 
the cut at the BRme angle, 80 it's easy to do with a. ruler and protractor, if you choose convenient 
angles. The resulting paper modeilli shown in Figure 4 . 

....................... 

...................... 

FIGURE 5. The angle defect corresponds to total cill'vature. 
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4. GAuss-BoNNE'!' THEOREM 

I do not address the Ga.uss-Bonnet theorem in any of the labs, but after the students have 
completed the last lab, I would look at the cone point version -of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. J:.rom 
here, the definition for Gauss curvature on a smooth surface should make sense intuitively. 

The ba."iic idea can be seen using circles and spheres. Consider a circle of radius T centered at the 
cone point of a cone with angle defect 0, 11..<; in Figure 5. In the plane, thL'-l circle will have curvature 
fi = ;. Since the local geometry OIl the cone is Euclidean away from the cone point, the geodesic 
curvature for thi.." circle 8..') a curve on the cone must be the same. That is, fig = ;. 'What is different 
about this circle and a circle in the plane with the snme radius, is that the circle on the cone has a 
smaller circumference. In fact, the difference must be Or. 

We can now compute the total curvature. 

(1) r "'q ds = 1 r ds = 1 (27!T Or) = 27r O. Jc . l' Jc l' 

Since curvature measures the rate of rota.tion of the tangent vector, it should make senile to students 
that the total rotation for (1 simple closed curve in the plane must always be 211". Since any small 
deformation of the circle essentially take5 place in the plane, it should abo make rscm;e that the total 
rotation for a closed curve around the cone point will alwa.ys be 211" minus the angle defect. 
In any case, the formulation of the GaUb--s-Bonnet theorem should seem natural. 

Comparing Equation (1) to the Gauss--Bonnet theorem, 

(2) fa K,g ds ;:;; 211" 1 K dA, 

it's obviotL."l that the angle defect corresponds with the total curvature J K dA. In fact, I think it 
makes perfect sense to motivate the definition of the Gauss curva.ture K in terms of this formula. I 
might start out by doing the following. 

FIGURE 6. The circle of tangency will have the same geodesic curvature on both surfaces. 

Consider a. i.'!!phere tangent to a cone, as shown in Figure 6. The geodesic curvature for the circle of 
tangency will be the same on both surfaces. Therefore, the total curvature for the regions contained 
by the circle on both surfaces should be the same. 'oNe can then requ.ire that the Gauss curvature 
be an infinitesimal version of the total curvature and that it be constant on the sphere. That is, 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

(} = 10 K dA = K l dA = 1<.li2 (J, 

1 
K = liZ' 
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1 think the actual computation is a bit tricky, but there may b€ a. simpler way. In any case, the area 
integral is 

(5) Iv dA = f.2~ f.~ }l2 sin p dpdt = Jt' (1 cos 4»211", 

where the parameters p and t are the phi and theta from spherical coordinates. To express this 
expression in terIilll of 0, note that the circumference of the circle C is 27rr Br on the cone. If the 
radius of this circle in space is p, then this circumference is also 2rrp. Since Rain¢> p, we have 
that 

(6) 271"1 Or == 2rr R sin q" 

and 

(7) B = 27r(1 
R. 

SID¢). 
1 

Now, tanq, = ~,so 
cos ¢> . 
• sm</» = 211"(1 cos ¢). 

sm¢ 
(8) 

Equations (5) and (8) establish equation (3). 

5. FURTHER READING 

Total curvature was studied at least as far back as Descartes, where he used the term inclination 
of the solid a.ngle 111 his investigatiolls of convex polyhedra. It seems that the term angle defect is 
now standard. AB mentioned, Descartes also had a formula that is a Gauss-Bonnet theorem for 
convex polyhedra. I've found some historical bits about this in [1], but I'm not sure if GauBs knew 
about Descartes' work when he was studying the curvature of surfaces. I intend to check this out 
eventually, but I get the sense that the geometry of cone points is too obvious to mention fot' working 
geometers, so this may have been the case for Gauss as well. 

r first became aware,of Descartes' work with angle defects from an article by H. Gottlieb called 
"All thg way with Gauss-Bonnet" in the }.;!ath lvlonthly [21, and an article on the AMS website called 
"Descartes's lost theorem" [4]. The first article is an excellent second introduction to curvattlre. 

My general interest started through my involvement with the Smarandache Geometry Club (Ya
hoo). The members of this club were interested in geometric spaces that satisfied Euclidean axioms 
in some instances and violated them in others. This would be somewhat normal in a Riemannian 
manifold, and 1 remembered reading about something Jeff Weeks called hyperbolic paper in 7he 
Shape ~/ Space ([6]). This hyperbolic paper was constructed by taping equilateral triangles together 
so that there were seven triangles around each vertex. The result is a paper model with a bunch 
of cone points with angle defect equal to ~. Building on this idea, I was able to build a lot of 
models that e.xhibited properties that the members of the club were looking for, a.nd I eventually 
wrote a little book on the !Subject called Smamndache Atlani/alds ([31). I think one of the difficulties 
in motivating proofs in Euclidean geometry is that students have a hard time imagining how any 
of the theoremB could not be true. It's hard to justify a confusing proof for a statement tha.t is 
obviously true. This book has lots of counter-examples. I have copies to give away, so let me know, 
if you want Qne. 

I think cone points come up in the study of orbifolds, but they seem to fit most naturally in an 
area called computational geometry. I know almost nothing about either of these subjects, but (5J 
is a nice, accessible article by two leading computational geometers. 
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DIE SMARANDACHE'51che KLASSE VON PARADOXIEN 

Herausgegeben von Charles T. Le 
Ubersetzung: Bernd Hutschenreuther 

Rietzstrasse 41 
0113 9 Dresde~ Germany 

E-mail: Bernd.Hutschenreuther@sz-online.de 

<A> sei em Attribut, und <Nicht-A> seine Negation. Dann gilt: 

Paradox 1. ALLES 1ST <A>, <Nicht-A> AVeR. 
Beispiele: 
Ell: Alles ist moglich, das Umnogliche auch. 
E12: AIle sind anwesend~ die Abwesenden auch. 
E13: Alles ist endlich, das Unendliche auch. 
Paradox 2. ALLES 1ST <Nicht-A>, <A> AUCH. 
Beispiele: 
E21: Alles ist umnoglich, das Mogliche auch. 
E22: Alle sind abwesend, die Anwesenden auch. 
E23: Alles ist unendlich, das Endliche auch. 
Paradox 3. NICHTS 1ST <A>, NICHT MAL <A>. 
Beispiele: 
E31: Nichts ist perfekt, nicht mal das Perfekte. 
E32: Nichts ist absolut, nieht mal das Absolute. 
E33: Nichts ist endlich, nicht mal das Endliche. 
Bemerkung: Die drei Arten der Paradoxe sind aquivalent. l\1an nennt sie: die 
Smarandache'sche Klasse von Paradoxen. 

Allgemeiner gilt: 
Paradox: ALLE (Verb) <A>, <Nicht-A> AueR 
«Die verallgemeinerte Smarandache'sche Klasse von Paradoxien> 
Wenn wir <A> durch em Attribut ersetzen, finden wi! ein Paradox. 
Analysieren wir das erste Beispiel: (Ell): 
<Alles ist moglic~ das Unmogliche auch.> 
Wenn dieser Satz wahr ist, erhalten wir <das Unmogliche ist auch m6glich>, was em 
Widerspruch ist; 
deshalb ist der Satz falsch (in def Objektsprache). 
Aber der Satz kallii wahr sem, wei! <Alles ist moglich> <das Unmogliche ist moglich> 
einschlieBt, d.h. 
<es ist moglich, unmogliche Dinge zu haben>, 
was korrekt ist (in der Metasprache). 
Natlirlich gibt es von dieser Art auch erfolglose Paradoxe, aber die vorgeschlagene Methode 
fiihrt noch zu schonen anderen. 
Betrachte das folgende Wortspiel, das an Einstein erinnert: 
Alles ist relativ, die (Theory der) Relativity auch! 
Weiterhin: 
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1. Der kiirzeste Weg zwischen zwei Punkten ist das Maander! (*) 
2. Das UnerkUirbare ist, natfulich, durch das Wort: "unerklarbar" erkHh<i! 
(*) Anmerkung des Ubersetzers: Bekannt ist auch das Sprichwort: Der kiirzeste Weg 
zwischen zwei Punkten ist der Umweg. 
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CONVERGENCE OF THE SMARANDACHE GENERAL CONTINUED FRACTION 

BOUAZZA EL WARBI 

FACULTE DES SC1ENCES 

B,P,2121 TETOUAN 

MORocco" 

AB~'1'RJ\C'f. "We givtln pOllitiv<1 nn.'fwer to th~ SnmmnciaC'lll) Gt\Mral Continu/td FrtWtiou cmlV~gt>.n~ (~ 

[2J). 

The Smarandache General Continued Fraction associated with the Smaranclache reverse sequence 

1,21.321, d321, 54321, ' .. , 121110987654321t ••• , is given by 

(1) 

(See for more details [2]). 

1 
1 + -------------

12+--------~=----

123+------
1234 +------

Define the 3€qU'.mces {unht:::::o and {bn}n~ by : 

We verify easily that 

(2) 
lo(n+l) -1 

lObn + for any n 2:: O. 

With notations of [lL the continued fraction (1) can be written as follows: 

bol ~'hzl bn 11 
ao+ -I +-,-+-,-+·····+-1-+··· 

a1 a2 a3 Un 

Let BAk be the result of the kth reduce o_f continued fraction: 
k ( 

(3') 601 btl b-ll bl<: 11 
aO+~1 -1-+-'-+·····+-,-· 

a1 a2 U3 ak 

Thus we define two sequences {At, }n2:0 and {Bnh~~o of real numbc:r8. Using the elementary algebraic 

theory of continued fraction given by Euler (,see II]) we have the following, 

LemrrIa 0.1. The 3et[Ue:nca {~4nhl2;o and {Bn }n2;o 5atu.f!I the following statements: 

Art = auA,,-l + bt .. A-n - 2 , for n 2:: 2, A-l = 0 and Ao al. 

fu COUS(~q:U~H:~~j . ..,-..re have: 

AnBn-l- An-lBn = (-l)(n-t)bobl ... bn-l, for any n:;::: 1 

And if EJn f:. 0, for any 11 C: 0, we have, 
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An ea.::sy computation 

~( )(k-l) bob1···bk - 1 = ao + L..t-1 
En k=l Bk+l Bk 

Hence, we.: have. the following result 

Lemma 0.2. The Sma:mndache General Continued Frnctian (1) is amvErgent if a.nd only if the alternate 
. ~-. ( 1)(11:-1) bob1--.bk-l sertes L..; - 1.3 also conve1-gent. 

,1.,=1 Bk-1Bk 

Let {u'l1.}n2:.0 be the sequence of positive real numbGnl defined by 

bob1-·,bn - 1 
Un for n ;:::: 1 

Bn-IBn 
vVe have, 

bohl . .,bn bob1 .•. bn -1 

BnBn+l Bn-lBn 

bob1."bn_l [~~ _1_1. 
B n Bn+l Bn-l 

And using the lemma 0.1 , we get 

And by (2) we have 
10(,..+1) 1 

bn - bn+ 1 = - 9bft - 9 :::; 0 

Beca.use the. En. '1J. a.re. poBitive, 'We de;Quce tha.t the ~quffice {1~nh.:~;O is On the other hand, 

we have, BnB'(, 1 [tlnB.n.-l + lJ·nB,,-2]Bn- 1 ;::: b2b~ ... bnBIBlh which implies that 

~ bob1 ... bn 1 bl 1 
'U <,. --

n - fJ.2b:J .•• bnBIBo bnBl bn 

The last inequality assert that lim 'Un. O. Fhmlly, we have tho result 
n ........ +oo 

Theorem 0.1. The Smwrandache Gtmeral Continued Froctirm. (1) is CO'nvergent. 
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Th~ first 10th Smarandache Symmetric Numbers 

Muneer lebreel 

SS-Math-Hcbron / LJNJ1 W A! Field tducation Officer I 

Box 19149 I Jerusalem I Israei 

... -'\bstnlct: In this .a.rticle j we present some important observa..tions of the first 10th 

Smanmdache Symm~tric Num bers 
( exclude the iim:nOcr i~e.. 1 i ):T and the rebtioraShip 

In [1] ttl'le first 10th Smanlndacne Symmetric Numbers 
( exduding number 11 ) I namely ; 

1 , 121, 12321, 1234321, 123454321, 12345654321 , 

1234567654321 r 12345678765432.1 T 12345678987654321. (1) 

Conslder ( 1) t then convert this numbers to the foHowing triangle: 

1 
121 

12321 
1234321 

123454321 
12345654321 

1234567654321 
123456787654321 

12345678987654321 

The foHowing observation may interest readers of Smarandache 

Notions Journal ; 

1) The area ( in the number of all digits in the above triangle) of 
this triang4e equai g2 , which is a square . 

2) The terfl!inal digits foHow the pattern lrlrl r -~_ r 1r which is a 
square ~ 

3) 
4) The initia~ digifts fuHow the pattern 1,1,1 I ... I 1 1 which is a 

square. 

5) The sum of the digits of any number equal perfect square j 
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Example; 121 1 + 2.+ 1 ::-~ 
12345678987654321 81 ~ 

Hence I the sum of digits foUow the pattern 12 ,22;32" .. ; 92
• 

6) The number of digits foHow the pattern 17 ,and the 
sum is I wilidl is a square I namely 81. 

7) If we take any column in the triangLe L~en cubing the digitc;: t.l1en 
sum them I we square for exampJe ; take cotumn 5 I then 
we have 12345 , cubing th.is dig.its and sum; 13+23+33 +43+53::;;;152 

So, cubing the di~its in columns and sum them, follow the pattern 
12 ,32,62,102 ,15 ,212,282,362,452 • 

8) Any number in the mangle is a perfect square and there is no 
prime I hence the number follow the pattern: 
12 ,112,1112, 11112 ,111112

/1111112, 11111112,111111112, 
1111111112. 
9) The bias of triangle looks like 9~ I and 8! So if we multiply the 

bias by its component we get square( 9!X8! ::: square) • 

Know convert the triangle to the following matrix I namely : 

Notes: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
122222222 

123333333 

123444444 

123455555 

123456666 

123456777 

12 34 56788 

123456789 

1) The matrix is a square one ( 9x9). 
2) The matrix is symmetric a round the diagonal. 
3) The detriment equal 1 I which is a square. 

4) We can get this matrix by the foffowrng two matrices ; 
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where the rows or 
1,11,111,1111,,,,,11111111 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

110000000 

111000000 

111100000 

111110000 

111111000 

111111100 

1111111 1 0 

111111111 

column represent the pattern 

111111111 

011111111 

001111111 

000111111 

0000111Jl 

0000011'l1 

o 0 0 0 0 0111 

o 0 0 0 0 0 01 1 

000000001 

Reference: 
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On the 57-th Srrlarandache's problem * 

Liu Huaning and Zhang Wenpeng 
Department of IVlathernatics, N orthvvest University 

Xi'an, Shaanxi, F.R.China 

Abstract 

For any positive integer n, let r be the positive such that: 
the set {I, 2", . ,r} can be partitioned into n classes such that no 
class contains x, y, z with xy = z. In this paper, we use the 
elementary methods to a sharp lower bound estimate for T'. 

§ 1. Introduction 

For any positive integer n, let r be a positive integer such that: 
the set {1,2,··· ,T} can be partitioned into n classes such that no 
class contains x, y, z with ;J;Y = z. In [1], Schur asks us to 
find the rnaximnm r·. About this problem, it appears that no one had 
studied it yet, at least, we have not seen such a paper before. The 
problem is interesting it can help us to study some irnportant 
partition problem. In this paper, we use the elementary methods to 
study Schur's problem and give a sharp lower bound estimate for r. 

That we shall prove the following: 
Theorem For sufficiently large integer n, let". be a pos'il'ive 'in

teger such t/;Lat: the set {I, 2, ... ,r} carl, be partit'ioned 'into n classes 
such that no class contains 7:ntegers x) y) z with xy z. For any 

number E: > OJ vVe have 

r 2: n 2(1-e)(n-l). 

Whether the upper bound of r is n 2(n-l), or there exists another 
sharper lower bound estiIIlate for T', is an interesting problem. 

keywor-ds: Smamndache's pTOblem; Par-tition, Lower- bound. 
"This work is supported by the N.S.F.(1027109:3) and the P.S.F. of P.R.China. 
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§2. Proof of the Theorem 

In this section, we complete the proof of the 'Theorem. 
LetT = l-c)(n~l)] and partition the set {1,2, .. ,[n2(1-€)(n-l)]} 

into n classes as follows: 

Class 1: 1, 

Class 2: 2, n + 1, 

Class 3: 3 , + 1, 

k: k, + 1, 

Class n: T/" + 1, 

[n(1-c)(n-l) + 1] , 

n + 2, 

+2, 

[

(n(1-C)(n-l l _ 1)] + 2 
n(n-l) .. ·k ' 

+ 2, 

[
(n(l-';;)("'-l)_l)]. 

n(n-l)· .. 4 

[

(n(1-E)(n_l l _ 1)] 

n(n-l) ... (k+l) . 

[n(I -.0)('11-1) - 1 J . 

where [Yl denotes the part of y. 
It is obvious that Class k contains no integers x, y, z with xy z 

for k 1,3,4, ... ) n. In fact for any :r:, y, Z E k, k: = 
3,4, ... ,'n, we have 

xy 2: k x ( 2:: z. 

On the other hand, tends to zero when n --+ 00, 

so for sufficiently large n, Class 2 has only one 2. 
This cOI;npletes the proof of the Theorem. 
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SOME PROBLEMS CONCERNING THE SMARANDACHE 
SQUARE COrv1PLE.rvIENTAR'l FUNCTION ( I ) 

Maohua 

Departn1ent of Mathell1atics 

Zhanjiang Norn1aI College 

29 Cunjin Road, Chikan 

Zhanj iang, Guangdong 

P.R.China 

Abstract: For any positive integer n, let SSC(n) denote the 

Srnarandache square cOlnplelnentary function of n. In this paper vve 

prove that the difference ISSC(n + 1) - SSC(n)1 is unbounded. 

Key words: Srnarandache square cornplernentary Cunction; 

difference; Pell equation 

F or any positive integer n, let SSC(n) denote the least pOSIL!Ve , 

integer n1 such ,that mn is a perfect square. Then SSC(n) is called the 

Slnarandache square c0l11plen1entary function (see [1]). In [3J, Russo 

asked if the difference 

lssrrn + 1') - ssrln)I ,-- - \ ' '-I -- - \" II 
( I) 
\ -, ) 

Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China 
(No.1 02711 04), the Guangdong Provincial Natural Science Foundation 
(No.O 11781) and the Natural Science Foundation of the Education 
Departlnent of Guangdong Province (No.O 161). 
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IS bounded or unbounded? In this paper we solve this problelTI as 

follows. 

Theorenl. The difference is unbounded. 

Proof. Let d be a positive integer with square By [2, Theorenl 

10.9.1], there exist two posi ti ve integers x and y such that 
I 

x~ 1. (2) 

Let n=d)/. Then fro 111 (2) we get n+ 1 =x2
. By the define of the 

Snlarandache square cOll1plenlentary function, we have 

SSC(n)=d, SSC(n+ 1 1. (3 ) 

Therefore, by (3), we get 

lSSC(n + 1) - SSC(n)\ d 1. (4) 

Since there exist infinitely lnany positive integers d with square free, 

'vve see [rOlTI (4) that the difference (1) is unbounded. Thus, the theorem 

is proved. 
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SOME RESULTS CONCERNING THE SMARANDACHE DECONSTRUCTIVE SEQUENCE 

Jason Earls 
513 N. 3rd Street 

Blackwell, OK 74631 USA 
Email: 

ABSTRACT 

In this note some new which were found in the 
Smarandache Deconstructive Sequence (SDS(n)) are reported, 
unusual sequences SDS(n) are with 
a list of factorizations for SDS(n). All computations were 
done with PARI/GP [3], except where noted. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The Smarandache Deconstructive 
(A007923) [4J is: 

, SDS (n) 

1,23,456,7891,23456,789123,4567891,23456789,123456789, ... 

in which the lengths of the terms increase by 1, and the 
sequentially repeat 1-9. Smarandache first defined this 

sequence in [5]. 

II PRIMES I~ SDS(n) 

In [1] Ashbacher listed 
Smarandache Deconstructive 

primes that arise in the 

23, 4567891, 23456789, 1234567891, 23456789123456789, 
23456789123456789123, - 4567891234567891234567891, 
1234567891234567891234567891 

The author has found five more. 

The values of n for which SDS(n) is are: 

2,7 ~8, 10, 17,20,25,28,31,38,61,62,355, 

with no more terms found for n <= 500. 

For SDS(28) 1234567891234567891234567891 
which is the last prime in Ashbacher's list. 

The the author found, SDS(355) 

789123456789123456789123456789123456789123456\ 
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789123456789123456789123456789123456789123456\ 
789123456789123456789123456789123456789123456\ 
789123456789123456789123456789123456789123456\ 
789123456789123456789123456789123456789123456\ 
789123456789123456789123456789123456789123456\ 
789123456789123456789123456789123456789123456\ 
7891234567891234567891234567891234567891 

has been proven with Primo [2]. 

III SOME UNUSUAL SEQUENCES INVOLVING SDS(n) 

If we sum the squares of the individual digits of SDS(n) we 
get the following sequence: 

(a) 1,13,77,195,90,208,272,284,285,286,298,362,480, 375, 493, 557, 

For , 1 "2 
7"2 + 8"2 + 9"2 + 1"2 

1; 2"2 + 3"2 ~ 13; 4"2 + 5"2 + 6"2 
195, etc. 

Are there any squares in sequence (a) above? 

Yes. For the fol 
squares of the 

values of n the sum of the 
s of SDS(n) is a square: 

1,100,280,346,568,721,1021,1153,1657,2548,2565, 
2584,3673,4537,4801,5545,6004,6826,7156, 

Is this sequence infinite? 

Another question one ask sequence (a) 
is, will any occur? 

I 

For the following values of n the sum of the 
squares of the digits of SDS(n) is prime: 

2,16,17,19,21,33,38,39,52,53,56,57,69,70,73,74, 
75,88,91,93,105,106,110,125,128,141,142,145,147, 
177,181,196,197,199,213,214,217,219,231,235,237, 
254,268,272,273,285,290,303,304,305,309,322,323, ... 

We conjecture that this sequence is infinite. 

77; 

If we sum the individual digits of SDS(n) after raising the 
to its own power we the following sequence: 

(b) 1,31,50037,405021249,50068,405021280,405071286,405071316, ... 

For 

After for primes in sequence (b), these values of n 
such that the sum of the digits of SDS(n) when raised to their 
own power is prime were found: 

2,21,32,33,69,92,93,94,107,123,140,163,164,248,269, 
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272,291,307,326,345,364,377,392,393,433,434,448,453, 
454,485,487,502,519,538,573,580,626,627,685,718,755, 
757,809,865,866,878,917,955,973,986,988,1024, 1028, 1048, 

We conjecture that this sequence is infinite. 

IV FACTORS OF SOS(n) 

In clos ,we provide a list of factors for the first 
fifty values of SOS(n). 

SOSl : 
o 
SOS2: 
23 
SOS3: 
21'.3.3.19 
SOS4: 
13.607 
S085: 
2"'5.733 
80S6: 
3.17.15473 
S087: 
4567891 
8088: 
23456789 
8089: 
3"'2.3607.3803 
80810: 
1234567891 
80811: 
59.397572697 
80812: , 
2"7.3.23.467.110749 
S0813: 
37.353.604183031 
80814: 
2"7.13.23.47.13040359 
80S15: 
3.19.13844271171739 
80816: 
739.1231.4621.1086619 
SOS17: 
23456789123456789 
80818: 
3"2.7.11_13.19.3607.3803.52579 
80819: 
31.241.1019.162166841159 
80820: 
23456789123456789123 
80821: 
2"'7.3.19.83.67247.11217082711 
80822: 
13.1171.5009.103488876927413 
80823: 
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2 A 7.37139.4934332239074993 
80824: 
3.29.53.19447.5949239.1479230321 
80825: 
4567891234567891234567891 
80826: 
31.120817.6262948234815488507 
80827: 
3 A 3.757.3607.3803.440334654777631 
80S28: 
1234567891234567891234567891 
S0829: 
20393.16338731.70399426574704481 
80830: 
2 A 7.3.43.27664069976791976953536163 
80S31: 
7891234567891234567891234567891 
80S32: 
2 A 7.13.67.439.166657.2875758147251799619 
80833: 
3.19.43.191.1685653375348716426865246703 
SOS34: 
3671.14074661.88408378782858625690561 
SOs35: 
11083.590819.9973889.119776913.2998604101 
S0836: 
3 A 2.7.11.13.19.101.3607.3803.9901.S2S79.999999000001 
S0837: 
5077076293.243165124963105984043672887 
80838: 
23456789123456789123456789123456789123 
S0839: 
2 A 7.3.19.62608158368529211000108158368529211 
S0840: 
13.1794115880987.3916274343701.112170916993561 
SOS41: 
2 A 7.3547.19141.1822695439.148087593391S4094492S9 
80S42: 
3.36677.77890601.6953106199727.13242377845224779 
80843: 
17.268699484386346543209875954974581837327523 
80844: 
17.911.98981.9659394263.240869841259.6576837459611 
80845: 
3 A 2.31.41.271.3607.3803.238681.2906161.41 502830133110721 
80846: 
47.15667.62788723633.26702358442667031058467275423 
80S47: 
857.27370815779996253352925074823170115663310139 
80848: 
2 A 7.3.157089311.7572475819198513188475662796700757119 
S0849: 
17.593.138599.31074683.1398187430503.129989759693807375161 
80850: 
2 A 7.13 A 2.461.66173.3920187843941.9067410177727179700576871 
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AN ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA INVOLVING 

SQUARE COlVIPLEMENT NUMBERS 

Lou YUANBING 

Departn1ent of Mathelnatics and Physics, 
Lhasa, Tibet, P.R.China 

University 

ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to study the mean value properties of 
the square complement number sequence {S(n)}, and give an interesting asymptotic 
formula involving Sen). 

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 

For each positive integer n, we call 5(n) as a square complement number of 
n, if 5(n) is the srnallest positive integer such that n5(n,) is a perfect square. 
In [1], Professor F.Smaranclache asked us to study the properties of the 
sequence {5(n)}. About this problenl, we know very little at present. The 
purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic property of this sequence, and 
obtain an interesting asynlPtotic formula involving square complement numbers. 
That is, we. shall prove the following result: 

Theorem. Let real number x ~ 3). S( n) denotes the sq'lJ,are complement number of 
n. Then we have the tL.'Jymptotic j'o'rm'uJa 

where d( n) is the div'isor function) E > 0 be any fixed real number) Cl and C2 are 
defined as follo'wing: 

C--' 1-6 ( 1) 
1 - 7T2 II (p + 1)2 ) 

p 

6 II (1 1) ("\' 2(2p + 1) Inp ) 
C2 =: 7T2 p - (p+l)2 7 (p-l)(p+l)(p+2) +2,-1 , 

the prod'uct and sU'mmation over all p·r·t'me P! I is the Euler!s constant. 

Key 'woTds and phTases. Square complement numbers; Sequence; Asymptotic formula. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

In this section, we shall complete the proof of the Theorenl. First we 
following: 

Len1ll1a. Let 'real 'n,'umbc',- :tJ 2:: 3) then we have the, asymptot'ic fo'tm'u.,la 

cl ( n) I p ( n ) I = c~ y In y + c; y + 0 ( y ) , 

whe'te p(n) 'is the Mobi'us function) c~ and are defined as following: 

I 36 II ( 1) 
c1 = p 1 ~ (p + 1) 2 ) 

Proof. Let T = ,fij, A(s) = 1] (1 - (ps ! 1)2)-

(See 2 of reference [2]) , we can obtain 

where f-l( n) is the lVIGbius function, c > 0 be any real number. 
lVIoving the integer<1tion line to Re( s) =: ~ + c, here s =: 1 is a second order pole 

of ((22(~s;) A( s) u;-) and the residue of this function at s = 1 is 

where c~ and c; are defined as following: 

I 36 II ( 
C1 =7[4 1 

p 

I 36 II ( 1) (""' 2Inp ""' 4In ) 
c2 = 'jf<1 P 1 - (p + 1)2 L: (p + 1) (p + 2) + L: 1 + 2, - 1 . 

L d(n)I/.L(n)1 = c~ylny c;y+ O(y!+E) 
n:S;y 

This proves the Lemlna. 228 



Now, we shall cornplete the proof of the Theorem. Froln the above vve 
have 

L d(S(n)) == L cl(S(ak2)) 
n<x ak'2 

= L cl(a)lp(a)1 
ak2::;x 

= L L d(a)Jp(a)1 

L (c~ x In x + c~ :2 + 0 (:1+2f.)) 
k::;vix 

(1) = c~((2)xlnx + (c;((2) + 2c~('(2))x + 0 (x~+f.). 

Let 

(2) Cl C;((2l =:2II(1 
p 

and 

(3) 1 . ) (\:'" 2(2p + 1) ln P 2 
(p + 1)2 L: (p 1) (p + 1) (p + 2) +. I 

Combining (I), (2) and, (3), we inlmediately deduce the asymptotic formula 

L cl(S('n)) = ClX lnx + C2X + O(x~+f.), 
n::;x 

This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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On a problem concerning the Smarandache Left-Rigth sequences 

Felice Russo 
Via A. Infante 7 

67051 Avezzano (Aq) Italy 
felice.russo@katamail.com 

Abstract 

In this paper a problem posed in [1J and concerning the number of 
primes in the Smarandache Left-Right Natural number sequence 
(SLRNN) and in the Smarandache Left-Right prime (SLRP) sequence is 
analysed. 

Introduction 

In [1] the author defined the SLRNN and SLRP sequences in the following way: 

SLRNN - Starting with 1 append alternatively on the left and on the rigth the next natural 
numbers: 

1,21,213,4213,42135,642135,6421357, 86421357, 864213579, 86421357910, ....... . 

SLRP - Starting with the first prime 2 append alternatively on the left and on the right the next 
primes: 

2,32,325,7325,732511,13732511, 1373251117, 191373251117, 19137325111723, ....... . 

In the section dedicated to those two sequences the following open question is reported: 

How many terms are prime numbers? 

Moreover by defining as additive primes those prime numbers which sum of digits is prime too, 
this second question is also reported: 

How many terms are additive prime? 
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Results 

In the table 3 and 4 the first 40 terms for the SLRP and SLRNN sequences respectivley are 
reported. 
By looking at the tables 5 and 6 regarding the prime factors of the first 25 tenus of both the 
sequences, we can see clearly the for the SLRNN sequence a clear pattern emerge. In fact all the 
terms a(n) with n=3·k+2 and n 3·k+3 (where k=0,l,2,3 .... ) are divisible by 3 while those with 
n=:lO·k+5 and n=lO·k+6 are divisble by 5. 
On the contrary for the SLRP sequence any pattern is visible. 
According to those considerations and thanks to an Ubasic code the first 575 and 717 tenus of 
the SLRP and SLRNN sequence respectively have been tested for primality. 
The last tenn tested for both the sequences has 2103 and 2043 digits respectively. 

Here a summary table for both the sequences . 

Start/end prime # digits . Prime 
2 I 2 

19/17 12 191373251117 

37/31 20 37291913732511172331 

139/149 76 1391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137149 

3111307 163 311293281271263251239229223199193181173 ......... 161197211227233241257269277283307 

Table 1. Prune m the SLRP sequence 

Start/end numb. # digits Prime 
1201121 255 120118116114112110108106104102100 ............. 101103105107109111113115117119121 

Table 2. Primes in the SLRNN sequence 

According to those results'the percentage of the primes inside the two sequences is 0.87% and 
0.140/0 for the SLRP and SLRNN respectively. 
Actually the percentage is so low that this seems to point out that the number of primes is finite. 

Open question: Is the number of primes in the SLRP and SLRNN finite? 

Let's now check if those primes are also additive. For the primes of the sequence SLRP we have 
that 4 out of 5 are additive being the sum of digits equal to 2, 41, 71 and 631. The only prime 
that is not additive is that starting with 139 and ending with 149 which sum of digits is 296 that 
is composite. About the SLRNN sequence the only prime found is not additive because the sum 
of the digits is equal to 1027 that is a cOlnposite number. 
According to those results the following two conjecure can be posed: 

Conjecture 1: The number of additive primes inside the sequence SLRP is finite 

Conjecture 2: The number of additive primes inside the sequence SLRNN is null. 
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1 2 
2 32 
3 325 
4 7325 
5 732511 
6 13732511 
7 l373251117 
8 191373251117 
9 19137325111723 
10 2919137325111723 
11 291913732511172331 
12 37291913732511172331 
13 3729191373251117233141 
14 433729191373251117233141 
15 43372919137325111723314147 
16 5343372919137325111723314147 
17 534337291913732511172331414759 
18 61534337291913732511172331414759 
19 6153433729191373251117233141475967 
20 716153433729191373251117233141475967 
21 71615343372919137325111723314147596773 
22 7971615343372919137325111723314147596773 
23 797161534337291913732511172331414759677383 
24 89797161534337291913732511172331414759677383 
25 8979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397 
26 1018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397 
27 1018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103 
28 1071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103 
29 1071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109 
30 1131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109 
31 1131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127 
32 1311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127 
33 131113107101897971615~433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137 

34 1391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137 
35 1391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137149 
36 1511391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137149 
37 1511391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137149157 
38 1631511391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137149157 
39 1631511391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137149157167 
40 1731631511391311131071018979716153433729191373251117233141475967738397103109127137149157167 
Table 3. Fust 40 tenns of sequence SLRP 
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1 1 
2 21 
3 213 
4 4213 
5 42135 
6 642135 
7 6421357 
8 86421357 
9 864213579 
10 10864213579 
11 1086421357911 
12 121086421357911 
13 12108642135791113 
14 1412108642135791113 
15 141210864213579111315 
16 16141210864213579111315 
17 1614121086421357911131517 
18 181614121086421357911131517 
19 18161412108642135791113151719 
20 2018161412108642135791113151719 
21 201816141210864213579111315171921 
22 22201816141210864213579111315171921 
23 2220181614121086421357911131517192123 
24 242220181614121086421357911131517192123 
25 24222018161412108642135791113151719212325 
26 2624222018161412108642135791113151719212325 
27 262422201816141210864213579111315171921232527 
28 28262422201816141210864213579111315171921232527 
29 2826242220181614121086421357911131517192123252729 
30 302826242220181614121086421357911131517192123252729 
31 30282624222018161412108642135791113151719212325272931 
32 3230282624222018161412108642135791113151719212325272931 
33 323028262422201816141~10864213579111315171921232527293133 

34 34323028262422201816141210864213579111315171921232527293133 
35 3432302826242220181614121086421357911131517192123252729313335 
36 363432302826242220181614121086421357911131517192123252729313335 
37 36343230282624222018161412108642135791113151719212325272931333537 
38 3836343230282624222018161412108642135791113151719212325272931333537 
39 383634323028262422201816141210864213579111315171921232527293133353739 
40 40383634323028262422201816141210864213579111315171921232527293133353739 
Table 4. FIrst 40 tenns of sequence SLRNN 
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1 Prime 
2 2x2x2x2x2 
3 5x5x13 
4 5x5x293 
5 13x29x29x67 
6 13xl056347 
7 7x7x28025533 
8 Prime 
9 7x 13x 210300275953 
10 3x 973045775037241 
11 7x6763xC 
12 Prime 
13 11x38393xC 
14 7xC 
15 137xC 
16 3xllx157x2179xC 
17 4519xC 
18 3x239x593x144725040140349010212526739 
19 Ilx5197xC 
20 3x3x3x83x89xC 
21 43x53xl13xC 
22 ??? 
23 127x3343x42841xC 
24 3x3x3x7x7x7xC 
25 19xC 

-Table:;:,. Pnme factors for the sequence SLRP (here C IndIcates a composIte number) 

1 1 
2 3x7 
3 3x71 
4 11x383 
5 3x5x53x53 
6 3x5x13x37x89 
7 79x81283 
8 3x3x3xl1x43x67xlOl 
9 3x3x96023731 
10 17x41xl13x271x509 
11 3x19x37x53x419x23197 
12 3xI0477x12433x309857 
13 llx29x179x2683x79037111 
14 3xl07xC 
15 3x5x7xI3xl03451182574050631 
16 5xC 
17 3x3x3x3x3x3xC 
18 3x3xC 
19 17xl068318359331890~40653714807 

20 3x 672720470702880711930371050573 
21 3xC 
22 281x54601xC 
23 3x13x35381xC 
24 3x35153x2296818494525086397759867921481497 
25 5x5x17x37x127x593xC 
Table 6. Pnme factors for the sequence SLRNN (here C IndIcates a composIte number) 
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Some Properties of The Happy Numbers and the Smarandache H
Sequence 

Abstract: 

Charles Ashbacher 
Charles Ashbacher Technologies 

Box 294 
Hiawatha, IA 52233 

The happy numbers are those where the iterated sums of the squares of the digits tenninates at 1. A 
Smarandache Concatenate Sequence is a set of numbers formed by the repeated concatenation of the 
elements of another set of numbers. In this paper, we examine some of the properties of the happy nwnbers 
as well as a concatenation sequence constructed from the happy numbers. 

Introduction: 

Defmition: Given any positive integer n, the repeated iteration of the sum of the squares of the decimal 
digits either terminates at 1 or enters the cycle 

4 -> 16 -> 37 -> 58 -> 89 -> 145 -> 42 -> 20 -> 4. 

lfthe iteration tenninates at 1, the number is said to be Happy[l]. 

For example, 13 is Happy, as 

1+9=10=1+0=1, 

the Happy numbers less than or equal to 100 are { 1, 7, 10, 13, 19,23,28,31,32,44,49,68, 70, 79, 82, 86, 
91, 94, 97, 100 }. If a number is Happy, then the number formed by appending an arbitrary number of zeros 
to the right is also Happy. Therefore, the set of Happy numbers is infinite. 

Happy numbers tum out to be rather common, and Guy[l] notes that about 117 of the positive integers 
appear to be Happy. 

To examine this in more detail, a computer program was created to determine and count the number of 
Happy numbers up through an upper limit. The counts and percentages for upper limits of one million 
through ten million were computed and are smnmarized in table 1. 
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Table 1 

Percentag.e of Happy Numbers 

2 3 4 5 6 7 .8 9 10 

Upper limit In Millions 

From this figure, it is clear that the percentage of Happy numbers is near 117 = 0.142, but shows a small 
amount of variation. 

In his paper, Gupta[2] describes the Smarandache H-Sequence[2], constructed by repeatedly appending 
Happy numbers on the right side. For example, the first five elements of the sequence are 

SH(1) = 1 
SH(2) = 17 
SH(3) = 1710 
SH(4) = 171013 
SH(5) = 1710l319. 

Gupta also defines the Reversed Smarandache H-Sequence, which is constructed by appending the happy 
numbers to the left side. For example, the first five elements of the sequence are 

RSH(1) = 1 
RSH(2):: 71 
RSH(3) 1071 
RSH(4) = 131071 
RSH(5) = 19131071. 

Primes in the SH and RSH sequences. 

Gupta conducts a search for primes in both the SH and RSH sequences. Three primes were found in the 
first 1000 terms of the SH sequence and they are SH(2) , SHeS) and SH(43). Eight primes were found in the 
first 1000 tenns of the RSH sequence and they are RSH(2), RSH(4), RSH(5), RSH(6), RSH(10), RSH(31), 
RSH(255) and RSH(368). This is hardly surprising, as happy numbers can end with any of the decimal 
digits, six of which { 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 } immediately eliminate the SH sequence element as a possible prime. 
However, with the trailing digit always being 1 for elements in the RSH sequence, there is no immediate 
elimination of the nwnber as a possible prime. Assuming that all digits are equally likely to be the trailing 
digit of a happy number, then with six out often immediately eliminating the possibility of it being prime, 
the ratio of three to ei~t seems quite reasonable. 

The trailing digits of the set of Happy numbers. 

Which brings us to a related question. 

Are the trailing digits of the set of Happy numbers equally dispersed among the ten decimal digits? 

At first glance, the answer to this question would appear to be false. Since zeros can be appended to any 
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Happy number to generate another Happy number, it would appear that the percentage of trailing zeros in 
Happy numbers would be greater than the average ofO.l. 

A program was written in the language Java to test this question. The long data type in Java occupies eight 
bytes of memory and can store positive integers up to 9223372036854775807. Therefore, it is used in the 
computation of the Happy numbers. As the Happy numbers are generate~ the trailing digit is extracted and 
the count of the number of times each digit appears is stored. These numbers are then displayed when the 
program terminates. The program was run several times, computing all Happy numbers less than n, where n 
was incremented in steps of one million. For each run, the percentage of the Happy numbers less than the 
upper bound that have a trailing zero was computed. The results for runs with upper limits from 1 million 
through 10 million are summarized in figure 2. 

Figure 2 

Percentage .ofTrailing Zeros. 
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Note that the percentage of Happy numbers that end in zero is greater than 0.10, but the graph exhibits a 
decreasing rate as the upper limit increases. 

This leads to the unsolved question. 
, 

Is the percentage of Happy numbers that end with a zero greater than 0.10? 

The evidence here suggests that it is in fact near 0.10. 

Similar questions can be asked concerning the percentages of Happy numbers that terminate with each of 
the remaining nine digits. Figure 3 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that end in a one as the 
upper limit steps from one through ten million. 

Figure 3 
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(1) 0.104 a 0.102 
'E 0.1 
~ 0.098 
~ 0.096 
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Percentage of Trailing Ones 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Upper limit In Millions 
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Figure 4 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that end in a two as the upper limit step from one 
million through ten million. 

Figure 4 
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Figure 5 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that in a three as the upper limits step from one 
million through ten million. 

Figure 5 
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Figure 6 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that end in a four as the upper limits step from one 
million through ten million. 

Figure 6 
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Figure 7 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that end in a five as the upper limits step from one 
million through ten million. 

Figure 7 

Percentage of Trailing Fives 
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Figure 8 is a chart ofthe percentage of Happy numbers that end in a six as the upper limits step from one 
million through ten million. 

Figure 8 

Percentage of Trailing. Sixes 
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Figure 9 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that end in a seven as the upper limits step from one 
million through ten million. 

Figure 9 

Percentage of Trailing Sevens 
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Figure 10 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that end in an eight as the upper limits step from 
one million through ten million. 

Figure 10 
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Figure 11 is a chart of the percentage of Happy numbers that end in a nine as the upper limits step from one 
million through ten million. 

Figure 11 
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From these figures, it is clear that the percentages of the trailing digits of Happy numbers are generally 
evenly distributed for the ranges examined. 

The Smarandache H~Sequence One-Seventh Conjecture 

Gupta also makes the following conjecture in his paper about numbers in the Smarandache H-sequence. 

Conjecture: 

About one-seventh of the numbers in the Smarandache H-sequence belong to the initial H-sequence. 

A computer program that uses the BigInteger class in Java was written to test this conjecture. The 
BigInteger class allows for the manipulation of very large integers whose only limit is the amount of 
machine memory. The program was run for all Happy numbers up through 15~OOO and these numbers were 
used to construct the corresponding SH numbers. Percentages of the elements in the SH sequence that are 
also in the H-sequence were computed for each 1000 SH numbers and the results are summarized in figure 
12 . 
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Figure 12 

The Percentage of Smarandache HwSequence 
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As you can see, the percentage of Smarandache H-sequence numbers that are aho Happy appears to 
asymptotically approach 0.14. This is slightly less that the one-seventh value stated by Gupta. 

Contrasting figure 12 with figure 1, it is clear that the percentage ofSmarandache H-sequence numbers 
that are also Happy has less variation and appears to be smaller that the percentage of numbers that are 
Happy. 

Question: 

Is the percentage of Smarandache H-sequence numbers that are Happy less than the percentage of integers 
that are Happy? 

Consecutive SH Numbers 

Gupta also mentions consecutive SH numbers that are also Happy and finds the smallest such pair: SH(30) 
and SH(31). He moves on to find examples where three, four and five consecutive SH numbers are also 
Happy. He closes that section with the question: 

Can you fmd examples of six and seven consecutive SH numbers? 

The program previously mentioned that computed the percentages ofH-sequence numbers that are also 
happy als9 searched for examples of six or seven consecutive Happy numbers and found no such sequences 
for the values ofSH(lOOOO) through SH(15000). 
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SOME SMARANDACHE-TYPE SEQUENCES AND PROBLEMS 
CONCERNING ABUNDANT AND DEFICIENT NUMBERS 

Jason Earls 
513 N. 3rd Street 

Blackwell, OK 74631 OSA 

Abstract: We defme some new sequences involving Smarandache operations on the 
sets of deficient and abundant numbers. We give conjectures and ask questions about 
these sequences somewhat similar to certain problems posed in Smarandache's book Only 

Problems, Not Solutions! [7]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A number n is called abundant if cr(n) > 2n (A005101), perfect if cr(n) 2n 
(A000396), and deficient if cr(n) < 2n (AOOSI 00), where (J(n) denotes the sum of all 
positive divisors ofn (A000203) [6]. Concerning perfect numbers, it is not known when 
they were first studied, however, the first mathematical result about them occurs in 
Euclid's Elements written around 300 BC. More relevant to this paper is the 
text Introductio Arithmetica, written by Nicomachus around 100 AD, in which 
Nicomachus first classified all numbers based on the concept of perfect numbers, thus 
giving us the definitions (listed above) of abundant and deficient numbers, with which 
this paper deals [4]. 

Concerning abundant numbers, two of the more interesting facts about them is that in 
1964 T. R. Parkin and L. 1. Lander showed that all numbers greater than 20161 can be 
expressed as the sum of two abundant numbers [2]; and around 1000 AD, Abu Mansur 
ibn Tahir AI-Baghadadi found the first smallest odd abundant number: 945 [5]. 

Perfect numbers have attracted more interest through the years than abundant and 
deficient numbers, no doubt due to the fact that they are intin1ately connected -with 
Mersenne primes. But despite all of the extensive study of perfect numbers, there are still 
crucial unsolved problems. For example: Are there infinitely many perfect numbers? 
Does an od~ perfect number exist? No one knows. But no matter how much more 
attractive the perfect numbers may seem when compared with the abundant and deficient 
numbers, in this paper we leave the perfect ones alone and devote our energy only to the 
abundants and deficients. 

What we offer in this paper are some Smarandache-type sequences and problems with 
the questions asked being very much in the spirit of Florentin Smarandachets wonderful 
book Only Problems) Not Solutions! [7]. Also it should be mentioned that in constructing 
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and exploring the problems below we made extensive use of the software package 
PARI/GP [3]; and that all of the conjectures made were based on a small amount of 
analysis and a lot of empirical evidence via a personal computer. And now we close this 
introduction with a quote from Sir Winston Churchill (1874-1965): 

"I had a feeling once about Mathematics - that I saw it all. Depth beyond depth was 
revealed to me - the B yss and Abyss. I saw - as one might see the transit of Venus or 
even the Lord Mayor's Show - a quantity passing through infinity and changing its 
sign from plus to minus. I saw exactly why it happened and why the tergiversation 
was inevitable, but it was after dinner and I let it go" [1]. 

2. SEQUENCES AND PROBLEMS 

(1) Smarandache Consecutive Abundant sequence (SCA); concatenate the first n 
abundant numbers. 

12,1218,121820,12182024,1218202430, 121820243036,12182024303640, 
1218202430364042, 121820243036404248, 12182024303640424854, ... 

Will there always be at least one prime factor of any SCA number that has never 
before appeared as a prime factor in any earlier SCA number? That is, if 
SCA = p/ip/2 

... Pn
an

, is their always api in any SeA number distinct fronl all 
previous SCA nUll1bers? We conjecture: yes. 

(2) Smarandache Consecutive Deficient sequence (SCD); concatenate the first n deficient 
numbers. 

1,12,123,1234,12345,123457,1234578, 12345789,1234578910,123457891011, 
12345789101113, 1234578910111314, 123457891011131415, ... 

How many primes are among these numbers? Will there always be at least one prime 
factor of any SeD number> 1 that has never before appeared as a prime factor in any 
earlier SeD number?'We conjecture: yes. 

(3) Smarandache Abundant-Deficient consecutive sequence; a d where a is the nth 
abundant number and d is the nth deficient number, with "_-;-' representing 
concatenation.' 

121,182,203,244,305,367,408,429,4810,5411,5613,6014, 
6615,7016,7217,7819,8021,8422,8823,9025,9626,10027, 
10229,10431,10832,11233,11434,12035,12637,13238, ... 
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How many primes are there among these numbers? How many squares? 

(4) Smarandache Odd Abundant-Deficient consecutive sequence; oa_od where oa is 
the nth odd abundant number and od is the nth odd deficient number, with "_" 
representing concatenation. 

9451, 15753,22055,28357,34659,409511 ,472513,535515,577517, 
598519,643521,661523,682525,724527,742529, 787531,808533, ... 

We conjecture that there are an infinite amount of primes among these numbers. 
How many of these numbers are triangular? 

(5) Deficient numbers such that the sum of their individual digits after being raised to 
their own power, become abundant numbers. * 

15,26,33,39,50,51,57,62,68,69,75,79,82,86,93,97,99, 
118,127,141,147,165,167,172,178,181,187,207,217,235, 
239,242,244,248,253,257,259,271,275,277,284,293,295, ... 

E.g. 147 is a deficient number and 11 + 44 + 77 = 823800 is an abundant number. 

Are there infinitely many consecutive terms in this sequence? We conjecture: yes. 
Are there infinitely many k-tuples for these numbers? 

* We remark here that with modern software freely available on the Internet, such 
as PARI/GP [3], it is easy to find large values of this sequence when searching a 
small neighborhood. For example, it took only a few seconds to find: 
12345678901234567890123456793, which is a number with the property stated 
above. 

(6) Abundant numbers such that the sum of their individual digits after being raised to 
their own power, is also an abundant number. 

24,42,66,96,104,108,114, 140,156, 174,176,180,222,224,228, 
270,282,288,336,352,354,392,396,400,444,448,464,516,532, 
534,560;572,576,594,644,650,666,702,704,708,714, 720, 740, ... 

E.g. 24 is an abundant number and 22 + 44 = 260 is also abundant. 

Are there infinitely many consecutive numbers in this sequence? 
What is the asymptotic estimate for the number of integers less than 
1 Omthat have the property stated above? 
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(7) Abundant numbers such that the sum of the factorials of their individual digits is an 
abundant number. 

36,48,54,56,66,78,84,88,96,336,348,354,364,366,368,378, 
384,396,438,444,448,456,464,468,474,476,486,498,534,544, 
546,558,564,576,588,594,636,644,648,654,666,678, ... 

E.g. 36 is an abundant number and 3 !+6 726 is abundant. 

Are there an infinite amount of odd numbers in this sequence? We conjecture: yes. 
Are there an infinite amount of consecutive tenns in this sequence? We conjecture: 
yes. 

(8) Abundant-Smarandache numbers; n such that Sen) is an abundant number, where Sen) 
is the classic Smarandache function (A002034) [6]. 

243,486,512,625,972,1024,1215,1250,1536,1701 ,1875, 1944, ... 

What is the 1 OOOth tenn of this sequence? 
Investigate this sequence. 

(9) Abundant-Pseudo Smarandache numbers; n such that Zen) is an abundant number, 
where Zen) is the Pseudo-Smarandache function (A011772) [6]. 

13,19,25,26,31,37,39,41,42,43,49,50,56,57,61,67,70,71, 
73,74,75,76,78,79,81,82,84,89,93,97,98,100,101,1 03,1 08, 
109,111,113,114,121,122,127,129,133,135,139,146,147, ... 

Investigate these numbers. 

(10) Smarandache Abundant-Partial-Digital Subsequence; the sequence of abundant 
numbers which can be partitioned so that each element of the partition is an abundant 
number. E.g. 361260 is an abundant number and it can be partitioned into 36_12_60 
with 36" 12 and 60 all being abundant. 

Find this sequence. 

(11) Abundant numbers A such that when the smallest prime factor of A is added to the 
largest prime factor of A, it is also an abundant number. 
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5355,8415,8925,11655,13218,16065,16695, 16998, 19635,20778, 
211 05,23205,24558,25245,26436,26775,28338,29835,30555, 
31815,33996,34965,37485,39654,40938,41556,42075,42735, ... 

E.g. the smallest prime factor of 5355 is 3 and the largest is 17; 17+3==20, an 
abundant number. 

What are some properties of these numbers? 
What are the first ten abundant numbers A, such that A == 7 (mod 10)? 

(12) Abundant numbers A such that the sum of the composites between the smallest and 
largest prime factors of A is also an abundant number. 

114,228,304,342,380,438,456,474,532,570,608,684, 760, 798,822,834,836, 
876,894,906,912,948,1026,1064,1140,1182,1194, 1216, 1254, 1314, 1330, 1368, 
1398,1422,1460,1482,1520,1542,1580,1596, 1644, 1668,1672,171 0, 1752, 1788, ... 

E.g. the smallest prime factor of 114 is 2 and the largest is 19. The sum of the 
composites between 2 and 19 is: 4+6+8+9+ 10+ 12+ 14+ 15+ 16+ 18 == 112, an abundant 
number. 

What are some properties of these numbers? Are there any consecutive numbers in 
this sequence? 

(13) Smarandache Nobly Abundant numbers; n such that 'C(n) and O'(n) are both abundant 
numbers, where 'C(n) is the number of divisors ofn and O'(n) is the sum of the 
divisors of n. 

60,84,90,96,108,126,132,140,150,156,160, 180, 198,204,220,224,228,234,240,252, 
260, 276,294,300,306,308,315,336,340,342,348,350,352,360,364,372,380,396,414, 
416,420,432,444,460,476,480,486,490,492,495,500,504,516,522,525,528,532, ... 

E.g. the number of divisors of 60 is 12 and the sum of the divisors of 60 is 312, both 
abundant numbers. 

What ~e some properties of these numbers? 

(14) Smarandache Nobly Deficient numbers; n such that 'ten) and cr(n) are both deficient 
numbers, where 'ten) is the number of divisors of nand O'(n) is the sum of the 
divisors of n. 

1,2,3,4,7,8,9,13,16,21,25,31 ,36,37,43,48,49,61 ,64,67,73,81 ,93,97,1 00, 109, 
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111,112,121,127,128,144,151,157,162,163,169,181, 183, 192, 193,196,208,211, 
217,219,225,229,241 ,256,277,283,289,313,324,331,337,361,373,381,397,400, ... 

Investigate this sequence. 

(15) Smarandache Consecutive Abundant Digital Sum Deficient numbers~ consecutive 
abundant numbers such that their digital sums are deficient numbers. 

5984,5985 
7424,7425 
11024,11025 
26144,26145 
27404,27405 
39375,39376 
43064,43065 
49664,49665 
56924,56925 
58695,58696 

E.g. 5984 and 5985 are consecutive abundant numbers and their digital sums 
5+9+8+4 26 and 5+9+8+5 27, are both deficient numbers. 

Is this sequence infinite? We conjecture: yes. 

(16) Smarandache Powerfully Abundant numbers. Let the abundance of n be denoted 
wen) = a(n) 2n, where a(n) is the sum of all positive divisors of n; then the 
sequence is the least number m such that the abundance of m is equal to -IOn. 

11,101,5090,40028,182525,2000006, 

Is this sequence infinite?* What is the 100th term? 

*Ifn is given, then it seems likely that there is some integer r>=l such that 
p = 2r + IOn 1 is prime. If it is, then w(2r-1 * p) = -IOn [8]. 

(17) Let the deficiency of n be denoted a(n) = 2n - <Jen). Below is the sequence of n 
such that a(n) = 1"(n), where 'C(n) is the number of divisors of n. 

1,3,14,52,130,184,656,8648,12008,34688, 2118656, ... 
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Is this sequence infinite? Investigate this sequence. 

(18) Let the deficiency of n be denoted a(n) = 2n (J(n). Below is the sequence of n 
such that a(n) is a perfect square* and sets a new record for such squares. 

1,5,17,37,101,197,257,401,577,677,1297, 1601 ,2597,2917,3137,4357,5477, 
7057,8101,8837,12101,13457,14401,15377,15877, 16901 ,17957,21317,2250 1, 
24337,25601,28901,30977,32401,33857,41617,42437,44101 ,50177,52901,55697, ... 

E.g. a(37)=36 a square which sets a new record for squares. a(101)=100 a square 
which sets a new record for squares. 

2597 is the only non-prime value> 1 in the sequence above. What is the next 
non-prime value? Investigate this sequence. 

*Kravitz conjectured that no numbers exist whose abundance is an odd square [9]. 

(19) Least deficient number of n consecutive deficients such that all are abundant 
numbers when they are reversed. 

21,218,445,2930,4873, ... 

E.g. 218 is deficient and 812 is abundant, 219 is deficient and 912 is abundant; 
hence 218 is the least number in a chain of 2. 445 is deficient and 544 is abundant, 
446 is deficient and 644 is abundant, 447 is deficient and 744 is abundant; hence 445 
is the least number in a chain of 3. 

Is this seqence infinite? Investigate this sequence. 

(20) Let ~(n) be a function that sums the deficient numbers between the smallest and 
largest prime factors of n. 

1 ,2,3 ,~,5 ,5,7,2,3,14,11,5,13,21,12,2,17,5,19,14,19,59,23,5, 
5,72,3,21,29,14,31,2,57,134,12,5,37,153,70,14,41 ,21,43,59, 
12,219,47,5,7~ 14,132,72,53,5,50,21,151,326,59,14,61,357, ... 

E.g. ~(n)= 59 because the smallest and largest prime factors of22 are 2 and 11; the 
sum of deficient numbers between 2 and 11 is 2+3+4+5+7+8+9+ 10+ 11 = 59. 

Investigate this function. 
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ON SMARANDACHE REPUNIT N NUMBERS 

Jason Earls 
513 N. 3rd Street 

Blackwell, OK 74631 USA 

Abstract: We define three new sets of numbers somewhat similar to Repunit numbers [1] 
and the Smarandache Unary numbers[2], which we call Smarandache Repunit N (SRN) 
numbers. We report primes, properties, conjectures and open questions concerning SRN 
numbers. Some subsidiary sequences are given along the way. 

Reason's last step is the recognition that there are an infinite number 
of things which are beyond it. Blaise Pascal, Pensees. 1670. 

1. Introduction 

In 1966 A. H. Beiler coined the tenn "repunit" for numbers consisting ofN 
copies of the digit 1. The term repumt comes from the words "repeated" and 
"unit". Beiler also gave the fIrst table of known factors of rep units [1]. These 
numbers have the form 

It is still an unsolved problem as to whether there are infmitely many primes 
in Rn, and much computer time has been expended looking for repunit 
primes as well as factors. For example, In 1986·Williams and Dubner 
proved R I031 to be prime [7]. In 1999 the search was extended by Dubner 
who found the probable prime ~9801 [8], and L. Baxter later discovered the 
probable prime R86453 [6]. Concerning factors of rep units, Andy Steward 
currently maintains a project to collate all known data on factorizations of 
generalized r,epunits [9], which have the form 

GRb
n = bn-l/b-l. 

In this paper we consider three new classes of numbers based on repunits, 
and similar to Smarandache Unary numbers (Smarandache Unary numbers 
are formed by repeating the digit 1 Pn times, where Pn is the n-th prime), 
which we call Smarandache Repunit N numbers. Now for some definitions. 
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Definition: Smarandache Repunit Ending N numbers (SRE) (A075842) [4] 
are defmed as RfL.N where Rn is the nth Repunit number with N 
concatenated to the end; or n l' s followed by n. These have the form 

SRE = (lOn-1)/9*10L + n, where L is the number of 
decimal digits of n. 

11,112,1113,11114,111115,1111116,11111117,111111118, 
1111111119, 111111111110, 1111111111111, 11111111111112, 
111111111111113, ... 

Definition: Smarandache Repunit Beginning N numbers (SRB) (A075858) 
[4] are defined as N Rn where Rn is the nth Repunit number with N 
concatenated to the beginning, or n followed by n l' s. These have the fonn 

SRB = n*10n+(10n-1)/9. 

11,211,3111,41111,511111,6111111,71111111,811111111, 
9111111111,101111111111,1111111111111,12111111111111, 
131111111111111, ... 

Definition: Smarandache Beginning and Ending N numbers (SRBE) 
(A075859) [4] are defIned as N_Rn_N, where N is concatenated to the 
beginning and end of the n-threpunit number. These have the form 

SRBE:::; n*1 ° (n+L) +10L * R + n, where R is the n-th rep unit and 
L is the number of decimal digits of n. 

111,2112,31113,411114,5111115,61111116,711111117, 
8111111118, 91111111119, 10111111111110, 111111111111111, 
1211111111111112, ... 
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In this paper we consider the problem of determining which values in all 
three classes of Smarandache Repunit N numbers are prime, give some other 
properties of these numbers, make conjectures, and offer some open 
questions. 

2. Prime Smarandache Repunit N Numbers 

2.1 The known values ofn such that SRE(n) is prime (A070746) [4] are: 

1, 7, 709, 2203, 4841, 

Using P ARIlGP [3] and the primality proving program Primo [5], SRE(709) 
was found and certified prime by the author. The probable prime 
SRE(2203) was also found by the author and Rick L. Shepherd found the 
probable prime SRE( 4841). Regarding the author's computer search, it 
consisted mainly of brute force with a couple of simple modular arguments 
to weed out the nmnbers which were obviously not prime. 

Conjecture: There are infinitely many SRE primes. 

2.2 The known values ofn such that SRB(n) is prime (A068817) [4] are: 

1,2,5,7,10,16,20,65,91,119,169,290,428,610,905,1051, 
3488, 4526, 6445, 

Using Chris Nash's primality proving program Prime Form [10], the 
probable primes SRB(4526) and SRB(6445) were found by the author. We 
are unaware of how many of the values in the above list have actually been 
certified prime. Regarding the author's computer search, it consisted mainly 
of brute force. 

Conjecture: There are infinitely many SRB primes. 
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2 .. 3 Concerning SRBE primes, there are none. 

Proof: Obviously the digital sum of every SRBE number is a multiple of 
three; this follows from their defInition. And since it is a well known fact 
that if the digital sum of a number is divisible by three, then the number is as 
well. Hence, there are no SRBE primes. 

3. Other Properties of Smarandache Repunit N Numbers and 
Related Quesitons 

3.1 SRE Numbers. 

Concerning squares in SRE numbers, none were found up to SRE(lOOOO). 
Heuristically, it seems highly unlikely that there will ever be a square SRE 
number. A program was written in PARIlGP [3] to search for the least 
square with n consecutive l's and none out of the eight squares found came 
close to exhibiting the required digit pattern of SRE numbers. 

Conjecture: There are no square SRE numbers. 

Open question: Are there any SRE cubes or higher powers? 
i 

Some values n such that SRE is divisible by the sum of its digits are: 
2, 6, 44, 51, 165, 692, 1286, and 4884. 

Open question: Are there infinitely many SRE numbers with the above 
property? 

Some values n such that the sum and product of the digits of SRE numbers 
(and SRB numbers) are both prime are: 

13,71,1112,1115,1171,1711,5111, 

Open question: Are there infInitely many SRE numbers with the above 
property? 
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3.2 SRB Numbers 

Concerning squares in SRB numbers, there are none, and the proof is simple. 

Proof: All squares greater than 9 must terminate in one of the following two 
digit endings: 

00, 01, 04, 09, 16, 21, 24, 25,29, 36, 41, 
44,49,56,61,64,69,76,81,84,89,96. 

Obviously no SRB number will be a square, since by definition all SRB's 
terminate with the digits '11'. 

Open question: Are there any SRB cubes or higher powers? 

Some values n such that SRB is divisible by the sum of its digits are: 
33,659,2037,5021. 

Open question: Are there infinitely many SRB numbers with the above 
property? 

3.3 SRBE Numbers 

Concerning square SRBE numbers, none were found up to SRBE(10000). 
It seems unlikely that there will be any SRBE squares, but the proof seems 
difficult. The same empirical evidence given above for the nonexistence of 
square SRB numbers applies to square SRBE numbers as well. 

Conjecture: There are no square SRBE numbers. 

Open question: Are there any SRBE cubes or higher powers? 

Digression: Notice that if we divide the SRBE number 31113 by the 
Product of its digits we get 31113/9 = 3457, a prime. 

Open question: Are there infmitely many SRBE numbers with the 
above property? 
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Some Simple Advantages Of Reasoning In Intuitionistic Neutrosophic 
Logic 

Charles Ashbacher 
Charles Ashbacher Technologies 

Hiawatha, IA 52233 USA 

Abstract: The traditional form of reasoning in logic and automated reasoning is severely limited 
in that it cannot be used to represent many circumstances. In this paper, we demonstrate two 
simple examples of the superiority of intuitionistic neutrosophic logic in representing the data of 
the real world. 

The Definition of Intuitionistic Neutrosophic Logic 

Intuitionistic neutrosophlc logic is an extension of fuzzy logic, where the elements are assigned a 
four-tuple (t, 4 f, u) representation of their truth value. t is the value of truth, i the value of 
indeterminacy, f the value of false and u is the degree to which the circumstances are unknown. 
The sum of the four terms is 1.0 and all are greater than or equal to zero, which maintains 
consistency with the classical and fuzzy logics. The logical connectives of and (1\), or (V) and not 
(-.) can be defmed in several ways, but here we will use the defInitions used by Ashbacher to 
define INL2[1]. 

Definition 1: 
-.(tl, it, ft, UI) = (fl, it:- t1, til) 

(tl, it, fb Ul)!\ (h, h, f2' U2):::: (t min{tl ,t2 }, i 1 - t - f - u, f= max{f1 ,f2 }, 
u:::: min{ lil ,U2 } ) 

It is easy to verifY that the elements of INL2 are closed with respect to these definitions of the 
basic logical connectives. Furthennore, many of the algebraic properties such as the associative 
and commutative laws also hold for these defmitions. 

An·Example of Clauses In Automated Reasoning 

In automated reasoning, facts are defined by stating instances of a predicate. F or example, in 
Wos[2L the clause 

FEMALE(Kim) 

is used to represent that Kim is a female. A set of clauses is then developed which stores the 
knowledge of all persons who are female. Clauses such as 

MALE (John) 

are used to represent that Jolm is a male. A query to the database of facts will have a form 
similar to 
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FEMALE(Kim)? 

which is asking the question, "Is Kim female?" In standard reasoning, the response would be a yes or a true if the database of facts contains a clause of the form 

FEMALE(Kim) 

or there is a line of reasoning that leads to the conclusion that Kim is female. 

In the case where there is no such fact or line of reasoning, the response would be no or false. Therefore, a negative response could be a no that was inferred from the data or a case where Kim does not appear in the database of females. The difference between these two conditions is substantial and the INL2 allows for them to be distinguished. If any form of knowledge can be inferred about the query, the value returned would be computed from the values. In the case where there is no information about the clause, the value returned by the query would be (0,0,0,1), which could be interpreted as unknown or unsupported by the facts. This value can then be considered the default for all items not in the database. 

Using Intuitionistic Neutrosophic Logic In The Representation of Gender 

In his book, -Wos[2] uses the fact 

-'MALE(Kim) 

to infer that Kim is female. Such rigid, two gender representations are in fact inaccurate. According to the Intersex Society of North America (http://www.isna.org) approximately 1 in 2000 children are born with a condition of "ambiguous" external genitalia. The condition ranges in a continuous manner from slight differences from the standard structure to a complete, functioning set of male and female reproductive systems. 

Intersex conditions cannot-be represented by the classical reasoning, for example if a person has the functioning sex organs of both gender, then to say either FEMALE(x) or MALE(x) is true is to arbitrarily assign a gender. Fuzzy systems are also of little value, for ifMALE(x) and FEMALE(x) are both assigned values of 0.50, then the data supports the notion that the person is half male and half female. This is just as inaccurate, as the person is simultaneously of both sexes rather than made up of parts of both. 

These ambiguities are easy to describe using intuitionistic neutrosophic logic. By assigning a nonzero value to the indeterminate value, it is then possible to represent the full spectrum of possible genders. For example, a value of (0, 1, 0, 0) assigned to FEMALE(Jane) could mean that Jane has complete sets of both sex organs. 
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SMARANDACHE ITERATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND ON 
FUNCTIONS INVOLVING DIVISORS AND PRIME FACTORS 

Jason Earls 
513 N. 3rd Street 

Blackwell, OK 74631 USA 
Email: .net 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we consider Smarandache Iterations of the First 
Kind [2] upon four new functions which deal with divisors and prime 
factors of integers, make conjectures and some open 
problems. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Consider Smarandache Iterations of the First Kind where a 
function, f(n) <= n for all n, is iterated until it reaches a constant 

value. For example, let dIn) be the number of positive divisors of n 
and 2 the constant value to be reached. For n=8 we would have: 

d(d(d(8))) = d(d(4)) d(3) = 2. 

Thus SIl_d(S) = 3, because it takes 3 iterations to reach 
the constant value 2. 

Or, another way to represent this is: 

8 -> 4 -> 3 -> 2j and say 8 takes three 
when iterating the function dIn) . 

" to reach 2 

In this paper'we will drop the SrI notation, use the "step" 
terminology, and also investigate some functions where f(n) 
is not <= n for all n. 

II INVESTIGATIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 

(A) Let fIn) be a function giving the absolute value of the 
largest prime factor subtracted from the largest proper divisor of a 
positive integer n: 

f(n)=abs(lpd(n)-Lpf(n)) . 

(Here we'take the absolute value to avoid getting negative values.) 
For example, when n=13, the largest proper divisor is 1 and the 
largest prime factor is 13, which would be: 

1 - 13 = -12 and 1-121 = 12, so f(13) = 12. 

If we iterate the function f(n), how many iterations will it take 
for a n to reach O? E.g. iterating f(13) gives: 
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13 -> 12 -> 3 -> 2 -> 1 -> 0; 5 to reach O. 

Iterating f(412) 

412 -> 103 -> 102 -> 34 -> 0; 4 steps to reach O. 

Here is the sequence of the number of steps it takes f(n) to reach 
zero upon iteration for n=l to 100 (A075660) [lJ: 

1,2,3,1,2,1,2,3,1,1,2,4,5,1,1,2,3,2,3,3,1,1,2,2,1, 
1,2,3,4,2,3,2,1,1,1,2,3,1,1,2,3,2,3,3,2,1,2,2, I, 4, 
1,6,7,3,1,2,1,1,2,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,4,1,4,5,2,3,1,4, 
4, I, 2, 3,2, 3, 1,2,2, 1,1,1,2,3,3,1,3,1,1,1,3,4,3,2,3, 

Now a natural to ask is: what is the smallest number 
requiring k steps to reach 0 when iterating f(n)? Using the 
programming PARI/GP (3] a program was written to construct 
the following table of these numbers for k <= 19 (A074347) [lJ: 

Number of steps Smallest number 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 12 
5 13 
6 52 
7 53 
8 131 
9 271 

10 811 
11 1601 
12 2711 
13 8111 
14 13997 
15 34589 
16 74551 
17 147773 
18 310567 
19 621227 

Note that I, 12, and 52 are the only non-prime values in the 
"smallest number" sequence above. Of course it is easy to see why 
there is an abundance of primes here. f(p)=p-l for any p since 
the prime factor of p is p and the largest proper divisor of 
p is 1. Because f(p) will always equal p-l it will take more 

for f(p) to reduce to zero upon iteration. 
Open : What is the next non-prime number in this sequence, 

if one exists? What is the 20th term of this sequence? 
We conjecture that the above sequence: smallest number requiring 

k steps to reach zero when iterating the function 
f(n)=abs(lpd(n)-Lpf(n)), is finite. Or stated another way, there is 
a number K such that ,no number requires greater than K steps when 

f(n) to reach zero. 

(8) Next we will the same operation but instead of using 
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the largest proper divisor, we will define a function g(n) with Lpf(n) 
and the largest common difference between consecutive divisors when 
they are ordered by size, or: g(n)=Lcdd(n)-Lpf(n). 
E.g. for n=9, the divisors of 9 are [I, 3, 9] with the 
difference between consecutive divisors being 9-3=6. And the 

factor 3 and 6-3=3, so g(9)=3. When iterating this 
function it becomes apparent that every number will 
reach 0 or -1, so we can ask for a sequence of the number of 
steps it takes any n to reach 0 or -1 when g(n). Here are 
the first one hundred values (A075661) [IJ: 

1,1,1,1,1, I, 1,2,2,1,1,2, I, 1, 2, 2, I, 2, 1,2,2,1,1,3,3, 
1,3,2,1,2,1,2,2,1,3,3,1,1,2,3,1,2,1,2,4,1,1,3,4,3, 
2,2,1,4,3,3,2,1,1,4,1,1,4,3,3,2,1,2,2,3,1,3,1,1,5, 
2,4,2,1,4,3,1,1,4,3,1,2,3,1,4 / 4,2,2,1,3,5,1,3,4,5, 

Again, we ask the question: what is the smallest number 
k steps for the iterated function g(n) to reach 0 or -I? 

Below is a table of these numbers for k <= 26 (A074348) [1]: 

Number of steps Smallest number 
1 1 
2 8 
3 24 
4 45 
5 75 
6 160 
7 273 
8 429 
9 741 

10 1001 
11 1183 
12 1547 
13 2645 
14 3553 
15 4301 
16 5423 
17 10880 
18 23465 
19 33371 
20 39109 
21 49075 
22 74011 
23 98933 
24 104371 
25 107911 
26 163489 

Obviously none of the terms in the above sequence will be 
prime since the largest common difference between any p 
p-l and the largest prime factor of a prime is p, and (p-l)-p 
therefore all primes will take one step only to reach -1. 
Also, the author noticed no pattern when looking' at the 
factorizations of the "smallest number" sequence above. 

Open problem: What is the value for k=27? We conjecture 
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this sequence is finite not at k=26). 

(C) Now we will add a new concept to our iterative work, the 
concept of reversing the elements of n in the functions we have been 
exploring. This may seem unnatural, but let's get a little 
adventurous, shall we? 

Consider the function we worked with in section A, except now 
we will reverse Ipd(n) and (n) : 

h(n)=abs(reverse( (n) )-reverse(Lpf(n))) 
that is, we are the absolute value of the reversal of the 
largest proper divisor of n minus the reversal of the 
factor of n. This is an erratic function, and notice that since 
h(n) is not <= n for all n: 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
h(n) 0 1 2 0 4 0 6 2 0 0 10 3 30 0 0 6 70 6 90 4 

It deviates slightly from the definition of Smarandache Iterations of 
the First Kind. 

Here is the sequence of the number of 
zero for n=l to 100: 

it takes h(n) to reach 

1,2,3,1,2,1,2,3,1,1,2,4,3,1,1,2,3,2,3,2,1, 1,6,3, I, 
1,2,2,2,2,5,3,1,1,1,3,5,1,1,4,4,3,2,3,2,1,5,2,1,6, 
1,6,2,2,1,7,1,1,2,3,2,1,3,2,1,2,7,3,1,2,3,4,4,1,6, 
4,1,2,4,2,2,1,6,4,1,1,1,2,4,2,1,4,1,1,1,3,3,2,2,1, 

Again, the question is asked, what is the smallest number 
requiring k steps for the iterated function h(n) to reach O? 
Below is a table of these numbers for k <= 12. 

Number of steps Smallest number 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 12 
5 31 
6 23 
7 56 
8 102 
9 193 

10 257 
11 570 
12 1129 

The interesting thing to notice in the above table is that due 
to the reversai of lpd(n) and Lpf(n), the "smallest number" sequence 
above is not monotically increasing, i.e. 31 is the smallest number 
which takes 5 steps to reach 0, while 23 is the smallest number which 
takes 6 steps to reach zero. Also, note that there are seven primes 
and five in the above sequence. So one class is not 
predominating this sequence as in the others, at least for 
the first twelve values. 

Open problem: What is the value 13? 
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We conjecture that this sequence is finite (although not 
neces at k=12). 

(D) Now we will use the function in section B, except we will 
reverse its divisor/factor elements. That is, we will use: 

i(n) ~ abs(reverse(Lcdd(n))-reverse(Lpf(n))) 
and observe what happens when it is iterated. First notice that 
i(n) is not <= n for all n: 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

i(n) 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 3 0 10 3 10 0 4 6 10 6 10 4 34 0 

Number of steps it takes i(n) to reach one or zero for n=l to 100: 

0,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,1,2,2,2,1,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,1,2,3,2, 
1,3,2,2,2,2,3,3,1,2,3,2,1,3,2,2,2,2,3,2,1,2,4,3,3, 
3,3,2,5,4,2,3,1,2,2,2,1,3,3,2,2,2,3,4,2,2,3,2,1,1, 
3,5,2,2,1,3,1,2,3,3,1,2,4,2,4,3,4,3,1,4,4,2,3,5,1, 

Table for k <= 19 of smallest number 
iterated function i(n) to reach one or zero: 

Number of steps Smallest number 
1 2 
2 8 
3 24 
4 48 
5 54 
6 176 
7 215 
8 161 
9 287 

10 650 
11 512 
12 609 
13 432 
14 455 
15 749 
16 774 
17 2650 
18 2945 
19 2997 

k steps for the 

Again this sequence is not monotonically There are 
no 2 in the "smallest number" sequence above since for 

any prim~ p, i(p) will always a power of 10i this follows from 
the definition.of our function. To see this, let's take the prime 569 
as an example. Lcdd(569)= 568 and Lpf(569)=569. When we reverse and 
subtract we get 965-865=100. So, for any prime p, i(p)=10 A I(p)-1, 
where l(x) is the number of digits of x. And for all p > 7, i(p) will 
take 2 to reach O. We conjecture that this sequence is finite 
(although not at k=19). 

CONCLUSION 
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We have introduced four new functions to do with 
factors and divisors of integers, made four conjectures regarding 
the finiteness of sequences involving Smarandache Iterations of the 
First Kind upon these functions, as well as giving some open problems. 
Our motivation for using prime factors and divisors in the functions 
is that other iterations have been explored with operations of 
multiplication [4] and addition of digits, with some of the 
more common number theoretic functions [5], and thus we thought it 
would be interesting to the structure of 

through some unusual functions involving 
concepts when performing Smarandache Iterations of the First 
Kind. 

On a computer related note, we realize that an interpreted 
such as PARI/GP, which the author used when 

this paper, is not the best way to the open 
problems given. A better way would be to write much faster programs 
in C or a similar programming language. 

In closing, we suggest one more idea that we have not yet 
. The author thinks it would be very interesting to iterate 

the function j (n) (n)-Ndcd(n), where Lpf(n) is the largest prime 
factor of nand Ndcd(n) is the number of distinct differences between 
consecutive divisors of n, when ordered by size (A060682) [lJ. Let 
us know your results regarding iteration of this function! 
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THE SMARANDACHE SUM OF COMPOSITES BETWEEN FACTORS FUNCTlON 

ABSTRACT 

Jason Earls 
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Email: jcearls@kskc.net 

In this paper some basic properties of the Smarandache Sum of 

Composites Between Factors function are given, investigations are 

reported, conjectures are made, and open problems are given. As 

far as the author knows, this function is new and has never been 

investigated previously. 

KEYWORDS: 

Composites, Consecutive values, Even numbers, Factors, 

Factorials, Functions, Odd numbers, Palindromes, Primes, Reverse, 

Smarandache function, Squares, Square-free, Sum of composites, 

Triangular. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The Smarandache Sum of Composites Between Factors function 

SCBF(n) is defined as: The sum of composite numbers between the 

smallest prime factor of n and the largest prime factor of n (A074037) 

[1]. Example: SCBF(14) :::: 10 since 2*7=14 and the sum of the composites 

between 2 and 7 is: 4+6==10. 
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The first 50 values of SCBF (n) are: 

n SCBF(n) n SCBF(n) 

----_ ...... --------... _------... --------.... ----
1 0 26 49 

2 0 27 0 

3 0 28 10 

4 0 29 0 

5 0 30 4 

6 0 31 0 

7 0 32 0 

8 0 33 37 

9 0 34 94 

10 4 35 6 

11 0 36 0 

12 0 37 0 

13 0 38 112 

14 10 39 49 

15 4 40 4 

16 0 41 0 

17 0 42 10 

18 0 43' 0 

19 0 44 37 

20 4 45 4 

21 10 46 175 

22 37 47 0 

23 ° 48 0 

24 0 49 0 

25 0 50 4 

U SOME PROPERTIES OF SCBF(n): 

(A) SCBF(p) :: 0, for any prime p, or pAk, and integers 

of the fonn 2Ai*3J\j, where i, j. and k are positive integers. 

This follows from the definition. 
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(8) If i and j are positive integers then SCBF(2"i*5"j)=4, 

SCBF(2Ai*7Aj)=10, etc. More generally, to allow other prime factors 

between the smallest and largest, if i and k are positive integers 

and j is a nonnegative integer, then SCBF(2"i*3Aj*5A k)=4, etc. 

This follows from the definition. 

(C) SCBF(n) is not a multiplicative function. 

E.g. gcd(14,15) = 1. SCBF(14*15) = 10 and SCBF(14)*SCBF(15) == 40. 

III INVESTIGATIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 

USing PARtlGP [2]. a software package for computer-aided number 

theory, the author has explored and compared SCBF(n) with some of the 

more common number theoretic functions as well as some of the more 

obscure functions in the hope of finding interesting results. 

(A) There are solutions to SCBF(n) = n, although they are very 

rare. Dean Hickerson [3] found one such solution, not necessarily the 

smallest, which is: SCBF(245220126046) = 245220126046. His method was 

to search for a prime p for which the sum S of the composites from 2 

to p is a multiple of 2p. His reasoning was that since S < pA212, S 

can't have any prime factors larger than p (or less than 2), $0 S 

satisfies SCBF(n) = n. According tOJ3] the probability that S is 

divisible by 2p is 1J(2p); since the sum of the reciprocals of the 

primes diverges slowly to infinity, there are probably infinitely many 

solutions of this type, although they will be very rare. 

Is 245220126046 the smallest even solution to SCBF(n) = n? What 

is the smallest odd solution? 

(8) When SCBF(n) is compared with some of the more common number 

theoretic functions, it is relatively easy to find solutions (although 

the following two sequences were not thoroughly analyzed). E.g. some 

solutions to bigomega(n) = SCBF(n), where bigomega(n) is the number of 

prime factors of n, (with repetition) are: 
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40,60,90,100,135,150,225,250,375,3584.5376,8064, 

and solutions to SCBF(n) :: d(n), where d(n) is the number of divisors 

of n are: 

10,15,112,175.245,567,4802,7203, 

(C) Solutions n such that SCBF(n) = 8(n) where 5(n) is the 

Smarandache function (A002034) [1], [4] are: 

350,525,700,1050,1400,1575,1792,2100,2800 (A074055) [1] 

Note that all of these numbers are of the forms: 2A i*3"j*5"k*7"f, 

2Aj*5"j*7"k, 3"j*5"j*7"k, or 2"P?"k, with S(x) and SCBF(x) being 

10. What is the first term in the sequence not having the 

aforementioned forms? Are there an infinite number of solutions 

to the above functional equation? ' 

(0) Some solutions n such that SCBF(n) is prime (A074054) [1] 

are: 

a) 22,33,44,66,88,9S, 106,110,132, 134,154,155,159, 165,176,178 

With the primes being: 

b) 37,37,37,37,37,37,1049,37,37,1709,37,331, 1049,37,37,3041, 

Note that in sequence O.a. above, there are consecutive values listed. 

Are there an infinite number of consecutive values? Are there an 

infinite number of triple consecutive values such that SCBF(n) is a 

prime? For example,: 

SCBF(889) = 6397; SCBF(890) = 3041; SCBF(891) = 37. 

Due to the abundance of solutions found from a computer search for 

sequence D.a, we are confident enough to conjecture that there are an 
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infinite number of consecutive and triple consecutive sojutions. 

Concerning sequence D.b above, what is the first palindromic 

prime value? The author has found none for n <= 10000. Yet due to the 

erratic nature of the primes arising in the above list, we are 

confident enough to conjecture that there will be at least one 

palindromic prime solution in sequence D.h. What is the first prime 

in sequence D. b consisting of fifty digits? 

(E) From a purely recreational viewpoint, it is often 

interesting to work with some of the more base 10 dependent functions 

to find surprising results. The rest of this paper deals with some of 

these base 10 dependent functions. 

Let SFD(n) be the sum of factorials of the digits of n (A061602) 

[1]. Are there an infinite number of solutions to SCBF(n) = SFO(n)? 

The author has found only three solutions: 

120,200,1000. 

Example: 120 = 2A3*3*5 and 4 is the only composite between 2 and 5; 

1 !+2!+0! = 4. 

(F) Let SDS(n) be the sum of squares of digits of n (A003132) 

[1], Are there an infinite'number of solutions n to SCBF(n) = SDS(n)? 

The author has found the following solutions: 

20,200,2000,2754,5681 ;15028,19152,20000,25704,27945131824, 

Example: 2000 = 2A4*5A 3 and 4 is the only composite between 2 and 5; 

2A2+0A2+0J\2+0A2 = 4. 

(E) Let R(n) be the reversal of n. Are there an infinite 

number of solutions~o SCBF(n) = R{n)? 

IV CONCLUSION 

The SCBF(n) function has been compared with various other number 

theoretic functions and fruitful avenues of research are still very 

much open. Different bases could be explored as well as making 
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comparisons with other functions not mentioned here. The SCBF{n) 

function also suggests that other functions can be defined by summing 

different classes of numbers which lie between the smallest prime 

factor and the largest prime factor of any integer. For example, 

SSBF(n) could be the sum of the square free numbers between the 

smallest and largest prime factors of n. STBF(n) could be the sum of 

the triangular numbers between the smallest and largest 

prime factors of n. SPBF(n) could be the sum of the palindromes 

between the smallest and largest prime factors of o. The odd and even 

numbers could be summed between the smallest and fargest prime 

factors of n as well. An of these functions should be investigated! 

Thanks to Dean Hickerson for helpful comments concerning the 

SCBF(n) function. 
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ON THE MEAN VALUE OF rn-TH POWER FREE NUMBERS* 

YAO WEILl 

College of Mathematics and Computer Science, Yanan University 
Yanan, Shaanxi, P.R.China 

ABSTRACT. A positive integer n is called m-th power free number if it can not be 
divided by m-th power of each prime. The main purpose of this paper is to give a 
k-th power mean value formula for the m-th power free numbers. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A positive integer n is called rn-th power free number if it is not multiples of 
2m , 3m , 5m , 7m ... pm and so on. That is, it can not be divided by n~-th power 
of each prime. Generally, one obtains all m-th power free numbers if he takes off 
all multiples of m,-power primes from the set of natural numbers (except 0 and 1). 
Let a(n, m) denotes the 'm-power free sequence. In problem 31 of [1], Professor 
F.Smarandach asked us to study the properties of this sequence. In this paper, we 
use the elementary methods to study the Inean value properties of this sequence, 
and give its k-th power rnean value formula. That is, we shall prove the following 
rnain conclusion: 

Theorem. For any positive integer x > 1 and n > 0, 'We have the asy'mptotic 
form'ula 

((~) + O(xk + ik ) 
x k +1 1 ((-k) O( k+...L) 
k+l ((m) + (( -mk) + X m 

~ _ m ('(m) + O(xl-m) 
((m). ("l (m) > 

'Whe're ((n1,) is the Riemrnan-zeta function. 

if k ~ 0; 

if k < 0 but k i- -1; 

if k = l. 

If 'm = 3, then the sequence become the cube free number, from our theorem 
we may deduce the following: 

Corollary. For any positive integer x > 1 and n > 0, we have the formula 

L ak(n, 3) ~. 
n:Sx 

if k ~ 0; 

if k -< 0 b'ut k i

if k = -l. 

l' , 

Key words and phrases. NI-th power free numbers; Mean value property; Asymptotic formula. 
* This work is supported by the N.S.F. and the P.S.F. of P.R. China. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

In this section, we shall lise elementary methods and the Euler sunlnlation for
mula to complete the proof of the theorem. First for any positive integer X' > 1 and 
n > 0, if k ~ 0, we have the asymptotic formula 

Furtherrnore, if k < ° but k #- -1, we have 

Note that 

F(m) = t J.L(n) = _1_ 
n=l nffi ((m) 

we have 

P'Cm) = 

From this formula, we can irnmediately get 



If k = -1, we have 

1 L-a(n, m,) 

L dm (log x m log d) 

_ logx 
- (('m) 

m t J.l(d~~gd + O(xl-m) 
n=l 

_ log X (' em,) O( l-m) 
- (( m) - m (2 (m) + x 

This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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A NOTE ON THE SMARANDACHE DIVISORS OF DIVISORS SEQUENCE 
AND TWO SIMILAR SEQUENCES 

Jason Earls 
513 N. 3rd Street 

Blackwell, OK 74631 USA 

In [1] Murthy defined the Srnarandache Divisors of Divisors 
sequence as T_1 = 3, and T_n-l = d(T_n), the number of divisors of 
T_n, where T_n is smallest such number: 

3, 4, 6, 12, 72, 559872, 2"2186 .. 3"'255, ... 

For , 12 is the smallest number having 6 divisors. 

Also in [lJ Murthy conjectured that after incrementing the above 
sequence by 1: 

4, 5, 7, 13, 73, 559873, ... 

it will contain all from the second term onward. 

The purpose of this short note is to show that Murthy's Divisors 
of Divisors sequence contained errors from the 5th term onward, and 
based on this fact we give two counterexamples to Murthy's conjecture. 

A program was written in PARI/G2 [2J to compute the Smarandache 
Divisors of Divisors sequence and the terms 3,4,6,12,60,5040, 
were given. The value 72 was listed in the original sequence and while 
72 does have 12 divisors, 60 is the least such number and therefore 
should be the 5th term. Seeing that our computed sequence differed 
from Murthy's sequence, we looked these 6 terms up at OEIS [3] and 
the correct version of the Smarandache Divisors of Divisors sequence 
was found (A009287) [3]--

3, 4, 6, 12, 60, 5040, 293318625600, 
6700591682045851683714764389274211129/ 
33837297640990904154667968000000000000 

which when incremented by 1 becomes--

4, 5, 7, 13, 61, 5041, 293318625601, 
6700591682045851683714764389274211129/ 
33837297640990904154667968000000000001 

Concerning Murthy'S conjecture, that all of the terms in the 
incremented sequence will be prime from the second term onward, 
notice that 5041 = 71~2; and the factors of 

67005916820458516837147643892742111291 
33837297640990904154667968000000000001 
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are: 

127 * 25624431359 * 
205899454650832422686209906658432939349460496699031746583235457 

which are both counterexamples to the conjecture. 

Open question: What is the next term of the Smarandache Divisors 
of Divisors 

TWO NEW SMARANDACHE SEQUENCES 

1. Let 

n 
sopfr(n) 

(n) denote the sum of primes dividing n (with 
(A001414) [3]. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
o 2 3 4 5 5 7 6 6 7 11 7 13 9 8 8 17 8 19 9 

Let 5(1)=2, s(n+1) least k with sum of factors (with 
repetition) s (n) +1 (A075721) [3]: 

2,3,4,5,8,14,26,92,356,1412,5636,185559,556671, 

Example: 92 is a term because it's the smallest number such that its 
sum of factors is equal to the previous term + 1; 
92 = 2A2*23 and 2+2+23 = 26+1. 

Conjecture: This sequence is infinite. 

2. Let t(l)=2, t(n+1)= least k with sum of squares of digits 

2,11,113,78,257,18888, 

For example, 113 is a term because the sum of its digits after 
being is to 11, the previous term; 
11 1A2+1A2+3 A2. 

Problem: What is the next -term of this sequence? 
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Formula to Obtain the Next Prime Number in Any Increasing Sequence of 
Positive Integer Numbers 

Sebastian Martin Ruiz 
Avda. de RegIa 43, Chipiona 11550 Spain 

smaranda~teleline.es 

www.telefonica.net/c/srnruiz 

Abstract: 

In this article I give a generalization of the previous formulas [1],[2],[3] 
to obtain the following prime number, valid for any increasing sequence of 
positive integer numbers in the one that we know the algebraic expression 
of its nth term. 

THEOREM: Let{an } n2:! an increasing sequence of positive integers of which we 
know the algebraic expression of its nth term; that is to say: 

It exists I: N ~ N such that I(n) = an 

As I it is increasing also: 

It exists I-I: N --) R inverse function of I 

Let p E {an L~l a term of the sequence, (It doesn't have to be prime) 

Let us consider the expression obtained by me [1],[2],[3],[4] of the Smarandache prime 
function: 

2 -(tl~ J -l k ~ I JJ {I if k is composite 
G(k) = - = 

k 0 if k is prime 

Lx J = is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 

And their improved expression [3]: 

G(k) = -[(2 + 2 t. ((k - 1)/ s k / S)} k l where all the divisions of this last expression 

are integer divisions. 
Then the next pdme number in the sequence is: 

NXTJ(p) = f[rl(p)+ 1 + "J~P)+lJJ.~,(fU))] 
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REMARKS: 
1: It is necessary that P E {a,J so that f- 1 (p) it is an integer number. 

2: Although the sum in the expression Nfl! is not enclosed, we can calculate the sum 

until a given M, to obtain a computable algorithm that then will see .(Examples). 
The only inconvenience is , that when making this truncation, the last value obtained in 
the algorithm is not correct in general, but all the other values are correct. (Examples). 
3:With the improved expression ofG(k) the calculation is much quicker. . 
4:The function is increasing in strict sense. i.e.: 

J < k => aj < ak and a j * ak 

Many sequences of integers numbers are increasing in strict sense. 
5: The algorithm that is obtained is of polynomial complexity iff is of polynomial 
complexity (Examples). 

PROOF: 
Letp E {aJn<:1 = {f(n)t?:1 as we already said, It doesn't have to be prime. p = f()o) 

with Jo ~ 1. 

NXTf (p) ~ f[j 0 + 1 + k~JiJG(fU» J 

k ),-1 k k 

I IT G(f()) = I IT G(f(J» + I IT G(f()) = (**) 
k?:}o+1 }=jo+1 k""Jo+1 )=jo+1 k?:), }"")0+1 

Where f(il) = q is the next prime number to f()o) = P in the sequence {fen) t?:I' 

)0 + 1 ::; ) ~ JI -1 and fen) increasing, it implies that 

p < f() < q J: )0 + 1 ~ ) ~ II -l. 

Therefore f() is composite for all) : i 0 + 1 ~ i ~ il -1 ,for which: 

G(f()) 1 J: )0 + 1 5: i 5: it 1. 

On the other hand G(f(il» = 0 G(q) since q is prime. 
Returning to the previous expression has that: 

(**) i l -1- (i? + 1) + 1 + L 0 = Jt - io -1 
k?:)1 

Lastly we have that: 

NXTJ(p) = fe)o +1+ il - Jo -1) = fUI)= q and the theorem is already proved. 
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EXAMPLES: I give three examples of the algorithm in MATHEMATICA language.: 

Example 1: 

M 40 
40 
f{n~ := n"2 + 3 
n[p.J := Sqrt[p - 3] 
G[x.J := -Quotient[(2 + 

2*Sum[Quotient[(x -1), s] - Quotient[x, s], {s, 1, Sqrt[x]}]), xl 
NXT[p.J := 

t1f1[p] + 1 + Sum[Product[G[f{j]], {j, f1[p] + 1, k}], {k, f1[p] + 1, M}]] 
p = f[l] 
4 
While[p < f[M], (Print[NXT[p], " ", PrimeQ[NXT[p]]]; p = NXT[p])] 
7 True 
19 True 
67 True 
103 True 
199 True 
487 True 
787 True 
1447 True 
1684 False 

It is observed that the last value is not correct due to the truncation. 

Example 2: 

M=40 
40 
fln~ := n A 3 + 4 
fl [p_I := (p - 4)"'(113) 
G[x~ := -Quotient[(2 + 

2*Sum[Quotient[(x - 1), sl - Quotient[x, s], {s, 1, Sqrt[xl}]), x) 
NXT[p_l :== 

f[fl[p] + 1 + Sum[Product[G[f[j]l, {j, fl[p) + 1, k}], {k, fl[p] + 1, M}]] 
P = f[IJ 
5 
While[p <JIM], (Print[NXT[p], " ", PrimeQ(NXT[p]]]; p == NXT[pJ)] 

31 True 
347 True 
733 True 
6863 True 
15629 True 
19687 True 
68925 False 
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It happens the same thing with the last value. 

Example 3: 

M= 125 
125 
f[n.J := n"2 + 1 
f1[p.J := Sqrt[p - 1] 
G[x-.J := -Quotient[(2 + 

2*Sum[Quotient[(x - 1), s] - Quotient[x, 5], {5, 1, Sqrt[x]}}), x] 
NXT[p-.J := 

flfl[pJ + 1 + Sum[Product[G[flj]], {j, f1[p] + 1, k}J, {k, f1[p] + 1, M}]] 
p = f[l] 
2 
While[p < f[MJ, (Print[NXT[p], " ", PrimeQ[NXT[p]]]; p = NXT[p])] 
5 True 
17 True 
37 True 
101 True 
197 True 
257 True 
401 True 
577 True 
677 True 
1297 True 
1601 True 
2917 True 
3137 True 
4357 True 
5477 True 
7057 True 
8101 True 
8837 True 
12101 True 
13457 True 
14401 True 
15377 True 
15877 True 

Except at most the last one, all the values obtained by the algorithm are correct. 
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Smarandache Non-Associative (SNA .. ) rings 

W.E. Vasantha Kandasamy 
Department of Mathematics 

Indian Institute of Technology 
Chennai-600036 

In this paper we introduce the concept of Smarandache non-associative rings, 
which we shortly denote as SNA-rings as derived from the general definition of a 
Smarandache Structure (i.e., a set A embedded with a week structure W such that a 
proper subset B in A is embedded with a stronger structure S). Till date the concept of 
SNA-rings are not studied or introduced in the Smarandache algebraic literature. The 
only non-associative structures found in Smarandache algebraic notions so far are 
Smarandache groupoids and Smarandache loops introduced in 2001 and 2002. But they 
are algebraic structures with only a single binary operation defined on them that is non
associative. But SNA-rings are non-associative structures on which are defined two 
binary operations one associative and other being non-associative and addition distributes 
over multiplication both from the right and left. Further to understand the concept of 
SNA-rings one should be well versed with the concept of group rings, semigroup rings, 
loop rings and groupoid rings. The notion of groupoid rings is new and has been 
introduced in this paper. This concept of groupoid rings can alone provide examples of 
SNA-rings without unit since all other rings happens to be either associative or non
associative rings with unit. We define SNA subrings, SNA ideals, SNA Moufang rings, 
SNA Bol rings, SNA commutative rings, SNA non-commutative rings and SNA 
alternative rings. Examples are given of each of these structures and some open problems 
are suggested at the end. 

Keywords: Non-associative ring, groupoid ring, group ring, loop ring, semigroup ring, 
SNA-rings SNA subrings, SNA ideals, SNA Moufang rings, SNA Bol rings, SNA 
commutative rings, SNA non-commutative rings and SNA alternative rings. 

This paper has 5 sections. In the first section we just recall briefly the definition of 
non-associative rings -and groupoid rings. In section 2 we define SNA-rings and give 
examples. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the two substructures of the SNA-rings and 
obtaining some interesting results about them. The study of rings satisfying identities 
happens to be a very important concept in the case of non-associative structures. So in 
this section we introduce several identities on SNA-rings and study them. The final 
section is devoted to some research problems, which alone can attract students and 
researchers towards the subject. 

1. Preliminaries 

This section is completely devoted to recollection of some definitions and results 
so as to make this paper self-contained. 
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Definition: A ring (R, +, 0) is said to be a non-associative ring if (R, +) is an additive 
abelian group, (R, 0) is a non-associative semigroup (that is the binary operation 0 on R 
is non-associative) such that the distributive laws 

a 0 (b + c) = a 0 b + a 0 c and (a + b) 0 c = a 0 c + b 0 c for all a, b, c E R are satisfied. 

Definition: Let R be a commutative ring with one. G any group (S any semigroup with 
unit) RG (RS the semigroup ring of the sernigroup S over the ring R) the group ring of 

n 

the group G over the ring R consists of finite formal sums of the form L (Xi g i (n < 00) 

that is i runs over a finite number where Uj E Rand gi E G (gj E S) satisfying the 
following conditions 

n n 

1. 2. (\ffi j = I.~imi ~ (Xi = ~i for i = 1,2, .. , ,n. 
j;1 j",1 

n n n 

ii. 2. (Xjm j + I.~jmi ~ 2/a j +~)mi 
j=1 j=[ j"'l 

IV. rimj = mjrj for all fi E Rand mj E G (mj E S). 

n n 

V. r Lrjmj = I. (rrj )mj for all r E Rand Lrjffij ERG. RG is an associative ring with 

o E R acts as its additive identity. Since IE R we have G = I .G (;; RG and R. e = 
R ~ RG where e is the identity element of G. 

For more about group rings and semigroup rings please refer [4, 7, 10]. If we replace 
the group G in the above definition by a loop L we get RL the loop ring which will 
satisfy all the 5 conditions (i) to (v) given in definition. But RL will only be a nOn
associative ring as I E Rand eEL we have R ~ RL and L ~ RL. Any loop ring RL is an 
example of a non-associative ring with unit. For more about loop rings please refer [1, 3, 
6, 8, 9] and about loops and groupoids refer [1, 2]. Now we define groupoid rings. 
Groupoid rjngs though not found in any literature to the best of our knowledge can be 
defined for any commutative ring R with identity 1. For G any groupoid the groupoid 
ring RG is the groupoid G over the ring R consists of all finite formal sums of the form 

L rj g i (i running over finite integer) ri E Rand gi E G satisfying the conditions i to v 

given in the definition of group rings. But a groupoid ring is a non-associative ring as G 
is non-associative. Clearly IG c RG but R a:. RG in general for the groupoid G mayor 
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may not contain the identity element in it. Thus only when the groupoid G has the 
identity element 1 we say the groupoid ring RG to be a non-associative ring with unit. 
Here we give examples of a non-associative ring without unit. 

Example 1.1: Let Z be the ring of integers and L be a loop given by the following table: 

* 1 aj a2 a3 '4 as 
1 1 al a2 a3 '4 a5 
al aj 1 aJ a5 a2 a4 
a2 a2 a5 1 '4 al a3 
aJ aJ '4 at 1 as az 

'4 '4 aJ a5 a2 1 a, 

as as a2 '4 a] a3 e 

Clearly the loop ring ZL is a non-associative ring with unit. 

Example 1.2: Let Z be the ring of integers and (G, *) be the groupoid given by the 
following table: 

* ao aj az a3 '4 

an ao a2 '4 aj a3 
al aI a3 an a2 '4 
a2 a2 34- al a3 an 
a3 a3 an a2 '4 al 

'4 '4 aI a3 ao a2 

Clearly (G, *) is a groupoid and (G, *) has no identity element. The groupoid ring ZG is a 
non-associative ring \yithout unit element. 

For more about groupoids, loops, loop ring, group ring, semigroup rings, please refer [l
ID]. 

Result: All loop rings RL of a loop L over the ring R are non-associative rings with unit. 
The smallest non-associative ring without unit is of order 8 given by the following 
example. 

Example 1.3: Let Z2 = {O, I} be the prime field of characteristic 2. (G, *) be a groupoid 
of order 3 given by the following table: 

* gl g2 g3 
gl gl g2 g4 
g2 g4 gl gz 
g3 g2 g4 gl 
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Z2G is the groupoid ring having only 8 elements given by {O, gl, g2, g3, gl + g2, g2 + g3, 
gl + g3, gl + gz + g3}. Clearly, Z2G is a non-associative ring without unit. This is the 
smallest non-associative ring without unit known to us. 

2. SNA-rings with Examples 

Here we introduce the notion of SNA-rings and illustrate them with examples. 

Definition 2.1: Let S be a non-associative ring. S is said to be a SNA-ring if S contains a 
proper subset P such that P is an associative ring under the operations of S. 

Example 2.1: Let Z be the ring of integers and L be the loop given by the following table. 
ZL the loop ring of the loop L over the ring Z is a SNA-ring. 

* e al a2 a3 '4 a5 UQ a7 
e e al a2 a3 '4 as 3{j a7 
at a, e a5 a2 U{) a3 a7 '4 

a2 az as e a6 a3 a7 '4 a] 

a3 a3 a2 a6 e a7 G4 a] as 

'4 '4 UQ a3 a7 e al as a2 
as as a3 a7 '4 at e az 3{j 

3{j U{) a7 G4 aI as a2 e a3 
a7 a7 G4 a, a5 a2 3(j a3 e 

For Z . e Z ~ ZL. Z is a proper subset of ZL, which is an associative ring. Further if Hi 

= (e, ai) is the cyclic gr.oup generated by ai; for i =1, 2, 3, ... ,7. Clearly ZH i ~ ZL is the 
group ring of the group Hi over Z which is a proper subset of ZL. So ZL is a SNA-ring 
leading as to enunciate the following interesting theorem. 

Theorem 2.2: Let L be a loop and R any ring. The loop ring RL is always a SNA-ring. 

Proof Clearly by the very definition of the loop ring RL we have Rl c:: RL so the ring R 
serves a non-empty proper subset, which is an associative ring. Hence the claim. 

Example 2.2: Let R be the reals, (G, *) be the groupoid given by the following table: 

* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 3 2 1 
1 2 1 0 3 
2 0 3 2 1 
3 2 1 0 3 
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RG is a non-associative ring which is a SNA-ring as R (2) is an associative ring which is 
a proper subset of RG as this SNA-ring has no unit element. Thus it is a Smarandache 
non-associative ring without unit When we take 0 E G we assume rO :;t 0 for all non-zero 
r E Rand Og = 0 for all g E G. 

Example 2.3: Let Z be the ring of integers. (G, *) be a groupoid given by the following 
table: 

* 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 4 2 0 4 2 
1 2 0 4 2 0 4 
2 4 2 0 4 2 0 
3 0 4 2 0 4 2 
4 2 0 4 2 0 4 
5 4 2 0 4 2 0 

Consider the groupoid ring ZG, this has no identity but ZG is a non-associative ring, 
which has a proper subset ZH, where H = {O, 3} is a semigroup so ZH is an associative 
ring. Thus ZG is a SNA-ring. 

Example 2.4: Let Q be the field of rationals. (G, *) be the groupoid with unit element e 
given by the following table: 

* e 0 1 2 3 4 
e e 0 1 2 3 4 
0 0 e 1 2 3 4 
1 1 2 e 4 0 1 
2 2 4 0 e 2 3 
3 3 1 2 3 e 0 
4 4 3 4 0 1 e 

Clearly the groupoid ring QG is a SNA-ring Q . e = Q ~ QG where Q is the associative 
ring. Further QG is a SNA-ring with unit. Now in view of these examples we obtain the 
following results. 

Theorem 2.3: Let R be any ring and G a groupoid with identity. Then the groupoid ring 
RG is a SNA-ring. 

Proof Obvious from the fact that identity element exists in G so R . I = R ~ RG so R 
serves as the associative ring to make RG a SNA ring with unit. 

Theorem 2.4: Let R be a ring if G is a Smarandache groupoid then the groupoid ring RG 
is a SNA-ring. 
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Proof Clearly the groupoid rinKRG is a non-associative ring. Given G is a Smarandache 
groupoid; so by definition of Smarandache groupoid G contains non-empty subset P of G 
such that P is a semigroup. RP is a semigroup ring of the semigroup P over the ring R, so 
that RP is an associative ring, which is a proper subset of RG. Thus RG is a SNA-ring. 

3. Substructures of SNA~rings 

In this section we introduce the two substructures viz. SNA subrings and SNA ideals. 

Definition 3.1: Let R be a non-associative ring. A non-empty subset S of R is said to be a 
SNA subring of R if S contains a proper subset P such that P is an associative ring under 
the operations of R. 

Now we have got two nice results about these SNA subrings, which are enunciated as 
theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: Let R be a non-associative ring; if R has a SNA subring then R is a SNA 
subring. 

Proof: Given R is a non-associative ring such that R contains a proper subset S which is a 
SNA subring that is S contains a proper subset P which is an associative ring. Now PeS 
and S c R so PeR that is R has a proper subset P that is an associative ring. Hence R is 
a SNA-ring. 

To prove the next theorem we consider the following example. 
( 

Example 3.1: Let Z be the ring of integers (0, *) be the groupoid given in example 2.3. 
Clearly the groupoid ring ZO is a non-associative ring. Now consider the subset P = {a, 
2, 4} P is a sub groupoid of 0 so ZP is also a groupoid ring ,which is non-associative and 
ZP is a subring of ZG. Clearly ZP is not an associative subring. So in view of theorem 
3.2 we can say if R is a SNA-ring and has a subring which is not a SNA subring of R. 

This leads us to the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.3: Let R be a SNA-ring. Every subring of R need not in general be a SNA 
subring of R. 

Proof: From example 3.1 we see that ZH where H is generated by (0, 2, 4) is a subring of 
R as it has no proper subset, which is a non-associative ring. So ZH is a subring, which is 
not a SNA sub ring of R. 

Now we proceed on to define SNA ideal. 
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Definition 3.4: Let R be any non-associative ring. A proper subset I of R is said to be a 
SNA right/left ideal of R if 

1. I is a SNA subring of R; say J c I, J is a proper subset of I which is an associative 
subring under the operations of R. 

2. For all i E I and j E J we have either ij or ji is in J 

If I is simultaneously both a SNA right ideal and SNA left ideal then we say I is a SNA 
ideal of R. 

Example 3.2. Let Z be the ring of integers (G, *) be a groupoid of order 8 given by the 
following table: 

* 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 0 6 4 2 0 6 4 2 
1 3 I 7 5 3 1 7 5 
2 6 4 2 0 6 4 2 0 
3 1 7 5 3 1 7 5 3 
4 4 2 0 6 4 2 0 6 
5 7 5 3 1 7 5 3 1 
6 2 ° 6 4 2 0 6 4 
7 5 3 1 7 5 3 1 7 

Clearly ZG is a SNA-ring as H = {2} is a semigroup. The sernigroup ring ZH is a non
empty proper subset, which is an associative ring. Clearly I = Z (0, 2, 4, 6) is a SNA ideal 
of ZG. It is easily verified that 1= Z(O, 2, 4, 6) is not an ideal of ZG. Similarly we see II = 
Z(1, 3,5,7) is also a SNA ideal of ZG, which is not an ideal of ZG. Consequent of this 
example and the definition of SNA ideals we have following two theorems. 

Theorem 3.5. Let R be any non-associative ring. If R has a SNA ideal then R is a SNA
ring. 

Proof Obvious from the fact that if R has a SNA ideal say I then we have proper subset J 
c I such that J is a SNA subring of R. So by theorem 3.3 R is a SNA-ring. 

Theorem 3.6: Let R be any non-associative ring. I be a SNA ideal of R. Then I in general 
need not be an ideal of R. 

Proof By an example. Consider the non-associative ring given in example 3.2. Clearly 
Z(O, 2,4,6) is a SNA ideal of ZG but Z(O, 2, 4,6) is not an ideal of ZG as 3[Z(0, 2,4,6)] 
= Z(l, 3, 5, 7). Clearly Z(O, 2, 4, 6) ::,t: Z(l, 3, 5, 7) in fact they are disjoint sets. Hence the 
claim. 
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Example 3.3: Let Z be the ring of integers. (G, *) be as given in example 2.3. Clearly 

Z(O, 2, 4) is an ideal of ZG but Z(O, 2, 4) is not a SNA ideal of ZG as Z(O, 2, 4) has no 
proper subset P such that P is an associative subring of Z(O, 2, 4). Hence the claim. 

4. SNA-rings satisfying certain identities 

In this section we define SNA-rings satisfying certain classical identities like Bol, 
Moufang etc. and obtain some interesting results relating to the loop rings of the loop and 
groupoid rings of the groupoid. We give examples of them to make it explicit. 

Definition 4.1: Let R be a non-associative ring we say R is a SNA Moufang ring if R 
contains a subring S where S is a SNA subring and for all x, y, z in S we have 
(x * y) * (z * x) = (x * (y * z» * x, that is the Moufang identity to be true in S. 

Examples 4.1. Let Z be the ring of integers and let (L, .) be the loop given by the 
following example: 

Clearly L is not a Moufang loop. Consider the loop ring ZL. ZL is a non-associative 
which is a SNA-ring. Clearly L is not a Moufang loop. But ZL is a SNA-Moufang ring as 
Z(e,gl) is a proper subset of ZL such that Z ~ Z(e, gl) is an associative subring of Z(e,g}). 
Now it is easily verified Z(e, gl) satisfies the Moufang identity for every x, y, Z E Z(e, 

gl). 

Example 4.2: Let Z be the ring of integers (G, *) be the groupoid given by the following 
table: 

* 0 I 2 3 4 5 
0 0 4 2 ° 4 2 
1 3 1 5 3 1 5 
2 ° 4 2 ° 4 2 
3 3 1 5 3 1 5 
4 0 4 2 0 4 2 
5 3 I 5 3 1 5 

ZG is the groupoid ring of Gover Z. Clearly, every subring of ZG satisfies Moufang 
identity as every element of ZG satisfies Moufang identity, in fact ZG is a non
associative ring, which satisfies Moufang identity so ZG is a SNA-ring. Here it has 
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become important to say that one needs to define such rings as these rings have not been 
found any place in literature. 

Definition 4.2. A non-associative ring R is said to be a Moufang ring if the Moufang 
identity, (x * y) * (z * x) = (x :): (y :): z»* x is satisfied for all x, y, Z E R. 

In view of this we have the following interesting result. 

Theorem 4.3: If R is a Moufang ring and if R is a SNA-ring Then R is a SNA Moufang 
ring. 

Proof By the very definition used in this paper. 

Definition 4.4: Let R be a non-associative ring R is said to a Bol ring if R satisfies the 
Bol identity ((x * y) * z) *y = x * (( y :): z) * y) for all x, y, z in R. 

Trivially all associative rings satisfy Bol identity hence we take only non-associative 
rings. 

Definition 4.5: Let R be a non-associative ring. R is a said to be a SNA Bol ring if R 
contains a subring S c R such that S is a SNA subring of R and we have the Bol identity 
((x * y) * z) * y = x * ((y * z) * y) to be true for all x, y, z in S. . 

In view of this we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.6: Let R be a non-associative ring, which is a BoI ring .If R, is also a SNA
ring then R is a SNA Bol ring. 

Proof Clear from the'very definitions given in this paper. 

Example 4.3: Let Z be the ring of integers, L be the loop given by the following table: 

* e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 e 5 2 6 3 7 4 
2 2 5 e 6 3 7 4 I 
3 3 2 6 e 7 4 1 3 
4 4 6 3 7 e I 5 2 
5 5 3 7 4 1 e 2 6 
6 6 7 4 1 5 2 e 3 
7 7 4 1 5 2 6 3 e 

Clearly this loop is not a Bolloop so the loop ring ZL is not a Bol ring. But this loop ring 
ZL is a SNA Bol ring as Z ~ Z(e, 5) c ZL is a SNA Bol ring. 

In view of this we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.7: If R is a non-associative ring which is a SNA Bol ring R need not in 
general be a Bol ring. 

Proof Using the very definition and the example 4.3 we get the result. 

Definition 4.8: Let R be any non-associative ring, R is said to be a right alternative ring if 
(xy) y = x (yy) for all x, y E R. Similarly R is said to be left alternative ring if (xx) y = x 
(xy) for all x, y E R. Finally we say R is an alternative ring if it is simultaneously both 
right alternative and left alternative. 

Example 4.4: Let Z be the ring of integers and L be a loop given by the following table: 

The loop ring ZL is a right alternative ring as the loop L itself a right alternative loop. 

Example 4.5: Let Z be the ring of integers and L be a loop given by the following table: 

* e 1 2 3 4 5 
e e 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 e 5 4 3 2 
2 2 3 e 1 5 4 
3 3 5 4 e 2 1 
4 4 2 1 5 e 3 
5 5 4 3 2 1 e 

Consider the loop ring ZL, it is easily verified that ZL is a left alternative ring as the loop 
L is left alternative. In view of this we have the following results, which will be stated 
after defining the concept of SNA alternative rings. 

Definition 4.9: Let R be a ring, R is said to be SNA right alternative ring if R has a 
subring S,such that S is a SNA subring of Rand S is a right alternative ring that is (xy) y 
= x (yy) is true for all x, YES. Similarly we define SNA left alternative ring. If R is 
simultaneously both SNA right alternative ring and SNA left alternative then we say R is 
a SNA alternative ring. 

Example 4.6: Let Z be the ring of integers. (G, *) be the groupoid given by the following 
table: 
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* 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 3 0 3 0 3 
1 4 1 4 1 4 1 
2 2 5 2 5 2 5 
3 3 0 3 0 3 0 
4 4 1 4 1 4 1 
5 2 5 2 5 2 5 

The groupoid ring ZG is a SNA~ring. Further, we have ZG to be an alternative ring as 
well as a SNA alternative ring. 

Definition 4.10: Let R be non-associative ring. R is said to be a SNA commutative ring if 
R has a subring S such that a proper subset P of S is a commutative associative ring with 
respect to the operations of R. 

Note: Even if R is non-commutative, still R can be a SNA commutative ring. Further we 
see trivially all commutative non-associative rings R will be SNA commutative rings. -YVe 
say R is a SNA non-commutative ring if R has no SNA commutative subring. 

Example 4.7: Let Z be the ring of integers and L be a loop given by the following table: 

* e 1 2 3 4 5 
e e 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 e 3 5 2 4 
2 2 5 e 4 1 3 
3 3 4 1 e 5 2 
4 4 3 5 2 e 1 
5 5 2 4 1 3 e 

The loop ring ZL is a non-associative ring. Clearly ZL is also a SNA commutative ring. 
As Z c Z (e, 3) c ZL. Z(e, 3) is a SNA subring of ZL, which has a proper subset Z, Z is 
an associative commutative subring of ZL. Thus we ZL is non commutative but ZL is a 
SNA commutative ring. 

Example 4.8: Let Z be the ring of integers (G, *) be a groupoid given by the following 
table: 

* 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 5 4 3 2 1 
1 2 1 0 5 4 3 
2 4 3 2 1 0 5 
3 0 5 4 3 2 1 
4 2 1 0 5 4 3 
5 4 3 2 1 0 5 
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Consider the groupoid ring ZG. Clearly ZG is non-associative non-commutative ring. But 
ZG is a SNA commutative ring as Z(3) ~ Z(O, 3) C ZG. Clearly ZG is non-commutative 
but ZG is SNA commutative ring. Hence the claim. 

5. Problems: 

This section is completely devoted to some open problems some may be easy and some 
of them rna y be difficult. 

Problem 1: Find the smallest non-associative ring. (By smallest we mean the number of 
elements in them that is order is the least that is we cannot find any other non-associative 
ring of lesser order than that). 

Problem 2: Is the smallest non-associative ring a SNA-ring? 

Problem 3: Find SNA-ring of least order. 

Problem 4: Can on Zn be defined two binary operations so that Zn is non-associative (n < 
oc)? 

Problem 5: Find the smallest SNA-ring, which is a SNA Bol ring. 

Problem 6: Does their exist SNA-rings other than the ones got from 
1. loop rings 
2. groupoid ;ings 

Problem 7: Find a SNA-ring R in which every ideal of R is a SNA ideal of R. 

Problem 8: Find conditions on the ring R so that every subring of R is a SNA subring of 
R. 

Problem 9: Characterize the SNA-rings R which has ideals but none of them are SNA 
ideals of R. 

Problem 10: Characterize those ring R in a SNA-ring which has subrings but none of the 
subrings in Rare SNA subrings of R. 
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In this paper we define Smarandache pseudo- ideals of a Smarandache ring. We prove 
every ideal is a Smarandache pseudo-ideal in a Smarandache ring but every 
Smarandache pseudo-ideal in general is not an ideal. Further we show that every 
polynomial ring over a field and group rings FG of the group G over any field are 
Smarandaahe rings. We pose some interesting problems about them. 

Keywords: 

Smarandache pseudo-right ideal, Smarandache pseudo-left ideal, Smarandache 
pseudO-ideal. 

Definition [1]: A Smarandache ring is defined to be a ring A such that a proper subset 
of A is a field (with respect to the same induced operation). Any proper subset we 
understand a set included in A, different from the empty set, from the unit element if 
any, and from A. 

For more about Smarandache Ring and other algebraic concepts used in this paper 
please refer [1], [2], [3] and [4]. 

Definition 1 Let (A, +, .) be a Smarandache ring. B be a proper subset of A (B c A) 
which is a field. A nonempty subset S of A is said to be a Smarandache pseudo-right 
ideal of A related to B if 

1. (S, +) is an additive abelian group. 
2. For b E Band S E S, S • b E S. 

On similar lines we define Smarandache pseudo-left ideal related to B. S is said to be a 
Smarandache pseudo-ideal (S-pseudo-ideal) related to B if S is both a Smarandache 
pseudo-right ideal and Smarandache pseudo-left ideal related to B. 

Note: It is important and interesting to note that the phrase "related to B" is important 
for if the field B is changed to B' the same S may not in general be S-pseudo-ideal 
related to B' also. Thus the S-pseudo-ideals are different from usual ideal defined on a 
ring. Further we define S-pseudo-ideal only when the ring itself is a Smarandache ring. 
Otherwise we don't define them to be S-pseudo-ideal. Throughout this paper unless 
notified F[x] or R[x] will be polynomial of all degrees, n -> co. 
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Theorem 2 Let F be a field. F[x] be a polynomial ring in the variable x. F[x] is a 
Smarandache ring. 

Proof Clearly F c F[x] is a field which is a proper subset of F[x], so F[x] is a 
Smarandache ring. 

If F is a commutative ring then we have the following: 

Theorem 3 Let R[x] be a polynomial ring. R be a commutative ring. R[x] is a 
Smarandache ring if and only if R is a Smarandache Ring. 

Proof If R is a Smarandache ring clearly there exists a proper subset S of R which is a 
field. So R[x] is a Smarandache ring. 

Conversely if R[x] is a Smarandache ring we have S c R such that S is a field. So R 

must be a Smarandache ring. Since R[ xl = {E r, x' /r, E R}. R[ x 1 cannot contain any 

polynomial which has inverse. Hence the claim. 

Example 1: Let Q[x] be the polynomial ring over the rationals. Clearly Q[x] is a 

Smarandache ring. Consider S = (n(x 2 + 1) In E Q) is generated under' + '. Clearly QS 

s;;;:; Sand SQ ~ S. So S is a S-pseudo-ideal ofQ[x] related to Q. 

Theorem 4 Let R be any Smarandache ring. Any ideal of Ris a S-pseudo-ideal of R 
related to some subfield of R but in general every S-pseudo-ideal of R need not be an 
idealofR. 

Proof Given R is a Smarandache ring. So ~ ;t=. B, B c R is a field. Now I is an ideal of 
R. So IR ~ I and RI 1. Since B R we have BI ~ I and IB ~ 1. Hence I is a S-pseudo
ideal related to B. 

To prove the converse, consider the Smarandache ring given in Example 1. S is a S
pseudo-ideal but S is not an ideal of Q[x] as xS is not contained in S. Hence the claim. 

Example 2: Let iR be the field of reals. 9\[x] be the polynomial ring. Clearly 9\[x] is a 
Smarandache ring. Now Q c 9\[x] and iR c ffl[x] are fields contained in ffi[x]. Consider 

S = (n(x 2 + 1) In E Q) generated additively as a group. Now S is a S-pseudo-ideal 

relative to Q but S is not a S-pseudo-ideal related to 9\. Thus this leads us to the 
following result. 

Theorem 5 Let R be a Smarandache ring. Suppose A and B are two subfields ofR. S be 
a S-pseudo-ideal related to A. S need not in general be a S-pseudo-ideal related to B. 

Proof The example 2 is an illustration of the above theorem. 
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Based on these properties we propose the following problems: 

Problem 1 Find conditions on the Smarandache ring so that a S-pseudo-ideal which are 
not ideals of the ring related with every field is a S-pseudo-ideal irrelevant of the field 
under consideration. 

Problem 2 Find conditions on the Smarandache ring so that every S-pseudo-ideal is an 
ideal. 

Example 3 Zl2 {O, 1,2,3, ,." II} be the ring. Clearly ZI2 is a Smarandache ring for A 
= {O, 4, 8} is a field in Zl2 with 42 4 (mod 12) acting as the multiplicative identity. 
Now S {O, 6} is a S-pseudo-ideal related to A. But S is also an ideal of Z12. Every 
ideal of Z12 is also a S-pseudo-ideal of Zl2 related to A. 

Problem 3 Find conditions on n for Zn (n not a prime) to have all S-pseudo-idea!s to be 
ideals. 

Example 4 Let M2x2 be the set of all 2 x 2 matrices with entries from the prime field 
= {O,l}. 

be the nng of 

matrices under usual matrix addition and mUltiplication modulo 2. 

Now M2,2 is a Sma~andache ring for A = {(~ ~}(~ ~)} is a field of MM. Let S = 

{( ~ ~}( ~ ~)}, S is a Smarandache pseudo-left ideal related to A but S is not a 

Smarandache pseudo-right ideal related to A for (~ ~ ) ( ~ ~) = (~ ~) as (~ ~) ~ 

S. Now B = {(~ ~)(~ ~)} is also a field. S = {(~ ~)(~ ~)} is a left ideal related 

to B but not a right ideal related to B. C = {(~ ~)(~ ~)} is a field. Clearly S is not a 

Smarandache pseudo-lett ideal with respect to C. But S is a Smarandache pseudo-right 
ideal with respect to C. 

Thus from the above example we derive the following observation. 
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Observation: A set S can be a Smarandache pseudo-left ideal relative to more than one 

field. For S = {(~ ~){~ ~)} is a Smarandaehe pseudo-left ideal related to both A and 

B. The same set S is not a Smarandache pseudo-left ideal with respect to the related 

field C = {(~ ~).(~ ~)} but S is a Smarandaehe pseudo-right ideal related to C. 

Thus the same set S can be Smarandache pseudo left or right ideal depending on the 

related field. Clearly S is a S-pseudo-ideal related to the field D = {( ~ ~ ). ( ~ ~ J} . 

Definition 6 Let R be a Smarandache ring. I be a S-pseudo-ideal related to A, A c R (A 
a field). I is said to be a Smarandache minimal pseudo-ideal of R if II is another S
pseudo-ideal related to A and (0) ~ I, ~ I implies II = I or II = (0). 

Note: The minimality of the ideal may vary in general for different related fields. 

Definition 7 Let R be a Smarandache ring. M is said to be a Smarandache maximal 
pseudo-ideal related to a subt1eld A, A c R if Ml is another S-pseudo-ideal related to A 
and ifM ~ MI then M MI. 

." ~" , 

Definition 8 Let R be a Smarandache ring. A S-pseudo-ideal I related to a field A, A c 
R is said to be a Smarandache cyclic pseudo-ideal related to a field A, if I can be 
generated by a single element. 

Definition 9 Let R be a Smarandache ring. A S-pseudo-ideal I related to a field A, A c 
R is said to be a Smarandache prime pseudo-ideal related to A if x • y E I implies x E I 
or y E I. ' 

Example 5: Let 22 = (0, 1) be the prime field of characteristic 2. Z2[X] be the polynomial 
ring of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to 3, that is Z2[X] = {O, 1, x, x2, x3, 

2 1 3 2 323 31 2} 23 23 1 +x, 1 + x, + X , X + X , X + X ,X + X , } + x + x, + x + X, + x + x , X + X + X 

l+x + x2 + x3
}. Clearly Z2[X] is aSmarandache ring as it contains the field Z2. ' 

S = {O, (1 + x), (l + x3
), (x + x3

)} is a S-pseudo-ideal related to 22 and not related to 
Z2[X]. 

Example 6: Let 22 = (0,1) be the prime field of characteristic 2. S3 ={l, Ph P2, P3,P4, PS} 

be the symmetric group of degree 3. Here 1 (1 2 3) (1 2 3) 
1 2 3 ' PI = 1 3 2 ' P2 = 

, P3 = , P4 and ps = . 22S3 be the group nng (1 2 3) (1 2 3J (1 2 3J (1 2 3J . 
321 213 231 312 

of the group S3 over Z2. 2 2S3 is a Smarandache ring. 2 2S3 = {I, PI, P2, P3, P4, Ps, 1 + PI, 
1 + P2, ... , PI + P2 + P3 + P4 + Ps, 1 + PI + P2 + P3 + P4 + ps }. Now A = {O, P4 + PS} is a 
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field A c Z2S3. Let S = {O, 1 + PI + P2 + P3 + P4 + PS} be the subset of Z2S3. S is a S
pseudo-ideal related to A. S is also a S-pseudo-ideal related to 

Theorem 10 Let F be a field and G be any group. The group ring FG is a Smarandache 
ring. 

Proof F is a field and G any group FG the group ring is a Smarandache ring for F c 
FG is a field of the ring FG. Hence the claim. 

Theorem 11 Let 22 = {O, I} be the prime field of characteristic 2. G be a group of finite 
order say n. Then Z2G has S-pseudo-ideals, which are ideals of Z2G. 

Proof Take 22 {O, I} as a field of Z2G. Let G {gl, g2, ... , gn-I, I} be the set of all 
elements of G. Now S = {O, (1 +gl + g2 + ... + gn-I)} is a S-pseudo-ideal related to 22 and 
S is also an ideal of Z2G. Hence the claim. 

Problem 4 Find conditions on the group G and the ring R so that the group ring RG is a 
Smarandache ring? 
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Abstraot: In Riemannian (differential) geometry, the differences between 
Euclidean geometry, elliptic geometry, and hyperbolic geometry are understood in 
terms of curvature. I think Gauss and Riemann captured the essence of geometry 
in their studies of surfaces and manifolds, and their point of view is 
spectacularly illuminating. Unfortunately, curvature is highly non-trivial to 
work with. I will talk about a more accessible version of curvature that dates 
back to Descartes. 

Curvature 
The Gauss curvature K is a generalization to surfaces of the curvature K for 
curves that is covered in calculus. The curvature for the graph of a function f 
is closely related to the concavity, and since fl' is the derivative of the 

of the tangent line, the concavity tells us how fast the slope is 
changing. In other words, it is a measure of how much the curve is curving. The 
concavity, however, tells us the rate of curvature relative to distances along 
the x-axis. Therefore, the relationship between concavity and the shape of the 
curve is distorted. This distortion is eliminated in the curvature by 
considering the rate at which the unit tangent vector changes direction relative 
to distances along the curve. Of course, with curvature comes the usually messy 
arclength parameter ds. 

Somewhat surprising is the fact that curvature has a nice geometric 
interpretation. The curvature of a circle of radius r is K = I/r, and if the 
curvature at some point of a curve is K[ then a circle of radius r = 11K will be 
the best fit circle at that point. For example, at the point (0,0) on the graph 
of f(x) = x2

, the curvature is K = 2, which is the same as the curvature for a 
circle of radius r = 1~2 (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. The curva~ure at (0,0) is K = 2 for both the circle and the parabola. 

The Gauss curvature at a point on a surface (in R3
) is the product of the 

maximum and minimum curvatures relative to a vector normal to the surface. Here, 
curvature "towards" the normal vector is positive, and curvature "awayd is 
negative. For example, at the point (0,0,0) on the surface f(x,y) = x2 

- j?, 
there are both positive and negative curvatures relative to the normal vector K 
= (0,0,1] (see Figure 2). Above the x-axis, we have a parabola with curvature 
Kmax = +2 at (0,0,0), and below the y-axis, we have a parabola with curvature K~n 
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= -2 at (0,0,0). The Gauss curvature at (0,0,0) is K = (+2) (-2) = -4. This 
surface would have a (non-homogeneous) hyperbolic geometry because of its 
negative curvature. 

Figure 2. Saddle-shaped surfaces have negative Gauss curvature. 

On the other hand, at the point (0,0,0) on the surface f(x,y) = X2 + y2$, the 
curvatures are Kmin = K~x = +2 in all directions. Therefore, the Gauss curvature 
is K = (+2) (+2) = +4 (see Figure 3). This surface would have a (non-homogeneous) 

geometry because of its positive curvature. Note that if the normal 
vector points downward, then K = (-2) (-2) = +4, so the choice of normal vector 
does not affect the value of K. 

Figure 3. Bowl-shaped surfaces have positive Gauss curvature. 

Elliptic and nyperbolic qeometry 
The Euclidean, hyperbolic, and elliptic plane geometries obtained from 
variations of Hilbert's axioms (see [4] and [3]) would correspond to surfaces 
(Riemannian 2-manifolds) with constant Gauss curvature. The xy-plane has 
constant Gauss curvature K = O. The unit sphere has constant Gauss curvature K 
+1 (see Figure 4), and a model for the elliptic geometry axioms in Appendix A of 
[3] can be obtained by identifying antipodal points on the unit sphere. This is 
sometimes called the projective plane. 
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4. The sphere has constant Gauss curvature. 

Surfaces with constant negative Gauss curvature are more difficult to construct. 
The pseudosphere is a surface with constant Gauss curvature K = -1 (see Figure 
5, which is a graph of the parametric equations x = cos u sin v, y = sin u sin 
v, z = In tan (vI2) + cos v). 

Figure 5. The pseudosphere,has constant negative Gauss curvature. 

The pseudosphere has the same local geometry as the hyperbolic plane, but the 
global geometry is very different (e.g., the pseudosphere has tiny circles with 
no centers). The hyperbolic plane is generally visualized through a projection 
like the Poincare disk (see Figure 6). 

Figure 6. The Poincare disk is a projection of the hyperbolic plane. 
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Geometric formulas in the different geometries 
One characteristic difference between the three geometries is reflected in the 

sum of a . In Euclidean geometrYI the angle sum is 180°. It is 
smaller than this in hyperbolic geometry and larger in elliptic geometry. In 
particular for a triangle with area A and a, ~, and y, on the unit sphere 

( 1) a + ~ + y = n + A, 

and in the hyperbolic plane 

(2) a + P + y = n - A. 

Similarly, the formula for the circumference of a circle with radius R differs 
among the geometries. On a surface with K = -1, 

(3) Ch = 27t sinh (R) I 

and with K = +1 

(4 ) Ce = 2'1t sin(R). 

We can see the relationships in the graphs of Figure 7. In the Euclidean plane, 
the circumference of a circle is directly proportional to the radius. The 
circumference grows more quickly in the hyperbolic plane, and on the sphere, the 
circumference grows more slowly, and in fact, decreases for radii than 
n/2. We can interpret this as saying that the hyperbolic plane spreads out more 
quickly than the Euclidean , and the sphere spreads out more slowly. I 
think this interpretation is as important as the saddle/bowl characterization of 
curvature. 

50 

40 

30 

C 

20 

10 

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 
R 

Figure 7. The circumferences of circles of radius R. 

Comparisons throuqh projections 
The projection of the hyperbolic plane onto the Poincare disk is such that the 
deformation of distances is symmetric about the origin. In particular, if a 
point is a distance r from the origin in the Poincare disk, then its distance 
from the origin in the hyperbolic plane R is a function of r. The derivative of 
R, therefore, describes the relationship between distances in the Poincare disk 
and distances in the hyperbolic . In , the circumference of a 
circle with radius r centered at the origin will be 2nr in the Poincare disk and 
2~r dR/dr} = 2~ sinh(R) in the hyperbolic plane. This function R must therefore 
satisfy the separable differential equation 
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(5) r dR/dr = sinh(R), 

and modulo a constant multiple, we must have 

( 6) R ::::: 2tanh-1r "'" In ((l+r) / (l-r)) 

or 

(7 ) r = tanh (R/2) _ 

It seems, therefore, that the Poincare disk is the only Euclidean model that has 
a rotationally symmetric metric. 

Since the circumference formula for a circle in geometry is similar to 
the formula in hyperbolic geometry, we can look for a rotationally symmetric 
metric for elliptic geometry_ On a surface with constant curvature K = +1, the 

circumference of a circle of radius R is Ce = 2n sin(R). The differential 
equation resembles equation (5), 

(8 ) r dR/dr = sin(R), 

and so 

( 9} 

or 

( 10) r = tan(R/2). 

This corresponds essentially to stereographic projection, so we see that 
stereographic projection and projection onto the Poincare disk are comparable 
objects. In fact, stereographic projection restricted to the projective plane 
maps onto the unit dis~ (see Figure 8). Note that under this projection, 
antipodal points on the boundary of the unit disk are identified, so the lines 
shown ar.e actually closed Curves. 

Figure 8. The image of the projective plane under stereographic projection. 

Under these two projections, we can see the characteristic incidence properties 
of hyperbolic and elliptic geometry_ The metric are represented 
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as well, but not in a linear fashion. Therefore, it is difficult to 
metric properties of the non-Euclidean geometries from the properties 

projection. 

Impulse curvatures 
Probably the most important aspect of non-Euclidean geometry that is not obvious 
from the projections is that lines are straight in both hyperbolic and elliptic 
geometry_ One of studying "lines" ( ) on curved surfaces is 
that the curvature is zero, and it is the space that curves rather than 
the lines. The big drawback, of course, is that the only curved surface that we 
can reasonably get our hands on is the sphere, and a Lenart Sphere [7] costs 
$70. 

I would like to propose another source of examples. Instead of working with 
curved surfaces, consider surfaces with all of its curvature concentrated at 
isolated points. This allows us to construct models out of paper, since the 
curvature will be zero almost everywhere. The lines (geodesics) on these 
surfaces are also very naturally . The simplest example would be a cone. 
Here the geometry is mostly Euclidean, but also elliptic. The basic idea here 

Gaussian curvature, and is due to Descartes (see [2]). It also 
matches amazingly well with the big Gaussian curvature formula from the Gauss
Bonnet theorem. The standard terminology in this context uses terms like angle 
defect. I prefer the term impulse curvatu~e}. 

Impulse functions 
Impulse functions are used in applications where a phenomena acts over a very 
short of time (see [1]). In such instances, it is more convenient, and 
probably more accurate, to assume that this action is instantaneous. The 
corresponding impulse function must have properties that the usual real-valued 
function does not. For example, an impulse function 8 would have constants to 
and k such that 8(t) = 0 if t*to, and O(t) = 00 if t~tol and the integral of 8 is 
k over any interval containing to. 

A 

Figure 9. Irnp~lse curvature for a curve. 

Impulse curvature f~r curves 
We will start by defining impulse curvature for curves. Consider Figure 9. 
The circle in Figure 9 has radius I, so its curvature is K =l/r. Since the 
curvature is the rate at which the tangent vector if we 
integrate the curvature from point A to point B, we get the total change in 
direction for the tangent vector. Since the curvature is constant, this integral 
is simply the length of the arc times the curvature, and 
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total curvature r B l/r B. 

Therefore, from A to C the tangent vector has turned to the left e radians. 

The polygonal curve ABC is straight everywhere except at B. Since the segment AB 
is tangent to the circle at A and the segment BC is tangent to the circle at C, 
the initial and terminal tangent vectors are the same as for the arc AC. The 
total change in direction along the path ABC, therefore, must be e. ClearlYI all 
of this change occurs at the point B, where the curvature is, in some sense, 
infinite. If there is a curvature function for the path ABC, then it must be an 

function. The curvature is zero everywhere except at B, where the 
curvature is infinite, and the integral of this curvature function is 8. We will 
say that the path ABC has impulse curvature e at B. 

An application of this concept (a.k.a. angle defect) concerns sums of 
polygons, which are different depending on the number of sides. The angle sum of 
a triangle in the is ~ radians. For a quadrilateral, it is 2n, and for a 
pentagon, it is 3n/2. It is easily shown that the total impulse curvature for 
any polygon in the plane is 2n. Here, integrating curvature around a polygon is 

to summing the impulse curvatures at the vertices. 

Figure 10. We can make a cone by removing a wedge. 

Impulse Gauss curvature 
The surface of a cone has zero Gauss curvature everywhere except at the vertex, 
where the curvature is, in some sense, infinite. The Gauss curvature function K 
for a cone must therefore be a 2-dimensional impulse function. All that needs to 
be determined is the value of the integral around the vertex. We can get a 
pretty good idea of what it should be from an example. In Figure 10, we have the 
ingredients for a cone. The cone is formed by removing the 90° wedge in the 
upper right and identifying the two rays bounding the wedge. The fact that the 
Gauss curvature is zero everywhere (except at the vertex) to the 
fact that this cone is constructed out of a flat piece of paper. 

We can compute what the impulse Gauss curvature needs to be from the Gauss
Bonnet theorem. For a simple closed curve C bounding a simply connected region D 
on a smooth surface, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem states that the Gauss curvature K 

of the surface and the geodesic curvature K (curvature within the surface) of 
the curve are related by the formula 
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(11) ID K ciA :=: 27t - Ie lC ds. 

The circle of radius r in Figure 10 has geodesic curvature K = l/r. Its 
circumference is 27tr, and on the cone, after removing a quarter of it, the 
circumference is 37tr/4. Therefore, 

(12) ID K dA == 21t - 31tr/4 . 1/r = 1t12 radians = 90°. 

We will say that the impulse Gauss curvature at the vertex of this cone is 7t/2 
radians or 90°. The derivative formulas for the trig functions assume radian 
measure, but other than that, there is no essential difficulty in switching back 
and forth between degrees and radians. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem is simpler in 
radians, of course, but it seems to be more convenient to work in degrees 
otherwise. 

It should be clear that there is nothing special about 90°. So if we remove a 9-
wedge, then the impulse Gauss curvature should be 8. This all indicates several 
important insights into the concept of Gauss curvature. One is that the natural 
units for Gauss curvature should be units of angle measure, although the 
definition suggests radians squared. Another is that a positive Gauss curvature 
can be thought of in terms of a.sector of space missing (relative to Euclidean 
geometry). Of course on a smooth surface, the sectors are infinitesimal, and 
they C!:.:r:e'not all removed from a single point. 

Also in Figure 10 are several lines. On the cone, these become two geodesics. 
Note that they are both locally straight, and they exhibit elliptic behavior. 
Here we see that having "less space" around the vertex has a fundamental effect 
on the relationship between lines. 

Lines near an elliptic cone point 
Forming a cone by removing a wedge leaves a vertex with positive impulse Gauss 
curvature. We will call the vertex an elliptic cone point. The behavior of lines 
near an elliptic cone point will exhibit behavior associated with lines in an 
elliptic geometry. 

Figure 11. A cone 

In Figure 11, we have a cone with a 60° wedge removed, so the vertex will have 
positive impulse Gauss curvature +60 0 = +~/3 radians. Cutting along the heavy 
dotted lines will allow us to draw the geodesics easily. Since this surface is 
flat everywhere (except at the cone point), geodesics are straight in the 
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Euclidean sense. We can draw them with a ruler. To extend a geodesic across a 
cut, line up the and draw the straight across with a ruler. 

At the point P in Figure 11 is the start of a ruler, continue 
it across the cut marked B and extend it as as . This geodesic 
should intersect the other geodesic drawn near the letter Q. This forms a 2-gon 
PQ. 

With a protractor, measure the impulse curvatures at P and Q. These should be 
around 145° and 155°. Since the 2-gon PQ encloses the elliptic vertex with 
impulse Gauss curvature 60°, we can check the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 

On the curve, the curvature is zero everywhere except for the two 
curvatures. Therefore, integrating around the 2-gon is equivalent to summing the 
impulse curvatures, fpQ 1( ds 145° + 155°. Similarly, if D is the disk bounded 
by the 2-gon PQ, then ~ K dA = 60°. We have then, 60° = 360 0 (145 0 + 155°). 

Draw segments QR and PR. Note that there are two PQR, since there are 
two segments QR. Note also that these two triangles are not congruent, but they 
satis the SAS criterion. Furthermore, since one of the triangles contains the 
elliptic cone point and the other does not, their angle sums and total impulse 
curvatures are different. 

Lines around a hyperbolic cone point 
Adding a creates a "cone" with a kind of saddle . The result is an 

Gauss curvature that is negative, and we will call the vertex a 
hyperbolic cone point. The behavior of lines near a hyperbolic cone point is 
similar to that of lines in a hyperbolic 

In Figures 12 and 13, we have the ingredients 
curvature -60 0

• 

a cone with 

~"--:::::-~6°'-7-:::'--'" 
• B • 

B 

"V'I 
12 and 13. Adding a 60 0 wedge creates a cone point with 

curvature -60 0
• 

Gauss 

Gauss 

Cut along the heavy dotted lines and continue the ics indicated at P and 
Q. These should be parallel (i.e., they do not intersect). 

Check the Gauss-Bonnet theorem by considering a 
hyperbolic cone point. 

An example with multiple cone points 
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There are any restrictions on surfaces with cone 
points (I don't think you can construct one with total Gauss curvature greater 
than 2n), and I think it would be helpful for students to be able construct 
counter-examples to theorems in Euclidean geometry_ 

My interest in flat surfaces with cone points began with a search for examples 
of Smarandache _ My book [5], which can be downloaded for free, 
contains some explorations in this context similar to the ones presented here. 
One example that I thought was had something that I called a 
hyperbolic point. 
A Smarandache Geometry is a geometry which has at least one 
denied axiom (1969). 
An axiom is said smarandachely denied if the axiom behaves in at least two 
different ways within the same space (i.e., 'validated and invalided, or only 
invalidated but in ways) . 
Thus, as a particular case, Euclidean, Lobachevsky-Bolyai-Gauss, and Riemannian 
geometries may be united altogether, in the same space, by some Smarandache 
geometries. These last geometries can be Euclidean and 
Non-Euclidean. 

One of the first things proved in hyperbolic geometry is that through a point P 
not on a line 1, there are infinitely many lines to 1. Hilbert's 
hyperbolic axiom requires only two (see [4]), but it is easily shown that all 
of the lines between these two parallels are also . Smarandache wondered 
if there were any manifolds where there were only finitely many parallels (see 
[9]). My has two r but uses cone . A variation of this 
example follows. I was later able to extend this to smooth surfaces (see [6]). 

Since the cone points are parts of the space, we need to define how a geodesic 
passes through one. We use the straightest geodesic concept of [8], which says 
that the ic should make two equal angles at the cone point. For example, 
around a cone with curvature -60°, there is an "extra" 60° for a 
total of 420°. A geodesic passing through this cone point would make two 210° 
(straight) angles. 

Figures 14 and 15. 
parallel to 1. 

• ••• _._._ ••••••• _._ •••• _ _ •• ···_._ ••• _ ............. j[._ •••• " ..... ~._.'".h_ .. _ .. . 

n m 
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In Figures 14 and 15, the endpoints of the segment marked B are hyperbolic cone 
points with Gauss curvature -30°, and the endpoints of the rays marked D 
and E are cone points with Gauss curvature +30°. The line n 
passes through one hyperbolic cone point two 195° and one 
cone point making two 165 0 angles. This line n should look straight after the 
edges have been identified. 

Also after 
and n are 
intersect 

have been identified, it should be clear that both lines m 
to 1. It is also true that every other line through P will 

before up the surface to verify this. 

After identifying the edges, note that the lines 1 and m and the boundaries of 
the diagram form a quadrilateral with four right angles. Is it a ? Is 
it a parallelogram? 
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Abstract: In this paper we study the notion of Smarandache-Galois fields and 
homomorphism and the Smarandache quotient ring. Galois fields are nothing 
butfields having only afinite number of elements. We also propose some 
interesting problems. 

Keywords: Smarandache ring, Smarandache-Galois field, Smarandache field 
homomorphism, Smarandache quotient ring 

Definition [2]: The Smarandache ring is defined to be a ring A such that a 
proper subset of A is a field (with respect with the same induced operations). 
By proper set we understand a set included in A, different from the empty set, 
from the unit element if any, and from A. 

Definition 1: A finite ring S (i.e. a ring having finite number of elements) is 
said to be a Smarandache-Galois field if S contains a proper subset A, A c S 
such that A is a field under the operations of S. 

Clearly we knpw every finite field is of characteristic p and has pn elements, 
O<n<oc. 

Example 1: Let ZlO = {O, 1,2,3,4,5, ... , 9} be the ring of integers modulo 10. 
ZIO is a Smarandache-Galois field. For the set A = {O, 5} is a field for 52 = 5 
acts as a unit and is isomorphic with 22. 

Example 2: Let Z8 = {O, 1, 2, ... , 7} be the ring of integers modulo 8. Z8 is not 
a Smarandache-Galois field, for Z8 has no proper subset A which is a field. 

Thus we have the following interesting theorem. 

Tl;;1eorem 2: Z. is not a Smarandache field for any prime p and for any n. 
p 

Proof" Z'~ is the ring of integers modulo pn. Clearly Z • is not a field for pr.ps 
p p 

=: ° (mod pn) when r + s = n. Now any q E Z" if not a mUltiple of p will 
p 
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generate under the operations addition and multiplication. If q is a multiple 

of p (even a power of p) then it will create zero divisors. So cannot have a 

proper subset that is a field. 

Theorem 3: Let Zm be the ring of integers modulo m. m PI ... Pt, t> 1, where 
all Pi are distinct primes. Then Zm is a Smarandache-Galois field. 

Proof: Let Zm be the ring of integers modulo m. Let m = PI ... Pt, for every 
prime Pi under addition and multiplication will generate a finite field. So is 
a Smarandache-Galois field. 

Example 3: Let Z6 =: {O, 1, 2, ... ,5}. Clearly {O, 2, 4} is a field with 42 4 
(mod 6) acting as the mUltiplicative identity. So {O, 2, 4} is a field. Similarly 
{O, 3} is a field. Hence 4 is a Smarandache-Galois field. 

Example 4: Let Z105 = {O, 1,2, ... ,104}be the ring of integers modulo 105. 
Clearly A ::.:: to, 7, 14,21,28, ... , 98} is a field with 15 elements. So Z105 is a 
Smarandache-Galois field. 

Example 5: Let Z24 = {O, 1, 2, ... ,23} be the ring of integers modulo 24. {O, 8, 
16} is a field with 16 as unit since 162 

=: 16 and {O, 8, 16} isomorphic with Z3. 
So Z24 is a Smarandache-Galois field. 

Note that 24 =: 23 .3 and not of the fonn described in Theorem 3. 

Example 6: Z12 =: to, 1,2, ... , 11}. A=: to, 4, 8} is a field with 42 = 4 (mod 
12) as unit. So 212 is a Smarandache-Galois field. 

Theorem 4: Let Zm be the ring of integers with m =: p~lp2' Let A =: 

{p~I,2p~1"",(P2 -l)p~I,O}. Then A is a field of order P2 with p~i. p~i == 

p~i for some (t.j and p~i acts as a mUltiplicative unit of A. 

Proof' Let 2m and A be as given in the theorem. Clearly A is additively and 

multiplicatively closed with ° as additive identity and p~i as multiplicative 

identity. 

We now pose the following problems: 

Problem 1: Zm is the ring of integers modulo m. If m = p~l , ... ,p~t with one of 

(t.i =: 1, 1 ::;;j ~ t. Does it imply Zm has a subset having Pi elements which forms 
a field? 
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Problem 2: If Zm is as in Problem 1, can Zm contain any other subset other 
than the one mentioned in there to be a field? 
Further we propose the following problem. 

Problem 3: Let Zm be the ring of integers modulo m that is a Smarandache
Galois field. Let A c Zm be a subfield of 2m. Then prove IAI/m and IAI is a 
prime and not a power of prime. 
A natural question now would be: Can we have Smarandache-Galois fields of 
order pn where p is a prime? When we say order of the Smarandache-Galois 
field we mean only the number of elements in the Smarandache Galois field. 
That is like in Example 3 the order of the Smarandache-Galois field is 6. The 
answer to this question is yes. 

Example 7: Let Zp[x] be the polynomial ring in the variable x over the field Zp 
(p a prime). Let p(x) = po + PIX + ... + Pnxn be a reducible polynomial of degree 
n over Zp. Let I be the ideal generated by p(x) that is I = (p(x»). 

Z [x] " 
Now P =R IS a nng. 

I (p(x») 

Clearly R has a proper subset A of order p which is a field. So their exists 
Smarandache-Galois field of order po .for any prime p and any positive integer 
n. 

Example 8: Let Z3[X] be the polynomial ring with coefficients from the field 
Z3. Consider X4 + x2 + 1 E Z3[X] is reducible. Let I be the ideal generated by 

X4+ x2 + 1. Clearly R = Z3[X] = {I, I + 1, I +2, I + x, I + 2x, I + x + 1, I + X + 2, 
( I 

I + 2x + 1, I + 2x + 2, I + x2, I + x3
, ... , I + 2x + 2 + 2X2 + 2x3} having 81 

elements. Now 
{ I. 1+ 1, I+2} R is a field. So R is a Smarandache-Galois field of order 34. 

Theorem 5: A finite ~ng is a Smarandache ring if and only if it is a 
Smarandache-Galois field. 

Proof: Let R be a finite ring that is a Smarandache ring then, by the very 
definition, R has a proper subset which is a field. Thus R is a Smarandache
Galois field. 
Conversely, if R is a Smarandache-Galois field then R has a proper subset 
which is a field. Hence R is a Smarandache ring. 

This theorem is somewhat analogous to the classical theorem "Every finite 
integral domain is a field" for "Every finite Smarandache ring is a 
Smarandache-Galois field". 
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Definition 6: Let Rand S be two Smarandache-Galois fields. </>, a map from 
R to S, is a Smarandache-Galois field homomorphism if </> is a ring 
homomorphism from R to S. 

Definition 7: Let Rand S be Smarandache Galois fields. We say </> from R to S 
is a Smarandache-Galois field isomorphism if </> is a ring isomorphism from R 
to S. 

Definition 9: Let Zm be a Smarandache field. A c Zm be a subfield of 2m. Let 
rEA such that r :t: 0, r2 = r (mod m} acts as the multiplicative identity of A. 

Define = {O,1,2, ... , r-l}. We call Zm the Smarandache quotient ring and 
{A} {A} 

the operation on 

modulo r. 

::::; {O, 1, .. " r-l} is usual addition and multiplication 
{A} 

Theorem 9: Let Zm be a Smarandache-Galois field. A c Zm be a subfield of 

Zm. the Smarandache quotient ring need not in general be a Smarandache 
{A} 

ring or equivalently a Smarandache-Galois field. 

Proof By an example. Take Z24 = {O, 1, 2, ... , 23} be the ring of integers 
modulo 24. Let A to, 8, 16}; 162 = 16 (mod 24) acts as multiplicative 

identity for A. = {O, 1, 2, ... , IS}. Clearly is not a Smarandache ring 
{A} {A} 

or a Smarandas;he-Galois field. 

Thus, motivated by this we propose the following: 

Problem 4: Find conditions on m for Zm to have itsSmarandache quotient 
ring to be a Smarandache ring or Smarandache-Galois field. 

Example 10: Z12 = {O, 1, ... , 11} is the ring of integers modulo 12. A = {O, 4, 

8} is a field with 42 = 4 (mod 12) as multiplicative identity, 3.L= {O, 1,2, 
{O,4,8} 

3} (mod 4) is not a Smarandache-Galois field or a Smarandache ring. 

Example 11: = to, 1,2, ... , 20l"is the ring of integers modulo 21. A = to, 
7, 14} is a subfield. Z21 {0,12, ... ,6} mod 7 is not a Smarandache-Galois field. 

{A} 

Let B = {0,3,6,9,12,15,18} ~ Z21. Clearly B is a field with 152 = 15 (mod 21) 
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as a mUltiplicative unit. Now, = {0,l,2, ... ,14} is a Smarandache-
{0,3,6,9 ,12,15,18} 

Galois field. 

Thus we have the following interesting: 

Problem 5: Let Zm be the Smarandache ring. Let A be a subset which is a 

field. When does an A exist such that ~ is a Smarandache-Galois field? 
A 
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Abstract: In this paper we study the Smarandache semi-near-ring and near
ring, homomorphism, also the Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring. We obtain 
some interesting results about them, give many examples, and pose some 
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Definition (1 PiIz]: An algebraic system (N, +, .) is called a near-ring (or a 
right near-ring) if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) (N, +) is a group (not necessarily abelian). 
(ii) (N, .) is a semigroup. 

(iii) (nl + nz) • n3 = nl·n3 + n2en3 (right distributive law) for all nl, nz, TI3 E 

N. 

Definition [1 Pilz]: An algebraic system (5, +, e) is called a semi-near-ring 
(or right semi-(lear-ring) if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) (5, +) is a semigroup (not necessarily abelian). 
(ii) (5, .) is a semigroup. 

(iii) (nl + n2) • n3 = TIl • n3 + n2 • n3 for all nl, n2, n3 E 5 (right distributive 
law). 

Clearly, every near-ring is a semi-near-ring and TIot conversely. For more 
about semi-near-rings please refer [1], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]. 

Definition 1: A non-empty set N is said to be a Smarandache semi-near-ring 
if (N, +, .) is a semi-near-ring having a proper subset A (A c N) such that A 
under the same binary operations of N is a near-ring, that is (A, +, .) is a near
ring. 

Example 1: Let Z18 =: {O, 1, 2, 3, ... , 17} integers modulo 18 under 
multiplication. Define two binary operations x and • on Z18 as follows: 
x is the usual multiplication so that (ZI8, x) is a semigroup; 
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a • b :;:;: a for all a, b E Z18. 
Clearly (ZI8 •• ) is a semi group under •. (ZI8, X, .) is a semi-near-ring. (ZI8, x, 
.) is a Smarandache semi-near-ring, for take A:;:;: {I, 3, 5,7,11,13, 17}. (A, x, 
.) is a near ring. Hence the claim. 

Theorem 2: Not all semi-near-rings are in general Smarandache semi-near
rings. 

Proof' By an example. 
Let Z+:;:;: {set of positive integers}. under + is a semigroup. Define. a binary 
operation on Z+ as a • b:;:;: a for all a, b E Z+. Clearly Z+ under • is a semigroup. 
Now (Z+, +, e) is a semi-near-ring which is not a Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

Now we give an example of. 

Example 2 (of an infinite Smarandache semi-near-ring): 
Let Mnxn::: {(aij)/ aij E Z}. Define matrix mUltiplication as an operation on Mnxn. 
(Mnxn, x) is a semigroup. Define '.' on Mnxn as A • B :;:;: A for all A, B E Mnxn. 
Clearly (Mnxn, x, .) is a Smarandache semi-near-ring, for take the set of all nXn 
matrices A such that IAI :;!:. O. Denote the collection by Anxn. Anxn c Mnxn 
Clearly (Anxn, x, .) is a near-ring. 

Example 3: 
Let ZZ4 {O, 1, 2, ... , 23} be the set of integers modulo 24. Define usual 
multiplication X on Z24. (Z24, x) is a semigroup. Define '.' on Z24 as a e b :: a 
for all a, b E Z24. Clearly Z24 is a semi-near-ring. Now Z24 is also a 
Smarandache semi-near-ring. For take A :;:;: {I, 5, 7,11, l3, 17, 19, 23}. (A,x, 
.) is a near-rinp. So, Z24 is a Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

Motivated by the examples 3 and 4 we propose the following open problem. 

Problem 1: Let Zn == {O, 1,2, ... , n-I} set of integers. n :;:;: p~I ... p~', where PI, 

PZ, ... , Pt are distinct primes, t> 1. Define two binary operations 'x' and '.' on 
Zn. x is the usual multiplication. Define '.' on Zn as a • b :;:;: a for all a, b E Z. 
Let A:;:;: {I , ql , .... qr} where ql , ... , qr are all odd primes different from Pl •... , 
Pt and qt, ... , qr E Zn o 

Prove A is a group under x. Solution to this problem will give the following: 

Result: Zn {O, 1, 2, ... , n-l} is a Smarandache semi-near-ring under x and. 
defined as in Examples 1 and 3. Thus we get a class of Smarandache semi
near-rings' for every positive composite integer. Now when t = 1 different 
cases arise. 
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Example 4: 24 = {O, 1, 2, 3} is a Smarandache semi-near-ring as (Z4, x, -) is a 
semi-near-ring and (A ::: {I, 3 }, x, .) is a near-ring. 

Example 5: Z:; {O, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... , 8}. Now (29, x, -) is a semi-near-ring. (A = 
{ 1, 8}, x, .) is a near-ring so Z; is a Smarandache near-ring. Clearly 8 is not a 
prime number. 

Example 6: Let Z25 = {a, 1,2,3, ... , 24}. Now (Z25. x, .) is a semi-near-ring. 
{A =: { 1. 24}, x, .} is a near-ring. Thus Z25 is a Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

Theorem 3: Let (Zp2' x,.) be a semi-near-ring. Clearly (Zpl' x,.) is a 

Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

Proof: Let (A = {I, p2 -I}, x, e) IS a near-ring. Hence { 

Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

• x, e) is a 

Hence we assume t > 1, for non primes one can contribute to near -ring under 

(x,-). 

Corollary: Let (Z n, x, .) be a semi-near-ring. (Z . , x, .) is a Smarandache 
p p 

near-ring. 

Proof Take A 

semi-near-ring. 

{ 1, pn -I} is a near-ring. Hence (Z • , x, .) is a Smarandache 
p 

Thus we have a natural class of finite Smarandache semi-near-rings. 

Definition 4 (in the classical way): 
N is said to be a Smarandache near-ring if (N, +, .) is a near-ring and has a 

proper subset A such that (A, +, .) is a near-field. 

Now many near-rings contain subsets that are semi-near-rings, so we are forced 
to check: 

Definition 5: N is said to be an Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring if N is a 
near-ring and has a proper subset A of N such that A is a semi-near-ring under 
the same operations of N. 

Example 7: Let Z be the set of integers under usual + and multiplication '.' by 
a • b = a for all a, bE Z. (2, +, .) is a near-ring. Take A Z+ now (Z+, +, e) is a 
semi-near":ring. So Z is an Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

Example 8: Let Mnxn =: {(aij) / aij E Z}. Define + on Mnxn as the usual addition 
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of matrices and define • on Mnxn by A • B ::::: A for all A, B E Mnxn. (Mnxn, +, .) 
is a near-ring. Take Anxn ::::: {(aij) / ajj E Z+}. Now (A, +, .) is a semi-near-ring. 
Thus Mnxn is an Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

We propose the following: 

Problem 2: Does there exist an infinite near-ring constructed using reals or 
integers, which is not an Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring? 

Example 9: Z[x] is the polynomial ring over the ring of integers. Define + on 
Z[x] as the usual addition of polynomials. Define an operation. on Z[x] as 
p(x) • q(x) ::::: p(x) for all p(x), q(x) E Z[x]. Clearly (Z[x], +, .) is an Anti
Smarandache semi-near-ring, for (Z+[xJ, +, .) is a semi-near-ring. 

Now it is still more interesting to find a solution to the following question (or 
Problem 2 worded in a negative way): 

Problem 3: Find a finite Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring. 

Definition 6: Let Nand N 1 be two Smarandache semi-near-rings. A mapping 
h: N ~ N I is a Smarandache semi-near-ring homomorphism if h is a 
homomorphism. 

Similarly one defines the Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring homomorphism: 

Definition 7: Let Nand Nl be two Anti-Smarandache semi-near-rings. Then 
h: N ~ N 1 is an Anti-Smarandache semi-near-ring homomorphism if h is a 
homomorphism. 
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Definition 1: Let S be a non-empty set. Then (S) denotes the free groupoid 
generated by the set S as a basis. 
We assume the free semi group generated by S is also contained in the free 
groupoid generated by S. 

Remark: Even a(bc) -:t (ab)c for a, b, c E S. So unlike a free semigroup 
where the operation is associative in case of free groupoid we do not assume 
the associativity while placing them in the juxtaposition. 

Definition [W.B.Vasantha Kandasarny]: A groupoid G is said to be a 
Smarandache groupoid, if G contains a non-empty proper subset S such that 
S is a semigroup under the operations of the groupoid O. 

Theorem 2: Every free groupoid is a Smarandache free groupoid. 

Prool By the very definition of the free groupoid we have the above 
theorem to be true. 

Definition [R. Lidl, G. Pilz]: A Semi-Automaton is a triple w = (Z, A, 8) 
consisting of two non-empty sets Z and A and a function 0: Z X A -4 Z, Z is 
called the set of states, A the input alphabet, and 0 the next state function of 
~. 

Definition [R. Lidl, G. Pilz]: An Automaton is a quintuple A = (Z, A, B, 0, 
A), where (Z, A, 0) is a semi automaton, B is a non-empty set called the 
output alphabet and A: Z x A -1- B is the output function. 
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Now it is important and interesting to note that Z, A, and B are only 
non-empty sets. They have no algebraic operation defined on them. The 
automatons and semi automatons defined in this manner do not help to 
perform sequential operations. Thus, it is reasonable to consider the set of 
all finite sequences of elements of A including the empty sequence A. In 
other words, in our study of automaton we extend the input set A to the free 

monoid A and similarly for B. We also extend 8 and A from Z x A to Z 
xA by defining z E Z and aI, ... , an E A by 

'8 (z,A) 

"8 (z,a 1 ) 

'8 (z,a 1a 2 ) 

== 

"8 (z,a1a Z ... aJ = 

and 

z 

8(z,a 1 ) 

8 (8(z, a1 ),aJ 

A. : Z x A -7 B by I : Z x A -7 13 
by 

I (z,A) 

I (z,a 1 ) 

I (z,a 1a 2 ) 

. 

= 
= 

== 

A 

A. (z, a I) 
A. (z, aJA.(8(z, a l ), a 2 ) 

The semi-automaton ~ :::: (Z, A, 8) and automaton A == (Z, A, B, 8, A) are 

thus generalized to the new semi-automaton " == (Z, A,8') and new 

automaton A == (Z, A, Il, 8, X). 

Definition 3: "s (Z, As. 8
5

) is said to be a Smarandache semi-

automaton if A == (A) is the free groupoid generated by A, with A the unit 
element adjoined with it. Thus the Smarandache semi-automaton contains 

w ::: (Z, A, '8) as a new semi-automaton which is a proper sub-structure of 

'Or equivalently, we define a Smarandache semi-automaton as one which 
has a new semi-automaton as a sub-structure. 

The advantages of the Smarandache semi-automaton is: if the triple ~ :::: (Z, 
A, 8) is a semi-automaton with Z, the set of states, and 8 : Z x A -7 Z is the 
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next state function, and when we generate the Smarandache free groupoid 

by A and adjoin with it the empty alphabet A then we are sure that A has all 
free semigroups. Thus each free semi group will give a new semi-automaton. 
Thus by choosing a suitable A we can get several new semi-automatons 
using a single Smarandache semi-automaton. 

Definition 4: A s= (Z, As) Bs ) 8s , Is) is defined to be a Smarandache 

automaton if A = (Z, A, 13,8, I) is the new automaton, and As and Bs 
the Smarandache free groupoids so that A = (Z, A, B, 8, I), the new 

automaton got from A andA I is strictly contained in A s' 

Thus Smarandache Automaton enables us to adjoin some more elements 
that are present in A and freely generated by A, as a free groupoid~ that will 
be the case when the compositions may not be associative. Secondly, by 
using Smarandache Automaton we can couple several automatons as: 

Z = ZI U Z2 U ... U Zn 
A = AJ U A2 U ... U An 
B = BI UB2U ... uBn 
A = Al U A2 U ... U An 
b = 0] U 8z u ... u bn 

where the union of ~ U Aj and Oi U bj denote only extension maps as 'u' has 
no meaning in the composition of maps, where A i = (Zi, Ai, Bi, OJ, ~) for i = 

1, 2, 3, ... , n and A = A 1 U A 2 u ... uA n. Now A n = 
(Zs' As' Bs :Is, 8J is the Smarandache Automaton. A machine equipped 

with this Smarandache Automaton can use any new automaton as per need. 

Definition 5: ;;::' = (ZI, As' 13s ' 8:, I;) is called Smarandache sub

automaton of A s = (Z2, ,13
5
,8,) IJ denoted by ;;-:' $. A s if Zl ~ Z2 

and 6; and A's are the restriction of 8. and Is respectively on ZI x As and 

A~' has a proper subset H c A":' such that H is a new automaton. 

Definition 6: LetA I andA 2 be any two Smarandache Automatons 

,where~ = (ZI. AI'Bp 8"II) and ~ = (Z2, Az,13z,82 ,IJ. A map~: ~ 
toA 2 is, a Smarandache Automaton homomorphism if ~ is an automaton 

- -
homomorphism from A 1 andA 2' 
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And <p is called a monomorphism (epimorphism or isomorphism) if <p is an 

automaton isomorphism from A 1 andA 2' 

Definition 7: LetA 1 andA 2 be two Smarandache automatons, where A 1 = 

(ZI. A t .BI'5t J::I ) and A2= (Z2. A z ,Bz,52 ,X2 ). The Smarandache 
- -

Automaton direct product of A 1 andA 2 denoted by A 1 X A 2 is defined as 

the direct product of the automaton A 1 = (ZI. AI, Bl, 81. AI) and A 2 = (Z2, 

A2, B2, ~h, }"z) with A 1 X A 2. = (ZI X AI X A2, BI X B2, 8, },,) with 8((ZI, 

Z2), (ai, a2» = (81(ZI, a2), 82(Z2, a2», A((z" Z2), (al. a2» = (AI(Z" az), },,2(Z2, 
a2» for all (ZI. 22) E ZI X Zz and (aI, a2) E Al x Az. 

Remark: Here in ~ x A2 we do not take the free groupoid to be 

generated by Al x A2 but only free groupoid generated by A I x Thus the 

Smarandache Automaton direct product exists wherever an automaton direct 
product exists. We have made this in order to make the Smarandache 
parallel composition and Smarandache series composition of automaton 
extendable in a simple way. 

Definition 8: A Smarandache groupoid G 1 divides a Smarandache 
groupoid G2 if the the groupoid 01 divides the groupoid 02, that is: if Gl is a 
homomorphic image of a sub·groupoid of G2• In symbols: G1102. In the 
relation: divides is denoted by 'I', 

Definition 9: LetA 1 = (ZI, A, B, 51' XI) and~ "" (Z2, A, B, 82 , X2 ) be two 

Smarandacl;le Automaton. We say the Smarandache Automaton A 1 divides 

the Smarandache automaton A; if ~ = (Z[, A, B, 51' Xl) divides ~:;: 

(Z2,A,}3,82,I2 ), i.e. if ~ is the homomorphic image of a sub·automaton 
- --

of A 2. Notationally AliA 2' 

Definition 10: Two Smarandache Automaton A 1 andA 2 are said to be 

equivalent if they divide each other. In symbols A 1 -A 2' 

Theorem 11: 
L On any set of Smarandache Automata the relation 'divides' that is 'I' is 

reflexive and transitive and '-' is an equivalence relation. 
2. Isomorphic Smarandache Automaton are equivalent (but not 

con versel y). 

Proof By the very definition of 'divides' (or 'I') and the equivalence of two 
Smarandache Automaton the result follows. 
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Smarandache Zero Divisors 

ABSTRACT 

WE. Vasantha Kandasamy 
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Chennai- 600036 

In this paper, we study the notion of Smarandache zero divisor in semigroups and rings. 
We illustrate them with examples and prove some interesting results about them. 

Keywords: Zero divisor, Smarandache zero divisor 

Throughout this paper, S denotes a semigroup and R a ring. They need not in general be 
Smarandache semigroups or Smarandache rings respectively. Smarandache zero divisors 
are defined for any general ring and semigroup. 

Definition 1 Let S be any semigroup with zero under mUltiplication (or any ring R). \Ve 
say that a non-zero element a E S (or R) is a Smarandache zero divisor if there exists a 
non-zero element b in S (or in R) such that a.b = 0 and there exist x, YES \ {a, b, O} (or 
x, Y E R \ {a, b, O}), x ::j. y, with 

1. ax = 0 or xa 0 
2. by= 0 oryb = 0 and 
3. xy:f:. 0 or yx:f:. 0 

Remark If S is a commutative- sernigroup then we will have ax = 0 and xa 0, yb = 0 
and by 0; so what we need is at least one of xa or ax is zero 'or' not in the mutually 
exclusive sense. 

Example 1 Let Z12 = {O,l ,2, ... ,11} be the semigroup under multiplication. Clearly, Z\2 is 
a commutative semigroup with zero. We have 6E Z12 is a zero divisor as 6.8 == O(mod 
12). Now6 is a Smarandache zero divisor as 6.2 == O(mod 12), 8.3 O(mod 12) and 2.3 =f=. 

O(mod 12). Thus ,6 is a Smarandache zero divisor. It is interesting to note that for 3E Z12, 
3.4 == O(mod 12) is a zero divisor, but 3,4 is not a Smarandache zero divisor for there does 

not exist a X,YE Z12 \ {O} x :;t::y such that 3.x == O(mod 12) and 4y == O(mod 12) with xy $. 

O(mod 12). 
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This example leads us to the following theorem. 

Theorem 2 Let S be a semigroup under multiplication with zero. Every Smarandache 
zero divisor is a zero divisor, but not reciprocally in general. 

Proof Given S is a multiplicative semigroup with zero. By the very definition of a 
Smarandache zero divisor in S we see it is a zero divisor in S. But if x is a zero divisor in 
S, it need not in general be a Smarandache zero divisor of S. We prove this by an 
example. Consider the semigroup Zl2 given in example 1. Clearly 3 is a zero divisor in 
Z12 as 3.4 == 0(12) but 3 is not a Smarandache zero divisor of 12. 

Example 2 Let S2x2 {(: : )/a,b,c,d E Z2 = {O,l)} be the set of all 2 X 2 matrices 

with entries from the ring of integers modulo 2. S2x2 is a semigroup under matrix 

multiplication modulo two. NOW[ ~ ~] in S2x2 is a zero divisor as [~ ~] E S2x2 is such 

that[ ~ a ~ ~] = [~ ~ l For [~ a ~ ~] = [~ ~] and [~ a ~ ~] = [~ a 
Now take x = [~ ~] and y [~~] in S2x2. We have [~ a~ ~]=[~ ~] but 

[~ a~ ~]=[~ ~] #[~ ~l [~a~ ~]=[~ ~] but [~ a~ ~] [~ ~] 
# [~ ~l Finally, [~ a~ ~] = [~ ~] # [~ ~l [~ a~ ~] =[~ ~] # [~ ~l 
Hence [~ ~] is a Smara~dache zero divisor of the semigroup S2><2. 

Example 3 Let R3x3 Hajj )such that a ij E Z4 {0,1,2,3}} be the collection of all 3x3 

matrices with entries from Z4. Now R3x3 is a ring under matrix addition and 
multiplication modulo four. We have 

For 

[~ ~ ~lE R3x3 is a Smarandache zero divisor in R3x3. 

002 
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[~ 
0 or 0 

~l=[~ 
0 

~l md [~ 
0 

~l[~ 
0 

~ } R 3x3 such that 0 o 0 1 0 3 0 
0 2 0 2 0 0 2 

[~ 
0 or 0 

~l=[~ 
0 

~l 0 o 0 3 0 

0 2 0 0 0 

[~ 
0 or 0 

~l [~ 
0 

~l 3 2 0 0 0 

0 2 0 0 0 

[~ 
0 or 0 

~l=[~ 
0 

~l 1 o 0 0 0 

2 2 0 2 0 

[~ 
0 or 0 

~]=[~ 
0 

~l*[~ 
0 

~l 0 o 0 0 0 

2 2 0 2 2 0 

[~ 
0 or 0 

~l=[~ 
0 

~l 3 2 0 0 0 

0 2 0 2 0 

[~ 
0 or 0 

~l=[~ 
0 

~l*[~ 
0 

~l 0 o 0 3 0 0 

2 2 0 0 2 0 

So [~ 
0 

~ 1 is Smarandache zero-divisor in R3X3. 0 

0 

Example 4: Let Z20 = {O, 1, 2, .... , 19} be the ring of integers modulo 20. Clearly 10 is a 
Smarandache zero divisor. For 10 . 16 == O(mod 20) and there exists 5, 6 E Z20 \ {O} with 

5 x 16 == 0 (mod 20) 
6 x 10 == 0 (mod 20) 
6 x 5 := lO(mod 20). 

Theorem 3 Let'R be a ring; a Smarandache zero divisor is a zero divisor, but not 
reciprocally in general. 
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Proof By the very definition, we have every Smarandache zero divisor is a zero divisor. 
We have the following example to show that every zero divisor is not a Smarandache 
zero divisor. Let ZIO = {0,1,2, ... ,9} be the ring of integers modulo 10. 

Clearly 2 in Z12 is a zero divisor as 2.5 O(mod 10) which can never be a Smarandache 
zero divisors in ZIO. Hence the claim. 

Theorem 4 Let R be a non-commutative ring. Suppose XE R\{O} be a Smarandache zero 
divisor; with xy = yx = 0 and a,bE R\{O,x,y} satisfying the following conditions: 

1. ax = 0 and xa :;t: 0, 

2. yb ° and by :;t: 0 and 
3. ab = 0 and ba :;t: O. 

Then we have (xa + by)2 = O. 

Proof Given XE R\{O} is a Smarandache zero divisor such that xy ::::: 0 = yx. We have 
a,bE R \ {O,x,y}such that ax = ° and xa :;t: 0, yb ::::: 0 and by :;t: 0 with ab = 0 and ba :;t: 0. 
Consider (xa + by/ xaby + byxa + xaxa + byby using ab = 0, yx 0, ax = 0 and yb = 0 
we get (xa + by/ = o. 

Theorem 5 Let R be a ring having Smarandache zero divisor satisfYing conditions of 
Theorem 5, then R has a nilpotent element of order 2. 

Proof By Theorem 5 the result is true. 

We propose the following problems. 

Problem 1: Characterize rings R in which every zero divisor is a Smarandache zero 
divisor. 

Problem 2: Find conditions or properties about rings so that it has Smarandache zero 
divisors. 

Problem 3: Does there exists rings in which no zero divisor is a Smarandache zero 
divisor? 

Problem 4: Find group rings RG which has Smarandache zero divisors? 

Problem 5:.Let G be a group having elements o/finite order and F any field. Does the 
elements offinite order in G give way to Smarandache zero divisors? 
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SOMI~ PROBLErYlS CONCElzNING l'I-IE Sl\1AIlANI)ACHE 
SQUAI<.E (~OMPLEMENTAI{Y FUNCTI()N (II) 

Maohua Le 

I)epartl11ent of Mathen1atics 

Zhanjiang Nonnal College 

29 Cunjin H..oaeL Chikan 

Zhal1 i iang. GuangdonQ: 
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P.R .. China 

Abstract: In this paper vve solve three diophantine equations 

concerning the Slnarandache square cOlnplenlentary function. 

Key words: Slnarandache square cOlnplenlentary function; 

diophantine equations 

For any positive integer 1'1, let SSC(n) denote the Snlarandache 

square c0111plen1cntary function of 1'1 (see [1 J). In [2J, Russo proposed 

three problelns concerning the equations 

and 

SSC(n) SSC(n + 1)· SSC(n + 2), 

SSC(n)· SSC(n + 1) == SSC(n + 2), 

SSC(n)· SSC(n + 1) == SSC(n + 2)SSC(n + 3), 

In this paper vve c0111pletely solve these probleiTlS as fot 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Theorem. The equations (1), (2) and (3) have no positive integer 

solutions n. 

Proof. Let J1 be a positive integer solution of(l). Then fron1 (1) we 

get 

SSC(n) 0 (n10d SSC(n+ 1 »). (4) 

By [2, TheorelTI 6], we have 

n 0 (1110d SSC(n», n+ 1-0 (1110d SSC(n+ 1 ). (5) 

Since gcd (11, 11+ 1 1, we get fro111 (5) that 

gcd (SSC(n), SSC(n+ 1 1. 

Hence, by (4) and (6), we obtain SSC(n+ 1 1. It il11plies that n+ 1 

vvhere 111 is a positive integer. 

Ifn1 is even, then n is odd and gcd (n, n+2)=l. It follows that 

gcd (SSC(n), SSC(n+2»=I. 

Since SSC(n+ 1)= 1, we get frol11 (1) that 

SSC(n)=SSC(n+2). 

(6) 

(7) 

fCi\ 

~.O) 

The cornbination of (7) and (8) that SSC(n)=SSC(n+2)=i. It i:nplies 

that n=P, where I is a positive integer. But, since n-t-I 

ilnpossible. 

, It IS 

If n is odd, then gcd(n, 11+2)=2. Since SSC(n+l)=l, then (8) holds 

and SSC(n)=SSC(n+2)=2. It ilnpiies that 
) ) 

11=2x- , n+ 2 =2)F , (9) 
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where X,y are positive integers. Buy, by (9), we obtain I, a 

contradiction. Thus, the equation (1) has no positive integer solution n. 

By the salne argurnent, \ve can prove that (2) and (3) have no 

positive integer solutions n. The theorenl is proved. 
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SOME PI{OI3LEMS CONCERNING TIlE SMARANDACl-IE 
SQUARE COIVIPLEMENTARY FUNC1'ION (III) 

Maohua Le 
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Abstract: In this paper we discuss a diophantine equations 

concerning the Slnarandache square cOll1plenlentary function. 

Key 'words: Sll1arandache square cOlnplenlentary function; 

diophantine equations 

For any positive integer n, let SSC(n) denote theSlnarandache 

square cOlllplelnentary function of n (see [1 D. In [21 Russo asked that 

if the equation 

SSC(rnn) = mk SSC(n) , (1 ) 

has positive integer solutions (rn, n, k). In this paper we prove the 

following result. 

Theorem. The positive integer solutions (m, n, k) of (1) satisfy 1. 

Moreover, (i) has infinitely 111any positive integer soiutions (rn~ n, 

(a, b, 1') with k=1, 'where a,b are coprinle positive integer 'yv'ith square free. 
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Proof. Let (nl, n, k) be a positive integer solution of (1). Further, 

let d=gcd (n?, n). Then we have 

m=da, n=db, (2) 

where a,b are coprinle positive integers. Substitute (2) into (1), vve get 

SSC(177n) SSC(d 2ab) = SSC(ab) SSC(a)SSC(b) 

= (da)k SSC(db), 

since gcd (a, 6)=1. By (3), we have 

SSC(a)SSC(b)~O (rnod ak
). 

It is a well knovvn fact that 

a-O (n1od SSC(a», b 0 (lnod SSC(b»). 

Since gcd (a, 6)=1, we see froll1 (4) and (5) that 

SSC(a)-O (n10d ak). 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
, I 

Further, since SSC(a) ~ a, we find fron1 (6) that k=l. It implies that 

the solutions (nz, n, k) of (1) satisfy 1. 

On the other hand, if a and bare coprilne positive integers with 

square free, then vve have 

SSC(ab)=SSC(a)SSC(b)=aSSC(b). (7'1 
\ • J 

It inlplies that '(In, n, k)=(a, b, 1) is a positive integer solution of (1). 

Thus, the theoten1 is proved. 
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Abstract: In this paper we deternline all solutions of an 

exponential diophantine equations concerning the Slnarandache square 

conlplenlentary function. 

}(cy \vords: Snlarandache square cOlnplenlentary function; 

exponential diophantine equations 

F or any positive integer n, let SSC(n) denote the Stnarandache 

square c0l11pletnentary function of n (see [1]). In [3], Russo asked that 

solve the equati9n 

SSC(n)r + SSC(n)r-1 + ... + SSC(n) = n, r>l. (1) 

In th,is paper we cOlupletely solve this problelTI as follows. 

Theorenl. All positive integer solutions (n, r) of (1) are given by 

the following two cases. 
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( i ) (n, 1")=(363,5). 

( ii) en, r)=(ab2
, 2), where a and bare coprilne positive 

satisfying aI, b 1, -1 and a is square free. 

The proof of our thcoren1 needs the following leInn1a. 

Lenln13 ([2]). The equation 

xl" -1 ) 
--=Y-, x 1, Y 
x 1 

has only the positive integer solution (x, y, r)=(3, 11,5). 

(2) 

Proof of 'rheOrell1. Let (n, r) be a positive integer solution of (1). 

Let x=SSC( n). Then froin ( 1 ) we get 

x(x r
-

1 +"'+x+ l)=n, 
Since r 1 vve see froIn (3) that n 1. 

1. 

It is a well known fact that n can be expressed as 

(3 ) 

n = pal . .. pa., qfJI .. , qfJ/ (4) 
I s I I' 

where PI,"',ps and ql,"',q, are distinct prilnes, al, .. ,asare odd 

positive integers and /31"'" /3t are even positive integers. We see froln 

(4) that 

x=SSC(n)=PIO··ps. (5) 
(,.-1 

Since gcd (x, x + ... +x+ 1 1, we get frOITI (3), (4) and (5) that 

a 1 = ... = a = 1 and , s 

xr - 1 r-I 
. =X +"'+x+l 

x -1 
qfJI ... qfJ, 
It· (6) 

Since /31'''' , /3, are even, let b 2 
= qfl .. , qf' . Then b IS a posi ti ve 

integer satisfying 
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xr 1 == b2 . (7) 
x-I 

By Lenuna, if r 2, then fron1 (7) we get (x, b, r)=(3,11 ,5). It 
inlplies that (n, 63, 5) by (4) and (15). 

If r=2, then 'vve have 
/ x+ 1 =h~. (8) 

Let a=x. By (4), (5) and (7),we obtain the case ( ii ) ilTItnediately. Thus, 
the theoren1 is proved. 
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Abstract: In this paper we discuss the convergence for two sen 

concerning the Sl11arandache square conlplenlentary function. 

Key 'words: Snlarandache square c0l11plenlentary function; series; 

convergence 

For any positive integer n, let SSC(n) denote the Slnarandache 

square cOlnpleI11entary function of 11 (see [1 J). Let 
C1J 1 

SI = a' 
rr:::jSSC(n) 

( 1 ) 

s - ~(_l)n 1 
2 - ,;-;:\ SSC(n) , 

(2) 

where a is a positive nUl11ber. In [2J, Russo proposed two problenls 
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1~heorenl 1. If a s 1, then SI is divergence. 

Theorem 2. The series S2 is divergence. 

Proof of Theorerl1 l.Let ((z) denote the Rien1ann C; -function. 

Then 'vve have 

(3) 

if z is a positive nUlTIber. It is a well kno\vn fact that SSC( n) S n for 

any n. Hence, by (1) and (3), 'vve get 

SI 2:: ((a). (4) 

Notice that ((a) is divergence if a s I . Thus, we see fro111 (4) that SI 

is divergence if a ~ 1. The theorelTI is proved. 

Proof of Theorem 2. Let 

S =: I .. 1 (5) 
111=0 SSC(2nl + 1) 

We see fron1 (2) that 
co 1 coco • 

S') = 2:(-1)11 == I L(_1)2 (2m+l) . (6) 
4 17=1' , SSC(n) k=Om=O" SSc\2 k (2n1 + 1)) 

Since 

SSC(2k (2m + 0)= f SSC(2m + 1), if k IS even, 
, l2SSC(2m + 1), if k is odd, 

(7) 

we get [rOITI (5), (6) and (7) that 

1 1 
S2 =-S+ -S+S+ S+S+···. 

2 2 
(8) 

It in1plies that S2 is divergence. The theorelTI is proved. 
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Abstract: Let r be a positive integer with r 1, and let SeS(r) 
denote the Sn1arandache c0111binatorial sequence of degree r. In this 

paper we prove that there has only the consecutive ternlS 1,2,·" ,r of 

SeS(r) are pairwise coprin1e. 

Key words: Sn1arandache cOlnbinatorial sequences; consecutive 

tenns; divisibility 

Let r be a positive Integer with r 1. Let SCS(r) = {a(r,n)}~~1 
denote the Slnarandache cOlnbinatorial sequence of degree r. Then we 

have 

a( r n)=n n= 1 2 ... r , , '" ( 1 ) 
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and a(r,n)(n r) is the SUlD of all the products of the previous tenns of 

the sequence taking r ternlS at a tin1e. In [2], Murthy asked that how 

nlany of the consecutive tenDS of SeS(r) are pair'vvise coprinle. In this 

respect, [1] proved that SeS(2) has only the consecutive ternlS 1,2 

are pairwise coprilne. In this paper we c0111pletely solve this problenl as 

follows. 

'Theorenl. For any positive integer r with 1, SCS(r) has only 

the consecutive tenns 1 ... ,r are pairwIse copn 111e. 

Proof. By the define of SCS(r), ifn~r, then we have 

a(r, n) = Ia(r, n1 )a(r, n2)'" a(r, /1,.), (2) 

'vvhere (n j,n2,"" ,n,.) through over all integers such that 1 ::::; n I 112 

I1r$.n. Hence, by (2), we get the recurrence 

a (r , n + 1) = a (r , n )a (r - 1, n - 1) + a (r, n ) . (3 ) 

Therefore, we find froln (3) that if n ~ f, then 

a (r , n + 1) == 0 . (In 0 d a (r ,n ) ) . (4) 

It ilnpiies that SCS(r) has no consecutive tenns after a(r,r) are painNise 

coprinle. Thus" bye 1), the theorelTI is proved. 
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Abstract. In this paper we prove that 64 is not an index of beauty. 

Key ,.yords: divisor, index of beauty, 

For any positive integer 17, let d(n) be the nUi11ber of distinct 

divisors ofn. It is a well known fact that if 

( I ) n 

is the t~lct()rization of 11, then we have 

'7' \~) 

(see[IJ). For a fixed positive integer In, if there exist a,positive integer 
{ 

n such that 

(3) 

-rO'/i' "" ,;., a ".-.,.~,: c"-;-" ,."". 
1 '-' VY 1116 vUllJ vet.!! '-'. 

n 
171 

Conjecture Every positive integer is an index ur ueduty. 

In this paper we give a counter-exalnple for the above-n1entioned 

conjecture. \V~ prove the following result: 

Theorem 64 is not an index of beauty. 

Proof We now suppose that 64 is an index of beauty. Then there 

exist a positive integer n sLlch that 
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(4) n = 64d(n). 

vVe see fr0111 (4) that 17 is even. I-Ience, n has the factorization 

(5) _ Jao a,... a, 
n - - PI PI" 

where Pb "', P,. are odd prin1es vvith PI ... <PI" ao IS a positive 

integer with a o 6, ai' '.', 0,. are positive integers. Let 

(6) b = a o - 6. 

By (4), (5) an d (6), \ve get 

(7) (b + 7)(oj + 1) .. ·(a,. + 1). 

Since Pi' "', PI' are odd prirnes, we have 

') 

(8) p :J, ~ : (a I + 1), i 1,. .. , r. 
..) 

Fr0l11 (7) and (8), \Ve 

(9) 

It ilnp lies that b 2. 

TF 
,1.1 +hdn +'rr..m ('7\ 'He ge+ ,,.--1 anrl ) l 1'-'1 1 V _ I J ""', "'. 1- ! \..l 

(10) 

whence we getpi ,01 2 and 

(1 1) 

Since 4· 3a
,-2 >4(1 + (at - 2)log3»4(a1 1»a1 + 1, (11) is irnpossible. 

IJ b= 1, then fro111 (7) we get 
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(12) 

Since PI, "', p,. are odd prilnes, (12) is ilnpossible. 

If b=O, then fronl (7) we 

( 1 3) P til ... p:" r = 7( a I + 1)· .. (a r + 1). 

We see frolll (13) that al+l, "', a,.+1 are odd. It inlplies that aI' "', Or 

are even. So we have 0i 2 (i=1, "., r) and 

(14) PIC!' ~ 3(oj + l),i = 1," ·,r. 

By (13) and ( 14), we gel r= 1. Further, by (13), we obtain PI and 

(1_') 7{J1-1 1 °1 + . 

Hovvever, since 01 2, (15) is illipossible. Thus, 64 is not an index of 

beauty. The theorenl is proved. 
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rrtIE SMAIzANl)AClIE-lll EMANN ZETA SEQUENCE 

Maohua Le 

DepartInent of Matheillatics 
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Abstract. In this paper we prove that the Srnarandach-RieI11ann 

sequence is not a sequence of integers. Moreover, no two integer 

tenns of this sequence are relatively prilne. 

}(cy \voi·ds: Riernann zeta function, Snlarandache;..Rielnann zeta 

sequence 

For any c0l11plex nUI11ber s~ iet 
en 

(1) ((s) = "'I k-,\ 
bl 

be the Ricrnann zeta function. l;or any posi ti vc i 

nUlnber such th~1t 
J[211 

(2) ((211) r' . ,. 

11, let T,/ be (1 

'Nhere If is ratio of the CirCU111ference of a cirde to its di3.G1eter. Then 

the sell uenee , ~ 

~ (~ 

J =" I '" - .'1 
is called the Smarandache-Fjemann zeta 

SitTIultaneous, he proposed the follovving conjecture: 

Conjcc~urc No two tern1S of T are relatively prin1e. 

In this paper vve prove the following results. 

l'hcorem 1 If ord (2, (217)1) 21'7-2, where ord (2, (2n)!) is the 

order 0 f prirne 2 in (2n)!, then T/1 is not an integer. 
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Theorern 2 No two integer ternlS of T are relatively prilne. 

Since ord (2, 14! 11 .7-2, by Theorenl 1, we find that Tis 

not a sequence of integers. Hovvever, by Theorenl 2, the above-

111entioned conjecture holds for all integer ternlS of T. 

Proof of Theorenl 1 It is a well known t~lct that 

(3) ~(2n)=(-1)"-1 2
211

-

1 

B 1 
(2n)! lI,n'2, 

where Ell is a Bernoulli l1u111ber (see [1]). Notice that 

(4) B =(-1)1l~ >1 17 ,11 - , 
b

ll 

where a" and b
ll 

are coprirne posi ti ve integers satisfying 

(5) ~ lib '"l I' '- 1 L I 11 ,.J 011 , n ::.:: 1 . 

By (2), (3) and (4), we get 

(6) T 
/I 

Since gcd (a;;.' b,J= 1 and bn is even~ we see that Ci:; is odd. Therefore, 

Proof of 1-:heorenl 2 Let 7~1I and 7~, be t\VO integer terrns of T vvith 

tn n. By (6), we get 

(7) 
(2m)!b

ll1 

Till = 7 2111 - 1 • 
.... alii 

Since gcd (2, 3)=gcd(all " h,,J=gcd (all' b,J=l, 31blJl and 31bl1 by (5), we 

get fron1 (6) and (7) that 31T,1 and 31T,1/ respectively. It ilnplies that gcd 

(T,1I1 T,,) 3 1. The theorern is proved. 
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On Third Power Mean 
Values Computation of Digital Sum Function in Base n 

Li Hailong 

Department of Mathematics, Weinan Teacher's College 

Weinan Shaanxi, P.R. China 

Abstract: letm = Clln kl + Cl 2nk2 + ...... + a~nk.r ,where 1 ~ Cl
i < n, i == 1,2,"" s. k) > k2 > ... > 

k.~ :::::0, a(m,n)==Cl
I 
+az +······+a.~, for Ak(N,n)== I ak(m,n) (k==I,2,3). An exact 

m<N calculating formula for Ak(N,n) (k = 1,2,3) is given. 
Key word: base n function of digital sum mean value 

§l Introduction and Main Results 

In problem 2 I of (1], Professor F.Smarandache asked us to study the properties of the sequences of digital 
sum. In paper [2] and [3] we give exact calculating formulas for AI (N, n) and A2 (N, n). In this paper, 
we give an exact calculating formula for A3 (N, n) . For convenience, let 

n-I 

lPk(n)==Ii k 
, 

i=) 
() 

n(n-I) 
rpl n == , 

2 
() 

n(n -1)(2n -I) 
rp2 n == . 

6 
First we have the following. 

Definition. Assume n (n c 2) be a fixed positive integer, for any positive integer m in 
base n , let m == alnk, +G2n k2 + ...... + asnk .• , where k) >k2 > ... > k,v 2::: 0, 1::::; a j < n, 

i ;:: 1,2, ... ,s .Then 

a(m, n) == a, + G2 + ...... + a ... and for any positive integer r, Ar(N,n);;;::. I: ar (m, n) . 
m<N Theorem 1. Let N = a,n k

, + a2nk2 + ...... +asn k
.f ,where k} > k2 > ... > k.

t 
20; I::::; aj < n; 

i:;;;;1,2,···,s, Then 

, H 
((n -l)rp, (a; )(]Jl (k j ), + k/P2 (a j )) + n 2 

(fJ,2 (a;) + 3n(L a j )(k j a j {fJ2 (n) + nrp2 (a j ) + (n -l)a; 
./=1 

10 

This work is supported by the N.S.F. and P.N.S.F. of P.R.China 
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A3(N,2) 

i 1,2"",10; 

k) > k2 > ... > ks 20 , then 

A](N,lO) 

25 ± (40tpI2Cai) + 3645kl(k, - 3) + 180k;a;(a/ + Sal + 14) + 15390k/a; 2430(kj + ai -1) + ;=1 

30(£ aj )(36<p1 (aJ + 4rp2 (aJ + 3kj Cl; (27 kj + 11»)+ 60Cl j (I a j )2 (9k j + a
l 
-1) + 40(I: Cl

J
)3) Ok;-3 )=1 

j=1 /=1 

§2 Proof of the theorem 

In this section, we complete the proof of the theoren1 . First we have six simple lemmas. 
Let n, a are positive integers, k is an integer, we have five lemmas. 

[2] k n -1 k Lemmal . A1(n ,n)=~-kn . 
2 (1) 

Lemma 2[2]. AI (an k ,n) ~(n-l)k+(Cl-l))nk. 
2 (2) 

Lemma 3[3]. A2 (n k ,n) = (krpz (n) + (n -l)rpt (n)cpt (k))n k- I 
• (3) 

Lemma 4[3]. 

( , 

Lemma 5. 

k (2 ( 1 ) ) k-? (5) A3 (n ,n) = kepi (n) (2n -1) +2"(n -l)(k - 3)k + 6rp, (n)rp2 (n)cpI (k) n -. 

Proof. We only prove the identity (5) 
If k:= 1, then 

The left of the equation = A3 (n, n) = a 3 (1, n) + (2 -1, n) + ...... + a3 (n -1, n) 

The right of the equation = nrp,2 (n)· n- I = rp,2 (n). 

So the left and right of the equation (5) equals, the proposition is correct. 

Assume k = p , lemma (5) is correct. That is, 
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A, (n P , n) = (p",,' (n)(2n - I) + ~ (n -I)(p - 3)p) + 6"" (n)"" (n)"" (p) )nl'-' . 

Then A] (n P+
1 ,n) = I a3 (m, n) 

m<n P+ 1 

= I a 3 (m, n) + I a 3 (m, n) + ... + I a 3 (m, n) 
m<n P nP ~m<ZI1f' (n-l)n P Sm<I1I'+1 

== I a 3 (m,n)+ I (a(m,n)+lr + ... + L: (a(m,n)+(n-l)Y 

n-I 17-1 11-1 =n I a 3 (m,n)+3 I a 2 (m,n)(Ii)+3 I a(m,n)(Ii 2 )+Cf)3)n P 

i=1 

= nA3 (n P
, n) + 3rp(n)A 2 (n

P
, n) + 3rp2 (n)AI (n P

, n) + rplz (n)n P
• 

Combining inductive assume, (1) and (2), we immediately get 

A, (n P+' , n) = (p "', , (n)(2n -I) +~(n -l)(p - 3)p) + 6"" (n)"" (n)"" (p) )n P
-' + 3"" (n)(p"" (n) 

,., 
+ rpl (n)rpl (p)(n -l»)n P

-
1 + ~(n -l)prpz (n)n P + rpl2 (n)n P 

= (p + I)",,' (n)(2n I) +~(n -I)(p - 2)(p + 1))+ 6"" (n)"" (n)"" (p + 1) )n P
-' . 

So lemma 5 is also correct for k = p + 1 . 

Lemma 6. 

A3(ank., n) = (karpl 2 (n)((2n 1) +~(n -l)(k 3)k)+ 3rp2 (n)(2arpl (n)rpl (k) + knrpl (a») 2 

+ 3nrpl (n)(n -l)rpl (a)rpl (k) + krpz (a») + n2 
rpI 2 (a) ~k-2 

proof. A3 (an k ,n) = I' a3 (m, n) 
m<on k 

= I a3(m,n)+ I a 3 (m,n)+'''+ I a 3 (m,n) 
m<nk 1/ sm<2nl.: (a-l)n k <;m<anl.: 

I a 3 (m,n)+ I (a(m,n) +1)3 + ... + I (a(m,n)+(a-l))3 
m<:.nk O:Sm<:.nk O:sm<nk 

a-I a-I a-I 
==a I a

3
(m,n)+3 I a2

(m,n)(Ii)+3 I a(m,n)(L>2)+(I>3)n k 

m<nk m<nk 1=1 m<r/ i",] i=;] 

= aA3 (n k ,n) + 3rp(a)A2 (n k ,n) + 3rp2 (a)AI (n k ,n) + rp1 2 
(a)nk 

Combining (1), (3) and (5), we get 

(6) 

A] (an k 
, n) = (ka"" , (n)(2n -I) + ~ (n -I)(k - 3)k)+ 3"" (n)(2a"" (n)"" (k) + kn"" (a») 

+ 3nrpl (n )((n -l)rpJ (a)rpl (k) + krpz (a») + n2rp) 2 
(a) )nk

-
2 

• 

This proves lemma 6. 
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Now we use the above six lemmas to complete the proof of the theorem, 

m<.N 

== I a 3 (m,n)+ L a 3 (m,n)+"'+ I a 3 (m,n) 
m<.Gln"l aln") :>;m<.alll"l +a2n"2 N-asnk,~ Sm<N 

= I a 3 (m,n)+ L (a(m,n)+aJ
3 + ... + I (a(m,n)+'IaiY 

III<Ulnk, O:sm<.oznk2 0:;;'/11 <o.,n",· i=1 

of s i-I ,\ i-I .~ i-I 

== I A3 (aink,) + 3 I (2: aj )A2 (ain
kj

) + 3 I (La.i)2 AI (ajnki ) + I Cl: a j)3 aink; 
i",1 i:::d j=1 i .. 1 j,.,,1 i=l j,.,l 

From (2), (4) and (6), we have 

A3 (N,n) 

i-I 

(n -l)CPl (a j )CPI (kJ + kJPz (a j ») + n2
rpJ 2 (a j ) + 3ncl: G,i )(kj Gj rp2 (n) + nrp2 (aJ + (n -l)a j 

j",,1 

This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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A lucky derivative 

Henry Bottomley 

5 Leydon Close, London SE16 5PF, U.K. 

S8 16@btinternet.com http://www.sa16.btinternet.co.uk/hgb/ 

Question: 

What is the value of the derivative of f(x) :: eX when x = e? 

Lucky answer: 

We know that the derivative of g(x) = xn is g'(x) = n.xn-1, 

and when x = n this is 9'(n) :: n.nn-1 :: nn, 

so the derivative of f(x) :: eX when e :: X is f(e) = x.ex~1 :: XX::::: ee = 15.15426 .... 

As a check, note that f(e) = ee = f(e) and g(n) = nn = 9'(n). 

Comments 

This is in the tradition of other lucky mathematics. For example, when simplifying 

the fraction 16/64, canceling the 6s in the numerator and denominator leaves the , 

correct result of 1/4. 

In the smarandacheian lucky answer to the derivative, the only incorrect part is 

the word "so", The derivative of f(x) :: eX with respect to x is f(x) = ex, not x.ex-1 

(unless x = e in which case these are equal). 

Conversely, x.ex-1 has the indefinite integral (x-1).eX- 1+C rather than eX+C. 

The derivative of h(x) = cx is h'(x) = loge(c).Cx for a positive constant c, 

and so wh~n x = c it is h'(c) = 10ge(c).Cc, not CC (unless e = e in which case these 

are equal). 

This lucky (Le. wrong) derivative method can produce the correct answer to the 

more general question: 

"What is the value of the derivative of h(x) =: eX when x = c.loge(C)?" 
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(if c is a positive integer then x is close to the cth prime number): 

h'(c.loge(c») = C,[oge(C).CC.loge(C)-1 = loge(c).CC.loge(c). 
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A Classification of s-Lines 
in a Closed s-Manifold 

Howard Iseri 
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Abstract: In Smarandache Manifolds [11, it is shown that the s-sphere has both closed and 
open s-lines. It is shown here that this is true for any closed s-manifold. This would make 
each closed s-manifold a Smarandache geometry relative to the axiom requiring each line 
to be extendable to infmity, since each closed s-line would have finite length. 
Furthermore, it is shown that whether a particular s-line is closed or not is determined 
locally, and it is determined preclsely which s-Iines are closed and which are open. 

Introduction 

Recall that an s-manifold is the union of equilateral triangular disks that are identified 
edge to edge. Furthermore, each vertex is shared by exactly five, six, or seven distinct 
triangles, and each edge is shared by exactly two distinct triangles. The s-lines are 
defined to be curves that are as straight as possible. In particular, they are straight in a 
very natural sense within each triangle and across the edges. Across vertices, s-lines 
make two equal angles (see [1]). In general, a manifold is closed ifit is compact and has 
no boundary, like the surface ofa sphere or torus. Here, the term closed is used in the 
same way that it is used in simple closed curve. Since each edge is identified in an s
manifold, there is no boundary. Therefore, an s-manifold being closed is equivalent to its 
consisting of a [mite number of triangles. 

In [1], the concept of a locally linear projection was used to investigate the behavior of s
lines in the s-sphere. We will expand on that investigation here. 

Locally Linear Projections 

The plane can be tiled by equilateral triangles. The tiling we will use is the one that has 
the segment from (0,0) to (1,0) as one of the edges, and we will focus initially on the 
triangle that lies above this segment. A locally linear projection of an s-line I from an s
manifold is constructed as follows. Choose a segment from I that spans one of the 
triangles. We identify this triangle with the one that lies above the segment from (0,0) to 
(1,0) so that exactly one point of nies on this segment. This can be done in several ways. 
We then extend this segment in one direction, exactly as it extends in the s-manifold. At a 
vertex, we will maintain the angle that lies to the right of the projection. 

In this tiling, all points in the plane can be expressed as a linear combination of the 
vectors [1,0] and [112,'1'3/2]. The 'Vertices of the triangles correspond to those linear 
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combinations with integer coefficients. The linear combination a[ 1 ,0] + b[ 112, --J3/2] has 
rectangular coordinates (a+b/2, --J3 b/2). In rectangular coordinates, the point (x,y) 
corresponds to (x-y/~3)[1 ,0] + (y/--J3)[1/2, --J3/2]. It follows that a line from the origin to 
any vertex will have slope m --J3b/(2a+b) with a and b integers. If a line from the 
origin has slope m --J3y/x with x and y integers (i.e., m is a rational multiple of --J3), 
then it will pass through the vertex (x-y)[I,O] + y[1I2, ~3/2]. In other words, a line will 
pass through the origin and another vertex, if, and only if, it is a rational multiple of --J3. 
Clearly, this can be extended to the following. 

Lemma 1. A line passing through a vertex will pass through another vertex, if, and only 
if, its slope is a rational multiple of --J3. 

The locally linear projection of an s-line will change directions only at certain vertices. It 
is reasonable to talk about the slope m of the projection and the angle 8 it makes with 
the positive x-axis, even though it may change from segment to segment. The relation 
between these is m = tan 8. When an s-line passes through an elliptic vertex (one with 
five triangles around it), the slope of its projection is reduced by 30°. When it passes 
through a hyperbolic vertex (one with seven triangles around it), the slope of its 
projection is increased by 30°. Since tan(8+300) --J3(tan 8/--J3 + 1/3)/(1 - tan 8/--J3) 
and tan(8-300) = --J3(tan 8/--J3 1/3)/(1 + tan 8/--J3), it is clear that tan(8+300) and 
tan(8-300) will be rational multiples of --J3 whenever tan e is. This gives us the 
following. 

Lemma 2. The angle of a locally linear projection of an s-line is constant modulo 30°, 
and its slope will always be a rational multiple of--J3, or it will always be an irrational 
multiple of;}3. 

Classification of Closed and Open s-Lines 

Given some closed s-manifold, it would seem that whether a particular s-line is closed or 
not would depend on the global structure of the s-manifold. We will show, however, that 
we can detennine this by looking at a segment of the s-line in any of the triangles of the 
s-manifold. 

Let I be an s-line~ We look at a segment of it that spans some triangle, and consider a 
locally linear projection A based on this segment. The slope of the initial segment in the 
triangle above the segment from (0,0) to (1,0) has a slope m. We will show the 
following. 

Theorem. The s-line I is closed if m is a rational multip(e of --J3, and I is open if m 
is an irrational multiple of ;}3 . 

In the case that m is a rational multiple of --J3, we know that the slope of A may 
change, but the slope will always be a rational multiple of ",,3. Lemmas 1 and 2 show 
that if A passes through one vertex, then it must pass through infmitely many. If this is 
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the case, and since the angle is constant modulo 30°, there must be infinitely many of 
these vertices where A. enters these vertices at precisely the same angle. Each ofthese 
corresponds to f entering a vertex on the s-manifold at a particular angle with one of the 
edges. Since this can only happen a finite number of ways, f must enter a particular 
vertex on the s-manifold an infinite number of times in exactly the same way. This can 
only happen if f is closed. 

If A. does not pass through a vertex (and so I does not either), then A. is a straight line 
in the plane. Its initial point has coordinates (c,O) with 0 < c < 1 and slope m = y~3/x 
where both x and yare integers. For each positive integer z, A passes through the 
point [c,O] + z(x-y)[l,O] + zy[1I2, ~3/2]. This is a point, which is a distance c from the 
left endpoint of the horizontal edge from some triangle in the tiling. This corresponds to I 
intersecting some edge in the s-manifold in a particular way, and this can only happen a 
finite number of different ways. It follows that I intersects a particular edge exactly the 
same wayan infinite number of times, and this can only happen if I is closed. 

On the other hand, if I is closed, and I passes through a vertex, then any projection 
must pass through infinitely many vertices. This can only happen if m is a rational 
multiple of .)3. If I passes through no vertex, then its projection A is a straight line. 
Since I is closed, it intersects edges in only finitely many different ways. Therefore, A 
must intersect two horizontal edges in exactly the same way. In particular, for some 0< c 
< 1, the intersections must be [c,O] + a[ 1 ,0] + b[ 1 12, ~ 3/2] and [c,O] + A[ 1,0] + B[ 112, 
.)3/2], The slope is, therefore, m = ~3(B-b)/(2(A-a)+(B-b)) a rational multiple of .)3. 

Conclusion 

The axiom, each line is extendable to infinity, is S-denied in every closed s-manifold. We 
can say that this axiom is S-denied densely, since we can look at all of the s-lines at each 
point, and all the angles that correspond to closed s-lines are (topologically) dense in the 
interval [0°,360°], as are the angles that correspond to open s-lines. In other words, 
within any angle emanating from a point P, no matter how small, there are closed and 
open s-lines in the interior of the angle. 

The arguments presented here hold in any s-manifold, except for the parts depending on 
there being a [mite,number of triangles. In particular, if a projection of an s-line has a 
slope that is a rational multiple of -.)3, then it will intersect edges and vertices in only a 
limited number of ways. Its local structure, therefore, is in some sense periodic. 
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ABSTRACT. The sum of powers of positive divisors of an integer, 
expressed in terms of the floor fonction, provides the basis for another 
characterization of twin primes in particular, and of prime k-tuples 
generally. This elementary characterization is deployed in a software 
test for prime k-tuples using Mathematica®. 
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11A25,IIB04. 

Introduction 

Prime numbers [6] are integers> 1 divisible only by unity and itself. Thus, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 
17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, ... are the first few primes. And, twin primes [12] are those pairs 
of primes, like (5, 7) or (13001, 13003), differing by 2. 

There are exactly 27412679 such tW'ins up to ten billion compared to 455052511 individual 
primes below the same limit. The largest known twin primes are 665551035·2 80{)25 ± 1, 
each of 24099 digits, discovered by David Underbakke and Yves Gallot [3] on November 28, 
2000. 

What condition is necessary for a number pair to be twin primes? In 1949, P A Clement [4] 
characterized twin primes by proving that for n ~ 2, the pair (n, n+2) of integers are twin 
primes ifand only if 4 [(n-1)!+1]+n 0 mod n(n+2). Unfortunately, this test has no 
practical application due to the high cost of computing the factorial function. 

By comparison, the following alternative characterization, found by Ruiz in 2000 and reported 
by Eric W Weisstein [17] on the Internet, is computationally friendlier. 

Theorem 1 For a ~ 0, the'pair (n, n+2) of integers are twin primes if and only if 

where Lx J is the floor function [8] [9] denoting the greatest integer not 
exceeding x. 

This article provides a proof of the above result, its generalization to other prime k-tuples, and 
the Mathematica® [16] [18] code for implementing the k-tuple primality test. 

Preliminaries 

This article is dependent on the following simple fact published in the following article of The 
Smarandache Notion Journal: [14] and seldom explicitly mentioned in standard texts on 
number theory. Known exceptions are those by Trygve Nagel! [11] and David AI Burton [2]. 
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Lemma 1 For n > 0, l!f-J l n ~ 1 J 1 or 0 according as i divides n or not. 

We recall the division algorithm [15] which states that for any integers nand 
i, with i positive, there are unique integers q (quotient) and r (remainder) 
such that n ::::: qi+r, where i > r;::: O. 

By the division algorithm, if i I n then r:::: 0 giving Lf J q, :::: q-l. 

Otherwise, i> r> 0 giving If J :::: Lt/;! J q. • 

We now consider the two arithmetic functions [10] -ern) and Ga(n) which are intimately related 
to the above property. The divisor function -ern), the number of positive divisors ofn, is 

expressed as "" 1, while the sum Ga(n) of the dh powers of the positive divisors of n can be 
~dll1 

written as '" d
U

• Thus, -r:.(n) ::;:: Go (n) and Lemma 1 implies the re1ationships: 
~dll1 

'(n) = t(l!f-J -l T jJ 
cro(n) t io(l!f-J l n ~ 1 JJ 

In what follows, the arithmetic functions -r:.(n) and Ga(n) shall be defined only for positive 
values of their arguments. And, 1 is neither prime nor composite. 

(1) 

(2) 

Defining proper divisors of n as those excluding 1 and n, we derive a more efficient version 
of relation (1) with minimal change. 

Lemma 2 For n > I, ,(n) = 2 + t,(l ~ J -l nil J) where} is the highest proper divisor 

of n, the summation being 0 if} is nonexistent. 

Clearly, none of}+1,}+2, .,. , n-l are divisors ofn and the constant 2 
accounts for the cases i:::: 1 and i::;:: n which are not proper divisors of n. • 

, 

In general, it is sufficient to assume that} is LJ J or L1 J according as n is even or odd. In 
particular, it may be possible to choose the parity of i for specific cases of n. Applying such 
resources on Theorem 1, we readily obtain the example: 

Corollary 1 For odd n > 7, the pair (n, n+2) of integers are twin primes if and only if 

where the summation is over odd values of i through}:;;:: L1 J. 
We next establish two lemmas, including an extended expression for Ga(n+e), which will 
become useful in proving Theorem 1 and its generalization. 

Lemma 3 If a;::: 0 and (n+2) > e > 0, then 

~ a (l n + e J l n + e - 1 JJ a Ga(n+e) = f:j i -i - - i + (n+e) 
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Clearly (n+2) > e > 0 -+ 2 > n + e ;;::: 1 -+ In + ~J 1 for 1 $; e 
n+l n+) 

so that ,fia(ln~eJ-ln+; lJJ =,Iz'o nI>::::(n+e)a. 
I=n+l 1 l=n+1 I=n+! 

Lemma 4 F or a set {I, m j, m], ... I mk} of positive integers, 
k k 

Laa(mi):::: k + Lmi
a 

i~1 i=1 

if and only if m" m2, ... , mk are all primes. 

The condition in the lemma is evidently sufficient. To prove equivalence, 
we note that 

(Ja(mi) 2: 1 + m~ 

by counting only the non-proper divisors of mi and therefore 

Iaa(m i ) ;;::: II + Im; (3) 

over equal summation limits. 

Without loss of generality, suppose now that (Ja(m/) > 1 + m~ , 
k k 

that is k+ Im; - Iaa(m;) > I+m7 
i=1 i=2 

k k 

or Iaa(mi) < (k 1)+ Lmi
a 

i=2 i=2 

which contradicts (3), and therefore (Ja(m,) =: 1 + m~ . 

Hence mj is prime. Similarly, the hypothesis (Ja(mi) > 1 + m~ yields a 
contradiction for each other i and the result follows. • 

3 Proof of Theorem 1 

lfthe pair (n, n+2) of integers are twin primes, then by definition, 

(Ja(n) + (Ja(n+2) 2 + n a + (n+2) a (4) 

From (2) and Lemma 3, we also have 

cr a(n) + cra(n+ 2) = t i" (l n: 2 J -l n : 1 J + l ~ J -l n ~ I JJ + (n+2) a 

Hence t i" (l n : 2 J +: J) = 2 + n a + t i" (l n; I J + l n ~ I JJ (5) 

Conversely, if (5) holds, then (4) is implied and Lemma 4 completes the proof. • 
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A generalization 

A set {e I, e], ... , ek} of positive integers is said to be admissible if n, n+e I, n+e] , ... , n+ek is 
not excluded by divisibility considerations as a possible sequence of primes. Thus, {2, 6} 
and {4, 6} are admissible sets. But {2, 4} is not, as (n, n+2, 11+4) is never a prime triplet 
when n> 3. Hans Riesel [13] discusses a method of detennining admissible sets. 

Theorem 2 

A variation 

If a ~ 0; eo = 0 and {e} I e21 ... , q} is an admissible set of positive integers in 
the open interval (0, n-2), then (n, n+ej, n+e2,'''' n+ek) is a sequence of 
primes if and only if 

n (k l n + e JJ n (k l n + e -1 JJ ?:ia ~ ~ =l+k+nQ + I>a ~ : 
''''') J=O 1=1 J=() 

If (n+eo, n+eJ, n+e2,'" • n+ek) is a prime (k+l)-tuple, then by definition 

k k 

2:O"aCn+e) =1 +k+ 2:Cn+e)a (6) 
I=() j=O 

From (2) and Lemma 3, we also have 

(7) 

Equating (6) and (7) and simplifying, we obtain 

~ ,a(~(ln+ej J I n+ej -lJJJ a L./ L.J --, - -l' =l+k+n 
i=} j=O 1 1 

(8) 

Conversely, if (8) holds, then (6) is implied and Lemma 4 completes the 
proof. • 

Theorem 2, as it stands, requires n > max {e J, e2, ... ,ek} 2 through its dependence on the 
open interval (0, n+2). However, that restriction may be removed by avoiding Lemma 3 in 
the proo(ofthe theorem. 

By Lemma 1, if (n+ej) is prime, then 

t(ln+,ejJ~ln+e.j -lJ)={'/k ;::~ 
I=() I 1 ~ 0 otherwise 

Therefore, if(n+eo, n+e], n+e2,'" , n+ek) are all primes, then 

II k (In + e· J In + e, -lJl I>uI _._J ! )=l+k+n
a 

i=1 j=O I 1 

(9) 

as all other terms, involving non-divisors, vanish. 
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Software codes 

However, if anyone of (n+eo, n+e/, n+e2, ... , n+ek) is composite, then by 
Lemma 1, (9) becomes 

~ .a~(ln+ejJ In+e
j -lJJ a L,.l L,. -- - >l+k+n 

i=/ j=O i i 

due to a proper divisor of the composite element. Thus, equality is only 
possible for prime (k+l)-tuples. • 

The more common methods of preparing a list of twin primes do not rely upon any test for 
such pairs. Instead, some sieve [5] [7] [13] method is employed to sift out all primes below a 
required limit and a simple search then extracts the twins. 

On the other hand, given a pair (n, n+2) of integers, Corollary 1 represents a possible test to 
simultaneously determine if they are twin primes without using a list of primes. It may not 
be the fastest available twin-primality test but its implementation is fairly straightforward as 
shown by the interactive Mathematica® dialogue: 

In [1 J : = n = 2000081; If [Sum [Floor [ (n+2) Ii] - Floor [ (n+l) Ii] 
+ Floor[n/i] Floor [ (n-1) Ii], {i,l,Floor[n/3] ,2}] 
== 2, "True", "False"] 

Ou t [ 1 J = True 

Note that the Floor [xly] function may be replaced by its equivalent Quotient [x, y] which is 
somewhat faster [1]. 

The following example is a non-optimum implementation of Theorem 2 with a = 3 to search 
for prime quadruplets (n, n+2, n+6, n+8) below 10000. 

In[2J:= a=3; n=lOOOO; e to, 2,6, a}i 

Do [.If (Sum [i" a Floor [ (j + e [ (k] ] ) Ii] , {k, Length [e] } , {i, j}] 
== Length[e] + j ..... a+ Sum[i"a Floor[(j+e[[k]] -l}/i], 
{k, Length [e] } , {i, j}], Print [Table [j + e [ [k] J , 
{k, Length [e] } ] ] ] , {j , n}] 

{5,7,11,13} 

{ 11, 13, 17, l-9} 

{lOl, 103, 107, 109} 

{191, 193, 197, 199} 

{821, 823, 827, 829} 

{1481, 1483, 1487, 1489} 

{1871, 1873, 1877, 1879} 

{208l, 2083, 2087, 2089} 

,{ 3 2 51, 32 5 3, 32 5 7, 32 59} 

{3461, 3463, 3467, 3469} 

{5651, 5653, 5657, 5659} 

{9431, 9433, 9437, 9439} 
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Formula to obtain the next prime in an arithmetic progression 

Sebastian Martin Ruiz 
A vda. de Regia 43 

Chipiona 11550, Spain , 

Abstract: In this article, a fonnula is given to obtain the next prime in an 
arithmetic progression. 

Theorem: We consider the arithmetic progression a + di i ~ 0 of positive integers 
with GCD(a, d) = 1 and considering that the final term is a + dM is to say O:$; i::; M . 

Let p a term in the arithmetic progression (it doesn't have to be prime). 

Then the next prime in the arithmetic progression is: 

M k 2- I(L(a+jd)/sJ-L(a+jd-l)/sj) [ l 
a+jd j 

nxt( Q, d)(p) := p + d + d . I TI - s",1 . 

k=::l+(p-a)/ d J=l+(p-a)/ d a + jd 

and the improved formula: 

M k [[( ra+Jd J J] fDct(a,d)(p)==p+d+d· L . IT - 2+2 'L.)(a+jd-l)/s-(a+jd)/s) /(a+jd) . 
h::l+(p-a)/ d ;=l+(p-a) / d 0'.:<1 

Where Lx J == is the floor function. And where x / y is the integer division in the 

improved formula. 
Proof: 

By a past article [1] we have that the next prime function is: 

~t(p)=p+l+ I Ii _ 2-t(l~J-l~J) 

Where the expression of the product is the Smarandache Prime Function: 

{
I if i is composite 

G(i) 0 if i is prime 
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We consider that a + lod is the next prime ofa number p in an arithmetic progression 

a+}d. We have that G(a+ }od) = o. 
And for all} such that p < a + }d < a + }ad we have thatG(a + ld) ~ 1. 

It is deduced that: 

since the first product has the value of 1, and the second product is zero since it has the 
factor G(a + } od) = 0 . 

As a result in the formula ml(a, d) the non zero tenns are summed until jo 1 and has 

the value of 1. 

)0 -I 

nxt( a, d)(p) = p + d + d . I 1 = P + d + d . (j 0 -1 + 1-1- (p - a) / d) = 
k-"'l+(p-a)/ d 

= p+d+ jod-d- p+a=a+ jod 

And the result is proven. 

The improved fonnula [2] is obtained by considering that the sum, in the Smarandache 
prime function, until the integer part of the square root and multiplied by 2 the result. 
Also the floor function is changed Lx J for the integer division operator xly that it 

faster for the computation. 
Let us see an examp Ie made in MATHEMA TICA: 
a=5 ' 
5 
dd=4 
4 
M=20 
20 
p=5 
5 
DD[i_]:=Sum[Quotient[(a+i*dd) ,j]-Quotient[a+i*dd-l,j], 
{j,l,Sqrt[a+i*dd]}] 
G[i ] :=-Quotient(2-2*DD[i]), (a+i*dd)] 
F[m-] :=Product[G[i],{i, (p-a)/dd+l,m}] 
S [n -] :=Sum[F[m] 1 {m, (p-a) /dd+l,M}] 
While [p<a+ (M'::'l) *dd+l, Print ["nxt (n ,p, If) =" ,p+dd+dd*S [p]] ; 
p=p+dd+dd*S [p] ] 
nxt(5)=13 
nxt(13)=17 
nxt(17)=29 
nxt(29)=37 
nxt(37)=41 364 



nxt(41)=53 
nxt(53)=61 
nxt(61)=73 
nxt(73)=89 
The question is that if these formulas can be applied to prove the Dirichlet's Theorem 
[3 ] for arithmetic progressions. 

That is to say: does any arithmetic progression a + jd such that GCD(a, d) = 1 have 

infmite primes? 
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SMARANDACHE SEQUENCE OF TRIANGULAR NUMBERS 

Abstract: 

Shyam Sunder Gupta 

Chief Engineer(C), S.E. Railway, Kolkata, India 
Email: guptass@redifflnail.com 

Web address: www.shyamsundergupta.com 

In this article, we present the results of investigation of Smarandache 
Concatenate Sequence formed from the sequence of Triangular Numbers and report some 
primes and other results found from the sequence 

Key words: 
Triangular numbers, T -sequence, Smarandache T -sequence, Reversed 

Smarandache T -sequence, Prime. 

1. Introduction: 
Triangular numbers are formed by adding up the series 

1+2+3+4+5+6+7 ...... The general formula for nth triangular number is given by n(n+l)/2. 
So, the sequence of triangular numbers starts [1] 

1,3,6,10,15,21,28,36,45,55,66,78,91,105,120,136, 153, 171 ,190, ..... . 

Let us denote the sequence of Triangular numbers as T -sequence. So, the sequence of 
Triangular numbers, 

T={ 1,3,6,10,15,21,28,36,45,55,66,78,91,105,120, 136, 153,171 , 190, .......... }. 

2. Smarandache Sequence: 

Let SI , S2 , S3 , ... , Sn , ... be an infinite integer sequence (tenned as S
sequence), then the Smarandache sequence [2] or Smarandache Concatenated sequence 
[3] or Smarandache S-sequence is given by 

Also Smarandache Back Concatenated sequence or Reversed Smarandache S-sequence is 

3. Smarandache T -Sequence: 
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Smarandache sequence of Triangular numbers or Smarandache T -sequence is the sequence 
formed from concatenation of numbers in T -sequence ( Note that T -sequence is the sequence of 
Triangular numbers). So, Smarandache T -sequence is 

1,13,136,13610,1361015,136101521, 13610152128, 1361015212836, .......... .. 

Let us denote the nth term of the Slnarandache T ~sequence by ST(n). So, 
ST(1)=l 
ST(2)=13 
ST(3)=136 
ST(4)=13610 and so on. 

3.1 Observations on Smarandache T-sequence: 

We have investigated Smarandache T-sequence for the following two problems. 
(i) How many terms of Smarandache T -sequence are primes? 
(ii) How many terms of Smarandache T -sequence belongs to the initial T -sequence? 

In search of answer to these problems, we find that 

(a) There are only 2 primes in the first 1000 terms of Smarandache T -sequence. These are ST(2) 
= 13 and ST(6) = 1361011521. It may be noted that ST(1000) consists of 5354 digits. 

(b) Other than the trivial 1, there is only one Triangular number i.e. ST(3)= 136, in ilrst 1000 
terms of Smarandache T-sequence and hence belongs to the initial T-sequence. 

Open Problem: 
(i) Can you find more primes in Smarandache T -sequence and are there infinitely 

many such primes? 
(ii) Can you find more triangular numbers in Smarandache T -sequence and are there 

intlnitely many such triangular numbers? 

4.0 Reversed Smarandache T -Sequence: 

It is defined as the sequence formed from the concatenation of triangular 
numbers (T-sequence) written backward i.e. in reverse order. So, Reversed Smarandache T
sequence IS 

1, 31, 631, 10631, 1510631, 211510631, 28211510631, .......... .. 

Let us denote the nth term of the Reversed Smarandache T-sequence by RST(n). So, 
RST(l)=l 
RST(2)=31 
RSH(3)=631 
RSH(4)=10631 and so on. 
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4.1 Observations on Reversed Smarandache T -sequence: 

(a) As against only 2 prime in Smarandache T-sequence, we found 6 primes in first 1000 terms 
of Reversed Smarandache T -sequence. These primes are: 

RSH(2) 31 
RSH(3) = 631 
RSH( 4) 10631 
RSH(lO) 55453628211510631 
RSH(l2) = 786655453628211510631 
RSH(14) = 10591786655453628211510631 

(b) Other than the trivial 1, no Triangular number has been found in first 1000 terms of Reversed 
Smarandache T -sequence. 

Open Problem: 
(i) Can you find more primes in Reversed Smarandache T -sequence and are there 

infinitely many such primes? 
(ii) Can you find triangular numbers in Reversed Smarandache T -sequence and are 

there infinitely many such triangular numbers? 
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Truth and Absolute Truth in Neutrosophic Logic 
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Abstract: As a philosophical analysis of some fatal paradoxes, the paper distinguishes the conceptual dijJerence between 
representation of truth and source of truth, and leads to the conclusion that in order to acquire the genuine source of truth, 
independently of specific representations possibly belonging to dijJerent worlds, one is necessary to ignore all the ideas, logics, 
conceptions, philosophies and representable knowledge even himself belonging to those misleading worlds, returning to his infant 
nature, as a preliminary step for his cultivation of unconstrained wisdom. It also carries out some coordinative crucial issues as 
natural-doctrine, minded-unwitting, logic-infancy, conception-deconception, determinacy-indeterminacy. The paper tries to verifY the 
role of neutrosophy and neutrosophic logic in religious issues and open a gateway toward the oriental classics, the lost 
treasure. 

Keywords: Neutrosophy, Dao, de-conception, logic, infancy, sensation. 

1. Introduction 

Although men is constantly achieving in science, but based on a quantum mechanics scientist's dream, we might have moved no 
further (In his dream he saw the speedy moving bicycle (he lived in that period) advanced no further. But when he stepped into this 
world in his dream, he felt he was moving fast by bicycle). 

Human being is nonnally educated in a confusing way we have created such a "science" even without any knowledge of 
existence and non-existence: "Everyone can not see himself a second ago, everyone can not see himself for the time being and 
everyone can not see himself a second future. Everyone could not know what the existence of self is. Everyone is also difficult to say 
the non-existence of self', and therefore taken those images as true or real, and furthennore created such truths belonging to this 
bewildering world. 

Different educations yield different understanding toward truth. I don't stand for the magnificence of a theory, since such truth and 
false inter-yield each other, and hardly can one reach the proper perception: neither left nor right, so a great philosopher also commits 
mistakes in spite of his profound piece. The key lies in the subjectivity toward a truth, thus comes the saying that truth varies, or truth 
be adapted to modern ages. 

Let's examine some sophisticated issues to see whether correct: 
• We don't intend to create something as judgment, for any judgment is prone to yield selfishness: like, dislike, etc. Truth is 
written to conduct our behavior, therefore it does not lie in any sophisticated model, but in our conduct, as we often contradict our 
own aphorisms in behavior. Thus the issue turns to the understanding of our nature, which is not expressed or represented in any fixed 
fonn, or truth cannot be absolutely [Dced in fonn too. 

The point is: 
1. Although the absolutely natural mental state is free of logic and only with the most (absolutely) right genuine instinct, but it is 
shown as nonnal, as if he had his private opinion in appearance, even though he has nothing of his own in essence (But my current 
knowledge is too far from the point). 
2. If one really gets rid of all ideas and minds, he is then no more than a stone - Truth is alive not dead. 
3. One needs to abandon all his previous ideas only to adapt to the greatest education, not to abandon his brain. 
4. In order to acquire the genuine source of truth, independently of specific representations possibly belonging to different worlds, 
one is necessary to compromise, neglect even to get rid of all the ideas, logics, conceptions, philosophies and knowledge but only 
belonging to those misleading worlds, returning to his infant nature, as a preliminary step for his cultivation of unconstrained wisdom. 

• To my previous assertion that "name is merely our mental creation. It is rather a belief than an objective being, and varies among 
different people. "[5], an explanation can be: In practice we have to assume that for incomplete knowledge system as in ordinary 
human, one can regard truth existing in relativity to individual's practical situation. Truth exists in variant form cOlTesponding to the 
variant fonn of individual error. The absolute truth, even there exists, is not perfectly shown in any particular form (it has no form), 
and therefore inexpressible with symbols. So in this sense it is absolutely absurd to sedulously look for absolute truth in theoretical 
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manner; and only in this sense the most complete logic system is by no means complete, or, complete is incomplete. 
The point is: If there were no pmiicular forms to carry out an education that can correct our mistakes and misunderstandings, there 

would have been no education one can accept. In this way what one looks for is a proper form of education rather than the voidness. 

• (The above paper) "In fact, this belief of' it is' is always critical (Buddhism). In Buddhist all such beliefs are created by 
ourselves." 

The point is: 
1. To our ordinary minds we normally employ our illuding consciousness, but to those who understand the essence, it is not at all 
critical. 
2. Buddhism doesn't tell us to negate everything, nor is it nihilism. It tells us to completely abandon our subjectivity and really 
understand everything. Although there are prejudices in every ordinary man, this is not to say there doesn't exist absolute 
rightness. Nor is the world a nihility where there is nothing but our imaginations. The world appears differently to the different mental 
realms of individuals. 
3. Although I am a Buddhist, but only a beginner, like a primary school student, and naturally full of mistakes and 
misunderstandings. But important: a tiny difference can lead us to the hell ("one word's difference from the sutra is equal to the 
devil'g saying"). So I have no qualification to any truth illustrated in Buddhism. 

• "There is no absolute fact."[6] 
The point is: absolute truth doesn't non-exist, but perceived with wisdom eyes. 

• (The same paper) "There is fact, but merely beliefs created by ourselves. " 
The point is: we cannot deny the existence of the genuine and ultimate reality we cannot assert that there is nothing objective in 

the world but our subjectivity. 

• (The same paper)"When we see wind blowing a pennant we will naturally believe we are right (that it is the wind or the pennant 
that moves) in our consciousness, however it is subjective (actually it is our minds that move). In other words, what we call the 
objective world can never absolutely be objective at alt." 

The point is that it is anti-Buddhism. Buddhism exhibits absolutely that all living creatures can defmitely reach the absolute 
objectiveness through the proper education. 

• (The same paper) "Whenever we believe we are objective, this belief however is subjective too." 
This is absolutely wrong for a wise mind. 

• (The same paper) i( In fact, all these things are merely our mental creations (called illusions in Buddhism) that in turn cheat our 
consciousness: There is neither pennant nor wind, but our mental creations. I)' 

The point is that I am unqualified to explain. It may be our imperfect consciousness (vikalpa, as I imagine as separative (splitting) 
mind) that takes them as wind move and the pennant move, but we cannot say that wind and pennant are merely mental creations 
instead of objective being. 

• (The same paper) U The world is made up of our subjective beliefs that in tum cheat our consciousness. This is in fact a 
cumulative cause-effect phenomenon." 

The point is: We can say that we are constantly cheating our selves with our constant subjective illusions we are creating in every 
fraction of second, but we cannot say that the world is made up of subjectivity - a kind of nihilism rather than Buddhism. 

• (In a lot of papers, but mostly in [7]) "Everyone can extricate himself out of this maze of illusion (in some sources it is 
miswritten as " ... is illusion"), said Sakyamuni and all the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas around the universe, their number is as many as that 
of the sands in the Ganges." 

The maze means our subjectivity. We learn Buddhism just to conquer subjectivity and really objectively understand the world. It is 
shown in Buddhism Sutras that everyone can achieve it, but the maze not mentioned, so it is implied. 

• (The same paper) "Fact: a Belief rather than Truth." 
The same nihility en'or as above. Knowledge exists in the contradiction between known and unknown for us - those known is a 

tiny drop and those unknown is an ocean. In this sense, facts or truth relative to our ordinary conception can hardly reveal the reality, 
but it doesn't mean there is no reality. 

• (The same paper) "There is no truth and false actually: there is because the outcome has to meet someone's desire - they are 
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merely the attributes of a tradeoff. One false deed can be true in another perspective, e.g., eating much is good, because of the 
excellent taste and nourishment, but it is also bad when he weighted. Neutrosophy shows that a true proposition to one referential 
system can be false to another." 

The point is: although the same truth can be illustrated in contradictory languages relative to the specifics of individual minds, we 
cannot say there is no self-enlighterunent ~ This is arrant subjectivism and arrant anti-Buddhism. For example, ignorance of 
cause-effect doesn't mean the non-existence of cause-effect. Cause-effect universally appears in every action even every mental move 
(idea). Ignorance of natural Dao (natural way, natural law) doesn't mean the non-existence of such Dao. 

• (The same paper) "Whenever we hold the belief' it is ... ', we are loosing our creativity. Wbenever we hold that' it is not ... " we 
are also loosing OUf creativity. Our genuine intelligence requires that we completely free our mind ·--neither stick to any extremity nor 
to 'no sticking to any assumption or belief'." .... "As we mentioned previously, whenever there is truth, there is also false that is born 
fromlby truth-this abstraction (distinction) is fatal to our creativity" ... "Because everything believed existing, true or false, is nothing 
more than our mental creation, there is no need to pursuit these illusions, as illustrated in the Heart Sutra ... " 

The point is: 
1. Creativity is an easy metaphor for our inner "wisdom", "nature of instinct", but far from explicit, since the inner wisdom 
germinates from a tiny seed, naturally grows up in wind and stonn ~ not at all something created. 
2. There is only a tiny step between the genuine truth and fabrication. Truth pertains to a natural way, but when anything private 
added in, it deteriorates. 
3. Mental creation comes from our private mind, but we cannot deny our wise beliefs the right belief is the light in the darkness, 
not at all our mental creation, although normally mixed with our mental creations. 
4. It is absurd for a kid to comprehend the mind of a PhD. It is far more to explain the Heart Sutra with our knowledge. More we 
explain, more absurd we are. Therefore it has been far too absurd for me to explain Buddhism. I am far, far, far away from qualitIed. 

In general, it is not that we should abandon mind, but should abandon our private mind to adapt to the universal mind. As to the 
universal mind, let's see: 

2. Morality and Doctrine 

Is oriental culture a kind of science? There lies a crucial difference in that western science seeks the exterior solutions outside out 
heart. However, our ancient sages illustrated that human is an integral part of the universe, and all the phenomena never skip out of 
out heart. And very fortunately, many wise men did succeed in cultivating their heart to testify the profound truth. So our eastern 
classics focus on our inner cultivation. 

The question arises from Dr. Smarandache's reflection to Liaofan's Four Lessons: "Neutrosophy is a tool to measure the truth of 
an idea, not necessarily a philosophy in itself. Liaofan's learning lessons are full of a kind of popular aphorisms". Then I tried to 
refer to http://www.amtb.org.sg/?/210/2101/210Lhtm.alink in the Dallas Buddhist Association 
(http://www.amtb-dba.orgiEnglish/index.html), to tind an explanation, but unfortunately in Chinese. Here I try my reluctant 
interpretation (I am not at all qualified to translate Buddhism and hardly possible to explain. Please contact the corresponding Taiwan 
or website, where there are plenty of English versions of texts and videos of Buddhism, to request the standard translation). 

What is Dao (Tao)? It is the natural principle all over the universe, the natural order, the essentiality of nature. The great universe 
has its order and rule, where the education of ancient-sages roots. Education stems from and human being has to obey the natural 
principle it is Dao. In our Chinese notion of the integral of human and nature, heaven, earth and human are an integral whole. 
Human should understand the heart of heaven. What is the heart of heaven? The natural law, natural rule. For human, it is the human 
relationship, of husband-wife, brothers and sisters, monarch-subjects, friends, etc. It is the natural rule, not regulations or systems .. 
nor schools or doctrines. Man confonning to it is said to practice Daoism. There is practice, there is gain bodily and heartily, called 
virtue or moral which is the partial standard of daily conduct. However, this partial standard should accord to the universal Dao and 
natural law. This is where the education of ancient sages roots. 

Chinese emphasized education from prenatal influence. A pregnant mother should be upright in heart, correct in appearance, for 
every intention, pleasure, anger, sorrow or joy, influences the fetus. Chinese understood this principle, and therefore their babies were 
very well gifted, developed in the ten month's pregnancy_ Parents had the responsibility for their children ..... As I often mentioned, 
disaster falls nowadays, and still severe in the future, why? I have only one answer: "suffer from disobeying the oids (the Buddha, 

Confucius, etc.)." It is the power of culture that makes China survive for thousands of years, and the marrow of culture lies in 
education ...... The rulers were supported by people, for they didn't administrate with their own imperial edicts, but with the sage's 
education of Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism. So the society maintained peace, enjoying the wise period of prosperity, all 
attributed to the ancient education, so they benefited from the aIds' teachings. Since the Republic of China, very unfortunately, 
Chinese lost their national self-confidence, and have therefore fallen into such a tragic situation: so overwhelmingly worship and keep 
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the blind faith in the foreign countries, as to overthrow our own culture. Yes, but is there any better substitute to benefit people? Ifno, 
troubles arise 

3. Minded and Unwitting: 

The neutrality in neutrosophics seems similar to "Madhyma-pratipada" and "Mean" in Chinese culture, which mean proper 
(no mental move, no self consciousness added, as if no self exists, I believe): neither left nor right, but neutrosophy is conveying 
different meanings at present. For example, if A stands for white and Anti-A black, then Neut-A should mean gray, however either 
black or white can add to our subjectivity and should not be adhered to (as we are blind to the ultimate truth, it can be more wrong to 
imagine the being and non-being), otherwise we are unconsciously into this dimensional world that inhibits our access to the 
"infinite dimensional" world. 

If the quantum world reveals the more general objectivity, it is very possibly that an expert in classical physics less apt at quantum 
physics, due to his default education. Same to human contlict, with each insisting on his own sphere of truth due to his default 
education or his private manner of perception, even incomplete or misleading. A possible conciliation lies in compromising -
diminishing his minded way, to reach the understanding of another sphere: 

(The idea of) A diminishes toward no-sticking-to-A 
(The idea of) B diminishes toward no-sticking-to-B 

Since a fact reflected from the mirror of A implies the private background (referential point) of A and the creation (including the 
negative, distorted) of A, both need to be compromised to see a mutual base. 

Provided that A implies a more general way that covers B, should A his idea? Sure, since the relatively more complete idea 
is misinterpreted in the language, background or referential system of B. As I mentioned in earlier paper [5], the best language should 
be no (no-sticking-to) language. 

If everyone could ignore the idea of himself, there would be no misunderstanding in the world. Therefore, the best idea would be 
No (self) Idea or none self-idea (1 don't mean a stone, a nihility, but a natural way). However, man would be too clever to believe it. 

So the conciliation to current crises lies in education: if we find our education contrary to the nature, not only should we 
compromise, but also diminish and abandon 'it (e.g., the "n-dimensional" manner) to adapt to an universal ("infinite dimensional") 
manner - to loose is to gain, no loss, no gain: One needs to abandon his old to adapt to the new, abandon his private mind to reach the 
universal one, abandon the illusion to acquire the true, abandon the capricious to acquire the eternal. 

It is also dangerous if we persist in the leaves but blind to the trunk or root. For example, science is developed to change destiny, 
but what on earth is destiny? Liaofan's Four Lessons [10] shows the principle and practice to destiny. But no understanding is 
beyond practice we can never reach the correct understanding by any means of judgment or measurement based on our "scientific" 
referential manner, as I mentioned that science would renect the same world in which few is able to command fate. 

I eventually tind that it would be the fault of logic itself - whenever there is logic, there is incompleteness logic is a relatively 
dead representation of our live sensation: 

4. Logic and Infancy 

The question arises from the English learning for Chinese on which I find that the students spend a huge amount of time in 
reciting vocabulary but acquire far less. See a talk with friends: 

"Why can it be wrong?" 
"Because what they have learned is not English - they are merely symbols, an illusion." 
"Why?" 
"Do they reflect the symbols in English or in Chinese logic? As a matter of fact they first reflect the symbols in Chinese, and then 

carry out the logic inference in Chinese way! Are they learning English or Chinese?" 
"What's the point?" 
"The point is, what they have learned are merely such pointers that point to English symbols are supposititious, one cannot infer 

anything without experience, so I call their effort in vain." 
"Then what is the true maMer?" 
"The sensation of English. All your activities, reading, listening, oral and writing, all serve this motif. Chinese students failed just 

in this - they pay too much attention to grammar rules and Chinese logic in interpretation, as if they are always interpreting the 
English literals in Chinese logic, however, it is just such logic that inhibits the sensation." 

"Do you mean my logic inhibits my language aptitude?" 
"As you know, the best language teamer is infant baby - the success lies just in the ignorance of logic. Logic can be a kind of dead 

sensation: when one infers in logic, does he exploit his sensation any more?" 
"Do you mean we should feel instead of 
"No, just the opposite: no sticking to feelings, ideas (that are in fact no more than distraction), even ignoring yourself (e.g., the 
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role of a student busy for exams), can you concentrate on the author1s role, even unconscious of acquiring of English, like a baby 
learning in playing. Learning is equivalent to playing a role that needs great concentration. Sensation is shapeless, like 'creativity'. We 
can never shape them." 

"But it is a too far away goal." 
"Sure, you'd employ all the means to understand the context, but soon when you have done, try to abandon such means to build 

up your English sensation. When one is able to walk, does he still carry the crutches along with him?" 
"But how can I read English without referring to its Chinese meaning?" 
"Can you read without referring, as if they had no meaning? Whenever you mind what they mean, you are using your Chinese 

logic again. Comprehension would lie in the ignorance of comprehension or otherwise how can you forget yourself in the role of the 
author?" 

"Then how do you find some famous language teachings of English like those of Li Yang and Zhong Daolong?" 
"Li Yang's Crazy English negates the sensation theory, but his manner happens to enhance the sensation by inhibiting logical 

reasoning. He leads the students to perform all his hand gestures while reciting English just, in my personal opinion, to get rid of all 
the mental distraction from their learning habit. Professor Zhong Daolong's reverse (as contrary to the impatience for success of 
students) learning manner conducts student's coordination of all their possible senses: see English, listen to English, write in English, 
speak English, etc., simultaneously, with special emphasis on dictation rather than on reading with merely eyes, just to serve the same 
motif - to abandon their imagination, to get rid of mental distraction, for in this manner no one has time to apply logic any morc." 

"You mean to retrieve our own ability of an infant baby?" 
"A famous Taiwan educationist Professor Wang Caigui made a through investigation, and asserts that the crucial or deciding 

learning period of a whole life span is 'from a to 3rd year, including antenatal education. Children are naturally with the innate 
aptitude in everything: whatever seed you plant, all absorbed in like foam rubber. However their innate aptitude diminishes with the 
age grows, disturbed or distracted by worries or vexations, or even withers beyond the age of 13, so a figure should accept 
earlier education of the giants." 

"Can one retrieve that after the age of 13?" 
"Sure, as long as he is resolved to conquer the distraction." 
"How?" 
"First, don't apply logic (pertaining to our misleading education, since we have been educated in a wrong way), since logic itself 

brings you distraction. Never mind what you acquire, toward unintentionality. Second, recite (or silently) the greatest pieces as long as 
you have time, such as Confucius's, Laozi's, or very simply just "Amitabha", to constantly replace distraction." 

"Does Amitabha have any meaning?" 
"The irmate aptitude of Children lies just in this: they never guess the meaning. Whenever you guess or infer the meaning, you are 

seeking distraction unwittingly." 
"Does it work?" 
"It is not my personal invention, but from our lost Chinese classics. A patient of diabetes was suffering from insomnia, and failed 

in all her effort of counting numbers: I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ,9, 10 ... After my wife changed her mind to recite Amitabha, she 
inunediately had a perfect sleep. The ppint is, never add more distraction or any doubt. The power lies just in you confidence and 
concentration." 

"Why did she fail by counting numbers?" 
"I am afraid the numbers help nothing (there are such cases when one builds up his internal power of concentration with numbers, 

but I prefer the external power. With this help, in fact, one can eventually cultivate his correct internal power), but Amitabha (there are 
infinite means in Buddhism, not necessary this one) signifies the greatest power of the universe which she resonates with." 

"Then, you believe our mind acts as a receiver tuner?" 
"Exactly. A child can resonate with any signal he perceives, such as sentimental wound or evils, entirely absorbed like foam 

rubber, and perfonns it as soon as he grows up. On the contrary, the Classics Recital Program for Children initiated by Prof. Wang 
signifies a great education manner. Classics bring you the source of human wisdom. To recite these classics is an important path to 
develop potential, to learn language, to enhance cultivation, and to open the gates of wisdom for children. On account of our own 
Chinese culture, I would prefer Daodej ing of Laozi, Buddhist scriptures, The Great LearnLng, the Doctrine of the Mean, etc. Children 
should not be asked to un~erstand the meaning of the books, but should be led to recite all the books line by line, and paragraph by 
paragraph." 

"Do you believe logic is a minor, subordinate or trifle aspect of intelligence?" 
"A head of School of Infonnation Engineering and Automation of the Xi'an University of Technology alluded to the emphasis on 

logical thinking in engineering. I answered, if the logics come from the celebrity, how can one escape or surpass the constraints of the 
celebrity? 

Logic is relative to the world one belongs to, e.g., the ant's world, the bird's world, each has its own characteristic of logic. Is our 
world the perfect one?" 

"No." 
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"Are we willing to be confined to the logic of the imperfect world? If one believes in the after life, then his present realm of mind 
determines his future life." 

"But nearly all the students take the word list (Chinese logic in word interpretation) or grammatical structure (structural logic) 
highly important." 

"If the average rate of passing the exam is 10 percent, you have the same probability." 
"I would not. But logic is really important." 

merely acts as a language of sensation, not at all the essence of wisdom, and could be the dead representation of our live 
sensation. People need it to express their sensations, to communicate. It is in fact a scientific language, not wisdom. Great 
mathematicians are often philosophers, but however, mathematicians often find faults in their basic axiom systems, and many 

; mathematicians assert that it is sensation that conducts logic deduction." 

So my conclusion is: Logic always has limitation but sensation does not; Logic is relative and sensation is not confined as as 
one is resolved to cultivate; Logic is relatively dead but sensation is alive. But to cultivate sensation one needs to escape all the 
distraction (for the sticking maImer) from logics, knowledge, even the concept of sensation, returning to the infant nature - seemingly 
ignorant of everything, but however, great wisdom often lies in the fool: "Where i~'11orance is bless, it is folly to be wise." 

Now that logic can never be complete, one can infer that conception itself yields incompleteness as long as it employs logical 
means, i.e., conception yields anti-conception. Let's now discuss: 

5. Conception and De-conception: 

In education, especially in English as a second language for Chinese, when students meet a new concept or word, phrase, they are 
nonnally eager to immediately get directly to its interpretations (in Chinese, or in mathematics and science, from existing concepts), 
however, since each school or thought is limited to a specific background or referential frame, and it is usually hardly possible for one 
to tum to such multi-points of focus. Then, I am considering "defocusing" to maintain refocusing: forget all the distractions and get to 
the right route. 

Like things in the world, science and technology also exist in alternation of fashions, e.g., quantum world can be completely 
different from classical physics. This makes people meditate: how can a well educated scholar change his point of view? Unless their 
minds turned to the infancy - unknown. 

In learning for Chinese, those always interpreting it in Chinese never catch the essence of English, for they would always 
understand English in Chinese logic, background, or points of view, never switch to the heterogeneous referential point of view. So 
one has to abandon his native language to command a foreign language. This is another case of the infancy effect - as we know infant 
language aptitude lies in its ignorance of thinking, reasoning, or idea, logic no knowledge, no rules. 

Thus arises the challenge to the change of mind: to learn but never to assume known - the way of humility: 
Being the entrance of the world, 
You embrace hannony 
And become as a newborn 

Chapter 28 of Oaodejing [8] 
See also Chapter 4 of Liaofan's Four Lessons - The Fourth Lesson: Benefits ofthe Virtue of Humility [10]. 

Like in the world, whenever there is birth, there is also death from this distinction: 
When beauty is abstracted 
Then ugliness has been implied; 
When good is abstracted 
Then evil has been implied. 

So alive and dead are abstracted from nature, 
Difficult and easy abstracted from progress, 
Long and short abstracted from contrast, 
High and low abstracted from depth, 
Song and speech abstracted 'from melody, 
After and before abstracted from sequence. 

Chapter 2 of Daodejing [8] 
Same to a concept, Le., concept is always accompanied by anti-concept as in the taiji figure, whenever there exists such a 

distinction. Then one should argue about the role of concept: both positive and negative roles integrated in one entity. Is there a proper 
way of conception that can effectively inhibit the negative role, or the death of concept? Sure, just to keep it indistinct, as in its 
original, unspecified, indetenninate or infant state - keep it primitive, immature, as if unborn, even we need it for communication to 
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different spheres of mind. So it is wise to vacate our mind (free our mind) to maintain "creativity" (an improper metaphor for a 
wisdom seed) alive (on going), as in an infant way, In fact, creativity lies in the ignorance of creativity as against the confined or 
constrained (e.g., to a spot oriented world - A science fiction film has compare our globe to a tiny spot in the universe) way. 
Otherwise, a philosophy can be believed tme when it serves our motif, and false when it doesn't. In this manner, the world would be 
led into a self-centered society as our self-centered ideology expands, bringing all the people into the real nihility - no gleam of truth 
can be seen anymore in this blind world. What time, however, will human being sacrifice our own motif to adapt to the motif of the 
universe? 

To command science, one has to abandon (ignore) science. To acquire genius, one has to abandon (ignore) genius. To acquire 
himse1f~ one has to forget or loose himself. But important: abandoning everything only to to the right education, the route of 
absolute truth - we are not defocusing actually but our focus to the universal mind. 

6. Truth and Absolute Truth 

The discussion originates from Dr. Florentin Smarandache in our common book Neutrosophic Dialogues: "What I argue about is 
that we are not sure if we know ALL POSSIBLE WORDS." 

I have to argue that is the "truth" true or the truth points to a true world of understanding, namely the source of truth? 
Truth in the fonner sense is capricious (wuchang in Chinese, or anitya, anityata in Sanskrit). This makes people feel that there 

might be no absolute truth. 
What I understand the absolute truth is the universal mind, the harmony with the universe. All branches of truth must serve this 

motit~ or in vain if deviate from it. This be the reason why feel in vain to seek truth, because it is assumed to serve 
private purpose rather than the hannony of human being or that of the universe. 

It may not be the fault of the truth, but the reflection from a self.-centered mental world. This might be the reason why we never 
get to a universal truth, since we never correct our sins (see Chapter 2 of Liao[an's Four Lessons - The Second Lesson: Ways to 
Refonn [10]). 

A pointer to the truth is different from the truth. Any fonn of symbols serves only as such pointers. For example, when one draws 
an elephant on the blackboard, it is no more than a figure. When one points to the moon, should we regard his finger as the moon? So 
we say, truth is also false, since we adhere to such symbols, blind stilL 

The absolute truth, as the harmony with the universe, would appear as the absolutely natural behavior than a school of philosophy 
when one is completely melt into the universe, there would be no distinction in his mind between himself and the nature, and every 

intention reveals the kindness of the nature, nothing evil at all. So he would not distinguish anything unnatural - never stand in the 
illuded perspective. Of course he may never be aware that there is a philosophy or truth in his mind. 

Does it then mean there is nothing to follow, as there is nothing we can hold in hand? No, since every good education is teaching 
us the correct way rather than the correct symbols - to correct our mistakes (see Chapter 1 of Liaofan's Four Lessons The Third 
Lesson: Ways to Cultivate Goodness [10]). 

Does it mean there is no truth? If to the god (I mean a who is identical to the truth), he would answer no - no philosophy 
needed, for he understands everything by intuition, or, the over-truth is no more than false, sine the manner would sentence a live truth 
to death (by dead truth I mean the fixed mind inflexible to literal or other fonns of changes). But to our ordinary man with countless 
mistakes, truth exists in the implication of our faults: misbehaviors or misunderstandings - misbehavior or misunderstanding 
definitely leads to unlucky efrect or even misfortune, so truth comes (see Chapter 1 of Liaofan's Four Lessons - The First Lesson: 
Learning to Create Destiny [1 OJ). 

Truth has no absolute language to represent, I am afraid. It is represented, according to the language of us (how can one fix the 
live truth into some dead symbols reflected differently by different realms of mind). It is neither proper for us (in our blind world) to 
measur~ - is it possible to measure a more general teaching (scientifically, the "infinite dimensional" manner) with any clumsy, unapt 
measurement (e.g., infinite dimensional manner)? In his measuring, he is accumulating doubts to his genuine consciousness (he is 
unconsciously reflecting the symbols with his illuded consciousness). So a good way would be more efficiently shown through 
conduct, behavior, etc., to correct our mistakes and misleading opinions (see Chapter 2 of Liaofan's Four Lessons The Second 
Lesson: Ways to Refonn [10]). 

Is there the absolute truth in science? Personally, if it serves the well being of people, there is. But if serves the greediness, there 
also is to teach us to abandon science, since, as the symbol of the nature, Dao in my belief is of the nature of humility, sacrificing 
itself to nonentity and thus spreaCling all over the universe - as large (or in scientific term, as many dimensions) as the infinity. 
Therefore, to reach the universal perspective of the absolute truth, one bas to sacrifice any ideology of habitual referential model. 
Refer to Chapter 4 ofLiaofan's Four Lessons - The Fourth Lesson: Benefits of the Virtue of Humility [10] for more. 

So here I conclude that: The absolute truth is only seen by heart when one abandons all the possible knowledge, philosophies 
belonging to the different possible worlds that bewilder him. This should be a necessary means for one to get rid of all the distractions 
from these realms, and cultivate himself in practice to the true light of unification. 
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Aware of the relativity of the forms of the absolute truth, one may argue about the similarity between absolute truth and nihility. 
Definitely no. In the Chinese room experiment [9],Jhe Englishman will manipulate symbols in Chinese, and he will give a correct 
answer in Chinese, but is not consciolls of what he did. Nihility implies a dead consciousness. However, not only IS a geJrlUl.ne 
consciousness alive, it also ref1ects the genuine truth. 

Just as Lu You (of Song dynasty) wrote (my personal interpretation, as I failed to download an English piece): 
The road seems ending in the hills and streams, I doubt, 
But I see the dense willow trees and bright flowers of another village. 

Don't worry about yourself, only by forgetting yourself can you follow the light, or you never understand the truth due to your endless 
doubt. 

7. Dual Trends of Neutrosophy 

What creates the world? 
1. The Tao that can be trodden is not the enduring and 
unchanging Tao. The name that can be named is not the enduring 
and unchanging name. 
2. (Conceived of as) having no name, it is the originator of 
heaven and earth; (conceived of as) having a name, it is the 
mother of all things. 
3. Always without desire we must be found, If its deep 
mystery we would sound; But if desi.re always within us be, Its 
outer is all that we shall see [4]. 

The Way that can be experienced is not true; 
The world that can be constructed is not true. 
The Way manifests all that happens and may happen; 
The world represents all that exists and may exist. 

To experience without intention is to sense the world; 
To experience with intention is to anticipate the world. 
These two experiences are indistinguishable; 
Their construction differs bLlt their effect is the same. 

Beyond the gate of experience flows the Way, 
Which is ever greater and more subtle than the world [8]. 

Men nonnally care too much about the fragmental details of the universe to maintain the hidden integral. In fact, every mind is 
gifted with the gene of the universal mind: the integral of our ultimate inner nature which is identical with that of the universe. This is 
what I call yang in I-Ching (the originator) - it is formless, shameless, timeless ... the completely opposite world from our believed 
consciousness. So I call it the prior natal aspect, or wuji in the Taiji figure, or possibly Dao in Daoism. 

We illustrate this character of no-desire (actually it is no mental But if there is desire, we can break the unification (denoted by 
move, through which to achieve the desire) as wuji: wuji state) into taiji (moving mind): 

/----~~ • Tn this way, we see the integrity of When beauty is abstracted 

~ 
\ the universe. Then ugliness has been implied; 

• Or in Chinese saying, the unification When good is abstracted 
priomatal <A> of man and heaven. Then evil has been implied [8] 

So it is that existence and non-existence 
wujl 

--- give birth the one to (the idea at) the 

And with the desire growing: 

It is crucial that we would'rather create more symbols theoretical 
than follow a natural way. 

other ... [4] 
But still, there remain both propensities: the integral way and the 
splitting way: 

How can one then reach the truth? First, understand the tmiversal 
heart that lies in non self desire. Second, abandon our splitting 
manner (mental creations). The undo principle (to undo our 
mental change): 
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• If someone points to the moon, can we 
reach the moon by holding fast his tlngers? 
• If someone points to the truth, can we 
reach the truth by ho lding fast his theories? 
• Because in this way we are merely 
holding fast such pointers that point to 
reality, not reaching anything of reality. What 

we have reached are merely such road signs. 

the 
splitting way 

retums to 
an infant way 

Then does wuji im ty? Definitely no. Let's see: 
How much can your mind contain? 

for a full cup: for an empty cup: 

No more, because it is fully occupied. One cup. 

As illustrated in Chapter 28 of Daodejing [8]: 

For the no cup: 

It can contain the Ulllverse, because it is 
not contlned to any fonn, shape or 
boundary. 

• Using the male (having no name, it is the originator, or father; having a name, it is the mother, so we cannot partial to either of them 
in case of breaking the yin-yang unification - my personal annotation, as follows), being female, 
• Being the entrance of the world (wuji), 
• You embrace hannony (Dao) 
• And become as a newbom (retuming to the originality, the genuine nature). 

So the only way is to abandon all our usual way pertaining to our current misleading world, as the preliminary step toward the true 
world. Since truth and false in conventional sense are out of the splitting way: (conventional) logic way, so we should also abandon 
such logic way to reach the completely natural way, returning to our natural integrity. 

How would we then regard neutrosophy? 
As either a new concept of more complete truth or a novel class of logic, it follows the birth, growth, prosper,ity, wither, death 

cycle as in every science. Does one prefer a pointer or the ultimate true world? 
If neutrosophy pertains to an instant state of art, no need to adhere to it, due to the constant update. 
If to the soul of science, it is no logger external any more. So the way also lies in our inner cultivation. 
But as the western understanding of the Chinese Middle Way (Doctrine of Mean), it needs to be further developed, for "When 

mind is either being or non-being, it falls into the trap of affirmation. When mind is neither being nor non-being, it falls into the trap 
of negation." Either afflrmation, or negation, then, isa trap from which one must free oneself in order to reach suunyataa (the ultimate 
reality)." [3] 

Doctrine of Mean may refer to our mind move: neither left (affmnation, as being) nor right (negation, as non being). So it may 
mean to abandon our mind move (wishful desire) rather than to blend or merge our mind moves (wishful desires). The distinction 
between current logic and Chinese Middle Way may be: 

No mental move; 
Free of ideas that implies every idea; 
Dao that implies everything. 

Combining being and non-being in the 
way ofl-Ching (Book of Changes); 

Or mentally creating some new being as 
truth to pursue, in a heresy way. 

Dr. Smarandache has once argued that I stand only on the religious background. As a matter of fact, if one finds such scientific 
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way fundamentally critical and the religious way more "-,""l,''''',<U, he would then reversely regard religious way scientific and so called 
"scientific way" religious. 

8. Determinacy and Indeterminacy 

Does the genuine mind reflect the detennil1acy? Exactly, it reflects the truth, and in such a world there is no kidding, no confusion, 
no upside-down, no wishful thought, no illusion, even no sickness, no death, no unsatisfaction, no evil, and no unintelligent. 

Is it too fantastic? Just because a universal mind adds nothing personal or private to his mind, he doesn't "reason" in logic, but 
with intuition nothing minded (although with the greatest will), and therefore being the universal mind. As discussed previously, 
whenever there exists a more or less private mind, there is a private way or pm1iai way, and anything against this private will or 
private way should certainty regarded as indetenninate, hence the notion "we live in relativism, approximation, continuously 
changing worlds"- we measure everything in a partial, private, more or less self-oriented, even illuding referential manner. We are 
blind to the cause-effect ourselves, as if we drive a plane without any knowledge of the landscape, navigation, even our current 
position, our destination - we are using the absolutely wrong measurement to indicate longitude, latitude ... but we are unaware of. 

Is that the reason why we have indeterminacy in neutrosophy? Yes. It should be a gateway to a more realistic specification of the 
contradiction between subjectivity and objectivity. Because we know our limitations, we'd better behave in humility, as someone said, 
we are sin at bU1h. 

Does humility mean anything in science? People normally over-emphasize the pro science so as to neglect the con. Not only has 
neutrosophy summarized both, it also implies the humility in science the indetenninacy, indicating both the incomplete and the 
illusionary aspects of scientific manner. 

Does neutrosophy implies anything religious? Certainly. "When mind is either being or ,non-being, it falls into the trap of 
affIrmation. When mind is neither being nor it falls into the trap of " Either affirmation, or then, is a 
trap from which one must free oneself in order to reach suunyataa (the ultimate reality) [3]. 

The pro aspect: Neutrosophy implies that both affinnation and negation are inadequate to illustrate the objectivity, so adds the 
indeterminacy serving as the neutrality in between - neither affmnation nor negation, as guidance to the reality. 

The con aspect: Neutrosophy fails to reach a depth realization of neutrality, thus conveying a different meaning from The Doctrine 
of Means of Confucianism. Because, from Daodejing (my personal understanding), affinnation and negation are counterparts: They 
yield each other - One afflnns something while negates something (even the same thing) simultaneously. So one would fail to reach 
the "Middle Way" without compromising both affmnation and negation, ignoring the measurement. 

As the conclusion: Neutrosophy should be in integral with pro, con and neither, with the "neither" implying the ignorance of both. 
Thus in this way, Neutrosophy implies the ignorance of neutrosophy. Or integrated in one word: humility. However, as one can point 
to the moon but fail to reach, one needs to follow an education called "religion" in practice to realize (acquire) the virtue of humility. 

9. Final Remarks 

As implied in neutrosophy, wheneve.r there is a perspective point, there is self, reflected in the private referential manner, and thus 
the incompleteness, and more than partiality: illusions from this self-centered view. A truth is so called absolute, because it is based 
on no selfuess, absolutely no, and in such a world people do see the truth instead of illusions. In fact, "self' reflects rather illusions 
than objectivity a blind man see himself (in conventional sense) as self~ but a wise man would see himself differently, e.g., as 
something external to him, a tool he employs. Therefore, a preliminary step toward the universal understanding is to abandon the self 
oriented desire, otherwise no gleam of truth can be seen. 

Truth is not a kind of judgment or measurement that we can impose T,I,F values with our contaminated eyes, but the light with 
which we see our blindness and ignorance. 

Truth suggests more a correct way of life than a useless set of arcane symbols, therefore it is not represented as sciences, but the 
Way, the Dao or the wisdom, imbedded in (intrinsic to) every spirit and is sure to be seen as long as one can abandon his private 
measurements. 

A fatal balTier toward our genuine understanding is the modem contamination: the modem culture, with which Chinese are 
diligently followulg the d\lst. To open his eyes, one needs to keep away (even in seclusion) from his previous education: culture, 
public media, network and even the polluted world, for a tiny pill of poison can spoil a pool of pure water men daily drink. The 
danger is far less pernicious from material food than spiritual food. 

A polluted mind would never be aware of the current danger. A lady from countryside once blamed for the contamination of water 
in Xi' an (in which we are living) which we regarded pure. A human t1esh-eater normally enjoin the taste of the dishes, while a 
university yang lady who just became a Buddhist (following the teaching), nauseated at the flesh she used to have at the student's 
canteen. My wife in pregnancy also nauseated at the f1esh she used to like and then changed her manner forever. Same to a 
contaminated mind - one could suddenly be aware of something valuable in a specific environment, like Li Na (surname and given 
name in Chinese), a famous singer who lately became a Buddhist nun in America. 
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There is the birth, growth, prosperity, wither and death of logic, but no birth and death of truth. It is the source, a universe, 
permanently alive. To discover the underlying truth in neutrosophy, one needs to abandon any adherent to it and see directly the 
source, through out its countless birth and death cycles. 

A pattem is true only when completed, implemented, testified and proved in practice, not in superstitious manner. This is the 
.:>l.:;:'lUU'''U.' ... difference between truth and logic. 

Absolute truth is independent of our beliefs and measurements - it objectively exists through out the universe and is universally 
true in every world, although represented in fon11s to different mental spheres and different phases of individuals. But, it is 
also seen as relative in its capricious representations - It is not the fact that the truth varies, but our minds swing, and therefore see the 
treatment in dynamic styles. See a poem by a famous Buddhist poet Su Shi in Song Dynasty 

A great mountain by vertical and horizontal view, 
Far, near, high, low, and each not same. 
I can't see the true face of Lushan, 
Because I am in there. 

and Daodejing Chp.7: 
"Heaven is long-enduring and earth continues long. The reason why heaven and earth are able to endure and continue thus long is 

because they do not live of, or for, themselves. This is how they are able to continue and endure. 
Therefore the sage puts his own person last, and yet it is found in the foremost place; he treats his person as if it were foreign to 

him, and yet that person is preserved. Is it not because he has no personal and private ends, that therefore such ends are realised?" [ 4] 

"Nature is complete because it does not serve itself. 
The sage places himself after and tinds himself before, ignores his desire and fmds himself content."[8] 

So the universal truth lies in the abandon of self-desires (As a beginner, I am unqualified to speak anything of Buddhism. For 
those who have interest, please find sources in the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas (CTTB, 
USA) for English, and another site http://www.physics.utah.edu/~iunyu/laronQ/index.html for Chinese, and may also find faults in my 
assertions ). 

10. A Heuristic Dream 

It was at the dawn of April 30, 2003, in the dream, I was asking a repairing booth to have my bicycle repaired ... in the end when 
it was all done, I suddenly found my bicycle disappeared. I looked around and wonder: "I didn't leave a half step away, why?" I was 
terribly Lmeasy until half awake and realized that my real bicycle is OK. in the mainland China the majority rely on bicycle that equals 
to cars in the United States. It is in fact a basic means of living. Accordingly I immediately realized that it is a heuristic dream. 

I remember a film about the Sixth Patriarch, Master Huineng, in which he was invited by the Empress Wu (Wu Zetian of Tang 
dynasty, the only woman emperor in Chinese history) to the capital (now Xi'an) to teach Buddhism, but he declined, thus made the 
empress angry. Just in a while she became aware: "No dharma (method) is dharma (method)" dharma may be the most natural, not 
something we create or seek external to our nature - my personal guess (actually one should never guess, but I am afraid readers 
would distOli the original sense), see Heart Sutra [1]: 

When Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara was practicing the profound Prajna Paramita, he illuminated the Five Skandhas and saw that 
they are all empty, and he crossed beyond all suffering and difficulty. 

Shariputra, form does not differ from emptiness; emptiness does not differ from form. Form itself is emptiness; emptiness itself 
is fOlm. So too are feeling, cognition, formation, and consciousness. 

Shariputra, all Dharmas are empty of characteristics. They are not produced, not destroyed, not defiled, not pure; and they 
neither increase nor diminish. Therefore, in emptiness there is no fOlm, feeling, cognition, fonnation, or consciousness; no eyes, 
ears, nose, tongue, body, or mind; no sights, sounds, smells, tastes, objects of touch, or Dharmas; no field of the eyes up to and 
including no field of mind consciousness; and no ignorance or ending of ignorance, up to and including no old age and death or 
ending of old age and death. There is no suffering, no accumulating, no extinction, and no Way, and no understanding and no 
attaining. 

Because nothing is attained, the Bodhisattva through reliance on Prajna Paramita is unimpeded in his mind. Because there is no 
impediment, he is not afraid, and he leaves distorted dream-thinking far behind. Ultimately Nirvana! All Buddhas of the three 
periods of time attain Anuttara-samyak-sambodhi through reliance on Prajna Paramita. Therefore Imow that Prajna Paramita is a 
Great Spiritual Mantra, a Great Bright Mantra, a Supreme Mantra, an Unequalled Mantra. It can remove all suffering; it is genuine 
and not false. That is why the Mantra of Prajna Paramita was spoken. Recite it like this: 

Gate Gate Paragate Parasamgate 
Bodhi Svaha! 

(It is strongly ".,. .. .,.'.,~' ........ ' .... that one never seek the meaning of the Chinese Classics when he reads, in the way of Chinese Classics 
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Recital Project of Prof Wang mentioned in section 4, or what I call here the infant way - Whenever he does he is seeking 
distraction unwittingly. Plant rather than reap, or he will definitely distort the essence.) 

As we know people nowadays are putting all their hemis and soles in the search of science the supreme method believed by all, 
just like the bicycle relied on in the dream. However science is merely a dream, a language of the current illuded world (as stated in 
section 4, ants live in their own world and have their own characteristic of language, so do birds and humans), and can suddenly 
disappear when we wake up. Even awake, one would find it terribly uneasy with this changed style of manner and would rather prefer 
the old custom - it is still harder to adapt to a new life. 

What is self? Something we daily rely on? Oh, just the bicycle in the dream - we are repairing it every minute and numerous 
people are diligently fmding and achieving it through out their lives, but we will eventually find no such self (in the conventional 
sense) exists: it is rather a dream than the real self. 

Our reflection of the world can be more or less an emersion, a projection, or a developed image of our mind move, including T,I,F 

in neutrosophy, I hazily figure, although I am still in the maze. But, as implied in all the Buddhist scriptures, EVERYONE CAN 

EXTRICATE HIMSELF OUT OF THE MAZE OF ILLUSION - countless people have already succeeded in their cultivation, like 

Sakyamuni and all the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas around the universe, their number is as many as that of the sands in countless Ganges. 

But preliminarily, stop our mental creativity and imagination, honestly and sincerely follow the greatest teachings. Dr. Smarandache 

once blamed at one of our ICM2002 participant's hotel, donn 18 of Tsinghua University, for the Chinese custom" that it is 

strictly impolite or insulting to "'touch" (in his word) young ladies (e.g., wrap his arm about her shoulders). I would have told him to 

tind strict regulations in Confucianism and all the ancient heritages if he were really interested in Chinese culture instead of blaming. 

Without such social regulations, or without strict commandments, neither civilization would have been built up, nor would any 

dharma have been actually seen, from any greatest teaching (any greatest culture will definitely in this way deteriorate into the devil's 

saying). So it is more suggested to popularize Confucianism in our current society (in which the most valuable thing is being lost and 

the real civilization is dying, impacted by the western modernization), as a preliminary step toward further educations (Confucianism 

and Daoism served exactly as the basis in Chinese history for the introduction of Mahayana. So it was an absolutely wise deed to 

popularize these Classics as the basic education). 
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Abstract: Logic should have heen defined as the unity of contradiction between director and logic implementation. 
Chinese Daoism asserts that everything is defined in the unity of opposites, namely yin and yang, accordingly yang conducts 
change and yin brings it up also knoy\ln as Book of In this way is redefined in an indeterminate 
style to facilitate "both A and Anti-A" etc. in The unity of opposites is also described as neutrality in 
neutrosophy. An intermediate multi-referential mode! of excitation and inhibition is developed to derive a multiagent 
architecture of logic, based on Chinese yin-yang philosophy. This methodology of excitation/inhibition suggests a rhymed 
way of logic, leading to a dynamic methodology of weight strategy that links logic with neural network approach. It also 
confirms the crucial role o/indeterminacy in logic as a/ata! criticism to classical mathematics and current basis 
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1. Background 

What fawl defect do we find in the conventional definition of logic? Although logic plays an important role in science and 
technology, some fatal Haws negate its validity and applicability: 

Lack of insight in the essence of logic that should lie in the contradiction between conceptualization and implementation. 
Even logics of the highest validity can contradict their applicability, as illustrated in the logic "I'll visit him ifit doesn't rain 
and he is in" [II. 

The lack of identity between opposites. Do truthness and falseness always antagonize each other? No, there is neutrality 
or agreement between them, which combines them into a unity, as illustrated in neutrosophy. 

Assuming that for incomplete knowledge system as in ordinary human, there is no absolute truthness and falseness in 
reality (as shown in neutrosophy), therefore even the most complete logic system is by no means complete, or, the most 
complete is the most incomplete. 
Example 1: The sun turns around the earth. 

<A> <Anti-A> 
The sun turns around 

the earth. 
The earth turns around 

~ 

balancing point: 
This is a relative concept. 

the sun. 

In which a~pect do we differ in the definition? 

Example 2: I'll visit him ifit doesn't rain and he is in. 
<A> <Anti-A> 

It doesn't rain When I become confident 
and he is in. of it, it is too late to go. 

~ 

balancing point: 
I should try my luck or make an engagement. 

Logic in essence is rather a dynamic balancing act than the static truth-false concepts. 
This behavior can be represented in neutrosophy as "both <A> and <Anti-A>" promising a unification in the balancing. 
Values in percentage are inefficient to characterize the unification in the tradeoff. 

Logic in its social aspect is an integration of distributed actions (conceptualization and implementation), rather than rules 
or fuzzy rules only.'Logic is derived when people neutralize opinions among countless versions of implementations and 
applications, in contrast to th~ absolute accuracy and completeness in conventional mathematization - how can we measure 
unintcntionality with intentionality? For this reason, I will write in the non-mathematical pattern, as against the 
"mathematical" pattern, for what is called mathematical is no mathematical at all in the views of neutrosophy and 
Chinese classic philosophies: things will develop in the opposite direction when they become extreme, or "wujibifan" in 
Chinese. 

The logic "both A and anti-A" can be invalid in conventional logics, but valid in an excitation/inhibition rhythm, at least 
they imply each other and live in one family. 
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2. Definition of Neutrosophic Logic - A Novel Version 

Is logic ajixed concept or an endless evolution? Let's explore the evolution oflogic: 

priomatal (prenatal, innate) aspect (void) 

L 
intention (first implementation) 

<A> 

L 

L 
full implementation 

<Anti-A> 

If we regard <A> as the positive attitude and <Anti-A> the negative attitude toward a desire, an intention, inspiration, 
assumption, etc., <A> and <anti-A> have in this way become logic operators, take "I can speak English" for example: 

As positive operator <A>, it doesn't mean he speaks good English at the moment, but the confidence in his success. In 
this way he acts in the positive manner. 

As negative operator <Anti-A>, it doesn't mean he ugly English at the moment, but the lack of confidence in his 
success. In this way he acts in the negative manner. 

In reality logic comes as the balancing between these two actions, as summarized bellow: 
Unity of opposites: both <A> and <Anti-A> Priornatal aspect: what is hidden or lies under the phenomena 
The hidden integral: every mind is gifted with the gene of the as the origin of logic. <A> and <Anti-A> should be 

universal mind: the integral of our ultimate inner nature derived from the same source, namely priornatal aspect 
which is identical with that of the universe. This is what I (can be void in representation, but nothing nihility) 
call yang in I-Ching (the originator) - it is formless, Yinyang perspective: the is based on both priornatai 
shameless, timeless ... the completely opposite world from and postnatal aspects. This unity is called a contradiction. 
our believed consciousness. So I call it the prior natal Practical description: intention(priornatal, implemented, 
aspect, or wuji in the Taiji figure, or possibly Dao lD indeterminacy), where those implemented have been 
Daoism. represented as truth or false, and those not implemented 

Postnatal aspect: what we see, acquired knowledge, set of have been attributed to indeterminacy. 
rules, etc. regarded as a specific implementation of some Key issue: there remains a gap between these two aspects, and 
source in a specific situation the same source can be carried out in different ways 

Simplified description (dejinition): the unity of contradiction 
between logic director and its implementation 

Why do we need to describe t1~e prior-natal aspect of logic? The ambiguity of logic definition lies in the indistinction 
between conception and implementation. A concept without substantial implementation is usually abstract or even arcane, 
because it can never be understood by human (e.g., the primitive intention can be haphazard, underlying or void, i.e. non 
intention, such as "why was I born?"), therefore it is always void of significance. The implementation, however, can seldom 
match with exact accuracy with the presumption in concept (as shown in [2] and [3], Logic is always subjective, always 
partial), there must be inconsistency or even contradiction between them, therefore, we need to examine the relation (we call 
contradiction) between them to carry out the definition: 

Logic is defined as the unity of contradiction between logic director and logic implementation. 
The contradiction refers to the unification of divided opposites. 
In differential perspective we find such descriptions as truth and false. 
In integral perspectives we find: truth in false, false in truth, percentages in truth values, neutrality, indeterminacy, etc, 

leading to the evolution of logic in such a as "birth growth - prosperity - wither - death", in its limitation to the 
unification with non.Jogie; the unifying way in its ultimate limit resembles the voidness or emptiness we have called, but of 
essential ditIerence with those we have imagined. 

Should logic be defined on the differentia! basis or the integral basis of these opposites? Chinese Daoism asserts that 
everything is defined in the unity of opposites namely yin and yang, where yang conducts change and yin brings it up, so 
here I assume that yang directs change and yin implements it (a sample model: excitation and inhibition in unity). The unity 
is also described as neutrality in neutrosophy, but my personal inspiration from Daoism indicates more: 

Since ordinary human is very limit in his enlightenment On the nature, his knowledge appears as incomplete in both 
time and space domains (space incompleteness means his partiality, and time incompleteness refers to his lack of insight to 
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the cause-dIect, leading to the lack of insight to essence and nature), I should detine a priornatal aspect of knowledge 
(referring to the innate aspect) as contrast to the acquired aspect, because all the acquired onc is in fact born, grown and 
develop from the innate aspect, as if a sophisticated human figure is developed from a single gene. I have to assume this, 
even if it can be void in form. The priOl'natal aspect corresponds to yang. 

In practice however, the absolute priornatal aspect is intangible, therefore I exploit a relative concept that an 
impkmentation (e.g., a complete set of rules) is derived from a relatively "priornatal" intention, which can either be regarded 
as the absolute priornatal aspect or an intermediate implementation. So I apply (Priornatal, Implemented, Indeterminacy) as 
its status, 

This status representation has a novel strategy toward association, e.g., when the three components are 
represented as operators, or in sets and in recursive manner. 

To simplify this discussion, I simply use the contradiction between director (as priornatal aspect) and implementation to 
illustrate the essence of logic, which reveals the fact that any set of rules is a specific implementation of a priornatal seed 
under/in specific circumstance, condition or situation. 

Is there any significance in such a contradie/olY wcry of definition? Let's see what this definition reveals: 
refers to practical or even endless actions rather than dead rules. 

There are always a director and an implementer in every action of logic. The former provides new directions 
assumption, idea, assertion) to the action and the later carries it out (provides substantial support, verification, proof or 
negation). 

There is always contradiction (unity of opposites) between them, with the contradiction sometimes appearing identity and 
sometimes antagonistic. 

It is this contradiction that defines the validity of logic: truth ness, falseness and indctenninacy. 
The contradiction shows much more than values do: it is very likely to signify the trend of further development, and 

illustrate the status in both quantity and quality. 
Neural networking and logic are in fact homogeneous. 

So far one may blame for the similarity to conventional logic an automata that automatically fetches instruction and 
interprets it, then carries it out automatically. It is true in appearance, but different in the essence that consistency is only 
achieved through the tradeoff between inconsistents to find the identity, or unity of them. We can alternatively regard the 
contradiction as a rhythmed change (like a pendulum with varying amplitude), in positive-negative endless revolutions. 
Unlike mechanical changes, there is an identity, unity or neutrality underlying in the endless generations of the evolution. 
This is the point our eastern culture defers from that of the west. Why don't we regard the opposites as one unity? 

As the ultimate limit, when the amplitude of the above pendulum converges to naught, i.e., no longer any distinction 
between truth and false, logic seems dying out but our intentions, although without reasoning, is getting closer and closer to 
the reality (one needs to understand the entire ancient Chinese culture to understand this philosophy.). 

3. The ExcitationlInhibition Loop 

How much have men explored the prim'natal aspect of the world? I-Ching (Book of Changes) shows that the everything 
in the world is made up of two opposite and complementary aspects or attributes (not necessarily priornatal and postnatal, for 
convenience we take them as hyper·matter, because we normal people are always inhibiting our perceptions with opposite 
excitements - we emphasize to much on the shaped or developed matter forms than the prior-shaped origin); yin and yang, 
which in combination produces the five basic hyper-elements (five-phase): wood, fire, earth, metal and water, with each 
giving rise to another and inhibiting another as well. The significance of this hyper-matter system has long been proved in 
Chinese history and by Chinese medicine. " 

Can we initiate the priornatal aspect of a system in this way? Inspired by the trigrams below, I primitively define the 
mapping (since I am strictly limited in my insight, here I just launch the argument leave the rest, e.g., to the next 
generation): 

Wood character: to resonate to something as source information, and to perceive it, expand its influence. 
Fire character: to generalize perceptions into conceptual pattern as guideline. 
Earth character: to substantialize, nurture and bring up the above conceptual pattern in a particular situation. 
Metal character: to formalize, to fix into model, to finalize the design. 
Water character: to be skillful, artful, toward accumulative flexibility, so as to reach an instinct, in which all concept or 

logic is hidden or implied. 

The excitation loop illustrated in I-Ching is: 
Wood-yields ....... Fire-yields ....... Earth-yields ....... kletal-yields -l- Water-yields-l- Wood 

The inhibition loop: 
Wood-inhibits-l-Earth-inhibits-l- Water-inhibits --;. Fire-inhibits- Metal-inhibits- Wood 
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Can we implement the above intention? The above loops are better illustrated with my 
inspiration from the Later Trigrams of King Wen, r map the trigrams to: 

Zhen (of character wood): the impression of a seed breaking through its outer shell 
and germinating, but with I believe, the peaceful mind being stirred by an impulse (like 
the quiet water being stirred by a stone), to resonate to something as source information. 
As in automata where an instruction is given that issues a process except that this is a kind of 
stimuli that excites/inhibits another agent. In fact human mind is such an open receiver: it is 
constantly stirred. Resonance to a good source can plant or promote the growth of a healthy seed 
rooted in our mind, and that to a pernicious source can spoil or destroy our 
Although 11 pernicious seed looks favorable at the moment, it promotes our illusions and 
corrupts our mind through chronic, and eventually through sudden etTect. Normally a man is resonating to varying sources in 
a spectrum, and the center of it on his underlying will. 

Xun Agent (wood): to spread (broadcast) the inf1uence of the above resonance to different senses (or referential frames), 
heterogeneous and even opposite, contradictory, for them to feel, percept (interpret): 

co 

d(interp.) = I d( 'fi ) 
i=/ o(,!;) 

where lnterp. denotes the rji the reference frame i and Imp. the impulse. The action resembles compiler except 
on the multiagent based contradiction compatible multi-referential background. A resolved man can manually inhibits the 
pernicious spread of unhealthy inf1uence, and thus kill the virus seeds rooted in his mind. In this way he can change his 
destiny with this persisting reform. So is a society - it can definitely step into chaos, disorder and trouble if enhances the free 

of all kinds of media as In networks. If so, not only should we see the retrogression of mankind, but the pernicious 
disaster as well. To a common man, his ideology depends heavily on the sources he resonates to, and the public ideology 
resonates exactly to the media, not the real truth. In this way the society is killed by the media rather than nuclear weapons, 
so is mankind. 

Li Agent (fire): to assemble the above interpretations into an integral pattern, as a concept, a hypothesis, proposal or 
myth as a guideline: 

co 

guideline =/ d(interp.)=I / BOmp.) d( rfi) 
i=1 8 (If i) 

The action resembles convention concept tree except that it functions as a concept (or logic) director, conductor or guide, of 
even inconsistent components, in a indeterminate manner, like an adviser that helps figure out the general situation, plan, etc. 
which need to be developed and implemented in the future or future generations. A good pattern is not necessarily 
recognized by all, due to the diverse seeds active in different people, and different referential manners. Whenever one 
chooses a good pattern, it is only through practice to build up his confidence and trust, not merely imaginations. So a pattern 
is true only when testified and proNed in practice, not in superstitious manner. Still, only in can one and 
implement the pattern. This is the significance of a truth. 

Kun Agent (Earth): to substantialize, nurture and bring up the above pattern based on current situation (condition, 
environment, constraint, etc). It implies the balance with reality (as defined in [3], logic in essence is a kind of balance), i.e., 
a tradeoff between motivation and reality. It is usually in this action that a balancing point can be found, and the above 
beliefs (I have assumed that human is incompfete in his knowledge, in this case truth is only relative, or combined with 
subjective beliefs) is verified, modified (through feedbacks to earlier actions), and proved for validity. The action resembles 
conventional logical proof except that it works in the indeterminate mode. The action seems to be an obedient veri1:ication 
(obedient implementation). Even a true pattern serves only as a guideline, not the impiemental instructions. Among the 
heterogeneous minds, there does not exist an exact protocol of regulation, nor an absolute fare law. Laws vary among 
situations, and lawyers seldom apply them as doctrines. For example, there are different understandings toward human right 
issues. To a superman species should share the same respect as human's, but to a mean, others, other groups (as rivals) or 
other nations (as in the third world) would be less respected in heart as himseWitself. So the same guideline can be applied 
in either unselfish way or in self-centered manner, thus the same truth can remain treasure to some, and pernicious and evil to 
others, like a seed in some area or situation, and withering and dying in others. 

Oui Agent (metal): to fiX into model, to formalize the implementation. The action resembles conventional knowledge 
representation except in the form of agent based active network with all the weight patterns of excitation and inhibition 
featuring the balances in all the contradictions. The validity of a good pattern is void without implemental instructions, and 
universal truth is arcane without substantial facts or materials supporting it. A college graduate without experience is nothing 
more than a bookworm. A real model cannot exist without practical experience. A good philosophY doesn't mean anything 
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without specific implementations. This is the of a real model. However, since every speciOc model grows up in 
a specific environment, it is normally absurd to directly copy existing models than to re-cultivate one's own realistic models. 

Qian Agent (metal): to take the principal role by fighting against the old. This is a necessary step in metabolism, and 
through this action the developed model above is finalized. The action resembles knowledge update, but it needs time in a 
dynamic neural network to resist the old and build up a new belief (in a new weight pattern). A model can be temporarily or 
locally successful, but still hard to the whole mind and the universal belief, because of the old propensity and inertia, 
such a great impetus as to kill the novelty. A man can be inspired at some spot, and carry out a model in a favorable situation, 
but the heaven would not always keep sunny and mild, there are storms and heavy winds ahead. To stand against the 
unfavorable circumstances especially the dreadful environments, one needs to persist in his reform to get rid of the resistance 
in his mind, and so to a universal extension. EVt!ryone can play an instant role of the god but only sages have the perfect play 
in his daily life, whether in favorable or harsh situations. 

Kan Agent (water): to be skillful, artful, into accumulative f1exibility, as to reach an instinct in which all concept, 
after a long conception process, turn onto somdhing hidden or implied. Logic in conventional sense is born as a sort of rule 
or concept until it is digested into a kind of which gives rise to the flexibility in application, or in the end, it is used 
unconsciously - without realizing its existence. The previous concepts become hidden in deeper memory. The consequence 
of activating the model in endless repetition (bringing about the short cut in thresholds, and the expansion of this 
micro-society of activated neurons) has lead to an extremity of expertise. On the other hand, adherence to rules or concepts 
can eventually trap one into partiality [3], loosing the integrity, therefore, "we should have a rest in Kan". Any method 
reveals its theoretical and academic characteristics in application, until one day theory and practice melt into one, a unity, and 
melt into practical environments so that the original fixture blurs, liquidized (loosing its rigid shape), sublimated and 
distillated into an underlying philosophy, even shapeless. In this way the fixture diminishes and vanishes in shape. 
But to those adherent to its outer shape, they would be inadvertently trapped in subjectivity the reverse effect at the 
extremity. 

Oen Agent (earth): the end of logic. Since everything is done unconsciously with great f1exibility, even without the 
consciousness or concept of doing or not doing something, i.e., no distinction between action and inaction, unaware of 
following rules any more, therefore, the original issue becomes naturally obsolete and transformed into a form seemingly 
void, we can regard it as gene, but actually far more than it, like something seemingly nothing, as no action, or not-doing, 
even he is actually doing, or in action in other eyes. In this way the concept of action dies. At the highest stage, our mental 
creativity stops, because we don't need to add anything redundant to our instinct. At this level our minds stop at rest, as if we 
no longer care how to walk for which we struggled at infant age. But there are adverse circumstances when we add additional 
desires that trouble our minds. However, science in its evolution would follow the same style, and one day when we see 
through our illusionary desires, we will readily stop our imaginations. This evolution (contrary to that of Darwin) goes on 
and on in the limitless birth and death revolution, until one day we really see through all: what constantly born and die are 
merely in our minds, the universe remains exactly the same - past, present and future originally unified, no need to split it up 
(with so called creativity). 

Can we see excitation or inhibition in this system? The excitation cycle goes clockwise in the figure. How water triggers 
wood in the next cycle? There are new problems in the in new generation of development, as old problems are "settled" 
(balanced). Let's now see the inhibition diametrically: 

Dui inhibits Zhen: A built-up model can definitely inhibit our creativity, or unintentional exploration, because of the 
restriction with the known model, or loose of curiosity. The resonance to a fixed feature can definitely inhibits us to other or 
even hidden features, especially the heterogeneous and contradictory ones. As illustrated in [2], unintcntionality contributes 
greatly to human creativity. 

Qian inhibits Xun: having taken the principal role, the developed knowledge would inhibit the growth and expansion of 
previous unfavorable referential sources. . 

Kan inhibits Li: since the expertise is hidden in the instinct, is there any need to explore the concept or the philosophy? 
No one may ask why he is human instead of a duck, because there seems no problem at this stage - he is using his instinct, 
while the conception is at rest. 

Other inhibitions (to my knowledge so far, I cannot specifY the diagrams): 
Wood inhibits Earth: in order to develop new ideas, one has to contradict with previous knowledge substantially, i.e., 

curiosity inhibits obedience. For example, when one resounds to a new source as new concept, he would keep critical to the 
old; When one refresh his mind in religious way, to the neW and faint resonance on and on, he has to tight against his 
previous sins, i.e., stop obedient to his old propensity. 

Fire inhibits Metal: as we know in philosophy (especially neutrosophy and Chinese class philosophies), the most general 
or integral pattern of knowledge (as many people described as the absolute truth) is usually intangible: too abstract, too 
arcane and abstruse, unable to be represented or fixed in a definite torm, or, completeness (complete in both positive and 
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negative perspectives, as in neutrosophy: both A and non-A, both A and anti-A) inhibits accuracy (thC! exact representation). 
Conventional mathematics is inhibiting itself 

Earth inhibits WatC!r: Earth as the implementer is characterized with obedience, opposing flexibility (in reality yin does 
not constitute a body or entity without yang, but we are talking about yin aspect). 

Are logic and neural approaches contradictory and inconsistent? This methodology of excitation/inhibition suggests a 
rhymed resolution to the integral of opposing logics (see [31), leading to a dynamic weight strategy to be neutralized with 
that from neural network approach. And in this novel definition of logic, the two distinct and disjunct approaches come into 
one family, and we can predict their real unification theoretically. 

4. N eutrosophic Analysis 

This hyper-system seems in Chinese marme/~ is it related with neutrosophy?Logic has never found out where true and 
false values are born. In fact, they are born from each other - each from human distinction of the other, and more we care 
them, more we adhere to a logic, and thus spoiling our prior intention (a live one rather than a dead one), therefore logic 
itself undergoes an endless evolution, leading to non-logic. 

Therefore, logic is merely an instant of reasoning: the first attempt comes out of indeterminacy to be engaged 
in a study), then the theoretical approach, which wht:n fully developed, is fixed into such a logical model as concept, model 
or science. The science, however, will face its final stop when people all adhere to it, and yields uncertainty when men all 
take it as absolute certainty (e.g., Newton's classical physics), due to the incompleteness, or absolute incompleteness of any 
fixed model. 

First kt's assume the three aspects of referential systems in knowledge base: truthness, falseness and indeterminate, 
which lead to: valid information, false information and neutral (balanced) information, as the result of Xun action. Then in Li 
action there is confusion in the integral operation: how to combine positive, negative and indeterminate attributes, and in 
what fonn is the result? I am afraid it is also in the three T,I,F aspects: 

T: a positive conception 
F: a negative conception 
I: indetenninate conception, including both currently balanced conception and incompleteness in the conception. 

i.e., an integration of T,I,F, three in one, where the pure T or F being a special instance (extremity) already solved by 
conventional means. This is as far as pure conception goes to plant a seed of concept that is subject to dynamic 
Since we cannot foresee the result in implemented detail, we have to wait until the seed becomes mature, and this is the 
signiticance of Kun action: to bring up the seed. 

Even when mature, there are still three aspects of the grown up model: 
The positive aspect, 
The negative aspect, 
The indeterminate aspect in both senses: balanced and incomplete. 
Is it a valid model? Sure, since great deal of experience is gathered through Kun step. As we,know every system has its 

advantage, weakness and indeterminacy, like every single mathematics. The point is to make the best use of it, i.e., to know 
. how to apply the knowledge to a specific situation ~ to substantialize it. In fact, onC! can never find an absolutely complete 
model in our real world. 

The developed knowledge may go through extremities: too positives (seldom contradictory, as in the classical logic), then 
we should take a rest, because of the ·"wuj ibifan" effect (reverse effect) indicated in Kan Action, to avoid being trapped in 
partiality. 

Now every agent works in contradictions of excitation and inhibition, positive and negative ... in dynamic balance. When 
does it stop? Never, since human is an open system. But to the extremity, when man no longer adds anything to his concept 
that has diminished into such an infinitesimal (ignorance and knowledge in unity, because one can see through the concept), 
there would be neither beginning nor stop, because in this case, positive and negative are united, asexual or neutral (or void, 
because of 1 as being against 0 as non-being). 

There are similar approaches from neurology-I-Ching background, see [4] which summarized some of the related 
dialectical models and approaches including logics similar to NClItrosophy. But I cannot assure its conformity with the 
Chinese Classics (seeI?ingly a combined philosophy). My work is complete independent from any other approach. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

Although men is constantly achieving in science, but from some quantum mechanics scientist's saying, we might have 
moved no further (In his dream he saw the speedy moving bicycle advanced no further. But when he stepped into this world 
in his dream, he feIt he was moving fast). 

Can one explain many of the unexplainable concepts in neutrosophy, with this methodology presented above? Sure, a 
problem of the implemented and the unimplemented, but the former is relative to some background or axiom - a supposition 
or a belief: and thus every logic in this way exists in a default background. This limitation (delicately pre-designed axiom) 
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must be abandoned before one can explore anything further. 
Logic is in constant evolution, from birth, growth to prosperity, wither and death, but there must lie something 

underneath this change. So we pay more attention to the sced of logic while we logic only as an instant image. 
One can plant either positive or negative seed, due to his confusion with the situation, i.e., a seed illustrated in the agent 

model may yield either good (although unfavorable at the point) or bad (even favorable at the point) fruit. 
If one studies the amplitude of this oscillation between true and false, it a periodical wave from infinitesimal 

to maximal and then back to infinitesimal, ret1ecting both subjectivity and dynamic environment. 
If the above amplitude keeps zero, no longer any distinction between truth and false, one may reach a practical mind: 

a natural mind, in unity with the objectivity, but note the multi-fold implication: 
1. A casual or instant balance of the opposites can be temporarily reached but soon broken down when one still has his 
private desires. A casual or instant unification of the can be temporarily reached but prone to be disturbed if he has 
not reached the complete natural way. 
2. An idiot can be blind to any truth and false, but he can never reach this unification as long as he suffers. 
3. A stone heart (deprived of consciousness, e.g., an absolutely void consciousness) does not live in the unifIcation, but 
just the opposite: penn anent apart of yin-yang. 
4. It is the most sophisticated and difficult thing in the world to understand this point (so I am unqualified to mention). 
People would sacrifice all their own to follow a correct education. For short let's see a metaphor (I add the latter two items): 

How much can your mind contain? 
for a full cup: for an empty cup: For the no cup: 

No morc, because it is fully occupied. One cup. It can contain the universe, because it is 
not confined to any form, shape or 
boundary. 

Fuzzy logic is not at all a matter of percentage of beliefs between truthness and falseness as widely applied in 
conventional mathematics, but a dynamic balance between <A> and <Non-A>, or <A> and <Anti-A>, \-vith the balancing 
point and incompleteness found in <Neut-A>. 

Since it is not clear enough to represent this balance in percentages, we need to exploit dynamic weight methodology in 
neural approach allocating weights to each of <A>, <Non-A>, <Neut-A>, etc. 

Intentionality and unintentionality [2] coexist when both action and non-action are excited (in deferential point of view, 
they are alternately f1red). It may be hard to believe that opposites can co-exist, but it can be implemented in reality. 

Both <A> and· <Anti-A> co-exist also in the way that they are alternately excited/inhibited, or one of them is 
implemented in such a balance that partially supports both. 

<A> yields <Anti-A> when <A> is implemented into a contradiction that negates <A>. 
<A> yields <Neut-A> when <A> has been implemented into a balance between <A> and <anti-A>. 
Absolute accuracy inhibits comprehension, and conception inhibits accuracy - conventional mathematics is self 

contradictory. Hence the need to develop indeterminate mathematical patterns like neutrosophy. 
Things shown in diversity in different perspectives come out of the same root, but the difference of difTerent selves and 

ditTerent manners of reflection. To explore information fusion, one needs to cultivate the backgrounds or hidden 
layers, and eventually, to the common basis shared by alL In fact, we all stem out of the same root (the deepest layer 
commonly owned by all), so do men and nature. 

Why do our logics yield contradictions? Because we are so superficial as to take instant images real, see another paper 
unpublished: Truth and Absolute Truth in Neutrosophic Logic. But EVERYONE CAN EXTRICATE HIMSELF OUT OF 
THE MAZE OF ILLUSION as long as he is resolved to reform ignoring or abandoning his previous ideology of this 
bewildering world and persistent in the greatest teachings. 
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Abstract - Th'i,s paper present.') COn.5ciousness as the s'urn of describable processes, witho'ut limiting it only 
to verbal understanding. Conscio'usness is presented as a buffer space of the uncomcious, accessed by any 
mental decision-taking processes. COn.5ciousness is composed of seq7J,ential outputs of non-comcio'us processes 
that fonn, as frames in a pictuTe, the impression of our ego continuity. The functional consequences on real-life 
information fusion problems are then further discussed. 
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ego, alter ego, 

Motto: Consciousness is just a wondering flashlight in the dark hall of the inexhaustible factory that is the 
unconscious. 

1 Introduction 
Information fusion is not a problem ea..c;y to tackle. Coming as a natural objective from various high

demanding fields of activity, information fusion is an inovative approach on turning the immense flow of in
formation into precious knowledge. The age of content-independent tools is reaching its peek: from the first 
statistical methods to the more modern data mining and text mining tools using machine learning techniques, 
researchers tried to automatically classify data in relevant and non-relevant the particularities of 
information. The future tools of information fusion ne",'<i to artificially understand language (NLP) and, fur
thermore, consciousness, because information, as a resource, is present in a human-only accessible form. In my 
previous article "Premises for/a multimedia Memory" [12], I've defined consciousness as the sum of processes we 
are aware of and that, accordingly, can be described at a latter time. Now it is time to analyze the consequences 
of this definition and see how well it does describe the actual human mind. The .first encountered problem 
using this definition was the unknown origin of conscious queries on non-conscious processes, queries that were 
presumptively the communication channel between the conscious and the non-conscious mind. 

I then realized that we are aware of what we ask ourselves and that we can reproduce verbally any philosoph
ical question that troubles our mind, but we cannot explain the process of arriving at this question. The logical 
thread of sentences is not continuous. The easiest explanation could be the shift of our attention focus. Still, 
this only happens when mind is disturbed by exterior factors. But in the process of deep thinking or meditation, 
the process is not discontinued by any of those factors: instead, we are making leaps of consciousness, gestalts 
that inner-change our focus. At least that is what appears to our conscious minds. So, if we keep the definition 
of consciousness as the sum of describable processes, then consciousness reduces to a simple interface between 
two non-conscious processes: 

Two questions arose from this diagram: 
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Figure 1: Consciousness is just a transit space between two non-conscious processes 

1. If all questions are made and resolved inside non-consciousness why the need of consciousness'? 

2. If consciousness is just awareness of the outcome of our non-conscious processes where is our free will? 

What we need to discover is the process that inputs the information of the transit space of consciousness 
and has will as the outcome. If the outcome of the process is a choice then a decision was made inside of it. 

The diagram changes again according to figure 2: 

Hon·illnsritJ~n rug-

Figure 2: Consciousness is just superficially continuous 

Consciousness is in fact it is composed by sequential outcomes of various processes needed in decision-making. 
The logic of all processes obeys the laws of neutrosophy 1 [10]. 

In fact, the entire triangle of non-conscious processes forms the human impression of consciousness. We call 
conscious a process whose outcomes are often stored in our shori-term memory and that can be the object of a 
decision-taking process. 

INeutrosophic logic (or ST?arnndache logic). A generalization of fu7...zy logic based on Neutrosophy [9J. A proposition is t true, 
i indeterminate, and f false, where t, i, and f are real V"dolues from the ranges T, 1, F, with no restriction on T, 1, F, or the sum 
n t+i+f 
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The between non-conscious processes is registered in the "memory stack" and accessed by the decision-
U.Lc ... L .... .L.L6 process. Like in a genetic algorithm, various solutions of the problem are generated, saved in 
the stack and then the best of them is chosen. This representation is internal and anthropological plausible2

. 

To prove it, we are going to get a little bit metaphysical. If we change the labels of the diagram we will have 
this representational juxtaposed-analogy (see figure 3). 

Goodl B.d 

!heslS 

Subcoll.$ciou~ 

Figure 3: The common unconscious assumptions made on mind's structure sustain the 3-stage diagram [4, 5, 6]. 

To exploit the new discovered framework of consciOllSne&<;, we need to define a set of specialized terms. 

2 Definitions 
Model (mental model): A particular view on information. 

Key elements of a model: 

• assumptions/activation 

• patterns/memorized 

• instances/classification 

• rules/integration 

• dimensions/proprietary 

• queries/action 

• scenarios/solving scenarios. 

1. Assumptions = express the 'genealogy' of the model (set produced at the time of the making of the 
model); [function] places the model in the hierarchy of models/set also used in verbal processing; 

2. Activation pattern = the prototype created and updated by the memorized instancesj [function] acti
vates the model; 

3. Memorized instances = instances interpreted and memorized according to the given model; [function] 
the backbone of the model/they offer the prototype of the modeled reality and also the fuzzy limits of 
the model; 

2These arguments can be further used as according to "Outline of a General Methodology for Consciousness Research" [1]: 
"empirically study our conception of consciousness can lead to progress on consciousness itself" 
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4. Classification rules updated with the resuJts of the latest classified instances; [function] ruk'S for 
interpreting the new information / rules for predicting future behavior; 

5. Integration dimensions3 = the points of view from which the information is processed and 
[function} multidimensional access to memories;(value-scale) 

6. Proprietary query templates 
cross-hierarchical processing; 

query) = created in the interaction 'With other models; [function] 

7. Action scenarios [3] an assembly of actions from the pool of known possible actions, valued by its 
chance of success and utility; [function] the processing power of the model (generating and optimizing 
scenarios could be solved through genetic algorithms, especially genetic programming); 

8. Solving scenario = a particular form of action scenario, where the actions are all replaced with propri
etary queries on other models; [functionJ the interaction scheme of the model; 

9. Synthesis mechanism a non-conscious version of genetic [function} creates a single 
version of incoming partial solutions, the explicit form of information-fusion; 

The above-mentioned key elements are grouped together in the following manner: 

1. [4, 9, 10, 12J The objective model of reality what is commonly thought as objective knowledge: 
awareness of space, time, cause and effect, etc. Also called the geneml predictive model of reality, because 
it internally represents the expected behavior of the environment in a non-interventionist scenario. 

2. [1, 3, 6, 8] The interactive model of reality = the subjective knowledge of possible actions exercisable 
by the actor on the given reality. This model is context-dependent because actions are seen as possible 
depending on the value-scale used at that particular time. 

3. [5] The value scale used at the reference moment. 

The interactive model of reality and the value scale compose various attitudinal models that expresses 
the subjective view on the world and that is more susceptible to be prone to change. 

Main reality model- The winning model at a given time. It is used as a reference plane in the model hierarchy. 

Operational models (action models, solving models) ~ particular models that establish the interpretation and 
the set of possible actions for a limited part of reality. 

Model hierarchy - has the main reality model as the reference plane, but can shift the analysis to any 
other models' point of view. 'ThL" entire hierarchy, comprising all the models is in fact a representational 
multi-space, according to Dr. Florentin Smarandache definition (from 'Transdisciplinarity, a neutrosophic 
method') [8]: 

Let 81 and 82 be two distinct structures, induced by the group of laws L, wh·ich verify the axiom groups 
Al and A2 respectively, such that Al is strictly included in A2 • One says that the set M, endowed with the 
properties: 

a) M has an 81 -structure, 

b) There is a proper subset P (differem from the empty set 0, from the unitary element with respect to 5'2, 
and from M) of the initial set M which has an 82 -structure, 

c) .LV! doesn't have an 5'2 -structure, 1.'J called an 81 -structure with respect to 52-structure. 

3Integration dimensions are given by the four value scales= Moral scale (evil-good), Aesthetic scale (beautiful - ghastly), 
A.'<:iological scale (true/false), Pragmatic scale (useful - inutile). 
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Let S11 S21 "'1 Sk be distinct space-struct'ures. We defi;ne the Multi-Space (or k-Strudured Space) as a set lvI 
such that fOT each st7"Ucture Si, 1 .:S i .:S k) there is a proper (different from the empty set, from the unitary 
element with respect to Sil and from ]vI) subset lvli of it which has that struct'U're. The lvh)V[2, """J Mk proper 
s'ILbsets are different two by two. 

Query a request that contains information shaped to fit the activation pattern. Returns the set of applicable 
models; 

Objective - describes a commensurable state (that can represent the fulfillment of multiple desires); 

Will- represents the impulse of an objective (or its entropy); 

Objective function the complex structure that generates new objectives; the functional ego. 

The Decisional, Questioning and Answering modules - represent the key elements of the proposed 
framework (see fig. 2), They are treated as modules because although they represent processing stages, they 
are not strictly sequential and they can all run in the same time. 

3 Solving an objective. Information fusion using module dynamics. 
Module 1 (the questioning module) receives the objective transmitted by the mean of will and seaTehes 

for a set of questions that answer the problem according to the main reality modeL More generally, it shapes 
the queries' data to fit the solving modules' activation patterns. The nature of the objective set in the decisional 
module (or stage) determines: 

• the nature of the attitudinal model; 

• the effective time frame of solving; 

• the vegetative functions to be engaged (and their biological counterparts); 

• recall of past experience and 

On the basis of the attitudinal model, nlOdule 1 establishes the solving stmtegy4 (as a set of queries/questions). 
Usually the solving strategy is not complete. If a decision must be made on the next step of the strategy, this 
itself becomes an objective and a solving strategy is searched. There could be multiple levels of embedded 
solving strategies, but the nature of the last of them is always verbaL The question that arises is: What is the 
next step? At this level formal processing comes into play and the problem is solved using abstract represen
tations5 . A solving strategy is produced dynamically by module 1 in dialog with module 2 (the solving module). 

Module 2 (the answering module) receives the question (pattern) and searches for eligible models 
to describe it. If none of the models fully answers the question, further processing is needed. The set of models 
must be restricted and another decision takes place. After that, further questions are made, according 
to the elected modeL 

If no alternative models are detected in the unfolding hierarchy no other decision process is started so the 
intermediate dialog is not saved into consciousness. The attention focus remains on the last consciously chosen 
model. The subsequent queries are all non-conscious: 

Objective 0 - Question L1 

To Answer L1 Question L2 according to Ml 

To Answer L2 Question L3 according to M2 

, To Answer L[n] do M[n] 

4An evolved form of action scenarios. 
5The abstract form of symbols entices the ability to double-references (referring references), to talk about a previous discussion, 

for example. 
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5trategy)M (M1,~ll~.) 

Figure 4: The decision module can be recurrently called inside the other modules. 

Module 3 (the decision module) - The decision module is unique for all the models. It is called anytime 
when a high-uncertainty choice must be made. It receives the non-conscious outcome and decides: 

a) in the case of a unique model1vh, jJ Ml is suitable for solving the given problem. If not: 

• The question is rephra.sed (the data is reshaped calls module 1) 

• Another model is searched (calls module 2) 

b) in the case of multiple competing models (JIIll' Ah, M31 ... ) which subset provides a better action 
scenario. 

The resulting scenario is a synthesis6 of actions chosen on the estimated probability of various interpretative 
models (lv'h, Nf2l Al3 , ... ) and on the estimated probability of future behavior according to each model. This 
mix aims to reduce the overall risk and to maximize the profit. 
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U!:iJlg: so~~ ~1Wll I u~: 
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Icwm~ I 
~~m 

Sem'kJ'Pmlianhwdrl CQIlellim11 U:1~: 
u~: StiJ OJ}"IlIII!d.d4ta futgmlimt dinn:iom 
A.cti.\'alioD.pritm li~llDtes 

AltigjjOO DDill 1-"1"';11 h:OS}'IIitsi SO~scalllllD 
Derisitl 

Adwllll:eMIUI u~ opimired Itemuio fJing: 

Gmlti:JICf;I1~ COnsW1lS~ 
I ~blry UC 

~ i 
I lr .. plnlurlin I New ~1ft7 iIstuIiI tin 

Figure 5: Simplified processing diagram for the 1-query, I-model ca"le 

liTo make the synthesis possible, all the actions must be translated in a set of functions tha.t increase/decrease proximity to the 
objective. The funt:tions will be optimized USing genetic programming [7] 
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4 Model construction 
Constructing a model always implies a search. There is no coincidence we are using expressions like searching 

for a model or finding a model. The search for a new model starts with the new acquired data and the results 
of failed classifications according to the models normally used. First a set of rules is searched to map the input 
and the observed output. 

The simplest set of rules will be the rules of memorization itself: instance-based. But mind recognizes 
them as describing the same reality, so they must be coherent as a whole. To solve that, mind emits a 
number of generalization rules that fit most of the data7 . If the rules contradict the meta-model but still have 
strong local generalization capacities, the model is considered incoherent with its surroundings and it is isolated 
as an operational neutral-model (waiting to be coupled with Of overthrow the main theory). 

If the genemlization rules do fit with the main reality model, it begins the search for a particular set of rules 
to explain the contradictions (exceptions) 'with the main theory. Normally, there is not enough information to 
single out only one set. So, we will have a set of probable rule-sets8 for the new data. 

Inside this set the search is done according to various dialog strategies: 

• the ego and the alter ego show the pros and the cons of a rule-set 
coherence) ; 

the same main model (inner-

• the ego and the alter ego are playing the accepted model of reality (meta-model) and the modified model 
of reality (if the contradiction would be a main rule).(thesis, antithesis, synthesis) (anti-model); 

• the ego and the alter ego emulate the main model and one of the operational models partly cOIltraC1!lctllng 
the main model (neutral-models) (a new model could represent a link between them or an argument for 
one of the models). However, a new model is not easily accepted as an alternative to the old meta-model, 
because it lacks the data to sustain a complex set of generalization rules. Normally, a new model of reality 
appears after a series of powerful mental experiences (revelations). 

Example: 

Main model: Everybody likes me. 
New data: Dana doesn't seem to like me. 
Rule sets: 

Nlodel (hypothesis) 1 : Model (hypothesis) 2: 
Dana doesIl't like me. Dana likes me. 

Dana bides this very well. 
Dialog strategy no. 1: 

Modell: Dana doesn't like me. 
Ego Pros: She showed me that. 
Alter-ego Cons: Actual contact witiJ Dana/Past positive experience. 

Model 2: Dana likes me. Dana bides this very well. 
Ego Pros: Actual contact with Dana / Past positive eXjJer'Wnlce. 
Alter-ego Cons: She showed me that. She said it to other perSQIlS. 

Because of the difference of the pros and cons nature, model 1 wins as the result of direct experience. 

7The generalization rules are part of the a.,<iSumptions and help to locate the model referring to the main model of reality. The 
generalization rules are in fact the activation pattern of the model. The particular rules further model the data inside the model 
and represent its innovation degree 

8Moot of the rules are already located in various operational models. The origin of the selected rules is saved as the assumptions 
of the model. 
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Dialog strategy no. 2: 

Modell: Dana doesn't like me. 
Ego-meta-model Everybody likes me. 
Alter ego-anti-model (anti-thesis): Nobody .likes me. They all pretend. Dana is the exception. 

Both of the models are too strict. A synthesis is needed: Some of them like me, some of them ,....,..,,,j-CJ,T),,,1 and some 
of them don't like me and don't pretend (Dana). 

Model 2: Dana likes me. Dana bides this very well. 
Ego meta-model: Everybody likes me. 
Alter-ego anti-model: Everybody likes me. They all show it. Dana is the exception. 
Both of the models are too strict. A synthesis is needed: All of them like me and some of them show it (because 
some of them don't show it = Dana). 

The meta-synthesis: 
Some of them like me and sbow it « PP), some oftbem like me and don't show it (PD), some oftbem don't 
like me and pretend « p P) and some of them don 't like me and don't ( P D). 

As we can see the sum of the probabilities (P P=past probability, P D=direct probability) is more than 1. 

Dialog strategy no. 3: 

Model 1: Dana doesn't like me. Ego meta-model (main): Everybody likes me. Alter-ego neutral-model (un
derground): There is no real love between people. Only mutua.l interest. 

'Dana doesn't like me' can be a relative pro for the non-model. However, it is the nature of the contradiction 
that is decisive. For example: 'Dana is green.' could be a pro for the non-model: There are people from outer 
space. 

This brings into the discussion the implicit assumptions of the main theory. The origin of these 
assumptions is hierarchical inside of a. class of models. Classes can be unified only when they have the same 
assumptions from a starting point. 

Ego and alter ego 
Inside the brain, time, or should I say past, has no meaning. Decomposing parallel processing in two models 

of ego and alter ego is just a mean to superficially understand it. Because of memory there is no difference 
between space and time: comparing two models M and M + 1 that occurred sequentially in time is done in 
spatial processing9 • 

The uneasiness of understanding mind's functioning is due to the fact of time-independent information 
(relevant existent information doesn't have to be really located; it just 'pops' into consciousness: something 
appears in consciousness when a conceptllal model is properly activated). So Various models coexist in non
conscious. 

Inner speech 
Sequential awareness of parallel processing gave birth to inner speech - an emulation of communication 

between two parallel processes. Consciousness validates the results of non-conscious using various frames: For 
example, from the time-frame perspective: the short-term actions must not contradict with the long-term strat
egy. 

9 M produced !vI + 1, but M is not replaced by M + 1: they run in parallel and can be compared. 
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Along the process of the objective the natlrre of the operational tasks can change and determine a 
shift in the attitudinal model. If the attitudinal model changes, the conscious switch between two models is 
needed because there is no reference point for the fitness functions of the model!:>. 

5 Conclusion and further development 
The of the present processing framework is in fact the first stage of a fully developed autonomous 

learning agent, capable of independent information-fusion processing. The present paper is the third in a series 
[11, 12] that aims to establish the theoretical principles of its functioning. Further theoretical discussions are 
needed in the following areas: drawing a parallel with the various stages of consciousness [2], tailoring a viable 
objective-function, establishing information-fusion capacities (synthesis) capacities using genetic programming, 
taking working decisions lmder the long-short term contradictions pressure. The articles to follow will analyze 
each of these subjects. 
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A Note on Neutrosophy and Buddhism 

Prof Dr. Huang, Cheng-Gui 
Tianjin City, Nankaiqu, Weijinlu 154 hao 

Shibeili 4 hao 2 men 204, 300073 
People's Republic of China 
E-mail: amritahcg@263.net 

I claim that Neutrosophy, by Professor Florentin Smarandache, is a deep thought in 
human culture. That gives advantage to break the mechanical understanding ofhuman 
culture. For example, according to the mechanical theory: existence and non-existence 
could not be simultaneously. Actually existence and non-existence are simultaneously. 
Everyone knows that human life is like a way in the empty space of a bird flying. 
Everyone can not see himself a second ago, everyone can not see himselffor the time 
being and everyone can not see himself a second future. Everyone could not know what 
is the existence of self Everyone is also difficult to say the non-existence of self. So the 
existence and non-existence of self are simultaneously. And the existence and 
nonexistence of everything are simultaneously, where, the law of excluded middle does 
not apply. These basic facts express the depth ofSrnarandache's Neutrosophy. He has a 
lot offriends in ancient and in nowadays, in the West and in the East. 

We know the famous poetry of Buddha's in his ""Diamond Sutra": 

Doing Dream 
All active beings are like dreams, 
Illusions, water bubbles, shadows, 
Dew-drops, or lightning's. 
Should make view in a'way like this. 

The life of every one is like a dream, or every one is birth and death in a dream. The 
existence of the world is like an illusion, or the world· is produced·and vanished like an 
illusion. 
Every one could not distinguish what is a dream and what is his real life. Every one could 
not know it is a dream when he is being in a dream. 
About this issue, Madhyamapratipad (The Mean), two thousand years ago, Nagarjuna, a 
scholar from ancient India, wrote two books, one was titled "Madhyamika-satra", and 
another was titled ~~Madhyamika Karika" (Treatise of the Middle Way). One thousand 
and five hundred years ago, Jizang, a Chinese scholar, wrote a book titled "Commentary 
on Madhyamikasatra'~. Five hundred years ago, Zongkaba, a scholar from Tibet, wrote a 
book titled "Extensive Interpretation ofMadyamika-satra". 
From these books we should know the depth of the Neutrosophy. 
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Reverse Engineer the Universe! 

Haner B. Ti 1 ton 

Pima Ccmnun.i ty College, EC 
Tucson, Arizona USA 

Part I. A novel view of the theorization_process with eXaITlP les 

Always open with a brief humorous story, they told us in speech class; so 
here goes. There was this local TV news item: 

The carrmentator relayed a story of how a .small airplane crashed 
after the pilot lost control. It seems the pilot was doing "aerobic 
exercises" instead of paying attention to flying. I visualized the 
pilot stretched out on the deck doing push-ups. Then I realized the 
commentator had probably meant to say the pilot was doing aerobatic 
exercises--that is, aerial acrobatics; loops and rolls and such! 

The physical theorist (not "physical therapist") when theorizing about such 
things as the effect of gravity on moons, planets, and small airplanes is 
really attempting to reverse engineer that aspect or comer of the physical 
Universe. ''Reverse engineer" is a verb currently in use by software engineers 
to refer to the attempt to fathom and list the source code for a computer 
program ... However, the tem can be traced back at 1 east to 1960 in c0TU1ectian 
with hardware when it rreant an attempt to £athan and reconstruct the circuitry 
inside a potted electronic rrodule. 

What does it all mean? 
---------------------- When looked at as a reverse-engineering tas~, perhaps 

sane of the mistique is taken out of 'the process of forming a physical theory. 
And looking at it this way ,one might think of That Great Self-J.fade Engineer/ 
Inventor In The Sky as having designed and constructed (created) the physical 
Universe-by whatever process. Along with others Newton-tried to fathan the 
design; cOS1TOlogists I the construction; Darwin, the life-shaping processes. 
The Church reacted by essentially saying God did not need Darwin's help. 

When putting the finishing touches on a scientific theory, one may claim to 
have fathaned a corner of either: 

category A - The Universe; or 
Category B - A somewhat equivalent universe, but not the actual one. 

Ptolemy in the second century of the Christian era placed the Earth at the 
center of the universe and no doubt believed that to be a Cat'A solution. The 
Pope certainly liked it. But later, Copernicus (1473-1543) became convinced 
that Ptolemy had foUnd only a Cat'B solution; Galileo (1564-1642) and Newton 
(1642-1727) agreed, but popes did not come arowld until the late 20th century 
when that one (John Paul II, as I recall) finally "pardoned" Galileo for 
having voiced views the Church did not like. 

Today it is generally agreed that the Ptolemaic universe is a Category B 
solution, a solution having only transient value. It may be that Cat'B 
solutions, in general, are necessary first steps in theorization; indeed t 
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reverse engineering of complex. devices and systems--whether rnanmede or 
natural--is perhaps never 100% successful. 

Tan Young and his neuronic color sensor 
-------------------------------------- At age 28 Thomas Young ann01.IDced 

before the Royal Society of London the basis for a neural system to sense 
color--that was his trichrcmatic theory. He may have intended that his idea 
fi t Cat' A; however I not all agreed. HelrTh.~ol tz I as trans 1 ated; 

.. . such a work would hardly be worth the labor until the science 
itself was in a much maturer state than it at present. 

Helmholtz wrote that in 1866. It was not directed overtly at Young whose 
idea he was well aware of, but at a "history of physiological optics" which 
nevertheless connects firmly to color-vision theorization. So even then, 
indications were that Young's idea really belongs .in cat'B. Helmholtz wrote 
other critical things including: "To conceive this theory objectively ... would 
not be correct." The reference was obliquely but clearly to Young's idea. Then 
the Royal Society renamed Young's idea to the Youog-Helmboltz Trichrametic 
theory, after which Helmholtz' energies were directed at attempts to prove 
Xoung's idea. But even his final attanpt, his "line elem:m.t" theory I was not 
able to do that. 

Young stated his 1801 idea like this: 

[Since] it is allOOSt impossible to conceive each sensitive 
point on the .retina to contain an infinite ntmber of [resonant] 
particles . . . it becares necessary to suppose the number limited, 
for instance, to the three principal colors ... 

The "it is alrrost impossible" introduction might today be characterized as a 
"straw man" using a terribly pejorative term frcm 1896. At any rate we know 
today that it is not the only way to proceed, and Young's final supposition is 
not at all necessary.[l] But by that pronouncement fram a highly respected 
scientist and its support by the highly prestigious Royal Society, Young's 
resonance-based princfpal-color paradigm became locked-in for 200 years and 
still counting as this is being written. 

Since that time all recognized attempts to devise a detailed theory of 
color vision have been based on that paradi.gm, assuming three or four 
principal or "prirrary" colors. All have met with incarpl ete success in 
exercises rerrdniscent of attempts to use epicycles to fine-tune Ptolemy's 
theory (over a 1300-year period)! Newton historian Westfall: "Long established 
views are not easily surrendered." - . 

The connection to petrified knowledge 
.------------------------------------- A teon credited to Florentin 

Smarandache, ,"petrified Jmowled.ge" applies to the planetary theory of Ptolemy 
and to the trichromatic theory of Young. By thusly projecting those two 
theories through the same 1 ens, I am assured of never being invited to speak 
before the Royal Society! (No loss, since that possibility never existed.) 

But, dear reader, both Ptolemy and Young were geniuses in their respective 
tirres; and it is not my purpose to trash Young any rrore than it was the 
purpose of 15th- and 16th-century theorists to trash ptolemy; Young did a fine 
job in view of the inadequacy of the times; his trichromatic theory even 
defines the color television cameras of today.[2] Only one robot camera that 
I am aware of ever did it differently.[3] Whatever the future may bring, 
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Young's othe~ wo~k will no doubt continue to stand as testimony to his genius; 
but if we did not question our xrost sacrosanct theories we would be doing a 
msservi ce to sci ence . 

All who call them:;elves "scientist" must continually be on the lookout for 
gems of petrified knowledge. If you can legitimately question the basis for a 
long-held view perhaps it has outlived its usefulness and the time has came 
for a renewed effor-t to reverse engineer that comer of the Univer-5e. But 
tread carefully; novel claims must be finnly supported. You need more than 
simply a desire to see it be so. 

Part II. Young Albert Einstein and his electromagnetic time machine 

After the turn of the 20th c61tury, relativity and Einstein became hot-
button items in the popular press. It said that when he was very young 
Einstein wondered what it would be like to r-ide on a beam of light. That early 
wonder may have colored rus prrilosophy throughout his life. 

The way it was in 1905 
---------------------- Relativity as presented by Einstein at age 26 had an 

exciting Alice-In-Wonderland quality. Not only did he build an ideas of 
Minkowski, Lorentz, and others with his special theorYJ[4] he also energized 
them by concluding that the speed of light, c, is a universal speed lirrdt and 
suggesting that the ancient hunan desire to travel in tirre might truly be 
realized if one went fast enough. A contemporary, Jules Henri Poincare J 

independently dev'eloped the same mathematical theory but did not take the sarre 
conclusions fran it. 

Poincare and Einstein agreed that perceived 1 engths waul d shrink towards zero 
and masses increasetowards infinity as the body moves faster and faster 
approaching c. But one man concluded from that that the speed of light is 
ultimate while the other did not spin it that way! How could the same set of 
mathematical, theoretical results lead to two very different conclusions? 
Here is one possible scenario and explanation: 

1. Einstein may have been of the what-you-see-is-what-you-get school wherein 
if you see a fast-moving. arrow shrink and became more massive; then the arrow 
must certainly have undergone those changes. And if you see a clock run slower 
when it is in m:>tion, then that means time, itself, has slowed as a result of 
the motion. [5] That could well lead a student of that school to believe that 
v>c cannot happen and/or that one can travel through time. 

2. Poincare may have been of the appearances-can-be-deceiving school wherein 
if you see a fast-moving arrow shrink or becone more rrassive or a moving clock 
run slow, one can conclude only that there is such an appearance. Ergo, there 
is little incentive and no need to postulate a speed lirrdt or time 
travel. 

Physicists F.K.Richtmyer & E.H.Kermard (1947): "Perhaps ... we have [in the 
relativistic etfects] a sort of kinematical perspective, analogous in a way to 
the ordinary experience that an object- appears to change in size as it recedes 
into the distance." And, I might add, if we were to observe relativistic 
effects on a daily basis, we might come to think of them in just that way. 

At any rate I Einstein's view that the speed of an object is limited to the 
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value c can be legitimately questioned without endangering the mathematical 
integrity of relativity.[6] My friend Florentin Smarru!dache appears to have 
rejected outright Einstein's view concerning a universal speed liffiQt, but on 
grounds which I do not fully understand. His views on time travel are unknown 
to me. 

Time for a change 
----------------- It seems increasingly clear that time is only a ma.de-up 

pararreter, with change being the real item involved. While it rrakes sense to 
ask whether a change can be reversed (sare can I mJS t cannot), it is qui te 
meaningless to ask whether time can be reversed. This all carnes under the 
heading, "Getting Real." 

Hermann Bondi: "TilTS must never be thought of as pre-existing in any sense; 
it is a manufactured quanti ty . " 

JaM Wheeler: "Should we be prepared to see sorre day a new structure for 
the foundations of physics that does away with time? "
Yes, because 'time' is in trouble." 

Doc Eirrnett Brown: "The future is not written. It is whatever you make it." 

We may spend our energies entertaining one another with stories of time 
travel such as steven Spielberg's "Back to the future," (that 3-part rrovie 
should be seen by every fresh~1 science student) but it is hoped we would 
also explore actual new frontiers by seeking out the truth and not-become 
addicted to fantasy. To paraphrase a well-known saying,' "Truth is rrore 
exciting than fiction." 

With the relativistic effects no longer considered real, the light barrier 
vanishes like a phantan. So does tirre travel. It was ftm while it lasted and 
we may rrourn its passing; but that would be a rrounring wasted for there are 
jobs to be done 1 eading to much more exci ting ti.rres. (Let's have fewer 
rrornings wasted.) Einstein may forever ride his lightbeam, but that does not 
mean the rest of us are similarly conStrain~. 

[Note to ""Editor: Please note and preserve the two different 
(spellings, "mourning" and "morning"; important to the pl..U1. 

T.b.e following text highlights the old dontt-confuse-me-witb-facts-my-mind
is-made-up syndrcrne. It originally appeared. in LIGHTWORlC Feb 195, P .-3 /' 
copyright Hamer B.Tilton. 

Why not an infinite force? 
-------------------------- It is often said that the mess of an object tends 

to becon:! infini tel y I arge as its speed tends towards the speed of 1 ight . 
Certainly that posi tian is backed up by the behavior of subatanic particles 
inside particle accelerators or "atan smashers." That is a fact of 
measurement, predicted by the special theory of relativity. That fact is then 
given as a basis for proving that the speed of light cannot be exceeded tmder 
any circumstances; for you would need an infinitely large force to accelerate 
through the speed of light, and everyone knows that an infini te force is 
impossible to generate~ 

End of discussion? WeIll not quite. Consider the following scenario from a 
gedanken technical conference: 

The discussion has just reached the point I "everyone knows that an infinite 
force is impossible ... " wher:, just as the audience rranbers prepare to leave, a 
young upstant, Norman Nerdnick,speaks up from the rear of the conference hall. 
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N '5 ' If you can have an l'nfini te mass. why can't I have an orman: CtL5e me. . . . ' 
infini te force? 

conference speaker: How do you propose to obtain your infinite force? 

Norman: The same way you got your infinite mass; by relativistic means. 

Conference speaker: Specifically? (Feigning interest ... ) 

Norman: Consider an accelerating rocketship. It derives its thrust fran 
material shot out of the exhaust nozzl e. Now~ as tile rocketsmp goes faster 
and faster approaching the speed of light, its mass increases towards infinity 
as you pointed out; but the rocket fuel also has its mass increase towards 
infinity, so the thrust produced would tend towards infinity would it not? 
Thus we go zipping right through the light barrier like it's not there! 

Member of audience: can we discuss this later? Many of us have another 
session to attend. 

Everybody leaves ... 

~~ferences and notes 

[1] See Harer B.Tilton, "A history of color vision and the rrcdern 
Helrnhol tzian brightness-hue-saturation model," the journal Atti Dell a 
Fandazione Giorgio Ranchi (Italy), ISSN 0391-2051; press, scheduled to 
appear in Vol.LVI, 2001, No.3. 

[2] On the synthesis end by way of contrast, three-color displays--whether 
television or computer displays--have nothing to do with Young's theory but 
only reflect Newton's findings relative to color rrUxture. Four-color computer 
displays which include a yellow phosphor can produce more different colors and 
more-saturated colors'than can the standard RGB three-color display. 

[3] Haner B.Tilton, "Color sensing device based on a novel principle," 
Optical Engineering~ July/August 1979, pp.429-431, ISSN 0036-1860 

[4J The theory is "special" in that it deals only with inertial systans. 
Einstein's original treatment of the farrous "Twins Paradox"· was rrade before 
the general theory was developed. The astronaut twin's motion is not inertial; 
and the popularized, published results obtained using the special theory 
cannot be trusted because it is a problem fitting the general theory. Those 
results concluded that the still-young astronaut twin upon returning home 
after a long-distance journey at or near the speed of light, c, found his 
stay-at-hame,twin long dead of old age. 

[5] Slowed relative to what? is a question not generally addressed. The 
appearance of a second kind of time is required; is it Einstein's "proper 
time"? Unclear. 

[6J Speed relative to what? again a question ordinarily ignored. The speed 
of a photon at emay be a universal constant needing no reference; but a 
rocketship is not a photon. It may be that Einstei.n confused going at 
lightspeed with being a lightbeam, which could explain much concerning his 
conclusions. 403 
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l,Es posible mandar informacion al pasado?Mi nivel en Fisica es ... 

- Guillermo, 35 anos, Lima 

Gracias por tu aclaraci6n sabre tu nivel de conocimientos de Ffsica; dada la naturaleza de tu 
pregunta, es evidente que podemos contestartela mucho mejor si la podemos adaptar a tu nivel y, 
como es tu casa, "saltandonos" la explicaci6n de algunos conceptos que serian bastante 
complicados de exponer a alguien que careciera de estos conocimientos. Vamos alia. 

En 1972, el mate matico Florentin Smarandache afirm6 que no existia un limite de velocidad 
absoluta en la naturaleza, basimdose en la paradoja EPR-Bell (Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen, 8ell). 
Aunque esta paradoja parece haberse resuelto recientemente, existen muchas otras indicaciones 
que nos hacen pensar que la hipotesis de Smarandache es correcta, basandonos en la mecanica 
cuantica y en algunas de las teorias de unificaci6n. Si esta hip6tesis resultara ser cierta bajo 
cualquier circunstancia, habria que modificar algunos conceptos de la Fisica moderna para que 
"ajustaran" a la misma; y significaria, en todo caso, una revolucion en las comunicaciones. 

Parece que fue Sommerfeld quien constato por primera vez la posible existencia de particulas mas 
veloces que la luz, a las que Feinberg llama taquiones. Los taquiones tienen masa imaginaria (en el 
sentido de que es una masa prohibida por la relatividad), y de hecho nunca han sido detectados 
experimental mente. De todos modos, la relatividad no prohibe directamente la existencia de 
partfculas sin masa, como el foton; 10 que de ella se deduce es que si estas particulas sin masa 
devinieran superluminicas, viajarian en el tiempo hacia atras. Y por tanto, los fisicos asumieron que 
los fenomenos superluminicos no existian en el universo, pues de 10 contrario habria que explicar la 
paradoja causal, aquello de "si viajo al pasado y mato a mi abuela antes de que conciba a mi padre, 
entonces no puedo nacer para viajar al pasado y matarle, por tanto nacere y viajare al pasada y Ie 
matare, por tanto no nacere y no podrehacerlo, y as! ad infinitum). 

Sin embargo, la mec2mica cuantica sugiere que la comunicacion superluminica existe. De hecho, 
algunas hip6tesis hablan de que la existencia de fenomenos superluminicos en la naturaleza no solo 
es posible, sino necesaria (veanse por ejemplo los trabajos de Gao Shan), y de hecho ahi seguimos 
teniendo, explicada 0 no, la paradoja EPR-Bell. A partir de esto, Smarandache sugirio de nuevo en 
1993 que no existia un limite de velocidad absoluto en el universo tal y como postulara Einstein. 

La teo ria Rodrigues-Maiorino. 

Estudiando las soluciones a las ecuaciones de Maxwell y Dirac-Weyl, los brasilerios Waldyr 
Rodrigues Jr y Jose Maiorino propusieron una teoria unificada para la construccion de velocidades 
arbitrarias en la naturaleza (0 sea, cualquier cosa entre cero e infinito). De esta manera, la hip6tesis 
Smarandache ascenderia a teoria, y la lIamamos "Teoria SRM" (Smarandache-Rodrigues-Maiorino). 
Mediante la SRM, el principio de la relatividad especial sufre una ruptura, aunque los constructos 
relativistas de la mecanica cuandica -como la ecuaci6n de Dirac-, no. As! mismo, la SRM propone 
que una combinacion de espejos adecuadamente ubicados pyede acelerar una onda 
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electromagnetica a velocidades mayo res que las de la luz. Esta suposicion serla posteriormente 
confirmada por Saari y Reivelt (1997), quienes produjeron una onda superlumfnica (llamada "onda 
X") mediante una luz de xenon interceptada por una serie de lentes y orificios. 

La Teoria SRM es una solucion matematicamente pura de la ecuacion de onda cuantica relativista, 
indica que no hay limite de velocidad en el Universo, y es por tanto la teorfa mas fuerte en estos 
momentos para la construccion de velocidades arbitrarias. 

Experimentos superluminicos. 

Muchos experimentos, realizados en los lIamados "modos evanescentes", han obtenido ya como 
resultado la propagacion hiperluminica. EI primer "resultado evanescente" de esta clase 10 obtuvo 
Nimtz en 1992, quien produjo una serial a 4'34c (c = velocidad de la luz en el vado). Poco despues, 
se dio ellujo de emitir la 40a sinfonia de Mozart por FM, a 4'7c. Pronto esta barrera fue superada, 
hasta los 8e. 

En el easo del experimento de Nimtz, no habfa quedado claro si se producia violacion de la 
paradoja causal. Pero en el ario 2000, Wang, Kuzmich y Oogariu publicaron en Nature que, durante 
un experimento de dispersion anomala realizado en la Universidad de Princeton, Princeton lograron 
emitir un pulso de luz (compuesto de fotones taquionicos, masa cero) a la friolera de 310 veces c. En 
este experimento, para el que utilizaron dos rayos laser en freeuencias ligeramente distintas 
pasando a traVElS de un gas frio de cesio, se pudo observar perfeetamente c6mo el haz de luz salfa 
del proyector 62 nanosegundos antes de que entrara. 

No obstante, Wang y sus colegas no creen que estos experimentos sirvan para transmitir 
informacion al pasado, porque estan basad os en efectos de interferencia sobre la velocidad de 
grupo. Pero en el mismo numero de la revista, Jon Marangos explicaba que en el caso de pulsos de 
luz constituidos por un numero reducido de fotones, se puede argumentar que la velocidad de grupo 
es la misma que la de cada foton individual. Si esto 10 aplicamos a cada foton, estarfamos hablando 
de transmision cuantica de informacion hacia el pasado. 

En otro orden de cosas, la Teoria de la Relatividad General postula que la velocidad de la gravedad 
es c, debido a la restriccion impuesta por la Teoria Especial. Sin embargo, Van Flandern public6 
algunos resultados de sus observaciones astroffsicas que indicaban que la gravedad podria ser 
superluminica, aunque Ibison, Puthoff y Little los explicaron con una teor[a que no necesitaba de 
estos fen6menos superlumfnicos. Por otra parte, la NASA ha observado que algunas galaxias 
podrian estar rotando con sus extremos a velocidades mayores que la de la luz, y aun no se ha 
encontrado ninguna manera de explicar estas observaciones desde un punto de vista subluminico. 
Oesde el punta de vista empirico estamos, pues, en una "situacion de empate" aun por determinar. 

La maquina Kitano. 

En febrero de 2003, M. Kitano, T. Nakanishi y K. Sugiyama de la Universidad de Kyoto (el "Kitano 
Lab") sugirieron la construccion de un circuito electronico sencillo capaz de aprovechar este efecto 
de "propagacion negativa" transmitiendo efectivamente informacion al pasado. TambiEm plantearon 
la posibilidad de situar varios de estos circuitos en cascada para multiplicar el efecto, aunque 
advirtiendo que al hacer esto el ruido se dispararia exponencialmente. Que nosotros sepamos, este 
dispositivo no Cse ha construido todavia. 

Taquiones. 

Algunos modelos de la teoria de las supercuerdas (nuestro candidato principal a la Teoria 
Unificada) incluyen la existencia de los taquiones. Algunos ffsicos modifican esta teorfa de tal modo 
que los taquiones desaparecen; otros, como Freedman, defienden que estas modificaciones son 
incorredas y los taquiones son necesarios. La teorfa de las supercuerdas es probablemente la mas 
apropiada para estudiar los taquiones, dado que no obliga a trabajar con masas imaginarias de los 
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mismos. Algunos otros autores afirman que los taquiones se han detectado -aunque de una manera 
bastante retorcida- en los efectos atmosfericos de los rayos c6smicos. 

Por tanto, y como conclusion, la respuesta mas razonable a tu pregunta es "puede que si", aunque 
todavia no tenemos la absoluta seguridad y nadie ha producido en la practica un mecanisme capaz 
de desemperiar tal funci6n. 

http://webs.ono.com/se2x 
© 2003 Sociedad Espanola de Exobiologia 

(Todos los derechos reservados. Se permite la reproduccion citando la fuente. 29/06/2003) 
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Estaci6n Central Tiempo 

jPREGUNTALE AL CIENTiFICO! 

Sociedad Espanola de Exobiologia 
Apartado de correos 5115 
46009 Valencia (Espana) 

se2x@ono.com 

o sera posible viajar en el tiempo? 
• Vanessa, 18 anos, Madrid 

No s610 es posible, sino que 10 estamos haciendo todo el rata. :-) Como imaginamos que te retieres a si es a 
sera posible "saltar" al pasado 0 al futuro, vamos con ello: 

Para empezar, serra conveniente definir que es el tiempo. Tedo el mundo pareee saberlo pero, si les pides una 
definicion, la gente no saba muy bien que contestar. Piensalo, intenta expresar con palabras que es et tiempo. 
Cuesta, i,. verdad? 

Es que el tiempo no es una entidad material, sino una dimension. Es, de hecho, la "cuarta dimension" cosmica, 
definida como tal-entre otros lugares- en la Teoria Especial de la Relatividad de Einstein: largo, ancho, alto y 
tiempo (x, y, z, t). Las tres primeras permiten definir la posicion de un objeto en un lugar determinado, la cuarta 
en que momento se encuentra ahf. Y, logicamente, surge la pregunta de nuevo: si se puede correr adelante y 
atras par las atras tres dimensiones, ina S6 podra tambien por la cuarta? 

EI tiempo es una dimension un tanto especial. Para empezar, en apariencia s610 se puede avanzar por 81 en un 
sentido: hacia adelante, como hacemos todos los dias. Con un matiz: de los propios trabajos de Einstein se 
deduce que tambien se puede recorrer hacia delante aceleradamente: es decir, es posible hacer un "viaje de 
ida" en el tiempo. Cuando un objeto se mueve a una cierta velocidad, la dimension tiempo en que esta inmerso 
se contrae. 0 en otras palabras: contra mas rapidamente viajas por las dimensiones espaciales (largo. ancho. 
alto), mas se contrae tu dimension temporal. Como resultado, para ti el tiempo pasa mas despacio que para el 
resto del Universo. EI efecto practica es que estaiias realizando un "viaje de ida" espaciotemporal. Contra mas 
te acercas allfmite de velocidad maximo para los cuerpos con masa (que es la velocidad de la luz en el vac{o, 
299.792'458.kilometros por segundo), mas se cantrae "tu" tiempo. 

A velocidades proximas a fas de la luz, un segundo "tuyo" serian miles a millones de alios "de los demas". Este 
efecto se observa, por ejempla, en los relojes de los sateHtes, que como vuelan a gran velocidad (deeenas de 
miles de km/h) comienzan a notarlo levemente y hay que "ponerlos en h~ra" de cuando en cuando desde la 
Tierra, usando relojes at6micos. En resumen, puedes conseguir tu "billete de ida" par la dimension tiempo solo 
con correr mucho. Dejo a tu criterio el irnaginar que clases de motores y combustibles harlan falta para lograr 
este sfecto de manera eficaz, Y SI se te ocurre alguna buena idea dfselo ens'eguida a la NASA,que tiene una 
beca instantanea de un millon de d61ares para quien proponga algo viable en este sentido. 

Pera, I..Y el billete de vuelta? jAh, amiga! Aqui se complica la cosa. Siguiendo las ecuaciones de Einstein y sus 
coleguitas, para invertir e! sentido del reloj tan s610 tendrias que ... viajar mas rapido que la luz. Hay un 
problema, claro: para los objetos con masa, la velocidad de la luz en el vacio -que los fisicos lIaman 'c'- es una 
barrera tan infranqueable como un universo de acero. Precisamente de los propios trabajos einstenianos se 
deduce que conforme te vas acercando a c, hace falta cada vez mas energia para acelerar mas, y esta energia 
que aportas se va convirtiendo no en velocidad, sino mayormente en masa. Cuando te faltase muy poquito para 
!legar a c -al coste de galaxias enteras de energia-, la mayor parte de la misma se gastaria engordando tu 
masa, y s610 anadiria un poquito mas de velocidad. En el instante en que tocaras c, habrias consumido toda la 
energia del Universo y tu masa serra infinita. Como hip6tesis del fin del mundo, esta dieta de engorde no esta 
mal, pero pese a la gamberrada de cargarte todo el Universo -i,.te parecerabonito?- no habrlas logrado superar 
la velocidad de la luz en el Valcfo. De momento, pues, parsce que en la Estacion Central Tiempo s610 venden 
billetes de ida. 

Sin embargo, en un rincon de la estacion, ceme sueie ocurrir en las estaciones, hay una cabina telefonica. Es 
una cabina un poco extrana, y tiene un cartel encima en et que pone "!Iamadas desde destino". Resulta que, 
aunque ningun objeto con masa puede superar c, algunos objetos sin masa -como los fotones- si pueden 
hacerio, al menos en determinadas circunstancias. A estas particulas hiperlumfnicas de masa cera las liamamos 
taquiones (del griego tachyos, velocidad). S610 existen a velocidades superiores a la de la luz -se ha lIegado a 
tearizar que pueden viajar a velacidad infinita- y conforme se desplazan per las dimensianes espaciales, 18 
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dimension tiempo en la que existen no soio S8 contrae, sino que retrocede: [es taquiones viajan haeia atras en el 
tiempo, !Iegan antes de partir. No es muy difieil imaginar que "mareando" estos taquiones en el punto de partida 
(por ejemplo: si 10 hago rotar a la derecha es un cero, y si 10 hago rotar a la izquierda es un uno), se puede 
transmitir informacion digital a base de unos y ceras, como VOl, datos 0 video, a un receptor ubicado en el 
pasado (tu telefono movil, por ejemplo, es un transmisor de informacion digital ~tu voz- en el presente). 

Este extra ordinaria sfecio que S8 deriva de [a Fisica Cuantiea fue hipotetizado en 1972 por un senor que se 
llama Smarandache (por eso se llama Hip6tesis Smarandache, a veces somas poco imaginativos), y esta 
relacionado con la lIamada velocidad de grupo (serfa largo de explicar). EI primem en observarlo en la practica 
fue otro senor que se llama Sommertield. Desde entonces se han hecho muches experimentos practieos que 
confirman la teorfa, al menos en parte. En 1992, Nimtz se permiti6 ellujazo de transmitir la 40a Sinfonia de 
Mozart por radio FM (microondas, masa cem), a 4'7 veces la veloeidad de la luz. En 2000, Lijun J. Wang y su 
equipo de la universidad de Princeton iograron emitir un pulso de luz (compuesto de fotones, masa cera) a la 
friolera de 310 veees c. En este ultimo casa, para el que utilizaron dos rayos laser en frecuencias ligeramente 
distintas, se pudo observar perfectamente c6mo el haz de luz salia del proyector 62 milmillonesimas de segundo 
antes de que entrara. No esta claro hasta que punta todo esto servira para remitir una verdadera senal al 
pasado puesto que esta relacionado can fenomenos de interferencia dentro del propio pulso de luz; pera nos da 
motivos para pensar que aunque en la Estaci6n Central Tiempo solo se vendan billetes de ida, pod ria existir, en 
efecto, un telefono mediante el que se puede hablar con el futuro, y quienes hayan lIegado alii, can el pasado. 

Como podras suponer facilmente, algunas personas que entienden mueho de todo e5to (y tambien algun que 
otro chalado) estan empezando a pensar en si los cuerpos can masa se podrian trucar de alguna manera para 
"colarlos" mas alia de la veloeidad de la luz ... pera esto, si es que es posible, no sabemos todavia c6mo hacerlo 
(De hecho, no tenemos ni idea). 

Dejo a tu imaginacion el evaluar que efectos podria tener esto sobre las paradojas de la causalidad (ya sabes, 
10 de viajar al pasado y matar a tu abuelo, 0 al menos transmitir la orden de que 10 maten, de forma que tu no 
puedas nacer para dar esa orden, por tanto naces y la das, luego no puedes y no la das, etc ... ). Los fil6sofos y 
cientificos de altos vuelos tampoco se han puesto todavia de acuerdo al respecto, 0 sea que tu opinion sera tan 
buena como la de cualquier otm. 

(La comunicaci6n temporal se trata con mas d~..alle y complejidad en nue:stro otro articulo !-~o. ':J\fe!!s T"'!$com) 

http://webs.ono.com/se2x 

© 2003 Sociedad EspaflOla de Exobiologia 

(Todos los de~echos reservados. Se permlte la reproduccion citando la fuente. 911212003) 
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The S.chrodinger Cat Thought Experiment Land (The SeTE Land) 

1. Ham T. Tiamen 
Healing Earth 

PO Box 5066, Cbatswood, 
West NSW 1515~ Australia 

E-Ir.Uiil: ha:rri@healingear~com.au 

Abstract: Following a short review often well-known objections to Schrodinger Cat Thought Experiment, fourteen new 
00l joctions are presen!ed that show tl:1e .central ex.peri.trum:t of quantum mechanics violates the second law of 
thermodynamics. These objections are shown to be equiv-alent to Smarandache Sorites Paradox that is how <A> and 
<Non-A> are connected. 

K~ordB: SchrOOinger Cat Thought ExJrerimen:t, Second law of thennodynamics, Smarandache Sorites Paradox 

The ,S.chr5dinger Cat Thought Experiment Land (The SCTE Land) 
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General on principle objections to the cat in the box thought experiment about absolute measurement. These are well known objections. 

1. The wavefunctiDn of the cat ,¥cat and the 'Yobs of the observEr must be pQr'e, no interaction is aHowed between them until the opening. 
This is only physically achievable when intinitely far away from each other. So how so they meet? 
2. Before the opening no quantum states occupied so no properties. Nothing is (literally) in this region because prior to the event, no 
states. So where do (the) properties come from? Or can/do states exist without properties? 
3. It's one (sort ot) event; we disallow any other event tainting the thought experiment. So how does anything else happen? 
4. It's the only event, we have isolated "one" quantum system this isn't possible. quantum mechanics is (w)holistic, no such independent 
subsystem allowed. The SCTE cannot have parts, no (moving) parts. So how does the SCTE proceed? 
5. It's the first event, before this no events, ie superposition, causes are not allowed, so the SCTE is the fIrst event. What is there, to cause 
the first event, all we have is after the first. The SeTE is uncaused. So what causes the SeTE? 
6. How do we trap the cat perfectly, only an infinitely deep (potential) well can achieve this? The cat cannot penetrate such a barrier. So 
how does the cat get out of the box? 
7. If the cat is perfectly trapped, it must be in an infinite deep potential welL How does the observer quantum tunnel to the cat, ie open 
such a box? So, it's impossible for the observer to open the box. So how does the observer open it? 
8. To construct the box we need material that is barrier-proof; perfectly rigid, such material isn't possible. So, how do we (physically) 
construct the box of the SCTE? 
9. Splits the world into two realms. We have indeterminacy (ie superposition) of states that in tum passes to a world of indeterminism where 
things (only) might happen, only probabilities. Uncertainty rules. So how can we be sure of anything? Even if anything didJdoes happen? 
lO. One observer only. Wigner's Friend Paradox resolved by one (absolute) observer. But supposedly there are many equal (ie 
ontological/epistemological) observers! So, one observer can only do the SCTE. So how do we get many equal observers to perform the 
SCTE? 

Objections to Schrodinger's Cat Thought Experiment 
Thermodynamic Objections 

SCTE Land 

1. There are no spontaneous accessible microstates. The Schrodinger' s Cat Thought Experiment SCTE land 
is at absolute zero. No work can be introduced to open a perfect two-state box system, recall purity of states. 

2. The '''observer'' must have maximum available macrostates to open a perfectly rigid box. For one 
hour=~t, the world outside the box has no definable entropy at all. 

3. Even if we could open the box, it is at zero entropy with no defmable temporal direction 
for the arrow of time, since no definable irreversible processes. 

4. Notice how the box itself, goes through a Poincare cycle of entropy return. The 
distribution of parts for the box at pornt A to point B is the return of all entropy 

from all the time before the box closed to all the time after it was opened. That 
is for one hour; the box; ,its contents; and the cat cycles (=superpositions) 

through all Wingers' friends, ie all observers and the total outside 
universe, as one whole. 

S. The cat itself must have minimum available microstates and none 
spontaneously available. There is no environment available at all to the cat 
before the box closes the first time because the cat isn't in a bound state 

with the "observer" until the box opens the second time, you see time, cannot 
work twice. (There is no "negative" entropy to pay for a perfectly rigid box, to 

have time working in both directions at once. Where does L.'lis wor~ the second 
time came from?) 

6. The cat and the: box A until it captures the cat, form their own private time S"fo"tem, these hidden va.-iables to the "observer", are never 
revealed. The "observer" before the box opens the second time, must be independent strictly, even by times' workings because the SCTE 
land is a perfect two-state system. There are no mixed states between the box and the observer before the 50%50% event Recall, perfect 
preparation of states. 
7. The 2nd law of thermodynamics thermal states is represented as a stationary principle of a complex deterministic equation. 
Schrodinger's equation is this deterministic equation, it is a stationary state, entropy cannot both be a max and a min at the same time, it 
needs to be a max the second time, and a min the first time, time worked, if you understand the confusions. The spontaneous accessible 
microstates of the SchrOdinger cat energy operators, are obtained by "perturbations" of the stationary complex plane states, these 
represent the ensemble of the cat as an explanation for probability itself that is entropy recurrent time is accessible spontaneous, to the cat. 
8. We have for one hour, i) a spontaneous accessible Poincare cycle, hidden to the observer 

ii) time working forward and backward at once, max and min at once 
iii) a frozen temporally directionless land, that is an event perfectly frozen 

9. We have made the wavefunction, the carrier of ultimate infonnation; it is entropy itself. We have made the "measurement" of the SCTE so 
perfect; it is in really absolutely perfect land. What is entropy itself in normal qm it must be the wave function, the entity that all information of the 
system resides, and how does this thing-in-it5elf transfer itself to temporal agents? Entropy the temporal process explains each and every counting 
event within time, & '¥ explains everything in time and of time by a timeless mathematicaltransforrnation ( -P~ for temporal part distributions. 
1 O.lnstead of one hour let L\t equal Poincare Cycle time, we can by inspection see that between Box A + Box B> Poincare time, strictly 
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cycle time of the cat and the box against and the independent cycle time of the "observer" during point A and the first closing of the box? 
We have assumed perfect states without environment Perfect states harren of real~valued eigenvalues only reside in the Complex plane 
itse!t: The initial conditions are that the cat and the box are states with complex eigenvalues, where the observer must be real valued. 
11. Instead of one hour let 6.t equal zero cycle time, we can see by inspection that this must be a two-state system that has zero entropy for its 
parts distribution. That is by looking at the role of thermodynamics in the SCTE Land we are lead to the conclusion that the event is a very 
very very' special case it is the zero entropy state. From which we have temporal max-ing and min-ing of the wavefunction of the projet.ied 
atemporal state that of eigenvalue i. Gold's universe comes to mind the universe begins and ends at the common zero entropy state: - that of 
a perfect two-state system. In the normal qm interpretation the system has complex and real values that are in a mixed. states we have imbued 
the box with complexity and reality and naturality (=numbers complex, real and natural) by virtue that we humans = Winger's mends can do 
a perfect two-state experiment. Complex Real and Natural valued operators are in mixed states in the normal qm interpretation of the SCTE. 
12. The Box at Point A to the cut has a normalization constant of zero exactly; from the cut to point B the Box has a normalization constant 
of one exactly. Yes exactly zero chance of a temporal event before the 2nd opening of the box. The Box has two normalization constants that 
of zero and one at different 'times' throughout all paths of all histories of the cat, or the box. We have made time itself work twice if the 
SCTE is a "measurement" that humans can achieve in reality. We are barred by the 3rd Law ofthermodynamics from reaching a region of 
(quantum) event space that is at zero absolute temperature and we are excluded by qm itself from regions where states only have complex 
eigenvalues. Also by the figure above the 2nd Law is identified formally as the mechanism of the 2nd opening of the box if the box is 
identified with irreversible events that is events that are not reversible within the Poincare cycle time of all observers everywhere. 
13. That is by point 12 empty boxes must superposition that is the fundamental postulate of qm is undermined. It is impossible by normal qm 
to interpret a normalization constant of zero. The 'meeting' ofthe cat and the box have exactly zero chance of being a temporal event done 
by temporal observers bound by the laws ofthennodynamics as it applies to us humans and not what 'happened' at time=zero exactly. We 
have a perfect two state-system that of quantum states being complex or real-valued, being in a superposition state or a deterministic state of 
the Schrodinger equation, in a IR temporal environment projected from, the C atemporal plane, with N temporal discrete objects. 

14. What event do we have a name for that ads like this it is the state that has zero entropy it is the state that all temporal states (real 
valued states) are both a max and min that is it acts as the C quantum mechanically stationary state for all real-valued states. It is the limit 
point for all events temporal, and it is the creation of temporal processing itself for natural numbered eigenstates. The only consistent 
interpretation for all these objections is that the timeless explanation for the STCE Land is the big bang/crunch eigenvalue system. C ~IR 

What these objections mean: 

Penrose calls thermodynamics a useful physi<..'"S theory, and quantum mechanics superb but the cat in the box experiment diret.'ily 
contradicts the 2nd law of thennodynamics, which will rule, the 2nd law of a useful theory or the central thought experiment of what a 
'''measurement'' is, the SCTE experiment is a perfect two-state quantum system, its just that it's too perfect, think of it this way it is in 
perfect land, it is at "'infmity" to real~life cats and real-life people it is at "'zero entropy land". Real-life boxes leak; there are no perfectly 
rigid boxes, only at "'infinity" in some sense. Recall at absolute zero, we still have zero point motion due to the uncertainty relationship 
itself but a mnd at zero entropy stills even this last residue of temporality. We've made it too perfect, no human can do the ''first'' or 
"last" of a perfect two.-state f:I)'Stem. The seTE land is the "measurement" of measurements, it is what measurements after the box opens 
the second time limit to, it is the limit point of B, and the box closing the 1 st time is the limit point for the box A. How does a zero 
entropy ""observer", interact with real-life observers barred by the 3rd law - a system cannot be cooled to absolute zero in a finite number 
steps? The land is truly beyond the reach of man or anything in time and oftime, that is temporal operators bound by real-life laws of 
physics. 

Objections to the "measurement", what the objections are directed at is not quantum mechanics itselt: but what we made the thought 
experiment attempt to do. this "measurement" is at zero entropy, the arrow of time is indefinable, and there is only one wavefunction 
I 50%>+ I 50%> superpositioning in its own absolute time frame of the Complex plane. The SCTE is a valid qrn "event", but its in 

perfect land, the "'measurement" can only be achieved, by the wavefunction itself, acting in its role as absolute carrier of information, 
recall in qm real eigenvalues are obtained by "atemporal" projections from the Complex plane. The wavefimction is entropy itself, the 
wave function contains all true information, and the SCTE is a perfect two-state system, where the wavefunction is a complex stationary 
state. What is the "'measurement", that changes the total wavefunction of the complex plane, into a real~eigenvalued world of temporal 
directedness, the "measurement" is the creation oftime itself. The bang of time is a perfect two-state system, of things in time and things 
out of time. Things out of time are the complex plane and its operators, things in time are the real plane and it operators. The "'observer" 
of this "measurement" is the two-state operation of the complex. plane that gives i as the only eigenvalue. 

Eddington expresses it best (as quoted in The World within the World by John Barrow Chapter 3 Unseen worlds, §13 Thermodynamics) 

"The law that entropy increases - the Second Law of thermodynamics - holds, I think, the supreme position among the 
laws of Nature. If somebody points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with Maxwell's 
equation - then so much the worse f-or Maxwell's equations. If it is found to be contradicted by observation - well, these 
experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your theory is found to be against the Second Law of thermodynamics 
I can give you no hope; there is nothing for it but to collapse in deepe:.1: hwniliation." 
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rnleal Plane 

We have made the box impervious to times assault. 2nd Law 
So which will rule the 2'id Law of a useful theory ... it's not even a contest 
and everyOOdy knows it Paradigms Lost... "'It's not even wrong." Wolfgang Pauli 

SCTE Land This is the Complex sy~1em where we 
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That is the task of this generation is to save the SchrOdinger Cat Thought Experiment SCTE Land from observational contradiction with 
the 200 Law of Thermodynamics. For I am truly sorry for these objections this paper has been hard to write, because ofthe shame of it. 

CONCLUSION 

There are four paradoxes known as the Quantum Smarandache Paradoxes; the first paradox is: 

Smarandache Sorites Paradox: 

Oar visible world is composed of a totality of invisible particles. 

a} An invisible particle does not form a visible object, nor do two invisible particles, three invisible particles, etc. 
However ~ at some point, the collection of invisible particles becomes large enough to form a visible abj~ /:rut there is apparently no 
deftnite point where this occurs. 

b) A similar paradox is developed in an opposite direction. It is always possible to remove a particle from an object in such a way that 
what is left is still a visible object However" repeating and repeating this process, at some point, the visible object is decomposed so that 
the left part becomes invisible, but there is no definite point where this occurs. 

Generally, between <A> and <Non~A> there isno clear-distinction, no exact frontier. Where does <A> really end and <Non-A> begin? 

How the SCTE land resolves the above paradox is: 

Our visible world is made possible by invisible particles (literally the complex state that has eigenvalue i) 

The imaginary component of a general complex number is called i, it is the invisible particle (number) that all visible "measurable" 
properties of objects are timelessly obtained via a quantum (Schrodinger) equation. The imaginary i is the entity that all measurements 
rely on, yet cannot be measured by definition since only real number eigenvalued states are observable. Recall the 'Heisenberg' law 
[A,B]'-"'iC shows how quantwn variables are connected mathematically. The seTE land shows that the region before the cut behaves as 
the Complex number system where we have tried to make real-life objects act literally as Complex. numbers and the box the imaginary i 
since we have perfect preparation of the two states. If in the SCTE we insist that the cat cannot escape the box (i.e. perfect containment) 
for 6t we are forced by the 14 thermodynamic objections above to conclude that the invisible (non-measurable) i leads to all visible 
objects (measurements). The frontier between <A>=measurement and <Non-A>=Non-measurement is represented exactly by the cut 
where we have tired to make time work twice (objection Sii). The quantum cut is literally the frontier between <A> and <Non-A> 
mathematically it is the timeless transformation that changes pure complex numbers into pure real numbers denoted C ~~. Loosely 
speaking Smarandache Sorites Paradox (associated with Eubulides ofMiletus (fourth century B.C.)) is the linguistic equivalent of the 
"Heisenberg' law, how invisible particles create a visible world. 

From § 1 0 "THE PRINCIPLES OF QUANTUM MECHANICS" by P.AJvl. Dirac Fourth Ed Oxford Univ. Press 1958, reprinted 1978 
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"When we make an observation we measure some dynamical variable. It is obvious physically that 
the result of such a measurement must always 00 a rezal num~l', so we should expect that any 
dynami<'''al variable that we can measure must 00 a real dynami(''al variable. One might think one 
could measure a complex dynamical variable by measuring separately its real and pure imaginary 
parts. But this would involve two measurements or two observations, which would be all right in 
classical mechanics, but would not do in quantwn mechanics, where two observations in general 
interfere with one another-it is not in general permissible to consider that two observations can be 
made exactly simultaneously, and if they are made in quick succession the first will usually disturb 
the state to the system and introduce an indeterminacy that will afft."Ct the st.!>(:ond.W e thL"tefore have 
to restrict the dynamical variables that we can measure to be real, ... " 

We cannot make time work twice (equivalent to Dirac's measuring separatety a complex. number's real and pure imaginary parts) clearly 
<A> and <Non~A> are separated by quantum interference (that is the cut is literally this interference). This affect is dramatically 
demonstrated in the SCTE land where this interference literally is drawn and is identified as the timeless transfonnation C ---*~ or 
<Non-A>-<A>. 
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